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Prologue 

 
 If things turn out the way I hope, there’ll come a day when nobody reads this. 

 That’s not to say it isn’t important.  It is.  At least, I imagine it’ll be important someday.  

Because in the aftermath of historic human events there’s always conjecture, and speculation, 

and no small measure of misinformation being fobbed off as “interpretation” by politicians and 

theologians and whoever-all-else in their hawking of self-serving fables about why and how 

those historic events came to pass.  Such offal has its uses, I guess.  But it seems to me that if 

history is to make any real sense, and if its lessons are to benefit anyone, then the most important 

resource for learning about the ‘whys’ and the ‘hows’ of events must be the truth -- if it survives.   

So that’s what this is.  Today I’m not so sure how to answer the big ‘why’ questions.  But 

I do know, better than anybody else, exactly ‘how’ the global conflict over human technological 

and sociopolitical development – over the future of us -- began.  I was there.  That story follows. 

If you didn’t have this document directly available to your conscious mind just because 

you wanted it and, so, you decided to blink up to a network and access it – that is, if you’re 

reading this with your eyes from paper, or from a viewscreen you didn’t create yourself, or even 

if someone else is reading it to you -- then our side lost.  Well, ‘hasn’t won yet,’ I should say. 

But if that’s the case, and still, somehow, this account has survived to be read in the 

original… well, then, all I can do is try to encourage readers to think about some more ‘why’ 

questions.  Why we fought.  Maybe why we lost.  And why, because of the very fact that 

someone’s reading this, there must still be many reasons to continue to fight – and to hope. 
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Chapter 1. 

 

 I first met Jerome Hollings in jail.  At six-eight and at least 300 pounds he fundamentally 

scared many of the guards, with hands as big as most feet and large, black-brown eyes that 

seemed powerful enough, and cold enough, to crack a brick at ten paces.   

Guards, heck.  He scared me.  No easy feat, that. 

 He was wearing a very large set of four black electronic shock-cuffs when he was 

brought into the still, stuffy, cinder-block conference room where I stood waiting for him.  I 

didn’t blame the turnkeys one bit when they didn’t hang around to ask if I needed anything else. 

 “Lawyer?” he grunted, mostly for effect, with a deep, harsh, rumbling voice that could 

mask just about any emotion.  He extended his right hand with the confidence of a man who’d 

worn shock-cuffs before; clearly, he knew exactly how far, and how fast, he’d have to move his 

hands to make them spark.  His clean-shaven head lent him a more respectable appearance than 

those obsidian eyes could support, despite the big piece of gauze taped behind his left ear where 

the jail medics had gone in and removed a D-chip socket.  Upon seeing Hollings, in those cuffs 

and those bright-orange jail coveralls, I knew I’d never be able to imagine him wearing anything 

else. 

 I shook his massive hand with a medium grip, gave him a nod, and made just enough eye 

contact to let him know I was paying attention without communicating anything else.  

 “Ron Bialik,” I said, as I sat down on one of the benches bolted next to the tiny room’s 

lone stainless-steel table.  I fished a file chip out of my pocket and laid it down on my side of the 
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table.  An old-style mechanical viewscreen whirred softly up beneath it, and angled up toward 

me, and glowed blue.  Hollings’ court file appeared on the screen behind the chip.  

“Call me Ron, please.  Do you understand modified attorney-client privilege, Mr. 

Hollings?” 

 “Of course.”  As I scanned the charging documents he eyed me closely, absorbing every 

detail about my person and trying to dissect me as I read.  “My last lawyer told me all about it.  

And call me Jerome.”  

 “Please have a seat, Jerome,” I said, waving my hand forward at the empty bench across 

from me with just a hint of daintiness.  I tucked my feet farther under my bench when he sat 

down, and I pretended to read the charging files with greater interest for a moment.   

“Yes, this says you’ve been informed about modified privilege.  So I won’t need to 

bother with that, will I?” 

 “Cut the gay act, counselor,” he commanded, easing forward a bit too much and folding 

his massive hands on the table.  “You don’t swing that way, and I’m not a damned Charlie, so 

you can quit treating me like one.  How ‘bout a little respect, huh?” 

 “Fair enough,” I said, nodding slowly but still refusing to make direct eye contact.  I sat 

up straighter and put my left forearm on the table with my hand near the screen.  The Department 

certainly hadn’t charged a C-rank with three counts of thought-crime resulting in death.  Dumb, 

often, the federal government.  But seldom completely clueless.   

 I kept my eyes on the viewscreen, finished up the last charging document and paged 

down to the reports and data files.  Everything was in order, as I’d expected.  I had no real need 

to actually read any of it.  For the most part, only a few traditionalists like me even bothered to 
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look at the files very often.  I’d found that it tended to make my clients feel a little more 

comfortable if they saw me doing something. 

 “How’s your girlfriend?” he asked, doing only a fair job of concealing his pleasure at 

discerning a personal detail about me so early in our conversation.  No, indeed, the Department 

hadn’t charged a C-rank in this case by any means.  But given what I’d read and seen of Hollings 

to that point, I wasn’t at all sure what his proper stratification rank should’ve been.  So I thought 

I may as well try and find out what he really had going on up in that imposing skull of his. 

 “She is out-standing,” I smiled, as I met his eyes squarely for the first time.  “She’s 

bright, she’s tall, nice ass --” 

 “Does your wife know?” he grinned, managing a salacious half-wink as his self-

satisfaction washed past his smile and broke over me like a whitecap.  That question was a bit 

too close for my own comfort.  I figured it was a good time to see how he handled a blank. 

‘Shitshitshit,runrun,GO runrunrun,’ I thought, as fast as I could.  Which was fast.  

Usually.  I trained my eyes on the tip of his nose but envisioned only an infinite green wall for an 

instant, until anything I might betray about my own thoughts was gone and I could manage a 

benign tilt of my head and another smile.  I didn’t twitch to cover the tan line on my ring finger, 

but I may as well have; my next micro-glance at it told Jerome he must’ve been right. 

 “Maybe she knows?  She’s pretty quick,” I said, looking down at the viewscreen again 

and scrolling to Hollings’ preliminary psychiatric analysis.  The report was two hours old and 

signed by Dr. Jane Schneider, the Department’s Chief Psychologist. 

 “No.  She isn’t!” he growled, as he shook his massive head a little too fast and leaned in 

even closer.  The still air of the cubicle seemed to draw back when he moved.  He sensed I was 
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lying to him; he didn’t like that at all.  It was hard for me to keep from looking to make sure the 

cuffs were still on his wrists.  The anger in his voice nearly got me to glance when he continued. 

“She’s not like we are!  All those girls I killed should’ve been stratified as Charlies, 

counselor.  Two were mid-average Bs but still dumb enough to try to run with us big dogs.  I say 

we’re all better off without them.  Any of them.  And deep down, somewhere, honestly… you 

agree with me.  Yes?” 

 I finished reading his psych report without responding.  I waited until I was sure he was 

trying not to shift on his bench or fidget before I raised my eyes.  Then I looked near him, but not 

at him, as though I had a dozen other things to do and I’d already left to go and do them.  I 

wanted the big man to know in his bones that any attempt to manipulate me would be pointless.   

 “You know the drill by now, Jerome,” I said as I picked up the file chip from the reader 

and pocketed it.  The viewscreen dropped silently back into the table.  “Odds are, the cases will 

be tried simultaneously.  Unless I can think of something else, our defense probably will be 

based on either a lack of evidence of identity, or lack of intent to cause death.  The former will be 

tough.  They’ve got the ‘net records.  I’ll examine them for issues.   

“If you’re bound over for trial and we don’t make a deal, I’ll do my best to keep the jury 

full of high-grade B-ranks.  For now, you get your act ready for the preliminary hearing, just in 

case we’re lucky enough to draw an old judge.  There’s no sense in wasting even a long-shot 

chance to stop this thing without a bind-over, ‘cause the Department’s in no mood to make 

decent plea offers lately.  Meanwhile don’t hassle the guards, don’t spark your cuffs, don’t 

discuss the facts with anyone, and try not to get too bored with your cellmates.  Questions?” 

 “Nope,” he rumbled as I stood up.  “Wait.  Just one thing.  Say ‘hi’ to your wife and your 

dog for me, will you Ronnie?”  
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 “Can’t.  Don’t have either one, Jerry,” I smirked, virtually smacking him with my own 

self-satisfaction as I touched the viewscreen to signal for a guard.  “My sister’s Chihuahua 

chewed that shoe last week.  Also, I got divorced a year ago.  I wear the ring sometimes just to 

keep the line going.  Fends off the C-ranks.  And my ex-wife?  First in her A-school class, sir.”   

I didn’t really try to suppress another smile as I looked down to turn the viewscreen off, 

and I couldn’t help but notice when I touched the keypad that Hollings’ own mental blank was 

firmly in place.  It didn’t do him a lick of good.  It was obvious to me that nobody’d ever been 

able to teach this guy who the boss was.  I figured I’d take one more teensy swipe at it while I 

was there.   

“Not so easy to pick out the big dogs these days, is it Jerry?  I’ll have a talk with your 

psychiatrist and I’ll come back to see you in a few days.  Anything else?” 

 “Fair enough, counselor,” he mumbled.   

It was hard to keep from beaming with pride at getting a few steps ahead of my new 

client.  I sensed that I needn’t have bothered trying.  He was feeling it all like a swift kick in the 

ass.  The psych report was right; this guy’s ego was as big as the rest of him, and then some. 

“You’ll like Dr. Jane,” he said coldly.  “She’s smart.  I’d have let her live.” 
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Chapter 2. 

 

 I was still chewing on Hollings’ last remark when one of the guards let me out of the 

conference room and locked the door behind us.  He took one last peek in through the window, 

and then led the way down the hall toward booking and its sally port to the outside world. 

 “Big sonofabitch, ain’t he?  I wouldn’ta wanted to be you in there with him alone 

counselor.  Shocks or no shocks.” 

 At the booking office door another guard and a shock-cuffed inmate stood beyond the 

thick Plexiglas from us, waiting for the desk sergeant to buzz the lock open.  I knew the guard a 

little.   Decent guy.  Rick, something.  The inmate didn’t look familiar, and with my D chip 

unplugged for the jail visit I didn’t have access to the Neuralnet and the Department’s facial-

recognition package.  I couldn’t be sure whether he was a former client or not.  He wasn’t quite 

as big as Hollings, but he was pretty close to it.  Almost as mean-looking, too. 

 As the lock buzzed and the door swung out I took a second look at the inmate.  He was 

staring right at me.  For a flash, his eyes widened a bit.  His eyebrows raised almost 

imperceptibly, and there was a tiny twitch at the corners of his mouth.  Whoever he was, he’d 

definitely recognized me.  He also definitely had the ability to hide that fact from anyone else.   

 I knew.  This was no ordinary street crook.  He was chipped in to the ‘net, and his 

connection was active. 

 I couldn’t yell the words out fast enough.  “Oh, SHIT, Rick!  He’s wired –“ 

 The inmate whirled and swung and clubbed the officer in the head with both fists clasped 

together.  The shock-cuffs didn’t spark.  Rick crumpled to his knees from that first blow, and a 
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lightning-quick second punch knocked him out cold.  There was nothing, and nobody, to stop the 

inmate from spinning back toward the guard and me and attacking him in the doorway.  The 

inmate went straight for the throat, and with his longer arms he got there before the guard could 

raise so much as a finger in his own defense.   

I pushed past the two as they grappled and I went for the booking counter.  The duty 

sergeant was mid-way over when I reached it.  I had to half-block, half-tackle him to get him to 

stop where he was.  He hadn’t expected that, and he gave me an incredulous look as he squared-

up to slug his way through me and go help the guard. 

“No!  Sarge – Sarge!  My chip!  Get my chip!” 

 I tried to yell loudly enough to cut through his training and the adrenalin, and to confuse 

him for a beat so he wouldn’t just throw a haymaker at my jaw.  It worked.  He had to stop to 

think.  He quickly realized what I wanted, and he scrambled as fast as he could back behind the 

desk to the sidearm lockers.  My D chip was supposed to be locked up in one of those too.  But it 

was still sitting out, in a blue cobalt case atop the steel cabinet.  The sergeant grabbed the case 

and backhanded it at me in one motion, and then bolted for the fight again. 

 He didn’t get there.  Not while it was still going, anyway.   

Uncasing my chip and jamming it home behind my ear took me about half a second.  

Then I needed another tenth of a second to connect my brain directly to… well, to everything, 

technically.  The boot-up felt like an hour to me.  But I know now that from my sign-on time it 

took me exactly 61 milliseconds to search the Department’s face-rec files for the inmate, then 

seventeen more to cross-reference into his new booking file, and another 7,634 microseconds to 

find the control numbers for the shock-cuffs he’d been assigned.   
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I thought straight to the cuffs’ command modules, turned both sets up full-blast and sent 

an override “spark” order.  In the physical world that spanned all of 83 milliseconds.   

But I didn’t just wait for electrons to start flowing from the batteries to the wires so the 

cuffs could give the inmate the jolt of his life.  I certainly didn’t watch through my eyes (for a 

comparative eon) to see whether the shockers would do the job.  Instead, I blinked down one ‘net 

level and checked the devices’ accumulated command logs. 

Sure enough.  Both sets had been accessed from the ‘net recently.  Their safeties were 

activated, locked, and scrambled.  Those electrons would get out of the batteries and travel down 

the wires, all right, but then they’d only hit a positronic brick wall.  635 microseconds after I sent 

the “spark” order, I knew the cuffs weren’t going to function.  No other command would make 

them work.  I needed another idea. 

 I spent eleven more milliseconds blinking back up to the Department’s main Neuralnet 

logs.  Then it took me a full tenth of a second to isolate and absorb the ‘net traffic to and from 

the downtown Los Angeles jail.  There wasn’t much to parse; mostly door locks and the guards’ 

comm links and locators and such.  In 2098 mics I found what I wanted: time codes from two 

recent shock-cuff commands like the ones I’d just sent.   

I could tell those codes had been generated by somebody who took fifty times longer to 

think than any legitimate A-rank Neuralnet user ever should have.  The numbers were huge.  So 

to me, they looked like those old neon “Diner” signs, except they said “B-rank ‘net trespasser 

with black-market headgear was here.”  Or something to that effect, I suppose. 

 Once I found the time codes I knew I had just two things left to do.  That’s because each 

human brain has its own unique patterns, tendencies, and ways of doing things.  Just as 

fingerprints don’t change materially with a person’s age or weight, neuralprints don’t change 
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much with daily thoughts.  So, all ‘net users can be identified – accurately -- from every single 

command, search, or idle postulation they process through a chip, based on how their own minds 

have handled and transmitted the information.  Speed.  Relative timing.  Clarity of thought.  

Synaptic efficiency.  Diet even, and disease, and drug use, as they’ve affected the user’s brain 

chemistry over a lifetime.  The measuring data are all there in an identifying micro-mosaic, 

within every record of every ‘net utilization.  

Quite logically, the Neuralnet keeps a record of each user’s unique pattern – his 

‘address,’ whether he’s Departmentally-authorized or not.  And for almost every new ‘address,’ 

the Department eventually comes along and develops a key.  A hack.  A way to connect, and to 

reach in from the outside and issue direct satellite-to-chip-to-synapse commands like I tried to do 

with the useless shock-cuffs.  If, and supposedly only if, one has a Departmental clearance as 

high as mine, those hacks are available. 

So in 898 microseconds I extracted the inmate’s neuralprint from the time codes.  Then I 

took thirteen milliseconds searching the Department’s records for a matching hack.  I found one, 

but I needed another full tenth of a second for the download; it was very new.  Sketchy.  

Imprecise, rather, like an unfocused photo or a bad copy, because this guy wasn’t an authorized 

user.  I didn’t know whether it would even work.   

I blinked the hack up anyway and tried to connect to his brain.  It took me three attempts, 

but 7998 microseconds later his senses, his motor functions, even the old-structure tasks like his 

heartbeat and respiration were mine to control.  I could’ve made him run straight into a wall, or 

bang his head on the floor or whatever.  Stopping his ticker would’ve been no trick at all.   

The problem facing me was that the inmate had illegal hardware.  I couldn’t be sure of 

his capabilities.  I didn’t know if he had access to some exotic software for defeating 
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Departmental brain hacks, and I didn’t trust the crappy key I was using.  I could’ve lost my 

control of his noggin a nanosecond after he learned I had it; one or two missed heartbeats or 

breaths were not going to be enough to stop this guy.  And I didn’t want to kill him. 

There was only one foolproof option.  Nineteen milliseconds from the time the 

connection started working, I directed every scrap of information out of every far, dark corner of 

the ‘net straight into the inmate’s consciousness.  Instantly, but for less than a tenth of the wink 

of an eye, he knew and thought and felt and heard and smelled and saw everything there was, 

and everything there ever had been.  God himself never knew so much all at once. 

The man’s brain redlined.  Every one of his synapses fired full-tilt.  Every receptor was 

suddenly jammed, every neuron overflowed, and all of that activity burned up every molecule of 

adenosine triphosphate in every cell from his forehead to his spine.  In layman’s terms, his mind 

went “poof.”  And then a lot faster than anybody can say “poof,” all the ATP above his 

collarbone was gone.  That left every one of his brain cells flooded with straight adenosine -- and 

not much else. 

The prisoner released his choke-hold on the guard and dropped to the floor in a heap.  He 

fell awkwardly on one of his hands; we heard a sharp “pop” when he landed.  Probably a broken 

finger, I figured.  Maybe a wrist.  Something solid was damaged, anyhow.  He’d been 

completely unable to influence how he fell.   

The jail guard staggered back against a wall.  He gasped for air as the desk sergeant 

quickly found a set of old-style steel manacles and hog-tied the prisoner where he lay. 

I went over and checked on Rick.  He was unconscious and bleeding from his nose, but 

he was alive.  Then I blinked a general alert to the jail’s alarm system and a message to medical. 
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The desk sergeant came over and knelt down next to Rick.  When he glanced at me, I 

could see traces of fear in his eyes.  I knew that look.  I’d seen it dozens of times on others’ 

faces.  He wasn’t afraid of the prisoner behind us on the floor.  He was afraid of me. 

 The sergeant spoke first.  “I… hey, uh… good work there, counselor.  Thanks.  That 

was… Did – uh, did you…“  He shrugged back toward the prisoner, and we both turned to see 

the jail guard checking his pulse.  “I mean, is he…” 

“No, Sarge.  He’s alive.  I didn’t kill him.” 

The jail guard saw us looking.  He nodded.  “Still got a pulse, Sergeant.  Unconscious, 

though.  Looks like a compound fracture where he fell on his arm.” 

The sergeant looked back at me.  “What’d you do?  Fry his brain?” 

I didn’t see any reason to hang around, and I knew the officers would feel a lot more 

comfortable once I’d left.  So I straightened up to go and I didn’t look at either one when I spoke 

to them on my way out.  I’d already seen plenty much in that one glance from the sergeant. 

“Medical will be here soon, guys.  All I did was make him go to sleep.  I’d guess he’ll be 

snoozing for a day or so.  He might believe he’s God for a while after he wakes up.  First thing, 

though, hey?  Check inside his ear canal for that illegal ‘net chip of his.  Could be up his nose.  

The new ones aren’t external like mine, and the really advanced ones are biological.  Organic.  

Your old detectors here can’t see those.” 

 I held the door for a team of worried-looking paramedics on their way in to the booking 

room.  The sight of their different badges reminded me of one more thing I had to tell the cops. 

 “And, hey, Sarge?  Put a note for the judge in that guy’s file.  The court’s going to have 

to assign him a contract lawyer.” 

 “No problem, counselor.  But can’t somebody else in the PD’s office handle it?” 
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 I was walking away too fast to reply.  But my training reflexively brought the answer 

straight to the front of my consciousness like a judge or a law professor was asking.  Ordinarily, 

some other attorney in the office could’ve defended the inmate if the Department charged him 

with attempted escape and assault and blah, blah, blah and I ended up on the witness list.  As his 

lawyer’s peer, I could’ve been administratively “walled off” from the representation. 

Not in this guy’s case, though.  I was nobody’s peer.  Everyone working for the United 

States Department of Governmental and Sociological Affairs’ Office of the Federal Public 

Defender reported to me. 
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Chapter 3. 

 
“So let’s have it, Doc.  What’s up with this guy Hollings?  Didn’t his momma give him 

enough love, or did she give him a little too much love, or was it the potty training, or what?  

What’re your eight-ball and your teacup and your Ouija board telling you ‘bout my new client?” 

 We were seated in Dr. Jane Schneider’s office, nearly surrounded by a couple hundred 

old books I knew she’d never read (at least not all the way through), and drinking coffee I knew 

she didn’t like very much (at least not without an added pick-me-up from the cut-crystal decanter 

I’d given her, now stashed in her bottom desk drawer).  The late-morning sun streaming in 

through the windows behind her made the shelves of books seem even older and dustier... wiser, 

somehow, and it all worked to take the high-tech edge off the ambiance.  Some of it, anyway. 

 She took another sip of her coffee and rocked back in her vaguely-mannish antique 

leather chair; its oversized wings were as high as her head.  She was ignoring my needling and 

deciding how to begin.  That didn’t take her long at all.  Nothing did. 

 “He’s reasonably sharp, Ron.  But not naturally so.  I wouldn’t say he’s miles above a 

mid-B-rank.  Put your chip in and I’ll show you the graphs.” 

 I shook my head.  “Nah.  It’s giving me headaches again.”  A stone lie, that.  Always had 

been, every time I’d told it to her.  I just didn’t want my brain that close to hers.  Certainly not 

that day.  I had stuff to do.  “Blink it up, Janie.” 
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 “K.”  Her eyes darted, and a full viewscreen bearing a complicated package of charts and 

test results appeared in the air above the lamp on her desk.  Four or five different documents 

blurred by until a red one with a jagged bell curve settled in and pulsed gently at me. 

 “He’s obviously been coached, Ron.  Badly, though.  In a misguided way, rather.  Look 

at section five.  Imagine your old Corvette engine in a Radio Flyer wagon and you’ll get the 

picture.  All horsepower, no steering, no brakes.  Hollings’ psyche can not handle what his brain 

can do.  Never could’ve.”   

 I smiled.  “Big wagon, though.  Say, you know, Janie, we should never have sold that 

‘vette.”  I was interrupting, again.  Or, trying to.  Sort of.  She stayed focused.  She’d always 

been good at that. 

More graphs scrolled by.  I wasn’t looking, but she kept scrolling them.  And talking.  

“He has a long history of anger – deep-seated, that -- and he’s completely unscrupulous.  

His ego’s the main problem, though.  Monnn-strous.  It makes him very dangerous.” 

  “As opposed to his size and his violent tendencies?”  I couldn’t resist a wink.  “And, hey, 

since when do big egos in the wrong hands cause triple-suicides?”  

 With another sip of probably-spiked coffee, she blinked off the data display straightaway.  

I could tell she wasn’t inclined to tolerate any baiting at all that day.  Not from me, anyhow.  Not 

anymore.  Then again, I wondered, maybe she was?  Janie possessed one of the best mental 

blanks any A-rank had ever developed.  But I knew her better than anybody else.  I could usually 

tell when something else was buzzing around in some corner of her mind.  Somehow, my words 

had struck a nerve. 

Whatever else she might’ve been thinking about, she ended up fussing back at me a bit 

about our longest-running dispute.  
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 “Let’s not start arguing the causality issue again, Ron.  O.k.?  You know the 

Department’s studied it, you know the history of D-chip introduction, and you know full well 

that the numbers show, very clearly, that thought-crime is --” 

 “Hang on, there, Doc, hang on.  Whoa, o.k.?  I’m not trying this case today.  You meant 

he’s dangerous physically, right?” 

 “Mmm-hm,” she hummed, and raised her cup for another sip of coffee in perfect 

synchronicity with her eyebrows.  Her warm, brown eyes drifted away as she nodded, slowly, 

and then they focused in on the bookshelf to my right for a moment.  I knew she was wondering 

whether to say something, perhaps deciding whether I’d want to hear it. 

 By that time, I decided I didn’t feel like thinking too hard about whatever that was.  

Wanted not to, really.  I just told myself it’d be a meandering discourse on Hollings’ violent 

streak.  That was easier to want to avoid than any of our old emotional stuff was.  I jumped in. 

 “Doc, the ‘net records and the neuralprints tie him to the girls, dead-bang.  But he had to 

know they would.  What’s he doing?  You don’t think he’s angling for an insanity finding, do 

you?” 

 “No,” she said, “but I do have to wonder what he’s really doing, too.  He has a decent 

blank.  I had to do a little guessing to get the analysis started at first.  It took me two hours 

yesterday.  Nothing takes me two goddamned hours.  This isn’t his first time up on thought-crime 

charges --” 

 “Yeah, yeah, I know.  Three counts in 2041, and three more in ‘45.  Beat ‘em all with 

flying colors,” I said. 

 “God damn those Bravos on those juries,” she muttered.  “Schmucks probably wouldn’t 

have convicted Jeffrey Dahmer.”  She’d never been able to stand the B-ranks, much less the 
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Charlies.  Truth be told, she was basically a bigot that way.  Only I knew that about her.  When 

she dropped the reference, I reacted like I usually did.  And damn my mouth for it. 

 “Ahhh, Janie, come on.  Thought-crime is such bullshit to the average Joe on the street.”   

 I’d never been a very good at keeping her from getting me started either, and it took me a 

beat to realize that we’d both done it to each other again.  For once, that time, at least at that 

moment, I couldn’t have cared less.  

“Maybe there is something to it.  But when these cases come up I start thinking maybe 

Orwell and Huxley were right all along.” 

 “You should read a little more Darwin instead, Ron.  Some folks actually paid attention 

to his bullshit.”   

I knew her sarcasm backwards and forwards, and I knew where we were headed.  

Probably.  But I didn’t want to back down just yet. 

 “Darwin didn’t come up with stratification, Janie.  That was all you shamans and witch-

doctors and headshrinkers here in the Department --” 

 “True, he didn’t.  But things were outta control, Ron.  When the Neuralnet first went live 

and everybody had chips it was maaayyy-hem.  Chaos!  And, hey, let’s see you build a 

skyscraper with no foundation.  Darwin laid the cornerstone for --” 

 “Aw, screw Darwin.  He never built a damned thing, much less a skyscraper or a 

government or a thought-crime case.” 

 “Ron, his work enabled us to build a lot of things.  Fix a lot of things.  Some minds are 

dangerous weapons now, for better or worse, and you know it.  C-ranks and Bs can’t defend 

themselves against some of those weapons, and you know that, too.  We need these laws to keep 

freaks like Hollings from taking unfair advantage, from doing more things like he did --” 
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 “Well, hell, let’s just leave all law an’ order to all you oracles in the Department, then, I 

guess.  Y’all sure know more about taking unfair advantage than anyone else does...”   

That was a cheap shot.  I should’ve been ashamed.  Or embarrassed.  Or something.  

Whatever I am now.  But I wasn’t, then.  And I wasn’t the only one off in the weeds.   

“Hey, fuck you and the horses you used to gallop off on, Ron.” 

  It took me a half-beat to understand her meaning.  The cheap-shot score was even.  We 

both felt like first-class assholes.   

 “Oh, Jesus, Janie… I’m sorry.  Come on.  Let’s not do this.  I didn’t mean it that way.  I 

wasn’t talking about us.  I just meant...” 

 “I know you didn’t,” she said quietly, raising her eyebrows again briefly for emphasis.  

“And I’m sorry, too.  It’s just...”  She tapped her fingernail on the rim of her cup, and we both 

looked at nothing for a moment.  “I’m just not really used to seeing your name in my files yet, 

that’s all.” 

 “Yeah…  I still miss you, too, sometimes,” I said softly, watching her sip her coffee to 

gain some space.  “You always were too damned smart for my own good, you know?” 

 She smiled a little at that, and put her cup down on the dark mahogany desktop.   

“I got worried when I saw you’d be defending this Hollings character yourself,” she said, 

as she replaced her blank and her smile with her best all-business look.  “He’s absolutely 

confounded a couple of very bright analysts in his time.  He also beat the shit out of his live-in 

girlfriend last year, and he put his first defense attorney in intensive care.” 

 “A woman, right?” I asked, though I knew the answer from the file and I could’ve 

guessed it from Janie’s eyes.  “Probably young...” 
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 “Right,” she said, nodding quickly and leaning forward to get her coffee cup again.  She 

held it with both hands and looked down into it while she thought.   

“Don’t show him any fear, Ron, and don’t let him start to think you’re fucking around on 

his case.”   

 She paused for an instant.  Just when I was ready to get defensive again, she looked 

directly into my eyes and moved along, to half-try to convince me that she’d been talking about 

nothing but Hollings.   

“Pure sociopath, this guy.” she continued.  “He would convince a C-rank in a high-rise to 

jump from a window, watch every second of the poor thing sky-diving 40 stories chuteless, and 

then go, y’know, have Chinese for lunch or whatever.  The son of a bitch just doesn’t care.  Does 

not.  And he’s got some axes to grind with somebody.” 

 Her eyes softened a little, and for a flash I was startled to find a hint of concern, affection, 

almost longing in them.  I had to admit, she was good.  Just like always.  I caught on before I 

made another stupid error, and for once I elected not to get pulled in to her web. 

 “Thanks for the time, Doc,” I said as I stood up to go.  “Gotta run.”  

She blanked-up again and smiled quickly, but not quickly enough to keep me from 

catching just a hint of disappointment.  Genuine, calculated, I didn’t know.  Right then, I didn’t 

care.  It made me feel good, that look.  I hadn’t had enough of that lately.  

 “I’ll be careful, but you have to promise to bring his secondary evaluation over for lunch 

on Monday.  Deal?” 

 “Fair enough,” she smiled.  “Chinese in a high-rise, right?” 

 “Right,” I said over my shoulder as I turned and left her office.  On the way out I could 

pretty much feel Janie’s secretary shooting that piercing stare of hers into my back after I passed 
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her desk.  Despite my efforts to ignore it, an unbidden curiosity about what Janie might’ve told 

her of our crash-landed marriage followed me onto the elevator and down to the skywalks like a 

strung-out, insistent beggar. 
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Chapter 4. 
 

 That afternoon I sawed through three long motion arguments punctuated by two cups of 

courthouse coffee each, and then the 65-minute commute to my apartment near the beach gave 

way to dinner at Downrigger’s.  I saddled up at a corner table and ordered a Jim Beam and Coke 

and the swordfish.  As the tavern’s newest waitress and her plaid miniskirt flounced away with 

my order, I put my chip in behind my ear and scanned the news as the stories fed directly into 

my brain.   

There were about 60 articles on the newest Jerome Hollings incident.  Their headlines 

skulked around under my conscious thoughts, periscopes raised, while I pointed my eyes at the 

Raider game on TV and made myself find the score.  Finally the guy at the next table started 

talking about the sensational case, and those news headlines torpedoed any hope I might’ve had 

for a relaxing, mindless evening.  So I blinked back to the stories and the file and absorbed it all 

at a leisurely pace – almost a full second in the temporal world -- right after my first drink surfed 

in on a blue-eyed, smiling wave of Lycra and Chanel and peroxide and lustrous red lipstick. 

 Jerome Hollings had been evaluated and stratified at age 11, nearly three years late 

according to the Department’s regular schedule.  That was because of the Rolla refusal.  Starting 

in early 2029 the Rolla, Missouri school board decided not to allow its students to participate in 

the federally-mandated evaluations for stratification.  Dozens of local school boards in the rural 

Midwest and the South followed suit, including the one in charge of Hollings’ own school in 

Topeka, Kansas. 
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 It took two full years for the Department to obtain the necessary convictions and 

removals, and for replacements to be appointed to the refusing boards.  It took another six 

months for all the deferred evaluations to be scheduled and completed, and for the kids to be 

stratified as either Industrials (or, C-ranks), Managerials (the Bs), or Departmentals -- A-ranks.  

“East-pointers,” or “quicks,” as we called ourselves; the Bs and the Cs had many more less-

flattering names for us than my Raiders had points in the football game on TV as I blinked. 

 The Rolla board members’ stated reason for the refusal was that they opposed 

stratification in principle.  But their post-conviction evaluations showed elements of jealousy, 

and fear, about their students’ consistently poor comparisons with kids from other parts of the 

country.  Same thing with the members of the other ‘refusal’ boards.  They may well have 

believed that their principles genuinely mattered to them.  At bottom, though, they dreaded the 

fact that their children, and their entire communities, were falling farther and farther behind the 

rest of the United States.  

When my waitress bent over just a little too far to serve a drink to the guy at the next 

table, I spent an entire quarter-second learning from her pink plastic name tag that her name was 

Kelly B., and another half-second wondering how far Rolla was from Montgomery, Alabama.  

Then I directed my mind back to the file. 

 Hollings was one of the dozen or so students whose evaluations had been done last.  He 

initially scored out as an A-rank, but one of his proctors issued an extremely rare dissenting 

opinion recommending B-rank placement.  The dissenting proctor lost, and Hollings was off to 

remedial A-school where he received specially-designed nanotube brain wiring to compensate 

for the years of implant development he’d missed. 
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  Two years later, a flaw was discovered in the Department’s formula for age-

compensating some of the ‘refusal’ kids’ test results.  The dissenting proctor was found to have 

been correct: Hollings was not truly an East –pointer.  He was a mid- to high-B.   

“Whoops,” I thought, as Kelly B. passed close by my table, and swept away my glass, 

and smiled, and took the long way back to the bar.  Misdesignation was one hell of a mistake to 

make -- something on the order of switching babies in a maternity ward.  And according to a 

background memo toward the end of the file, it’d never happened before or since.  I had no 

reason to doubt that; I did doubt whether the Department would ever admit another cock-up if it 

wasn’t forced to do so. 

  The real trouble was, by the time the Department ‘fessed up and moved to correct 

matters, Hollings had received a substantial amount of A-rank preparation.  The D chip, the 

socket, the incredibly-intensive training, the whole shebang.  It was way, way too late.   

I mean, from the advent of the Neuralnet, there’d always been doctors and techs and 

hackers willing to stick black-market ‘netware into whomever was brave enough and rich 

enough to put his nugget on the table.  It was shit by comparison, especially early on; limited 

access, bad connectivity, and it wasn’t much faster than typing on a good day.  On the inside, in 

the collective “A” Neuralnet conversation, it was easy for us to tell who wasn’t supposed to be 

there.  They generally didn’t stay long.  Either they got arrested, or they went back to their much-

simpler normal lives on their own. 

 But Hollings had received the good stuff in the first place, from the source: the 

Department itself.  And he’d been taught to use it.  He was no ordinary ‘net pirate and never 

could be.  After A-rank preparation, a ‘normal’ life almost wasn’t conceivable for him, as it 

wouldn’t have been for anybody else.  The very thought of it made me shudder. 
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Tragically late or not, he and his contemporaries were evaluated yet again in 2034, the 

year I graduated A-school.  And after almost five more years of administrative appeals and legal 

challenges (and continued A-level schooling for Hollings while the matter dragged on), he alone 

was re-designated.  Three days shy of his own commencement he’d been removed from A-

school and formally stratified as high-B, albeit at the top of his class.   

 Not surprisingly, he was arrested for public intoxication, disorderly conduct, and a raft of 

other charges at his B-rank graduation ceremony, where he’d used no small measure of his A-

school training to cause a scene ugly enough to make the national news the next day.   

That whole thing, I remembered independently from the file.  It was a remarkable 

hullabaloo.  The stories about it sparked various calls and petition drives to raise the national 

drinking age to 19, or even all the way back to 21.  Those took months to die down. 

 In the aftermath of a long day at work and a brake-wearing commute and yet another 

bungled play by my Raiders on TV, my mind was prone to wandering.  I indulged it, musing 

back six years to the time around Hollings’ graduation.   

By no means did he cause any of it by himself, but those were the most anxious days of 

what became the federal realignment.  His infamous brouhaha added fuel to one raging inferno 

of a national debate over the Neuralnet and the power of the Department and, thus, the federal 

government itself.  Even on our wedding night Janie and I argued bitterly about it.  Fifteen states 

wound up declaring themselves and their residents exempt from all federal criminal laws by the 

end of 2039, and they re-established their own police forces and corrections systems.  It wasn’t 

an outright rebellion; they kept remitting tax payments and doing most other things, so then-

President Carona didn’t mobilize troops and start shooting.  But to many in the Department -- 
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especially where I worked then, for its Executive Committee -- a bloody civil war would’ve been 

preferable to the uneasy arrangement that preserved the peace. 
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Chapter 5. 
 

 One of the Downrigger’s regulars stopped by my table to say ‘hey’ and to pay off a bet.  I 

told him I’d still take the Raiders if he wanted to let it ride.  He double-checked the score and 

nodded and wandered off happy.  I herded my wayward attention back to the case file. 

 After that graduation dust-up, Hollings never caught traction in life.  His file had all the 

records and background stuff about his two drug-rehab stays after possession arrests, about his 

one misdemeanor conviction for possession of LSD, about his drunk-and-disorderly charge that 

wound up being congestion-dismissed, about his drunk-driving conviction that actually stuck, 

and about his second d&d citation that got ‘sneezed out’ of court also.  Even with fifteen fewer 

states to police, the Department had plenty-much trouble keeping the half-clogged federal 

judicial and corrections systems running when they were full of misbehaving garden-variety 

Bravos and Charlies.  There apparently weren’t a lot of resources to spend on an infamous kid 

like Jerome Hollings, historic mistake notwithstanding. 

  Then in 2041, right after he’d moved to California, he was charged and tried under the 

Department’s then-new thought-crime statute for allegedly causing the suicides of three B-ranks 

whose parents had bought them unauthorized ‘net gear.  Oddly, the file didn’t say whether 

Hollings’ original brain-wiring had ever been removed, or how he’d regained Neuralnet access in 

the first place.  But the file did say he’d been inside, and that the three girls had been there too.  

All their cognitive paths had crossed.  And something very bad had happened, whatever the 

precise cause. 
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 Major news, that trial.  Immediately after the jury acquitted him the big s.o.b. attacked his 

defense attorney right there in court.  For that, he was convicted late in ‘43 on a plea to 

aggravated battery; the charge was dealt down from attempted murder.  He’d spent the 

intervening two years incarcerated, apparently just waiting to change his plea from “not guilty” 

to “guilty,” and after the battery conviction he did just over one additional year on a total five-

year hitch.  He was paroled 21 months ahead of his max-out release date, in early 2045, with a 

clean prison history but absolutely no chance at a decent future. 

 His prospects didn’t improve.  Two months after release Hollings allegedly beat up his 

live-in girlfriend.  Somehow, he didn’t catch a conviction or even a parole violation for that 

incident.  One month later he was charged with causing three more B-rank girls’ suicides using 

the Neuralnet.  According to the file, they’d also gained illegal training and access from relatives. 

 Kelly B. brought me another Beam & Coke, but neither she nor the file brought me 

anything about how any of those B-rank girls could’ve stayed connected long enough for 

Hollings to do much more than whistle at them.  Or, again, how he’d gotten back into the ‘net.  I 

pondered that.  But not for as long as I wanted to.  However it’d happened, I told myself, they 

were all dead.  I couldn’t go back and help them.  Any of them.  I kept blinking. 

 From the filing of the second batch of thought-crime charges forward, the national press 

had feasted on the story.  Ten folders of headlines about the trial alone were stacked in my brain.  

The graphics behind my eyes indicated that at least seventeen more folders were available.  And 

that didn’t include hyped-up, lurid accounts from the physical newspapers and internet outlets 

many Bravos and Charlies were still reading.  I skipped all those and stuck with the factual 

material. 
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Following a quickly-scheduled six-day jury trial complete with Neuralnet records, seized 

security-defeating software, phone records and neuralprints which hung on Hollings like an 

albatross, he was acquitted of committing thought-crime a second time.  It’d all happened just 

three months before I assigned myself to handle his newest case.  

 I’d just started reviewing video transcripts of that last trial when my waitress slid a platter 

of swordfish and whatnot in front of me.  She spent a little extra time squeezing a lime wedge 

over the filet, and asked whether I wanted anything else at all.  I ignored much of the first 

transcript and told Kelly B. that I disagreed with her name tag because I would’ve given her an 

‘A.’  I didn’t feel like trying not to watch her as she smiled and swished away again.  It would’ve 

taken too much effort.  She was captivating. 

Then I blinked again and absorbed the rest of the video files.  They didn’t tell me much 

more than I already knew.  It just felt right to review them, as it makes an odd sense sometimes 

to try the handle on a car door that you know you’ve locked.  Better just to do it than to wonder. 

 It wasn’t until I’d scanned my way down to ‘family history’ in the remainder of the file 

that I developed a hunch about how Hollings might’ve gained access to the Neuralnet.  His only 

sibling, his older brother, had been an A-rank, but he was killed in a one-car accident; the driver 

was the boys’ mostly-unscathed stepmother.  She’d never changed her last name after the 

nuptials.  Increasingly popular, that.  I hadn’t liked it when Janie didn’t.  But it’d probably saved 

Hollings’ stepmom from some of the uglier acts in the national media’s circus. 

 It took the crowd at Downrigger’s about a second to finish cheering for an improbable 

touchdown that got my Raiders back into the game.  It took me about the same real time, from 

the spike of the ball to the last echo, to blink leisurely through the father’s and stepmother’s 
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comprehensive files.  Parts of hers were restricted: she was a Departmental official.  And there 

wasn’t much else I didn’t already know from Hollings’ own records. 

Out in the ‘net I saw that Janie had flagged a couple of items with her own personal 

attention-grabbers.  They worked on me like they always did.  I read the documents.  Sure 

enough, Hollings’ stepmother had been an evaluating proctor for the Department, in the Midwest 

region, starting in 2028.  And she’d resigned sixteen hours before the Raiders scored and I pulled 

up her file. 

 Isolated facts about the stepmother, but they could explain a lot of stuff.  The evaluation 

scoring problem, the subsequent legal battle, Hollings’ mysterious ‘net access later… all of it, 

maybe, running back to unresolved guilt over her fault in the wreck, or her desire just to help the 

kid?  Or stemming from her own role in stratification?  Maybe she’d seen an opportunity to set 

things right?  Possibly, Pa Hollings and his new wife believed they’d known more about then-

little Jerome’s abilities and best interests than the Department did.  At least in theory, they 

might’ve taken action as though that’s what they thought.  She’d been in the right position to 

make it happen.  Lots of parents would’ve tried.  Millions.  Entire states’ worth, considering the 

federal realignment. 

 I shook my head and forced myself to quit chasing my own mental tail.  None of it was 

directly relevant to the charges.  And anyway, I reasoned, who could know, now, what the deal 

was with those people years ago?  I didn’t report directly to the Department’s hierarchy anymore, 

and my client’s folks weren’t my clients.  I couldn’t fix any of it.  It was not… my… job. 

I decided I’d learned enough to know how Hollings’ case was going to go.  ‘Reordered 

society’ or no, things were ever thus.  I reminded myself with a slug of diluted bourbon that I 

couldn’t change the world or anybody in it.  And that was especially true since I’d quit trying. 
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 When Kelly B. and her freshened lipstick sat down across from me and asked “how I 

liked everything,” I pulled my chip out of its socket and snapped it across the table.  It banked 

off my empty glass and spun to a stop next to the salt shaker.   

“Ach.  Enough, with the work,” I smiled.  “I’d much rather pay attention to you, Kelly B.  

Tell me -- how shall we see to it that I don’t put that awful thing back into my head until 

tomorrow?” 

 Over the next hour or so I wandered through another Beam & Coke and my half of an 

order of amaretto cheesecake for two.  Kelly B. and I play-squabbled about whether the Raiders 

should’ve been named the Pirates and, after they wound up collapsing in the fourth quarter, 

whether they should be kicked out of the NFL for losing so often.  We ended up wrapping 

silverware in napkins together at the end of her shift until, finally, the night took over from my 

last billable thought: Jerome Hollings’ case was really nothing more than a high-profile way for 

the Department to bottom-out its teeth in the country’s windpipe.  And if he played along… if we 

played along… he was probably going to be offered a very, very good deal. 
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Chapter 6.   
 

Kelly B.’s plaid miniskirt was off the coffee table and out the door after only toast and 

juice the next morning.  So I still had an outside chance to make it to the office on time when the 

car phone bleeped and interrupted some ancient Jackson 5 song on the radio.   

 “Ron, Dr. Schneider’s calling.  She says it’s important, and you don’t have your chip in.  

You want?” 

 I took a pissed-off look at the mirrors and moved out of the fast lane.  Then I thumbed the 

“talk” button on the wheel a little harder than I needed to.   

“Yeah, Susan, put her on.  Thanks.”  Caffeine would’ve helped just then.  And time.  Lots 

of both.  I hadn’t had enough of either, but I greeted Janie politely anyway. 

 “You there, Doc?” 

 “Morning, Ron.  How’s the traffic?” she said brightly.  My eyebrows always knotted a 

little when she sounded like that.  This time was no exception. 

 “Not too bad,” I lied, as I glared through the windshield at six full lanes of die-hard 

commuters like me -- people who hated the rails and the vactrains, or loved their cars, so much 

that they got up for work at least an hour earlier and paid whopping gas taxes and toll charges 

and parking fees every month.  “Better if I could get back to the fast lane.  What’s up?” 

 “I’ve been thinking about how Hollings got into the Neuralnet” she said.  ‘No kidding,’ I 

thought.  But I didn’t have to speak yet.  She wasn’t done. 

 “Sooo, did you get into the file last night, or were you too busy hustling some little C-

rank chickie?” 
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 “I got into it, Janie.  Saw the tags you left, too.  Thanks.”  How she knew, how she 

always knew, I didn’t want to remember.  “So how’d he do it?” 

 “Family,” she said.  “Dead brother, stepmom at fault in the wreck, but she had the keys to 

the kingdom, so, voila!  She boosts the other boy, fixes her problem, but she causes about a 

zillion more.  I’ve done some digging this morning.  It proves out.”    

She paused, waiting for me to give her some indication of whether I had actually 

absorbed the whole file last night.  I decided I’d humor her.  Some. 

 “Say, Doc, you don’t suppose the Department’s yanking him out of quick-school and 

scuttling his self-esteem had anything to do with all this, do you?” I said, probably more harshly 

than I should have.  Well, not ‘probably.’  I’d almost barked it. 

 “Jeeesus, Ron,” she laughed.  “Did you wake up on the wrong side of the blonde this 

morning or what?  Annny-way, we’ve issued a warrant for the stepmother.  She used to work for 

us.  Come to find out she’s arranged three or four illegal ‘net codes for him over the years.  I 

don’t know why she wasn’t picked up last time.” 

 I had a few ideas why, but I didn’t say anything.  I felt like one of the guys working third 

shift at the bumper plant the night Jimmy Hoffa arrived wearing duct tape.  I knew what was 

about to happen.  I’d have given anything not to know.  At that precise moment I also knew, 

really knew, maybe for the first time, that Janie and I wouldn’t be getting back together.  I didn’t 

want to know that either.  But I did. 

 I had to say something.  “There’s more, isn’t there Doc?” 

 “A-yup.  That’s right,” she said, sounding almost like a happy cartoon character.  I’d 

sooner have been listening to a telemarketer.  “We’ve got an idea for you.  It should get the court 

to give your client an insanity finding, and an intensive treatment plan – at the Department’s 
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request.  But if the court doesn’t play ball we’ll cut Hollings a break once the appeals are over. 

Annny-way, he spends no time incarcerated beyond the end of the treatment unless he commits 

another crime, and when it’s all said and done his record will be expunged for these three 

thought-crimes.  You think he’d be interested in a deal like that?” 

 “Who wouldn’t be?” That came out a little more darkly than I’d intended, too, but I made 

no attempt to scurry forward and cover it up.  “You want it all pinned on the stepmother, right?” 

 “Mmm-hmm.  Nasty little mess for us.  But with your guy’s help we can clean it up.  

Your public defense theory will paint the infamous Jerome Hollings as a victim of his 

stepmother’s foolishness, or arrogance, or guilt over the accident, or maybe her secret anti-

stratification leanings.  We haven’t decided yet, but we’re drifting toward the first half of the list.  

You’ll steer the press toward the truth: that being, that the stepmother was behind the fight to 

stop young Jerome’s re-designation.  After she lost, she illegally put the fix in for him.  We’ll 

leak a story that there was at least one uncharged co-conspirator back during the Rolla refusal 

cases.  I’m sure the vultures in the press will pick her clean from that point forward.  Maybe the 

father, too.  We don’t know about that puzzle-piece yet.  We’re arresting him this afternoon.” 

   The Department was gearing up for a railroad job; Janie sounded more excited with 

every scoop of coal she shoveled into the boiler.  Hush-hush deals like this always had lit her up 

like nothing else.  Divorced or not, it bothered me.  For the first time in a long while, I thought 

about why playing fast-and-loose with my marriage vows had seemed like such a great idea.  At 

the time, anyway.  I barely listened as she finished.   

“So, Ron, you see the script.  It should play well in Peoria, don’t you think?” 

 I kicked the car back into the fast lane with too much emphasis and too little space to suit 

the guy behind me, and I got a well-deserved horn blast.  Most likely, she’d heard it. 
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 “You got much on the father, yet?” was all I could manage without drawing stick figures 

for the good Doctor Schneider about how empty I felt inside.   

I gassed my antique Ferrari’s old combustion engine up the exit ramp and into the transit 

structure.  As the parking carriage engaged and ferried the car to a space, I tilted my seat all the 

way back and stared out the sunroof.  Each of the brand-new steel I-beams supporting the next 

level of the structure, up where the rails passed through, looked strong enough to support all the 

commuter trains at once.  I couldn’t have hated them more for that. 

 “Doesn’t matter, Ron.  We’ve already got the warrant.  He’ll either get on board or he 

won’t.  Hey, aren’t you ever going to start taking the trains to work?”  

 She’d made the switch to the new subject a little too quickly; I knew she was concerned 

about whether I was going to play ball.  She was right to be.  That second, I was thinking that if I 

could just find some tiny imperfection in just one of those I-beams up there, I might sink the 

whole scheme and defend Hollings on the merits.  But the damned beams were perfect, as they 

should have been and always were.  And Hollings didn’t seem to have, or want, any merits.  Like 

it or not, my obligation to my client left me only one real answer. 

 “No way,” I said.  “No trains.  Never.  I like driving too much, even if I’m never on time.  

God forbid I should ever have to punch a time clock.  Anyway, it sounds like a good deal, Doc.  

Write up the parts for public consumption, and I’ll pitch it to our big bald buddy this week.  K?” 

 “Fair e-nough,” she chirped.  “How about that lunch we talked about, Ron?  Chinese, 

wasn’t it?” 

 “Nah, thanks, Doc.  Can’t today.  Monday, though.  Like we said.  Seafood.  I’ll ping you 

Monday morning.”   
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 I disconnected the call and tilted my seat up, and got out, and lit up a much-needed 

cigarette.  Two drags in, I could hear a train whooshing away from its stop above me.  The transit 

structure didn’t even vibrate, much.  Being a little late I was alone there among the cars, and by 

my third drag, alone was all I felt.  So I put my chip in, and tossed my smoke away, and tried 

really, really hard to think about nothing but getting off work, and driving back to the beach, and 

returning the pink name tag I’d discovered on my coffee table that morning. 

 Simple thoughts, sure.  But they were all mine.   

 Maybe. 
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Chapter 7. 
  

I only had seven cases on my calendar that morning.  None of them worth remembering, 

and everybody pled before noon.  By lunchtime I was pretty well free for the rest of the day and, 

so, the weekend.   

Well, by ‘free,’ I mean there were 167 attorneys presumably working away in the bottom 

few floors of national Department headquarters across the street from the courthouse.  They all 

reported directly to me.  There were another 118 offices’ worth of lawyers scattered around the 

country; their bosses, the local chief defenders from Juneau to Tallahassee minus the big gap of 

realigned states in the middle, reported to me too.  Every attorney in those offices represented 

anywhere between 20 and 100 clients at a given moment.  Technically, if anything went too far 

sideways in any one of those cases, it was my fault.  So there was always a bit of hiring or 

training or chewing-out or firing for me to do; I was never really ‘free.’  Most days, though, I got 

to decide when and how it all got done. 

As I left the courthouse and stopped on the steps for a moment to put on my shades and 

light up a smoke, I blinked through the 31 reports that’d piled up in my “this needs attention” 

folder somewhere near the top of my skull.  Only three items actually required decisions from 

me.  I blinked replies to their senders in short order.  Then, I supposed, I was free.  Ish. 

I didn’t get through three drags on my smoke before Jerome Hollings and Janie and that 

whole goofy mess crowded back into my thoughts.  There was a lot of ‘wrong’ to go around in 

that file for sure.  But I couldn’t help thinking that I was missing something else.  Something big.  

Something important.   
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I’d had just enough time to start stewing about that, and to watch a couple of pigeons 

wander around on the polished marble landing, when a text message from Susan arrived behind 

my eyelids. 

“Ron, I’m going to lunch.  You’re clear this afternoon.” 

 I took one last puff and canned my cigarette.  Then I blinked through to Susan’s desk 

phone.  She picked up immediately.   

“I had a hunch you’d be calling.  What’s up, boss?” 

 I concentrated on slowing my thoughts down a bit.  The voice-translation software was 

pretty fast.  But she was always reminding me that when I didn’t cut back for the phone, I 

sounded like a chipmunk on the other side.   

“Susan, you can report back in this afternoon or not.  Whichever.  I’m-a go see Rufus and 

that should be it ‘til Monday.” 

 “Okey doke, Ron.”  She paused for a beat.  “Directly?  Or are you going to spend some 

time scaring old ladies and their poodles up in the hills first?” 

 I smiled at that.  She knew about a couple of the complaints I’d generated with my 

driving habits.  The most recent one was a dilly.  That lady was mad. 

“What, scare?  I missed that dog by a good two feet.  The leash was good for another 

five, easy.  Tell you what.  If I see her again today I’ll stop and apologize.” 

 Susan laughed.  “Tell Rufus ‘hi’ from me, will you?  I keep meaning to get over there...” 

 Rufus Cobbs, my predecessor, was Susan’s boss for about a decade.  Everybody in the 

office loved him.  Everybody also had been saying they’d been meaning to go and visit him, at 

least for the past year since I took over.  Nobody else seemed to get around to it though.  Truth 

be told, I rarely did either – except when I needed help with something. 
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 “I’ll do that, Susan.  But, hey, I’m thinking I’ll take the roller skate.  Did the car guy tell 

you whether it’s fixed yet?” 

 “Mmm-hmmmm,” she said.  She might as well have been threatening to ground me.  “He 

also said you’d managed to work the motor loose from a mount, whatever that is.  I guess it has 

something to do with the governor?  I don’t know.  Anyway, that’s missing.  He has to order 

another one.  You’re not really supposed to be driving it now.  Annnd, he said you’d burned the 

front brakes about halfway through, so those are fixed now, annnd, apparently, he could tell 

you’ve been smoking in it again.  Definite no-no in the Department’s cars, Ronald.  You want 

me to try to call it for you?  The poor little thing might not want to take you anyplace anymore, 

y’know…” 

 I smiled and lit another cigarette, and blinked a command to my government-issued 

subcompact in the transit structure down the block.  It told me it’d be out front in less than two 

minutes.  It also reminded me, for the umpteenth time, that driving without a velocity-limiting 

device was against Departmental policy.   

“Nah, thanks, Susan, I’ve got it on the way now.  Just leave a message for the car guy and 

tell him not to bother fixing that governor.  Also tell him he’s a rat snitch bastard and he should 

never ever talk to you again.  If you think of it.” 

 Susan laughed.  “I will not.  If I cut off all my sources, whatever would I have to tell the 

girls at lunch?  Just for that, now you have to give Rufus a big hug for me too.” 

 “Only for you would I embrace a man.  But don’t be spreading it around at the water 

cooler, hey?”   
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I rang off and found myself with just enough time to finish my smoke and walk down to 

the curb before a tiny black two-door wheeled silently up the street and stopped in front of me.  I 

took my chip out and dropped it in my pocket as I spoke. 

“Curb door.  Blue.  Old metal.  British drive,” I told it.  The little car obediently opened 

the passenger door, changed its exterior color and started blasting 20th -century rock and roll from 

the stereo.  I was glad to see that the car guy hadn’t tinkered with my settings.  I wasn’t so happy 

to see that the steering wheel hadn’t moved on command.   

“O.k., o.k.,” I said as I got in.  “Euro-pean dri-ver controls, you hyper-technical little 

snot.”  In the time it took me to fasten my seat belt, the steering wheel moved laterally across the 

dash and came to rest in front of me.   

I could’ve just told the car to use the traffic-compensated fastest route and drive me out to 

Rufus’ address.  For that matter I could’ve put my chip back in and driven it with my brain 

alone, too.  But I knew I needed to change my thinking.  Very loud windshield time up in the 

hills, especially from the wrong side of the car, usually helped me clear my head some.  And 

since I was about to go and drop in unannounced on one of the six or seven smartest people on 

the planet, I figured I’d need to be able to string at least a few coherent thoughts together by the 

time I got there. 

I checked the mirrors, goosed up the music and tromped down on the pressure-sensitive 

accelerator pad.  The roller skate’s hybrid hydroelectric motor didn’t produce a lot of raw 

horsepower.  Then again, the car didn’t weigh much at all.  In the right hands - and without its 

governor - it could still light up the tires for a good ten feet.  Among the skyscrapers in the heart 

of Los Angeles where there were few passenger cars, and even fewer with noisy combustion 

engines, my tire-smoking departure must’ve caused quite a stir.  Somewhere in the back of my 
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mind, beyond the cloying fog of the whole Hollings mess, I started wondering what kind of a stir 

my arrival at Rufus’ might cause. 
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Chapter 8. 

 

The former Chief Public Defender for the United States Department of Governmental and 

Sociological Affairs lived by himself in one of the few places in metro L.A. where there weren’t 

train tracks or vactrain stations every couple of blocks: dead smack in the middle of Reseda, out 

past the Hollywood hills in the San Fernando Valley.  Rufus had made decent money over his 

career, and his USDGSA pension must’ve been a good one.  I never could understand why he 

wanted to retire all the way out there.  I’d asked a couple of times, but neither of us much 

believed the half-answers he’d offered. 

 I did know why he lived by himself.  He’d burned his way through six marriages – two 

East-pointers, a Bravo and three Charlies, in that order – largely because he’d started out with 

damned little patience for anyone not his intellectual equal, which was basically everyone, and 

his advancing age had steadily eroded the remainder of that.  I half-assumed his weddings to the 

C-ranks were about children.  Rufus had one daughter with each of the last three.  All mid-Bs, 

and all grown and off to school by time he and I first met.  I liked the old guy.  But I couldn’t 

imagine what it must’ve been like to live with him. 

 The 101 wasn’t too busy on the way out to Sunset.  The people-watching along the 

boulevard as I headed west to Laurel Canyon turned out to be unremarkable, save for a fistfight 

and a small flock of Hare Krishnas near La Brea.  So after I turned north and launched the roller 

skate uphill, I didn’t have anything to think about besides keeping myself from flying off a cliff 

as I cornered and braked and overtaxed the tires in a hair-on-fire charge through the hills up to 

Mulholland Drive. 
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 I’d just finished sliding halfway through a nasty switchback turn, and I was pointing the 

little car’s hood at the apex of the next one when an object in the sky zipped across my line of 

sight.  It took me a beat to understand what it was: a skydiver, in one of those winged suits that 

enable people to glide all over the place before they open their parachutes.  I smiled at first.  He 

shouldn’t have been doing that in the city, and if he’d strayed too much farther toward downtown 

one of the Department’s satellites would’ve lasered him to a char in mid-flight.  Illegal, maybe, 

but I supposed it was harmless thrill-seeking. 

 Then I saw another one tracking through the air right behind the first.  Then a third one.  

A fourth. 

 I eased up on the accelerator and wheeled the roller skate into a scenic turnout off 

Mulholland where I parked and got out.  By that time I could see several more skydivers all 

following the same path over my head from west to east.  I scanned the sky toward where I 

guessed the first one would be by that time, and I picked him up across the 101, over near the 

Hollywood sign.  I counted six, seven, eight, nine… plus one straggler for ten. 

 Then I froze.  The first one wasn’t turning away.  His chute didn’t open.  He was flying 

dead-straight for the big “H” in the sign.  I watched in horror as he slammed head-first into it, up 

near the top of the right-hand post.  The second skydiver drilled himself into the bottom of the 

“O.”  Another one hit the top of the first “L” and knocked the letter askew, just before the next 

snapped the second “L” in half.  Blam, blam, blam. 

 I fought past my shock and put my D chip in as fast as I could.  I booted up and scanned 

the ‘net for the skydivers, hoping maybe I could hack one and make him turn away or pull a 

ripcord or something.  No dice.  All I could do was blink an emergency call to the Department 

and record the last four hitting the “W-O-O-D,” and then send the images along too. 
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 A split second later I remembered the straggler.  It didn’t me take long to spot him again.  

He circled back away from the sign, and then he swooped straight south over the northbound 

lanes of the 101.  Exactly as I realized what he was going to do, he curled his arms and legs 

inward and plummeted straight down to the pavement.   

I was too far away to hear much of the noise.  But I could see the cars and trucks locking 

up their brakes and turning every which-way and smashing into each other near where he’d 

fallen.  It was a twelve-car pileup.  The traffic was stopped exactly where all the drivers, and all 

the medics and cops and wrecker crews later, would be able to look up and see the carnage on 

the hillside above. 

 I felt stick to my stomach.  Really ill.  My vantage point up on Mullholland wasn’t far 

away from the scenes as the crow files, but I knew I wouldn’t be able to drive to either one any 

faster than the emergency crews surely would.  The cars behind the pileup were all stopped; I 

couldn’t shut any down to save another wreck.  I hadn’t eaten, so I couldn’t even throw up.  

There was nothing I could do but stand there, and look, and wonder why those ten people had 

gotten together and decided to do such a thing.   

I scanned the ‘net for similar events in the past, or Departmental warnings or action 

alerts, or maybe even messages or press releases claiming responsibility.  Zip.  There was 

nothing.  No useful information available.  I couldn’t find a way to bring any rhyme or reason to 

what I’d just seen.  And if I couldn’t, probably nobody could.  For all the amazing things I could 

do on a given day, I was helpless.  Powerless.  That bothered me almost as much as the spectacle 

of those awful suicides. 

I got back in the car and put it on autodrive for Rufus’ place.  I blinked an order to have it 

tell the house when I’d be arriving, and then I tilted my seat back and changed the roof panel 
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from solid to clear.  I didn’t really believe I’d see more skydivers as the car took me down out of 

the hills and through the traffic to Reseda.  But I kept looking.  Mourning, maybe.  And thinking. 
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Chapter 9. 
  

Rufus Cobbs owned a two-story turn-of-the-20th-century warehouse, an anomaly among 

the modern townhouses and high-rise condo buildings for blocks around.  His front door opened 

just as my car door did, and an old man’s voice boomed out of the speaker near the stoop as I 

made for the sidewalk.  “Caaarrr!  Go park your damn self!” 

 The compact didn’t move.  I’d keyed it to obey my voice only after one of the nasty 

blowouts I’d had with Janie a year before.   

“Well, go on,” I told it.  I finally had to blink a technically-correct command through my 

Neuralnet connection to get it to move; that reminded me to reach back behind my ear and take 

my chip out.  Rufus believed the D chip made every connected East-pointer a human bug, and I 

knew I wouldn’t be using it for a while anyway. 

 A single flight of creaky wooden stairs brought me to another open door and Rufus’ 

expansive, wide-open loft on the top floor.  It must’ve been more than 3000 square feet, with 

brilliantly-polished hardwood floors and oversized windows all the way around.  But there 

wasn’t an interior wall, or even so much as a partition or a cupboard door, anywhere in the place.  

From any single point everything else was visible – even his king-sized bed and all the plumbing 

fixtures. 

 Rufus’ place had to be laid out that way for the same reason I’d wound up with his job.  It 

was also the reason he almost never left home.  With the Neuralnet’s advent he was evaluated as 

an adult, but his stratification scores remained some of the highest ever recorded; the man was 

absolutely, naturally brilliant.  And advancing age or no, he was still sharp as a tack.  But back in 
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his working days he’d also been one of the fiercest, most effective critics of the Department and 

just about everything it did.  So after he learned about, and publicized, the Department’s then-

secret decision to track and record the second-to-second movements of everybody who’d been 

wired with A-rank brain hardware, he took action.  He and some tech-wiz friends came up with a 

software package to defeat the tracking.  And he tried it out on himself first.   

The package caused an odd little drag in some of his speech, but it worked.  At first.  

Then two weeks after installation the software began to degrade Rufus’ own sense of direction. 

A month along, he couldn’t find his way home from work anymore.  By the time he and his team 

understood the problem and removed the new stuff, and then all of his internal wiring, he was 

unable to locate anything that wasn’t in his direct line of sight.   

The old man’s memory was undamaged.  He kept his advanced concepts like object 

permanence, so he knew that the things he couldn’t see – Susan’s desk outside his office, items 

in his own desk drawers – still existed.  He could describe his car in the parking lot down to the 

smallest detail.  But after that software misadventure Rufus could never have found the lot, much 

less his car, without in-person help from a human.  Written directions, maps, and 3-D graphic 

displays were no help to him at all.  He couldn’t even locate anything by following a sound.  As 

a result, he’d retired.  And, so, at his loft, all the walls and dividers and even the cupboard doors 

had to be removed.   

There at home, Rufus usually sat on a rolling swivel office chair all day long.  When he 

wanted to use something like the bed or the sink he’d rotate himself around until he could see it, 

and then he’d roll his chair that way.  He could still walk just fine.  But he’d found that if he just 

rolled everyplace in his chair, he wound up spending less time looking for the chair again later. 
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I walked in to find him in the open kitchen area, scooting between the well-stocked wine 

rack and the island counter.  He seemed in a good mood. 

“Ronald!  Good to see you!  Have some caaake here, will you?  The girls brought it by 

yesterday.  Maximum chocolate.  Gooood for the synapses.  And you gotta try this red.  Shiraz.  

Australian.  Tastes so butteryyy it’ll clog your arteries, boy!” 

There was about half of a large three-layered devil’s food cake on the counter with “7” 

and “8” candles still standing in what used to be the center.  I wasn’t at all hungry after what I’d 

just seen, but Rufus was already putting out plates and forks and wine glasses.  I started cutting 

myself a slice. 

 “Chocolate and red wine, Rufus, hey?  Good for depression too.  You thinking about 

joining the legion, you old geezer?” 

 Cynical types working for the Department used “the legion” to refer to suicide victims.  

One of the better-kept secrets of the previous two decades was that B-ranks and Cs had been 

killing themselves, or trying really hard to kill themselves, in larger numbers every year.  The 

Department had become extraordinarily adept at assigning benign explanations to self-inflicted 

deaths; for the most part the public hadn’t yet noticed the increase.  But those of us near the top 

of the pyramid had some knowledge that it was happening.   

Officially, nobody knew why.  On the record, nobody was volunteering to do any studies 

to try and find out, either.  After a couple drinks, though, many of us voiced the same basic guess 

to each other: stratification must’ve had something to do with it. 

 Rufus dropped a thick folded kitchen towel on the counter and started uncorking the wine 

using the back-country method: by slamming the bottle bottom-down on the towel.  He 

punctuated every word with a smash. 
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 “Noooo… I’m… not… checking… out… and… I… allllso… don’t… have… P… M… 

S!”  That last emphatic ‘thunk’ raised the cork high enough for him to pry it out of the bottle.   

I reached over and took the wine from his hand and nodded toward the rack.  “Better get 

another one if you want any.” 

 He raised an eyebrow as I took a very healthy pull straight from the bottle.  Then he 

rotated until he could see the rack and stood to get another one.  “Onnne of those days, huh?” 

 I took a second big slug while he wasn’t looking, and I closed my eyes and concentrated 

on how it felt going down as he turned back and started banging the new bottle on the towel. 

 “Rufus, you wouldn’t believe what I saw on the way over here.  We’re gonna need more 

wine, sir.” 

 He pulled the cork from the second bottle and poured himself a big glass.   

“Nah, nahhh, Ron, it’s all good.  I haaad a lot of this Shiraz delivered yesterday.  I 

figured you’d be along when I saw the press going aaape-shit over this new case of yours.  

Currrrious, this one, isn’t it?  They offer your guy a sweetheart deal yet?” 

 Rufus nodded toward the central living area, and I gathered up my cake and the bottles 

and followed him as he scooted his chair in that direction. 

 “Yeah.  Janie did it herself.  Toot-sweet, too.  This morning.  Until I got into the file I did 

not see that coming; they’ve been getting tough lately.  But you gotta hear this.  There were these 

skydivers.  In those suits with the wings, like.  The kind you can glide in.” 

 He left his office chair next to two old-style leather recliners and dropped into one with a 

sigh.  I took the other one.  The front edge of it, anyway.  I was still keyed-up from the drive and 

the suicides, and I still wasn’t even sure what I was there to ask him. 

 We both took long sips.  Mine was more like a chug.  He spoke first. 
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 “Y’knowww, Ron, I did see this coming.  Years back.  Somehow, I… I always thought 

there’d be more time.” 

 He knew I didn’t follow what he was saying.  I wanted to finish my story, but I kept quiet 

and let him talk. 

 Rufus took another sip from his wine and continued.  “Then againnn, I suppose both 

sides never agreeee on when a war’s supposed to start.  I’m up on the news.  Your guy.  

Hollings, right?” 

 “Mmm-hm.”  I said it as much to my wine as to him before I took another long slug.  He 

was right.  It was a really nice Shiraz. 

 “Oh.  Wait.  Onnne thing.  Not that I don’t trust you…”  He winked at me and then spoke 

up toward the vaulted ceiling.  “Houuuse!  Connectivity scan.  Maximum intensity.” 

 Everything in the loft glowed a faint orange for a half-second.  I could feel a tingle 

radiating from the chip socket behind my ear and then down along every nanotube wire and 

artificial synapse in my brain.  If anything about my person, or anything in the place, had been 

communicating with the outside world or creating on-board recordings of any kind, the house 

system would’ve alerted Rufus instantly. 

 He put his glass down on the coffee table between us and spoke toward the ceiling again.  

“House!  Large viewscreens for two.  Meeedium shades.  One hands-on interface for me.”   

The windows darkened by about half.  Two oversized projections appeared where we 

could each see one.  Rufus’ fingers darted across a keypad display floating just above his lap, 

and dozens of pages of photos and graphs and data began snapping by on the screens.  Nobody 

could equal the speed of a brain-direct Neuralnet connection outside the ‘net itself.  But between 

his monster intellect and his years of practice Rufus could just about get there with a keypad. 
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 “Too fast for youuu, young man?”  He knew I had to concentrate to read with my eyes at 

that speed.  He had no intention of slowing down unless I cried ‘uncle’ and made him cut back 

some.  I wasn’t about to do that.  Besides, I was completely engrossed in the terabytes of facts 

and figures and historical accounts he’d pulled together; it went all the way back to the advent of 

stratification, the federal realignment, and the Department’s move to Los Angeles.  Ten seconds 

in, a terribly-complicated gestalt was stomping past my disbelief and looming into focus for me.  

Then I saw something my friend shouldn’t have had. 

 “Whoa!  Wait – stop, Rufus.  Back five screens.” 

 He returned the data I wanted to the display and reached for his wine glass again.  I 

recognized the information from the night before: the Department’s comprehensive file on 

Roxanne Dane, Jerome Hollings’ stepmother.  It was complete, including the restricted material I 

hadn’t been able to access. 

 There was more.  Down at the bottom edge of the screen I saw the same attention-grabber 

tags Janie had left out in the ‘net for me the night before.   

When I took over the PD’s office, I’d kept Rufus on the payroll as a consultant.  He still 

had access to a whole lot of confidential information.  But this stuff, he oughtn’t have been able 

to see at all.  Especially not Dr. Jane Schneider’s personal identification tags. 
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Chapter 10. 
 

 I polished off my wine and walked over to the rack.  Partly for another bottle, partly for a 

moment to think.  I had God’s own ration of new questions.  I wanted to find a place to begin.  I 

also really wanted to tell Rufus what I’d seen up in the hills.  It was all too complicated.  Much 

of the old man’s presentation still felt like spaghetti to me -- lots of noodles going every which-

way, sauce obscuring everything.  I couldn’t sort it out.  But seeing that restricted file up on his 

viewscreen, with Janie’s personal tags still attached, was like discovering bon bons in the serving 

bowl instead of meatballs.  That didn’t fit at all. 

As I whacked a fresh bottle of Shiraz on the towel a few times and twisted the cork out of 

it, I decided to wait on the rest of the skydiver story and start right there. 

 “O.k., Rufus.  How’d you get that file?” 

 He gestured with two fingers.  The screens and his keypad disappeared.  “House!  

Norrrrmal light.”  The windows cleared up, the afternoon sun returned to the loft, and Rufus 

waived me back toward the living area.  I returned to my recliner and re-filled his glass from his 

bottle. 

 “Ronnnn, m’boy, every war has armies.  Every army has spies.” 

 I shook my head and put my own bottle down on the coffee table.  I was already feeling 

the alcohol.  It took the edge off.  Some of it.  But it was still plenty sharp, that edge.  He wasn’t 

giving me a straight answer.  I didn’t like it. 

“Again with a ‘war’ reference?  Dammit, Ru, what’s the deal with…” 
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 He cut me off with a dismissive waive.  “Nowwww, the victors, see?  Y’know, from one 

perspective or another, somebody allllways wins.  And pick a war.  Annn-ny conflict, struggle, 

what have you -- what the winners tend to have – annnnd, I hasten to add, I don’t know 

whetherrr it’s because the victors write history, or because it’s how the outcomes are determined 

– but the winners, see?  They tend to be the siiide that has the most effective heroes.  Not 

necessarily the most might.  Lord Nelson at Trafalgar.  Doctor Kiiing from Selma to Memphis.  

Appius Claudius Caecus in Rome.  Youuu up on your Roman history without that thing in your 

head, kid?” 

 I was.  “Appius Claudius Caecus.  Commissioned the Appian Way, admitted the sons of 

the freedmen into the Senate, gave a barn-burner of a speech to rally the Romans back from the 

brink of surrender in some war against, oh, hell… Pyrrhus.  Pyrrhus of Epirus.  Had some beef 

with the letter Z too didn’t he?” 

 Rufus laughed.  “Not bad for a 29-year-olllld punk without his chip.  But you left out a 

big one.  Appius also commissioned Rome’s first aaaqueduct.  You remember the applause line 

from that war speeeech of his?” 

 I did.  “Each man is the architect of his own fate.” 

 He took a sip of wine and nodded.  “Exactly.  But not anymorrre we’re not, Ron.  Not 

since stratification.” 

 Shiraz or no, I still wasn’t following.  He knew that.  He let me stew while he drained his 

glass again.  Then he resumed just before I spoke up. 

 “Ronald, there is, very definitely, a warrrr on.  Right now.  Has been for some time, I 

suppose.  I – we – needed the file on Hollings’ stepmother.  Soooo, we got the file.  Let’s leave it 

at that for nowww.” 
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 I shook my head.  “No, we’re not ‘leaving it’ anyplace.  That’s what I came here to talk 

to you about.  Hollings.  His goofy case.  And here you’ve already got a better file on this 

Roxanne Dane lady than I do.  What gives?” 

 Rufus blinked twice and paused.  I could see that he was trying to decide how to tell a 

complicated story.  Like most people will, he tried to start with what he knew best. 

 “It alllll interrelates, Ron.  Hollings, his case, and what the Department’s been doing 

since we divided up American society in layyyers like that cake in front of you.  Stratification --” 

It was rude of me to cut in, but I didn’t want a re-hashed lecture.  So I did it anyway.   

“Ru, listen.  I get it.  Stratification sucks.  I agree with you a hundred percent.  Always 

have, and I’ve gotten more from it than anybody.  But that’s a political question, sir.  Once the 

‘net came along, things totally… well, shit.  There had to be some solution.  People couldn’t… I 

mean, it’s been decided.  All of it.  It’s the basis of the whole damned government.  The whole 

system.  There’s nothing to be done about it.  We just have to do the best we can to live with it.” 

 Rufus looked right at me and nodded slowly.  It wasn’t because he was going along with 

what I’d been saying.  He was getting ready to unload something important. 

 “So, Ron… you think those skydivers this afternoon are ‘living with it’ right about now?” 

 That stopped me cold.  I’d never finished my story.  Somehow, he knew.  I didn’t want to 

ask him where he’d learned about it.  I needed to rule out some possibilities for myself. 

 “One second.  Shut down your scanner or whatever.  I’m chipping in.” 

 Rufus spoke up.  “Houuuuse?  Secure mode.  Fullllll disconnect.”  

I fished my D chip out of my pocket and booted up.  Then I scanned every corner of the 

‘net for news about what I’d seen up in the hills.  Nothing.  Not a private video clip, not a single 
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phone call with a relevant keyword, no police or EMT reports filed.  Incredibly, the Department 

still had a very tight lid on it. 

 Rufus emptied his bottle into his glass and raised an eyebrow at me.  He wanted me to 

take my chip back out.  I did.  But I didn’t put it back in my pocket.  I just looked at it between 

my fingers, trying not to let him see how far ahead I was already thinking.  He leaned forward 

into my line of sight and held up his wine glass where I couldn’t avoid looking at it. 

 “Ron, you see this glass?  Isn’t worth annything to me without some wine in it.  Now 

consider the wine.  How am I gonna drink it if it’s not in a bottle or a glass or something?” 

 I didn’t answer.  I’d been listening to his anti-stratification arguments for a long time, 

even back when I was working for ExCom.  Years before I moved over and replaced him as the 

Chief Public Defender, the infamous anti-strat firebrand Rufus Cobbs had had my ear.  So I 

figured I knew where he was going with his story or lesson or whatever, and that it’d be faster if 

I just let him finish. 

 He put his glass down on the coffee table and pointed at it.  “Obviously that ensemble 

doesn’t do me any good at all if I don’t go ahead and drink.  See, if any part of this little system 

fails, nonnnne of it’s any use.  Same deal with that chip behiiiind your ear.  What good are all 

those computerrrs and satellites and wires if they’re not connected to people?” 

 There wasn’t anything new to me in any of that.  I suddenly remembered I was really 

hungry.  I put my chip down on the coffee table and dug into my cake.  Chewing and swallowing 

gave me a moment to think.  I didn’t use it, though.  I just kept eating, and I let Rufus see that I 

wasn’t concerned with focusing on what he was saying. 

 That didn’t sit well with him.  He picked up his wine glass and chucked it at the nearest 

windowsill.  I was surprised when only the stem broke into two pieces. 
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 “Ron!  What have you, gone stupid?  Don’t you see?  Damn… -- Houuuuuse!  

Reconnect, all systems.  Cleanbot!  Liquid and glaaass, area four.” 

 A cleaning robot hummed to life in a distant alcove and came out to take care of the 

mess.  I finished my cake and about half the wine left in my bottle as the little droid rolled past 

us to the window.  Then I made a decision.  Rather, I decided not to get up and leave.  Not just 

yet.  It was almost the same thing as an actual decision.  In the end, I suppose, it was.  But I also 

decided that if I was going to sit there and listen to him, I needed some clarity. 

 “O.k., Ru, o.k., let’s… let’s find our place here.  I’ll start with what I do see.  You fill in 

what I don’t.  So.  You’re in on some, whatever, ‘war’ thing, with whomever.  Susan’s got 

friends in every nook and cranny of the Department.  She’s been your inside connection there.  

That’s how you got Hollings’ stepmom’s file – maybe with my codes for what Janie flagged for 

me, must’ve been somebody else’s codes for the restricted stuff.  Pretty slick.  Susan’s really 

talented, I gather.  Awesome.  I never suspected her.  Good news is, nobody else does either.” 

 The cleanbot finished its work and rolled away.  I stood up and took its place near the 

window, pacing back and forth.  I knew Rufus was almost completely out of patience with me.  

On the other hand, I also knew he needed me for something.  Whatever it was, he was going to 

have to wait while I talked us, or at least myself, through all of it.  And I vowed to myself that 

he’d better have some damned fine answers for me along the way.  I rolled ahead. 

 “You knew about those skydivers before I got here.  There’s no word out on it yet.  They 

sailed right over my goddamned head.  Also -- only Susan knew where I’d be, and what I’d be 

driving once I left the courthouse.” 

 Rufus shifted in recliner.  I could tell he wanted to stop me and explain something.  I 

didn’t let him.  A nasty feeling was gathering in the pit of my stomach.  I wanted that resolved. 
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“So let’s hear it.  What happened?  Susan gave you the tip, and then you called these 

whomevers on whatever ‘war’ side you’re on and they convinced ten people to go kill 

themselves where I couldn’t miss seeing them?  Why?  So’s I’d show up here all 

discombobulated and let you talk me into joining your jihad or whatever against the Department?  

What did you – you do the dirty work yourself?  You talk ‘em into it, did you Rufus?  Hm?” 

 “No, Ron…”  He paused and pursed his lips.  He was troubled.  “No.  And… and, yes.” 

I took a breath to start yelling.  I could feel my face reddening.  He held up a hand to 

slow me down and continued quickly. 

“Just – just haaang on a second.  We… we couldn’t have done that.  Not specifically.  

Not directly, I mean.  Those younnng people in those wingsuits today weren’t wired-in.  

Nevvvver had been.  If you like I can get you their autopsy reports when they’re complete.  The 

reeeaal ones.  You’ll see.  No chips.  So, nnno, I couldn’t… we couldn’t actually ‘make them’ 

dooo anything.” 

I wasn’t buying that answer.  I wasn’t hiding that fact in the least.  Rufus hurried forward. 

“Now, did we knowww they were suicidal?  Yes.  Sadly, that’s how we found them.  

Rather, they founnnd us.  They found us.  And did we try to dissuade them?  Find them other 

roles in the cause?  God, yes.  And howww.  Ron, they all were going to check out.  Join the 

legion.  They came to us looking for a spectaaacular way to do it.  They all wanted to lodge one 

final desperate protest over liiives they’d been forced to live.  Lives they could not live 

annnymore.  There was no talking them out of it.” 

I didn’t know whether to be fascinated or horrified or angry or intrigued or… or what.  I 

couldn’t speak.  Rufus continued. 
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“Ron, the truth… the truth is, we started planning a maaass suicide in Hollywood as the 

kind of protest they allll wanted, weeks ago.  Wingsuits, ultralight planes with piiilots, 

everything.  Then Susan reached me today and said you werrre on your way here.  Said you’d be 

stunt-driving up in the hills again.  I sawww our chance.  We moved up the schedule.  That’s one 

reason the Deparrrtment’s been able to keep it so quiet.  Our people with cammmeras couldn’t 

get into position in time.” 

I had to stop him.  “Wait.  Wait.  Your ‘chance?’  What ‘chance,’ Rufus?” 

He leaned forward and picked up my wine bottle.  Then he took a big sip and pointed at 

me. 

“We’re out of tiiime.  We need a hero.  We need our ownnn Appius Claudius Caecus.  

And we need him right now.” 
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Chapter 11. 

 

From the first few screens full of data he’d shown me, I’d had a tiny spark of a notion 

that the old man was going to make some pitch like this.  I still couldn’t really believe he was 

actually doing it.  Seemed like an easy answer to me. 

“No!  Noooooo, no.  No way, Rufus!  I’m a lawyer.  That’s all.  I’ve got a lot of people 

reporting to me, and I’ve got my own clients to defend.  I came here with one complicated high-

profile case to figure out, and that’s it!  Nosir-ree Bob.  You can roll around your loft and play 

Che Guevara or George Washington or whatever all you want.  And good on ye.  I’m not going 

to rat you out.  I wish you luck.  But I’m telling you.  That’s as far as I go.” 

 He shook his head vehemently.  “No, no, no!  You’rrre not thinking.  You’re just 

reacting.  Didn’t you read annnything I showed you earlier?  Stratification and Departmental rule 

have ruined American society!  They’re taking over!  Step, by step, by step we’ve put them in 

charrrge of everything.  Their bullshit ‘reordered society’ is – … young man, you saw it at 

ExCom.  You must see it in court now everyyy day.  We don’t have rights to speak of anymore!  

Ron, it’s a plan to --” 

I cut him off right there.  “Hey.  Hey!  Hold up.  I’m the guy in charge of sticking up for 

everybody’s rights, remember?  ‘Every day,’ sir.  Ain’t like I’m not doing my part.” 

We’d discussed a lot of this stuff before.  I hadn’t known about any organized effort to 

stand up to the Department, and I surely hadn’t known Rufus was in on it.  I didn’t even disagree 

with the man about stratification.  But that afternoon in his loft, it was becoming clear to me that 

there was something very different about what I was hearing from Rufus.  It wasn’t just the 
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volume of information he’d compiled and shared.  An urgency was leaking into his voice around 

the margins.  Not quite desperation.  Fatalism, maybe.  Resignation.  Morbid determination.  

Finality.  Something like that.  There was even more of it when he continued. 

“Listen, Ron.  Hear this, will you?  They’re killing themselves!  The Bs and the Cs.  Not 

just a few hundred a day anymore.  It’s thousands now.  Every day.  Most days it reaches into the 

low ten-thouuusands across the country.  Watch this.  Houuuuse!  One screen – very large!  

Single interface for me.” 

 A viewscreen appeared, big enough to cover the two windows to my right.  Rufus put up 

a 25-year bar graph showing suicides per 100,000 in the United States population, beginning 

when stratification was implemented in 2020 and then adjusted for the federal realignment 

nineteen years later.  The totals ramped up steadily over time; the increases for the most recent 

five years were enormous.  Exponential.  Way, way bigger than I’d ever suspected.  I was 

stunned.  On the far right side of the screen, past the graph, people’s names scrolled up and 

disappeared faster than I could read them.  Victims, all.  The names scrolled and scrolled as the 

old man continued. 

 “These are the Department’s own in-house numbers.  They don’t eeeeven account for 

halfway-questionable cases like heroin overrrdoses or most single-car wrecks.  And if you wanna 

go straight blind I’ll show you reproduction rates.  God-damned abyssssmal.  Practically 

nobody’s having chilllldren.” 

 Standing there near that viewscreen, watching the names blur past and disappear, I felt 

kind of like I was in a bar fight and I’d been clocked in the face.  Just that first split second right 

after the punch.  Like I’d seen it coming, and I knew it’d landed because I’d heard the impact 
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and my head jolted back.  But the pain hadn’t arrived.  So none of it seemed as real as it was 

supposed to. 

 Rufus was just getting warmed up.  He started snapping graphs and charts and various 

forms of economic and sociological and epidemiological data up on the screen, pulled from all 

over the Neuralnet and every office in the Department -- clearances be damned.  Taken together, 

the statistics were staggering. 

“We’re losing creativity, Ron.  Innovaaation’s in the shitter.  Art output’s down.  Music’s 

being created at a thirrrrd the former rate.  Look at that green graph there -- God help dance and 

theatre.  You want medical newwws?  Diseases are spreading faster, mutating faster, resisting 

treatment longer.  The herrrrd, so to speak, is thinning rapidly.” 

More graphs.  More charts.  More damning facts, more alarming figures, more tragedy.  I 

kept trying to find some good news in the data, something to show that the rest of it was all 

wrong.  There wasn’t any.  I got his point.  But Rufus wasn’t letting me off the hook. 

“Exotic new drugs, old-fashioned booze, whatever.  See that red graaaph?  Substance 

abuse across the board is out of sight.  The few kids the Bs and Cs are having?  Abuse on that 

front’s busting all the currrves too.  Geographic and ethnic disparities are getting wider.  Every 

category, coast to coast.  All 35 staaates.  Pick a measure – it’s exponentially worse every year.  

Now look.  Here’s the one that’s reeeally freaking the Department out.  Most of those top-floor 

bastards, that is.  The ones whooo know.” 

The data blizzard on the viewscreen froze on a table of raw stratification numbers: the 

total number of people being divided into As, Bs, and Cs.  There were fewer new As every year.  

I was speechless.  Rufus wasn’t.   
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“Nowww, watch what happens when I adjust it for the population.”  The screen flashed, 

and the percentage of new East-pointers on the spreadsheet dropped like a rock. 

I found my voice.  “Shit, Ru, in a decade there won’t be enough As to run three states --” 

“It’s worse than that,” he snapped.  He sent another bar graph to the screen.  “You see 

that little bounce fiiive years ago?” 

I did.  The number of new quicks had spiked up about 20%, then it resumed its 

downward march in the ensuing years. 

“Ron, they tweeeeaked the process.  Altered the tests to get more A-ranks qualified.  

Didn’t tell anybody.  Nobody will everrr beat your all-time record stratification scores now, my 

young friend.” 

I went back to my recliner and plopped down in a heap.  Then I sat up and nodded for 

Rufus to pass my wine bottle back.  The last swallows in it didn’t do much to steady me. 

 He waved the screen off and deactivated his interface.  ‘Sobering’ doesn’t begin to 

describe the effect his display was having on me.  Someplace near my direct consciousness a 

cluster of fuzzy mental footnotes, written in bold, kept hounding me.  Something about how 

Rufus knew my stratification empathy scores, too, and about how he must’ve been trying to 

manipulate me with all that information.  I didn’t duck behind my second thoughts’ logic.  I 

didn’t want to.  I wanted to just sit there and let it all beat me up from the inside out.   

Before long, I had to talk.  I wanted to try to make some sense of… something. 

 “O.k., so… so, Rufus.  They have to see this, right?  The Department?  They’ve gotta 

know already, yeah?” 
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 The old man nodded.  He left his recliner for the office chair and shoved himself 

backwards across the polished floor with one aimless kick.  His way of pacing, I guessed.  I 

stood up and started pacing a bit myself as I thought out loud. 

 “But they’re obviously not doing anything to stop it.  I’d have heard something.  The 

Department’s gotta be working overtime to cover it all up instead.  So, that… it’s… well, 

basically it’s either a mistake too big to admit, or it’s…” 

 I paused.  Rufus spun his chair around with a vigorous kick and leaned back to watch the 

ceiling circle over his head.  He said what I didn’t want to believe.   

“It’s eugennnics, Ron.  Implemented.   In action.  Maybe eugenics gone awryyy though.  

Maybe they couldn’t predict, or didn’t realize, what’d happen when more than nine people out of 

tennn were purposefully robbed of their ambitions, and their potential, and… and…” 

 I finished his thought.  “Their dreams.  Hope.  Hopes and dreams.” 

 He sat up and stopped his aimless spin, and then circled until he could see me again.   

 “Young man I’ve clearly gone cynnnical about all this.  But with that in mind – you want 

my assessment?  Some self-aggrandizing asshole’s taken it uponnn himself to shortcut the 

evolutionary process.  Somebody wants to take whatevvver displeases him about people, about 

humanity, and stamp it out.” 

 I wandered over toward the windows and looked out at the sun.  It was a beautiful Friday 

afternoon.  I was half-lit on nice wine and all sugared-up from chocolate birthday cake, and I 

didn’t have anything to do until Monday morning.  I should’ve been happy, maybe thinking 

about a quick hop to Vegas or a drive up to Santa Cruz.  Instead, that awful feeling in the pit of 

my stomach was back.  All I felt was a sense of foreboding.  Dread, I guess.  Whatever I’d noted 

in Rufus’ voice before was starting to fill me up too. 
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 Behind me I could hear the old man scooting his chair back toward the recliners.  He 

spoke as he rolled.   

“Ron, I don’t see another way to explain whyyy the Department’s not acting to address 

all this.  It must be somebody’s misguided goddaaamned plan.  And it isn’t just callous.  It’s 

utterly shorrrrt-sighted.  I mean, just take the ‘disease’ angle.  What haaappens when we don’t 

have enough genetic variations to survive a pandemic?  What happens when alllll the doctors all 

have the same backgrounds, and they all think the saaaame way, and nobody with a different 

perspective looks at mold and sees penicillin?” 

I turned away from the windows and went straight to pick up my chip from the coffee 

table.  Rufus didn’t know he’d already sold me.  On the source of the problem, that is, anyway.  

He kept hammering away at his point. 

“God, dammmn, Ronald, what they’re doing now with this stratification thiiing – hell, 

it’s fundamentally selfish.  And it’s incredibly, unbeeelievably arrogant.  It’s… it’s --” 

“It’s Janie.” 

He stopped short when I interrupted.  His mind must’ve been racing to consider what I’d 

blurted.  I knew I had no evidence to support the accusation.  My friend knew I’d said it without 

the slightest prior calculation.  It just fell out of me.  But it made perfect sense.  We both knew 

that at that moment, there was nothing left to say.  Not there in the loft, in any event. 

I clicked my chip in behind my ear and booted up.  Then I connected straight to Rufus’ 

house system, winked at him, and turned to leave.  I communicated brain-direct through the 

audio gear as I headed for the door; my own voice followed me out.  Susan was right.  When I 

forgot to slow down for the voice-translation software, I did sound a bit like a chipmunk. 

“Thanks for the hospitality, old bean.  I’m going to go think.  I’ll be in touch.” 
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I was halfway to the sidewalk when a return message scrolled in under my forehead. 

“Think quickly, Ron.  Tomorrow’s Saturday.  About 13,614 people won’t live to see 

Sunday.” 
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Chapter 12. 

 

 The roller skate’s timing was perfect when it wheeled up to the curb and opened a door 

for me.  I barely broke stride before I dropped into the right-hand seat and ordered it back 

downtown to my office via the 101.  The car relayed a traffic alert about a tie-up on that route 

and suggested an alternate.  I overrode it.  I wanted to see whether the Department had cleaned 

everything up in Hollywood yet.  I also wanted time to think. 

 The full versions of both of Rufus’ slide shows arrived as message files behind my 

eyelids before I reached the on-ramp.  Most of the data was hot.  Classified and stolen.  Neither 

one of us was supposed to have it.  I scrubbed off the all tags I found and camouflaged what I 

could, and then I put my best personal encryption on the rest before I started committing all of it 

to straight, real-time memory.  The Department might retrieve the files and remove my wiring 

one day for the offense of having all that stuff without clearance.  But I wanted the story it told 

about a crumbling, desperate society to stay with me no matter what. 

 I finished with the memorization right before the car reached the beginnings of some 

crawling-slow traffic at the 405 interchange.  I kicked my seat back, told the left-side windows to 

start recording video of the scene at the Hollywood sign when we reached it, and closed my eyes.  

I needed a nap.  The car was saying it’d take 45 minutes to get downtown, and I knew a fresh 

perspective would do me some good. 

 Things didn’t work out that way.  I hadn’t removed my D chip, so three minutes after I 

closed my eyes I received a direct alert from the roller skate.  There were two law-enforcement 

vehicles coming up behind me on the freeway.  The lead car was taking command of most of the 
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autos in the jam and steering them toward the shoulder to make way.  I didn’t like it when the 

cops did that.  It was one reason why my personal car was a rolling antique.  It wasn’t wired-in; I 

always wanted to know I’d be the only one driving it.   

A very few of us on the Department’s payroll could override police commands.  Mostly 

out of some pissy half-baked notion of spite, I told the roller skate to maintain course.  That left 

me alone and accelerating back up to normal speed in the freed-up middle lane.  The cops didn’t 

appreciate it one bit.  The two cruisers overtook me on either side, and the second one changed 

lanes practically across my hood – close enough to make the roller skate brake automatically and 

tighten my belt. 

“Asshole,” I thought.  Of course, the police probably were assigning me the same label.  I 

had half a mind to order the car to ride their bumpers all the way down the 101 just to see what 

they’d do.  I considered disabling their own autodrives so they’d have to put their doughnuts 

down and steer themselves for a few miles.  Then I stopped myself and thought some more.  I 

was mad.  Half-tired and cranky for sure, but more like frustrated, really.  Not with the cops per 

se.  Not even so much with the Department.  With everything.  Stratification, the Neuralnet, what 

was happening to the American people… all of it.  My judgment was becoming clouded.  I 

needed to straighten myself out. 

I pulled my seat upright and took physical control of the car, thinking I’d drive for a bit 

and change my perspective.  It must’ve worked.  I found myself musing about Hollings’ case 

again.  His stepmother’s file specifically, and its reference to the car wreck that’d left her own 

son dead.  One minor, tiny, probably-irrelevant item started to bug me.  Roxanne Dane was an 

A-rank, and she’d been driving with a child in the car that day.  She would’ve been warned about 

virtually any traffic problem or malfunction before it happened.   
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Come to that -- A-rank or no, and no matter what the Department said… who the hell 

actually had accidental car wrecks anymore?  For decades the autodrive software had been so 

good that a Charlie could’ve motored into the middle of an old-style demolition derby and come 

out without a single dented fender.  Unless some skydiver had hit the pavement in front of 

Roxanne, it didn’t make sense. 

Then again, I thought, that odd car wreck might’ve been close to where this whole mess 

really started.  I suddenly wanted very much to hear about it from the horse’s mouth. 

 I made a last-second tire-squeaker of a two-lane change and zipped down the off-ramp at 

Ventura Boulevard.  I told the roller skate to take me to the vactrain access point in Studio City 

top-speed, and then I blinked a few commands to move all the other cars on Ventura out of my 

way.  Autodrive started making short work of the five miles to the station while I blinked up 

Roxanne’s current records.  She’d been picked up already.  She was in jail in Topeka Kansas, but 

the files said she was awaiting transfer to Los Angeles for arraignment and trial. 

 That was another oddity: the Department could’ve prosecuted her there.  Why bring her 

to L.A.?  And I found yet another in the records: one of the local public defenders, my people, 

had just filed a Friday-afternoon emergency writ with the court to stop the transfer, along with a 

request for a special medical evaluation.  There weren’t any additional details available.   

I blinked an order to her lawyer of record: “Contact me directly/ASAP re Roxanne 

Dane.”  I didn’t receive a response before the roller skate pulled up to the curb and left me at a 

hotdog stand outside the vactrain station. 

 “Huntington Beach, my address, park on the street, safest route” I told the subcompact, as 

I signaled to the vendor for three dogs with the works and connected my brain to the vactrain 

system.  The car wheeled silently away.  For a moment I pondered the adventure it might find in 
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trying to find a parking place in H.B. on a Friday.  Topeka was 1554 miles away; my trip in the 

priority capsule I ordered up would take 97 minutes each way.  Allowing myself an hour at the 

jail to talk to Roxanne, for all I knew the little car might still be circling the block by the time I 

got back home. 

 I ate one hotdog there on the sidewalk and started on another while I made my way down 

the stairs and through expedited security to the platform.  A medium-sized crowd of commuters 

and buskers and scruffy panhandlers stopped to gawk when the posted vactrain schedules all 

changed at once, and the station’s PA system chimed out a friendly but no-nonsense alert.   

“Your attention please.  Your attention please.  The next capsule in tunnel six is for 

Departmental use only.  Blue-line service to Downtown Los Angeles, Compton, Irvine, San 

Clemente, and San Diego will resume momentarily.  Thank you for your patience.” 

I had just enough time on the traverse over to number six to finish my second hotdog 

without choking myself.  I reached the bottom of the escalator shortly before a single empty 

four-seat capsule shwhished out of the service tunnel and came to rest near my feet with a 

pneumatic sigh.   

I blinked to the capsule to open the hatch, and I looked at my last hotdog.  I wasn’t so 

hungry anymore.  I also didn’t feel like being sealed up in an oversized clothes dryer with a pile 

of sauerkraut and mustard.  There weren’t any buskers handy.  The other travelers in the area of 

tube six were giving me a wide berth and suspicious glances, like the ones I’d received from the 

cops at the jail after I zapped the escaping inmate to sleep.  Nobody’d be wanting any free food 

from me.  So I tossed the hotdog down near one of the station’s roving cleanbots, climbed into 

the Maytag and strapped myself in a front seat as I issued commands. 
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“Topeka Kansas.  Direct.  No stops.  Shortest route using intermodal express tubes only.  

Maximum velocity.  Delay or redirect all conflicting traffic.  Departmental priority one.  Dim the 

lights.  Proceed.” 

The air pressure in the cabin increased as the seals locked down, and the capsule 

accelerated smoothly through the station portal and into the pitch-black tunnel.  I could tell the 

on-board air system was calibrated to deliver extra oxygen.  I should’ve thought of that back in 

the station; I couldn’t adjust it en route.  Odds were, then, I wouldn’t be able to sneak a nap 

between L.A. and Topeka.  I decided I’d try anyway.   

The Maytag accelerated through 300, 400, 500 miles an hour, and I experienced the usual 

audible rumble and vibration when it went supersonic.  But for the speedometer, I couldn’t have 

discerned 700 from 800 as it barreled ahead.  At 938 miles an hour I closed my eyes and nodded 

off, believing the capsule would soon top out around 980 and give me a boring, quiet ride all the 

way to Topeka. 

That wasn’t what happened.  A red-alert warning jolted out from my chip and flipped 

every switch in my brain to “on/awake.”  Two tenths of a second later a loud, sickening “THUD” 

ahead of me shook the whole cabin.  Then two more in quick succession.  “BLAM!  B-BLAM!” 

I didn’t need the warning siren or the red lights that came to life inside the Maytag after 

the first impact, so I blinked them off and checked my velocity: 539 and dropping rapidly.  The 

capsule had hit something.  Three somethings.  That should’ve been impossible inside a 

pneumatically-sealed limited-access tunnel.  I blinked to pull up all the Neuralnet’s records and 

confirmed that there’d never been so much as a report of a rat in any of the vactrain tubes before. 

Without a transparent windshield or external lights I couldn’t see what I’d hit.  I guessed 

from the feel that the three objects were about the same size.  Then I blinked to retrieve the speed 
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telemetry from the instant before impact, retrieved the capsule’s total mass figure from the 

engineering specifications on file, factored-in its reduced velocity and used some calculus. 

The objects I’d hit weighed an average of 176 pounds.  I didn’t finish the math to 

determine the precise weight of each.  I knew what those things were. 

They were people.  My capsule had slammed into three adult human beings. 

From the second I realized what’d happened I had the devil’s own time keeping those 

two hotdogs down in my stomach.  Then once the transit system’s fail-safes kicked in and started 

routing me to the nearest station, I realized another horrifying thing.  Vactrains operated using a 

near-perfect vacuum.  The seals on both ends of my Departmental four-seater always stayed 

within millimeters of the tunnel walls.  When I reached the station portal at Barstow the front end 

of the capsule wouldn’t be the first thing emerging from the tube.  Whatever its precise form, the 

first thing people on the platform would see would be a macabre mass of shattered, bloody, 

tangled human remains. 

 I barely got my harness undone and lurched to what I hoped would be the easiest corner 

of the cabin to clean before I was violently, uncontrollably ill.  I retched until the tears flowed.  

At least some of those tears were from the sheer tragedy of it all, not just from my vomiting.  I 

knew I was beyond shocked.  I’d been damaged.  Traumatized.  It took me a long, long moment 

to regain some of my composure.  I had no idea when I’d have command of the rest of it again. 

 I felt the capsule slowing and the tubes ahead switching, and I knew I’d soon be at the 

station in Barstow.  The first thing I did was blink a flaming-angry ‘net message to Rufus.  

Connected or not, I wanted him to know my exact, profane opinion of this whole ‘spectacular 

suicide’ deal of theirs.  Then I gathered my thoughts to blink an advance warning to the station’s 
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staff, so they could try and clear the people off the arrival platform and out of view of the coming 

gory mess. 

 I didn’t send it the warning, though.  Three people, three living breathing humans, had 

doubtless planned and worked awfully hard to get themselves into an extremely difficult place to 

reach.  Then they’d bravely stood their ground as their own certain deaths hurtled toward them at 

over 900 miles an hour.  Shoot, because of the vacuum they’d have had to anchor themselves to 

the inside of the tube and bring their own air.  These things they’d done, and countless thousands 

like them had done as well in countless thousands of other ways, because some bureaucrat they 

would never meet, working someplace they’d never go, decided, for them, exactly what their 

lives would, and could never, be. 

 It was horrific.  All of it. 

 And despite all my grief and shock and confusion at that moment, I did know one thing 

for certain. 

I wanted people to see. 
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Chapter 13. 
 

 Rails, vacuum tubes, whatever the technology, trains have always needed stations.  Often 

rather sad and shop-worn affairs, those.  And train stations of any size have always had bars, 

generally as sad and shop-worn as the structures that house them.  At no point in its history has 

Barstow California ever been described with anything but sometimes-polite synonyms for “sad 

and shop-worn.”  So it was, that after I blinked a report on the vactrain accident to the 

Department and spent 40 interminable minutes in real time talking about the wreck with sundry 

badge-sporting low Bs and high-ish Cs from the police and the tube system, I found myself 

ordering two double JB & Cokes in probably the saddest and most shop-worn train-station bar 

this side of the Yangtze River. 

 I don’t even remember drinking the first one.  I just remember scooting the glass at the 

bartender and nodding for a refill as I started pulling from the second.  With that one drained and 

a third safely under construction I took a deep breath, shook my head a few times, and turned my 

attention to my Neuralnet connection. 

 My inbox was piled with sixteen items.  Twelve were straight-up work stuff; I kicked 

them all off ‘til Monday.  Two were from Rufus under thick encryption; I ignored those.  One 

was from Janie.  It looked to me like nothing so much as a live hand grenade with the pin out.  I 

skipped it in favor of a new ping from Analisa De Los Santos, my top deputy in Kansas.  She’d 

spent ten years working her way up when Rufus ran things, and I’d recently promoted her on his 

strong recommendation. 
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 “Ron – writ summarily denied.  Looked fixed.  Roxanne Dane en route to L.A. jail via 

vactrain.  Departmental escort, all expedited.  I’m coming too.  We’ll talk.” 

My third, technically sixth, drink arrived as I was checking the time-code on Analisa’s 

message and linking my brain into the vactrain system again.  I found the capsule her group was 

in and I directed it to stop in Barstow; the system said I had 77 minutes before its arrival.  Then I 

forwarded the new stop information to Analisa with a quick note. 

“I’ll get on in Barstow and ride back with you to L.A.” 

Out beyond my inbox, somewhere nearer my scalp, I started receiving news-feed alerts 

left and right.  They were the kind I got when I was in the news myself.  I absorbed three from 

the top of the stack: national TV reports on the carnage at the vactrain station.  It was breathless, 

graphic, gruesome coverage, fig-leaf disclaimers and obsequiously sympathetic-sounding 

anchors notwithstanding.  That wreck was going to scare the hell out of everybody. 

Janie started pinging me, trying to reach me directly again.  I knew I definitely should’ve 

deferred any conversation with her until I’d had a better chance to get my head on straight.  But 

despite our nasty divorce, and despite my growing suspicions about her machinations within the 

Department, at that moment I genuinely wanted her brain connected with mine.  I acknowledged 

her ping and opened a private conversation channel.  I didn’t say anything right off. 

“Ron?  Jesus, Christ!  It’s all over the news!  I just got your report from upstairs.  Are you 

o.k.?  Were you hurt?” 

There wasn’t any legitimate reason for me to get misty-eyed when her message arrived in 

my mind.  Unless one counts ‘witnessing thirteen suicides and drinking a Saturday night’s ration 

of hooch over the course one afternoon’ as ‘legitimate reasons’ that is.  Looking back, I suppose 

one might also have counted ‘hearing from a woman I once loved very dearly, directly after 
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suffering a severe emotional trauma.’  If I’m ever hauled into tough-guy court and charged with 

being a wuss, I’ll raise both as justifications for clouding up.  They’ll work. 

In any event, I have to cop to it.  Nearly crying, I surely was.  I couldn’t respond to her 

immediately.  Janie knew why. 

“Ron, I am so, soooo sorry.  You must be… just…” 

She paused.  I kept mum.  I tried to steel-up and focus.  I also tried to remember that I had 

to be ultra-careful what I said to Dr. Jane Schneider over the next few days, and I did my best to 

slap together my mental blank -- the same plain green wall I’d imagined when I was meeting 

with my client Hollings.  I couldn’t mentally run to it.  I had to sort of lurch.  But I got there, and 

I hid there, until, finally, I was able to manage a response. 

“No, Doc.  Don’t worry.  I didn’t get a scratch.  The Maytag slowed down on impact.  

That’s all it was, far as I’m concerned.  Just a big ‘thump.’  Front’s all bashed in.  It got me to 

Barstow, but the Department’s gonna need a new one.  I’m coming back to L.A. in a few.” 

Instead of a wall for a mental blank, I really hadn’t built much more than a wispy 

mosquito net.  Janie didn’t even slow down for it. 

“Come on.  It’s still me, Ron.  And you’re still you.  The only record you didn’t set on the 

strat scores was ‘empathy’ and you only missed that one by, what, six?  Five?  Honey, you just 

had three suicides happen right in front of you.  You’ve… you’ve gotta be…  C’mon.  Talk to 

me.” 

Sure enough.  She got me.  I slipped.  Somewhere back in my mind I’d started blaming 

her for all of the horrible stuff, too, and the wine at Rufus’ and the JB & Cokes weren’t helping 

matters.  I got mad.  My next thought reached her before I could catch it and stuff it back.   
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“Not three.  Thirteen today Doc.  So far!  I was driving up in the hills when the first ten 

killed themselves.  Flew right over my damned car.  I watched nine of them mash into all the 

letters on the Hollywood sign.  I saw the last one splatter on the 101 and tie up the traffic.  Whole 

thing.  Bang, bang, bang.  I couldn’t stop any of ‘em.  I tried.  I couldn’t do anyth --” 

For the little good it did by that time, I stopped myself from sending her anything else.  I 

wanted to cut our connection off cold.  I almost did.  Then I thought that probably would’ve told 

her even more than I already had.  So I left the line open.  After a long moment she started again. 

 “I have to go.  I’m doing a public statement in a few minutes.  Every channel, every 

outlet.  Watch.  It might make you feel a little better.  I hope.  Oh, and… I know, it’s not much… 

but there’s one more thing I can tell you now.  One of those skydivers didn’t die.  She’s in bad 

shape but she’ll live.  We’ve got her in custody in the hospital.  Take care of yourself and don’t 

drink too very much, o.k.?  I’ll connect with you later.”  

 Our ‘net tie ended right before an entire region of my brain lit up with near panic.  I 

mentally whipped my own ass for being stupid.  Before I connected with Janie I ought to have 

checked the two encrypted messages Rufus left for me.  Perhaps, I hoped, he might already have 

known about the surviving skydiver.   

Looking back now, I know the next thing I did was even stupider.  I should’ve realized 

that the Department might’ve already arrested Rufus too.  I didn’t think of it at the time.  I just 

clicked off a message to him as fast as I could: “One survived.”   

After a while I calmed down and left off castigating myself.  Rufus would know, he’d 

have to know, far better than I about what his and his group’s exposure might be.  Because 

obviously at that point, it wasn’t a matter of “if” the Department would pump the survivor full of 

drugs and find out everything she knew.  It was a settled matter of “when.”  
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Chapter 14. 
 

I got up and made a quick trip to the restroom.  The ‘cold’ tap water was warmer than 

room temperature; I didn’t bother trying to splash any on my face to clear my thoughts.  When I 

returned I looked up at the antique physical TV the sad little joint still had mounted on the wall 

behind the bar.  Whatever fishing show the bartender preferred was being interrupted, along with 

every other channel across 35 states.  Janie was just then taking her place behind the podium in 

the Department’s press room. 

 I dropped the guy $40 for my $24 tab and nodded toward the TV.  “Hey, man?  Turn it 

up, will you?”  Nine years or so later he finally did it.  Janie was in rare form. 

“… ear and present dangers of criminal Neuralnet abuse long known to the 

Department.  This afternoon a small group of unauthorized connectors, who were 

previously stratified as sociopathic terrorists and were, therefore, denied lawful 

access to the Neuralnet, nevertheless were able to use illegal technological 

methods to inveigle and coerce three innocent, unwitting citizens into attempting 

to hijack a special Departmental single-car vactrain cargo capsule traveling in a 

rural area west of Barstow, California.  Those three terribly-misled citizens were 

killed.  Their bodies were horribly mutilated in the incident.  Our thoughts, 

prayers and deepest condolences are with their families today.” 

 

 I shouldn’t have been surprised.  For a flash I was, though.  Bourbon-fueled questions 

splashed all over my thoughts.  ‘Hijack?’  Say what?  And exactly when had I been transformed 

into ‘cargo?’  Oh, and how the hell did the Department supposedly know who supposedly 

conned those three supposed patsies into the tubes? 

My surprise quickly turned into a grudging admiration.  Dr. Jane Schneider had always 

been one of the very slickest, least-repentant liars I’d ever met.  When I could be objective, her 
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sheer skill impressed the daylights out of me.  As I watched her spiel that day I had to hand it to 

her again.  Janie was positively money when it came to bullshit.   

I assumed she’d use the next paragraph to really set the hook.  She did. 

“We in the Department of Governmental and Sociological Affairs strive 

every day, every hour, to keep every man, woman, and child in 35 United States 

safe from those who cannot, or will not, obey the law.  Today our efforts fell 

short.  We let you down, and we deeply regret our failure.  On behalf of the men 

and women of the Department, I can offer you two things.  First, and foremost, 

our sincerest apology.” 

 

Nothing impresses the serfs so much as when the king genuflects.  With that, I knew 

Janie had ‘em by the balls.  I expected a knockout shot.  I wasn’t disappointed. 

“Second, the Department has issued a series of emergency orders.  These 

orders will help to protect our nation from the mortal threat posed by criminal 

Neuralnet abuse.  Some of these orders are very complex.  The main thing the 

public needs to know now is that beginning immediately, we are quadrupling the 

size and scope of our anti-pirating efforts.  Until we’ve hired a sufficient number 

of Departmental agents this will include the retention and deployment of 

thoroughly-vetted private security contractors.” 

 

My eyebrows arched.  She was raising her own army of mercenaries.  I knew there’d be 

more.  There was. 

“Additionally, effective ten minutes from now at 5:00 pm Pacific daylight 

time the Department will begin augmenting its citizen-participation program.  

Any person, of any age, who files a substantiated report of unauthorized 

Neuralnet or other technological access, or who apprehends a proven Neuralnet 

pirate and delivers that person to Departmental custody, will receive a cash 

reward of one million dollars.   

I’d like to take this opportunity to remind everyone that unauthorized 

Neuralnet use and the pirates who engage in such criminality are more than 

dangerous.  They… are… deadly.  We all have no choice but to work together to 

stop…” 

 

I didn’t pay attention to her victory lap.  All I could think was ‘wow.’  The Department 

was issuing million-dollar letters of marque to anybody old enough to dial 9-1-1.  If Dad had a 

hotwired chip to get an edge at his job or whatever, and he blinked to help Junior with his 
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homework on a Tuesday, by Wednesday night he’d be in the clinker and Junior would be on his 

emancipated way to Disneyland. 

There was another reason I didn’t watch ‘til the end.  The Department’s new orders were 

having an immediate effect there in Barstow.  The second Janie finished saying “million” the 

bartender had left off picking his nose and scurried out from behind the bar.  He circled around 

behind me faster than I’d imagined he could move.  As I watched the speech I could smell the 

stale, greasy nachos on his breath when he peered in close behind my ears.  He scraped together 

his courage and tapped me on the shoulder. 

“Hey!  I seen your eyes fluttering-like, earlier, yeah?  I see you got a chip too.  What’s 

your ‘net permit number?  Tell me right now or I’m calling you in.” 

I could’ve just rattled off the number or flashed him my Department ID.  For that matter I 

could’ve commandeered the vactrain station’s PA system and boomed my ‘net number through 

the whole place.  I was too mad though.  Too preoccupied with the carnage I’d seen, and with 

Rufus’ presentation, and with the tens of thousands of deaths he figured I could stop, and with all 

the reasons I knew I couldn’t do it, and with being exceedingly mad at him for asking me, and 

blah blah blah.  I was in no mood to step and fetch for some nacho-slurping bartender. 

I hoped against hope that there’d still be a cigarette left in my pocket, and I reached in to 

check while the bartender was fussing at the back of my neck.  Jackpot.  I found half a pack.  I 

stood up and turned to face him.  I stayed quiet and lit up a smoke as he took my measure.  I had 

him by five inches, 30 pounds, six shots of bourbon and an attitude the size and texture of 

Pittsburgh.  I really, really wanted him to swing first, and I silently made it so clear that even a 

low-scoring Charlie would get the message. 
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He didn’t back down right away -- not even when I blew the smoke from my first deep 

drag right at his eyes.  Powerful incentive, a million bucks.  The bartender didn’t want to fold on 

a pot that size.  He took a skip to his left and a step back, and he squared-up better between me 

and the doorway out to the rest of the vactrain station.  I half-expected him to cock his dukes 

backward like some old-time boxer. 

“No smoking in here.  And siddown, Mister.” 

I just shook my head and took another full drag.  I was enjoying the nicotine.  A lot. 

“Come onnn then, pirate!  I ain’t no robot.  You can’t do nothin’ ta me!  Cops’ll have 

your ass soon’s I make that call.  You can wait for ‘em easy or you can wait for ‘em bleedin’.  

An’ I don’t care which.” 

Eleventy-dozen toxic chemicals from the smoke went to work constricting the blood 

vessels in my brain.  Carcinogenic over time, sure, but the process was clarifying to me just then.  

I thought about how many East-pointers must’ve been facing down scared or desperate or plain-

old greedy Bs and Cs at that very moment.  Janie had started a national witch-hunt.  It was going 

to get nothing but ugly from there on out, no matter what else happened.  Much as I wanted to 

take out... something, everything… on that bartender’s jaw, I caught myself and remembered.  It 

really wasn’t his fault.  None of it. 

I took another drag and blinked to the station’s central maintenance system.  It told me 

the bar had a cleanbot stored in a closet beyond the restrooms in the back.  I sent the ‘bot a 

command.  Half a second later it banged its way out of the closet and whirred our way across the 

stained, chipped tile floor. 

I got in one more quick puff before I dropped my cigarette.  The cleanbot caught it on the 

fly and kept rolling toward the bartender’s feet.  He didn’t move.  The barrel-sized droid bumped 
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gently into the man’s sneakers and stopped.  His eyes stayed locked on mine.  I had to give him 

credit.  He wasn’t backing down.  Yet. 

 At my next blinked command the cleanbot whirred ten feet straight backward and 

stopped.  I issued it another order, and a red light flashed on its front-mounted control panel.  

The ‘bot did my talking for me.   

“Warning.  Safety governor disabled.  Operation without safety governor not 

recommended.” 

I didn’t blink again.  The bartender did.  He stepped aside and glowered at me as I strode 

past him to the main terminal.  He chipped his teeth at me some, too. 

“They’ll be all over you before you can get outside, pirate!  You’re on ever’ one o’ my 

cameras.  Don’t bother running, now!  Hear?” 

It was a schoolyard thing to do.  But once I’d cleared the doorway I thought back behind 

me and rolled the cleanbot up to the bartender’s feet again.  Then I commanded it to dump its 

accumulated trash on his shoes and follow me out the door at a decidedly-unsafe speed.  I was 

looking at some waiting time on a crowded vactrain platform before Analisa arrived with her 

client and maybe one, possibly two Departmental guards to pick me up.  I didn’t know, but I 

worried that I might be needing that cleanbot again. 
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Chapter 15. 
 

 I stood and paced and wandered and brooded through sixteen minutes of suspicious 

glances from other travelers on the platform until an eight-seater with Departmental markings 

shwisshed in through the westbound station portal and came to a stop.  The hatch hissed open, 

and Analisa met me with a bottle of Australian Shiraz.  She handed it over with a smile.   

“Our friend thought you could use this.”  Then her smile faded.  “He also said to tell you 

that Sunday’s figure would be about 15,500 and that you should make up your mind quickly.” 

I understood her meaning: she was part of Rufus’ group or guerilla army or whatever.  I 

wanted to light into her and let them both know I’d decide whether to join up when I was 

damned good and ready.  Instead I just nodded, took a seat next to her in the front row and 

cinched my belt up tight.  The last place I wanted to be was right back inside another Maytag.  

When the hatch closed and the seals tightened and the cabin pressure rose, it all felt exactly like 

what was happening inside me. 

 For the benefit of the lone Departmental guard and Roxanne Dane seated three rows 

behind us, I spoke commands to the capsule instead of blinking them into the system directly. 

“Los Angeles.  Downtown.  Courthouse station.  Inmate-transfer portal.  Issue a ten-

minute arrival notice to jail central command.  Direct route only.  Redirect or delay all 

conflicting traffic.  Maximum velocity.”  It was easier for me to blink the final command than it 

would’ve been, at that moment, to voice it.  “Proceed.” 

Analisa pinged to me through the Neuralnet as the capsule plunged into the pitch-black 

tunnel and picked up speed.  “Heard about what happened.  Dios mio!  You o.k. Ron?” 
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I didn’t want to come up with an answer to that.  “Roxanne looked a little sluggish back 

there.  How’s she doing?  They didn’t sedate her for the trip, did they?” 

Analisa shook her head.  I didn’t receive the sound of her voice through our private ‘net 

conversation, but the frown on her face spoke volumes. 

“No.  That’s why my guys in Topeka filed the writ and got me in on it.  She’s not 

drugged.  She is fried, Ron.  Some of her functions are intact.  She breathes, her heart beats, she 

sees, she hears, and she walks with direction.  Otherwise Roxanne Dane isn’t home anymore.” 

Analisa knew I’d have questions.  She hustled up and told me everything she and the 

others knew.  It wasn’t much. 

“The booking file now says she was catatonic when the cops served the warrant and 

picked her up at home.” 

I interrupted her.  “The file didn’t say that when I reviewed it earlier.” 

She nodded and continued.  “Mmm-hm.  I’ve got the Topeka office working on the 

source of the change right now.  You’re keyed to the conversation.  You’ll get it when I get it.  

Also, the jail staff pulled her chip and tested it.  Intact.  The guard has it with him now.  Perfect 

working order, they say.  Except for this: we found a big block of the most recent transaction 

logs missing when I traced her ‘net records back.  No answers on that yet either.” 

I already knew there wouldn’t be.  “Medical see her?  She get a psych evaluation?” 

Analisa shook her head and frowned again.  “Nada.  Straight from a holding cell to court 

to the vactrain.  I doubt they’ve fed her; I don’t even know if she can eat.  My guys made a good 

filing Ron.  Air-tight.  Should’ve been.  Judge took the bench, denied it in one sentence and split 

for the weekend.  Zoom!  Somebody really powerful wants Roxanne Dane in Los Angeles by 

hook or by crook.” 
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A ‘net message arrived for both of us from Analisa’s staff in Kansas.  I got another one 

from the Department’s chief prosecutor in Los Angeles.  Analisa and I opened the first one 

together. 

“Ms. De Los Santos: we’ve been barred from accessing anything pertaining to Ms. Dane.  

The Department says we can’t represent her due to a conflict.  Please advise.” 

The message to me from the prosecutor said the same thing a bit differently.   

“Mr. Bialik, defendant Roxanne Dane will be prosecuted in Los Angeles.  You 

personally have undertaken to represent her co-defendant Jerome Hollings (also charged 

in Los Angeles).  In addition to your national administrative responsibilities for the 

agency, you directly supervise the Federal Public Defender’s Office in that city.  

Therefore an ethical conflict exists, and outside/contract counsel for Ms. Dane will be 

necessary.  The court will make those arrangements.  As a result, your agency’s attorneys 

in Kansas have no right to obtain any information from the Department vis-à-vis 

defendant Dane.  Accordingly, the information those attorneys have requested will not be 

provided.” 

 

I forwarded that to Analisa.  She blinked one word back to me: “Horseshit.” 

Figuring out what to do next was my job.  We knew the Department was wrong.  

Roxanne’s case should’ve been happening in Kansas.  Depending on the defense strategy, it 

might’ve been a conflict the clients could consent to.  She was non compos mentis anyway, and 

no matter what happened I’d be entitled to all that stuff from the Department in discovery 

because I was Hollings’ lawyer.  Once I got it I could share it wherever I found necessary. 

 Right, wrong, or indifferent, I had people to manage on a Friday evening.  I blinked to 

Analisa and the Kansas folks.  “Thanks, guys.  Good work on this.  Knock off and go on home.  

We’ll sort it out Monday.  Analisa, you hotel-up someplace nice in L.A. this weekend and stay 

handy.  Get some clothes or whatever you need – Department’s dime.  I’ll send you my car if 

you want one.” 
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 We sat in silence for the rest of the trip.  At 900-some-odd miles an hour it didn’t take 

long to get from Barstow to L.A.  Once our capsule emerged from the tunnel into the secure 

terminal below the courthouse and the jail, I had my seatbelt off before the platform carriage 

beneath us hooked itself up and maneuvered the Maytag into docking position.  I wanted out of 

that thing in a right-now hurry. 

 I didn’t get what I wanted.  The hatch didn’t open.  We sat there.  A full minute passed.  

Two.  I lit up the comm link at the duty officer’s station.  No response.  Another minute passed, 

and I blinked upstairs to the desk sergeant working intake.   

“Incoming prisoner transfer has arrived.  The capsule sent you a ten-minute warning.  

Why are we stuck in this tin can, Sergeant?” 

 A moment later the capsule’s audio system came to life.  “Incoming capsule, we’ve got 

somebody coming down to escort you now.  Sorry about the delay.  We’re very busy all of a 

sudden.” 

 It was another three minutes before two jail guards arrived on the platform and released 

the hatch.  I was out of my seat and into their faces quickly enough to send their hands to their 

holsters.  I drew my Department ID first and sprained their eyebrows with it. 

 “Really?  Seriously?  This was a Departmental-priority arrival!  You guys wanna tell me 

what happened?  Or maybe just save it for the disciplinary board.  I don’t care which.” 

 The taller guard spoke up.  “You wouldn’t believe how busy we’ve been sir.” 

 He couldn’t have known it, but he’d picked the wrong day to try to tell me what I 

wouldn’t believe.  His nose must’ve warmed from my response. 

“Try me!” 
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 “Sir we’ve processed about a hundred no-bail arrests in the last twenty minutes or so.  

Booking’s jammed.  We’ve got ‘em lined up on the sidewalk upstairs waiting to get in.” 

 I blinked into the jail records.  He was right.  I shifted my attention to my ‘net inbox; it 

was starting to stack up with messages from my PD offices around the country.  Toward the top 

of the pile there were inquiries from reporters coming in too.  More every few seconds.  They all 

wanted a comment from me. 

 The guards went to meet Roxanne and her escort at the capsule’s hatch.  Analisa tapped 

me on the elbow from behind with the Shiraz I’d left in the Maytag. 

 “Ron.  You’ve gotta read some of these messages.  What do you want to do, jefe?” 

 I took the bottle from her.  Then I took a comprehensive mental spin around the 

Neuralnet, aggregating the news as I went.  The Department’s decision to put a million-dollar 

bounty on all suspected ‘net pirates, and basically to deputize every Mutt and Jeff in the country, 

was starting to turn the criminal-justice system into a 35-state free-for-all.  I estimated that in 

about six hours all the jails would be full past capacity.   

Bizarre reports started making their way to my administrative level: juveniles locked up 

without bail, octogenarians injured in holding cells, generic search warrants issued for entire 

apartment buildings.  Technical legal questions piled in.  Did marital privilege apply when one 

spouse turned in another for a bounty?  Would mass arraignments instead of individual hearings 

be lawful?  Were bounty hunters agents of the Department, so that they needed warrants to make 

valid arrests?  What about these blanket, summary no-bail orders?  

I couldn’t imagine the kind of reports the police must’ve been getting from the public at 

large.  The Department’s orders weren’t quite an hour old and it was already getting to be nuts 

out there. 
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 I half-turned back toward Analisa and nodded at the escalator.  “Upstairs.  Let’s go.”  We 

ascended and left the station in silence.  But when we reached the sidewalk and saw the line of 

people standing outside the jail, she couldn’t contain herself.  

 “Dios mio!  Ron!  How many…?” 

 I took a quick count.  “90, not counting the cops.” 

 I fished out a cigarette and lit up.  Analisa didn’t smoke.  She nudged me for one anyway, 

and I lit it for her.  We both took deep drags as we sized up the scene.  She started coughing.  I 

started drafting an order for every lawyer, paralegal, student intern and custodian working for me 

across the 35 states still observing federal criminal law. 

  “Ladies and Gentlemen: 

 

 “Please, and immediately, obtain the full text of the so-called emergency orders 

issued by the Department late this afternoon.  Read every word carefully.  Then review 

every word of every one of the Department’s enabling statutes and the applicable federal 

regulations.  Drill down into the Department’s annual budget and its Congressional 

appropriations.  Dig up everything we might be able to use.  Discuss what you find 

locally.  Your supervisors will aggregate your ideas and report them to me no later than 

Monday, 8:00 a.m. Pacific time. 

 

 “Pending further developments we will be treating the Department’s new orders 

in toto as a deliberate attack on our constitutional rights.  We are sworn defenders of 

those rights.  Therefore, we shall defend against these orders to the very limits of our 

considerable abilities. 

 

 “In practical terms, here’s what this means going forward.  Beginning Monday 

morning (or now, if any court decides to convene over the coming weekend) no client of 

ours will plead guilty to anything.  That includes both new cases and previously-filed 

charges, whether connected to these new orders or not.  Same, same.  No matter the 

charge, no matter the plea deal offered, no matter what, nobody pleads.  On behalf of 

every client you all will demand every procedurally-available in-court hearing possible.  

We will negotiate nothing.  There will be no stipulations to extend deadlines agreed to, or 

requested by, anyone on this payroll.  No previously-arranged accommodations with 

Departmental prosecutors will be honored without court orders to that effect, and we will 

contest, vigorously, every application the Department files seeking any such orders.  

Until further notice, giving any Departmental employee so much as a cup of coffee will 

be considered a firing offense. 
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 “I understand what this will do to your calendars and to your workload.  But the 

Department now appears to believe that the American criminal-justice system will 

tolerate this naked abuse of its power.  The Department is wrong.  We have a duty to 

bring this grave error to its, and to the country’s, attention.  We shall do that, and much 

more, until these abominable orders are overturned or rescinded. 

 

“So, unfortunately, the weekend’s cancelled.  Let’s get to work.” 

 

I blinked the order out agency-wide, and I coped it to every reporter who’d left a note in 

my inbox.  Analisa laughed when she received it. 

“Hoh-leeee shit, Ron!  You’re gonna crash the whole system with this!  It’ll grind to a 

halt.  Orale, can you imagine the number of jury-pool summonses alone?  The vice president’s 

going to have to report for jury duty!” 

I nodded and smoked and watched two policemen attempting to wrangle a couple dozen 

new arrestees into some semblance of a line.  Then a thought occurred to me: what if, by sending 

that “sabots in the gears” order, I had just done exactly what Janie and the Department wanted?  

What if she’d been playing me back there in Barstow with all that sympathy stuff, or fishing for 

information?  She’d have had plenty of time after my vactrain wreck to check and find out that I 

hadn’t warned the station staff about the grisly horror arriving with that capsule.  What if she’d 

decided I was in on it with Rufus and Analisa and their lot?  What if these new Departmental 

orders were payback… or a warning shot across my bow? 

I couldn’t know.  And it didn’t matter.  The Department had picked this particular fight.  

By definition, it was my job to give it a knock-down drag-out legal battle over its new orders 

regardless.  I thought I could lead a protest within the system without signing up for some half-

assed nascent revolution.  So I didn’t have to tell Rufus ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ or anything at all. 

Not yet, at least. 
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Chapter 16. 
 

 I walked with Analisa two blocks over to the Hyatt and checked her in.  Then I retraced 

most of my steps back to the transit structure near the courthouse and Department headquarters.  

I had half a thought to cross the street to my office and see who was still at work.  But I didn’t 

feel like answering any questions or making small talk, or wondering who might be with me if I 

decided to get into Rufus’ guerilla deal.  I just headed to the garage’s main entrance. 

I didn’t have my ticket on me to waive at the reader on the kiosk.  I also didn’t want to 

bother walking over to the elevator and then halfway across the structure, only to ride the 

autopark carriage back down to the street again.  And besides, I wanted another smoke.  So I lit 

up, and I punched the button on the kiosk to order my car by voice command.   

“2013 Ferrari FF.  Third floor.  Combustion engine section.  Oh, and fill the fuel tank.  

High octane.  Charge to registration.” 

 Two stories above me a fuelbot set to work filling my car with $30-a-gallon gasoline.  I 

took stock of the scene up the block while I waited.   

The line outside the jail was getting longer.  More uniformed officers were out there, but 

they were having a harder time maintaining order.  Suddenly one of the suspects popped out of 

his shock-cuffs and took off running.  The others in line cheered wildly, and two officers drew 

their tasers and gave chase.  The runner was really fast.  I found myself rooting for him too, as I 

silently wondered why apparently nobody was training the cops on how to detect the new non-

metallic Neuralnet chips.  I knew if the Department didn’t get that sorted out, its new witch-hunt 

wasn’t going to be as easy as they’d expected it to be. 
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 The autopark carriage arrived with my car, and then it disengaged and retreated back into 

the garage as I got in and hit the ignition.  Twelve very old gas-guzzling cylinders lit off with an 

angry roar -- much angrier than I’d expected.  I popped the gas pedal again and listened; sure 

enough, for the second time the damned autopark carriage had damaged one of my Ferrari’s twin 

very-tough-to-find mufflers.   

Any other day, I’d have been mad.  I didn’t have the energy to worry about it at the time.  

I just blinked to have the parts I’d need expressed to my place out in Huntington Beach, and I 

forwarded the outlandish bill to the transit people with my reference number from last time.  

After the nuclear fuss I’d raised before, I hoped they’d pay it faster this time. 

 The only good thing about the Department’s fool-assed “emergency order” stunt was that 

there wouldn’t be a single cop assigned to traffic duty for the foreseeable future.  Even though I 

still had my chip in and I could’ve blinked up the precise location of every cruiser, it was still 

nice, for me, not to have to worry about getting another ticket.  I knew I could drive as I damned-

well pleased.  I took full advantage.  26 minutes of high-RPM freeway shredding brought me to 

Huntington Beach in what had to be record time.  It was good medicine.  I needed that. 

 I also needed to eat.  When I got home I left the car outside my garage and didn’t bother 

to go upstairs.  I just started walking the two blocks over to Downrigger’s, and I very pointedly 

paid no attention to the scads of messages piling up in my inbox.   

Halfway up the first block I remembered the roller skate; I wondered where it’d wound 

up.  I blinked to it, and it told me it’d found a space another block beyond the bar.  Then about 

ten steps before I reached the front door I realized Kelly’s name tag was still on the coffee table 

in my apartment.  I weighed going back for it against offering an apology, picked the latter, and 

kept walking. 
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The pings and news alerts and messages kept arriving between my ears.  I didn’t directly 

read any of them; I gathered that my order was causing quite a fuss from coast to coast.  Janie 

must’ve been positively livid.  She was trying harder than anybody to ping in to me.  But I 

decided that for the next few hours I wasn’t having any of it.  I wanted a pile of crab legs, I 

wanted hooch, and I wanted to see Kelly B. again.  Everything else would have to hold its 

damned horses. 

 The Downrigger’s Friday-evening crowd should’ve been triple what I found when I 

arrived.  The music was set lower than normal, and the usual buzz of conversations seemed 

hushed and subdued.  Nobody was laughing.  I couldn’t tell right off whether it was because of 

the Department’s new orders.  That would’ve been my guess if I had to take one.  But I didn’t.  

All I had to do was make a beeline for my favorite corner table, pull up a stool, stare out the 

window at nothing in particular, and start musing about whether I’d be drinking singles or 

doubles. 

 As it turned out I didn’t have to make that call either.  A double JB & Coke arrived in 

front of me right before two decidedly-beautiful arms wrapped themselves around my shoulders 

from behind.  Never has any man appreciated a hug as much as I appreciated the one Kelly gave 

me. 

 “You!  I saw the news, Mister.  I’ve been worried sick about you all afternoon!” 

 I didn’t turn to face her.  I wanted to be clear-eyed when I did that, and, well, at that 

moment, I wasn’t quite.  Kelly could tell.  She understood why, and she didn’t hassle me.  Just 

for that, I’d have bought her a house right then if she’d told me which one she wanted. 

 “Ron, if you feel like eating go ‘head and hocus-pocus your order back to the kitchen.  

It’s just me on the floor tonight; the police took Meredith away half an hour ago.  But I’m going 
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to see if I can hurry a couple of my tables out the door so we can talk.”  With that she gave me a 

quick kiss on the back of my neck, freshened her lipstick quickly and set off for the far side of 

the room.  I couldn’t take my eyes off her as she went.  Rather, I affirmatively wanted not to. 

 My drink didn’t stand a chance.  It was a memory before the ice could rattle in the glass.  

One of the bartenders saw the empty on my table and sent a trusted customer over with another 

double.  I knew the guy in passing; big Raider fan, like me.  He swapped the glasses and slapped 

me on the shoulder. 

 “Saw the news.  Glad you’re o.k., man.  No more of those goddamned Maytags for me, 

I’ll tell you what.  Fuckin’ scary.  I’ve got your next cocktail, though, hey?” 

 I thanked him with a silent “cheers” and a hefty sip before he gave me another tipsy pat 

on the shoulder and wandered back to the bar to let me brood.  I’d have preferred brooding, 

anyhow.  I had an empty stomach, and the bourbon was going straight to work on me.  But after 

watching a few laps of some meaningless motorcycle race on TV I got bored, and I figured I was 

about ready to face my inbox.  I started blinking into the thicket of messages. 

 From Rufus:  “15,500 was a bit low.  You’re going to hear from a mutual friend this 

evening.”  No response; I didn’t have the energy to cuss him out. 

 Fron Analisa: “Word’s out on your order, jefe.  I’m hearing some very interesting legal 

theories from the gang in Topeka.  It’s early, but I’ve attached memos on the better ones.”  I 

blinked back to her, and I copied the rest of my subordinates around the country. 

“Folks, we’ll be encountering lots of novel legal questions over the next few days.  

Use your best judgment as they crop up and copy my office with the potential game-

changers.  Keep one key thing in mind as you work: we’re fighting the Department at 

every turn.  Battle scars from this one, whether dealt out or received, will be the keys to 

promotions and raises as long as I run this agency.  If you receive directions from Ms. De 

Los Santos you should assume they’re coming from me.  Go get ‘em.” 

 

 From a judge in Seattle:   
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“Mr. Bialik, this court has been given a copy of your most recent administrative 

order.  It is most troubling.  Please be advised that the court stands ready to impose 

sanctions on you and your subordinates in the event that any frivolous claim or defense is 

interposed.  Please be further advised that any and every other violation of the rules of 

professional responsibility committed by you, or any of your subordinates, will be 

reported immediately to every bar association where you, or they, are admitted to 

practice.” 

 

 ‘Departmental lackey,’ I thought.  If I scared that easily, I shouldn’t have had the job.  I 

didn’t reply. 

 From Terry Sims, my bureau chief in Seattle:  “Ron, we’ve got some show-stopper 

arguments in the works.  But we need bodies.  Also, Chief Judge Bozell up here is scrambling to 

find, or imagine, ethical conflicts.  He’s trying to disqualify our office and substitute contracted 

counsel in every case possible.” 

 I kicked myself for failing to realize that the cops and the jails and the courts weren’t 

going to be the only ones overtaxed by the Department’s new orders.  ‘Pretty smart judge there 

in Seattle,’ I thought.  If his idea caught on, the courts might be able to contract enough defense 

work out to independent attorneys to weather the storm.  I blinked out another note to everybody 

on my payroll: 

“Following up on that last: local office chiefs are to sign on every attorney who 

has a pulse, can find the courthouse, takes orders and wants a job.  Get them on our 

payroll and into the fight before they can be co-opted by ‘conflict’ appointments and/or 

contracts from the courts.  Ignore your annual budgets; blow them out if necessary.  After 

we win, Congress will have to keep funding the agency with a supplemental 

appropriation.  If the Department’s orders stand, nobody will ever need defense lawyers 

again anyway.” 

 

 115 other messages from hither and yon claimed to need my attention.  63 received it.  I 

shifted and fobbed off and ignored the rest for a few minutes.  Right about the time I reached the 

last untouched batch - an ominous-looking stack of seven supposedly-urgent pings from Janie - 
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Kelly arrived with a platter of crab legs big enough to set out on a cruise-line buffet and another 

drink.  I did my best to smile. 

 “Thanks, Kel…  Say, I’m sorry I didn’t bring your name tag.  It’s still on the coffee table.  

You need me to run and get it?” 

 “No, no, you just sit there and eat.  Relax.  You’ve had a hard day.  I’m very glad you 

stopped in.  I can come and pick it up after work if you like?” 

 I dug into the crab legs and nodded.  “I might not be the best company.  But I was hoping 

you’d say something like that.” 

 She looked around quickly to make sure nobody was paying attention.  I noticed a 

conversation at the bar becoming slightly agitated; it didn’t seem to bother Kelly.  She leaned in 

closer to me, pulled her blonde hair back behind one ear and whispered conspiratorially.  “Like 

my new earrings?” 

 I did, and I told her so.  “Diamonds.  Nice.  Almost as sparkly as your eyes.” 

 She smiled and shook her head, then leaned in again.  “No.  Look closer.  They’re worth 

more than, saayyy… $15,500.” 

 It took me a moment to drag my attention past the scent of her Chanel and the inviting 

nape of her neck.  Then I saw what she was really trying to show me.  Inside her ear, barely 

visible even from an intimate distance, there was a flesh-colored lump.  The tint was pretty close, 

but it didn’t quite match the tone of her skin perfectly. 

 Kelly was wired with a black-market ‘net chip.  One of the new organic ones.  Anybody 

on the street, myself included, could report her and rake in a cool million bucks. 

 And she’d used the magic number.  She was working with Rufus. 
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Chapter 17. 
 

Kelly swished away without a word and went back to her other tables, leaving me to 

ponder what I just saw as I cracked crab legs and dunked them in as much butter as they’d hold. 

 Maybe she really liked me?  It seemed that way.  Or, maybe she was just some operative 

Rufus planted to get my attention?  She’d definitely done that in short order, and it was no 

mystery to anybody that I’d been spending a lot of time at Downrigger’s since my divorce from 

Janie and my move out to the beach.  She was the newest waitress in the joint; it certainly 

could’ve been true.   

 I blinked and performed a quick area scan for Neuralnet users.  None active within a 

block.  Kelly’s chip must’ve been masked somehow.  The only other possibility was that she 

wasn’t using the same ‘net I was using, and that wasn’t a possibility.  There wasn’t another one.   

Myriad questions and sub-questions nagged at me as I ate everything there was and drank 

what I could reach.  I didn’t really need more booze, and I knew I shouldn’t want more.  I looked 

toward the bar anyway. 

 Two sketchy-looking guys with crew cuts and troubled childhoods were talking with the 

bartender and the Raider fan who’d ferried one of my drinks over.  I didn’t like the look of the 

sketchy guys’ glances in my direction.  I also didn’t like the look of the jackets they were 

wearing on a very balmy Huntington Beach evening.  Bounty hunters, most likely.  Might’ve 

been off-duty cops; then again, at the time I didn’t believe there were any of those. 

But for Kelly’s revelation I probably would’ve sat there and watched them to see whether 

their new million dollars’ worth of courage would bring them over to my table.  The 
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Downrigger’s regulars all knew I was wired.  Nobody had ever cared before, or given me so 

much as a suspicious glance because of my rank or my chip.  On the other hand, I didn’t know 

whether these two guys were pinning their dreams of wealth on me or somebody else.  And they 

weren’t regulars. 

 My empty glass offered a decent-enough excuse to walk over to the bar and horn in on 

their conversation.  I took it. 

 “Jeanne, I don’t believe this ugly rumor about how I’ve supposedly run y’all out of 

bourbon.  Prove the skeptics wrong, will you?”   

I handed my glass across the bar and took a good look at the sketchy guys.  The taller one 

was wearing what appeared to be an odd wristwatch.  I blinked an image of it into the Neuralnet.  

It was no watch.  It was a new version of the ‘net-use detector the Department issued to the cops.  

Without a badge or a uniform he shouldn’t have had that. 

 The tension there at the bar was thickening by the second.  The Raider fan shifted 

uncomfortably on his barstool and spoke up.   

“Yeah, hey, Jeanne, put that one on my tab.  Ron here’s had a hard day.”  He looked to 

the crew-cuts.  “You guys see the news?  God, damn, I ran over a deer once, up in the Sierras th’ 

other side of Sacramento.  Blood, gore… yuck!  Wiped out the grille on my Jeep.  Can’t ‘magine 

hittin’ people at 900 mile an hour…” 

 The shorter crew-cut ignored the Raider fan and locked his eyes on me.  “You 

Departmental?  What’s your number, bud?” 

 Jeanne finished mixing my drink and slid the glass back across to me.  I picked it up and 

took a sip.  I spoke straight into the ice, but I sent a ration of contempt toward the crew-cuts. 
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 “Yeahhh, well, boys… see, here’s the thing.  I don’t think you’d like my ‘net registration 

number very much.” 

 The taller crew-cut sneered a little too much for my preference.  My eyebrows made no 

bones about that.  Jeanne didn’t like where this was going; she did what little she could to defuse 

the situation.   

“Guys?  Come on, now.  I told you before.  Ron’s authorized.  He’s in here all the time.  

There’s nobody else here with a chip they shouldn’t have.” 

 The shorter crew-cut paid her no mind.  He cocked his head to one side and just about 

snarled at me.  “You heard me propeller-head.  You got a valid number or not?” 

 When his head moved I caught a glimpse of a translucent earpiece.  I knew what that 

was: Department-issue communications gear.  I finally realized these guys weren’t just bounty 

hunters.  They were some of the so-called ‘security contractors’ Janie had mentioned in her press 

conference.  Mercenaries.  I couldn’t believe how fast they’d been outfitted and put on the street. 

 I blinked and checked the ‘net for more nearby Department-issue stuff.  There were two 

projection-type tasers within six feet of my location, just like the cops downtown had.  Nonlethal 

weapons, short range, but up to about twelve feet their beams could take down a buffalo on the 

highest setting.  I pulled the registration numbers and found out everything I needed to know.  

The crew-cuts’ tasers were set two clicks down from ‘high.’  And they were fully charged. 

 I looked at the shorter crew-cut and flashed him my most arrogant smile.  “Yeah, fine, 

boys.  I got your number right here.  One of you got a crayon?” 

 They didn’t much like that crack.  The taller one drew his taser.  I didn’t even flinch.  But 

I did address him next.  “That’s no crayon, silly!  Here.  Call this number in.  It’s 6… 9… you 

getting this?  69, like you do with your little boyfriend there.” 
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 I could sense the taller one’s pulse ramping up.  He was getting ready to pull the trigger.  

Just then the shorter one looked at his wrist. 

 “Hey!  I’ve got another reading.  Not this guy.  Much fainter.  His chip’s coming in real 

clear.  Must be legit.  The other one’s fuzzy.  Kinda weird.  It’s coming this way.” 

 Behind them I could see Kelly emerging from the kitchen with some food for one of her 

tables.  She dropped it off and turned to see us near the bar; the crew-cuts were looking right at 

her.  I caught her eye, nodded toward the door and silently mouthed “go.”  She started walking in 

that direction. 

 The taller mercenary yelled at her.  “Hold it right there, beautiful!”  She took a quick 

glance back at me for guidance.  I pointed urgently at the entrance.  I saw that she had enough 

sense to start running for the door.  Then I shuffled my feet to the right and situated myself 

directly between the business end of a projection taser and a rapidly-retreating plaid miniskirt.   

The crew-cut leveled the weapon at my forehead.  I started backing up toward the door 

myself, but I kept my eyes locked on his trigger finger.  I dialed up my visual acuity; I could’ve 

read his fingerprints if I had to.  One more step backwards for me.  Two.  I listened until I heard 

Kelly clear the front door.  Then I stopped.  The shorter merc pushed past the taller one and 

started toward me. 

 “Outta the way, asshole!” 

 I didn’t move my eyes a millimeter from the taller one’s trigger finger.  I did move my 

mouth some.  “Fuck you.  I’m Departmental.  You ain’t gonna…” 

 The muscles in the taller crew-cut’s finger contracted.  The trigger started moving.  I 

blinked.  It took me sixteen milliseconds to take command of his taser, and 1998 microseconds to 

turn it up to full-blast and recalibrate its targeting.  I was finished in plenty of time. 
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 “Eeeeeaaayyyaaaahhhhh!”  The shorter merc dropped straight to the floor and flopped 

around like a gaffed swordfish.  I turned and ran to beat hell through the front door.  I looked and 

found Kelly; she was out in the street ducked down behind a parked car. 

 “My place!  Run!” 

 For the first block all I cared about was keeping at least thirteen feet between us and 

whoever might be following.  At the next corner I chanced a look back; neither crew-cut was 

chasing us.  At my building I shooed Kelly upstairs and blinked to my front door.  It confirmed 

that it’d be open before she reached the landing.  Then I took a moment to stow my car in the 

garage, and I went inside from there.  She met me in the living room with a frightened, relieved 

embrace. 

 “Ron, I’m sorry!  I wasn’t thinking!  I… I’d forgotten those customers’ names at my 

table, and I just blinked once to…” 

 I shushed her as gently as I could.  “Shhh.  No worries, Kel.  It’s over.  You didn’t do 

anything wrong.”   

I reached to the mantle for my personal cobalt chip case, pulled the D chip from behind 

my ear and stored it inside.  Then I nodded for her to do the same.  Her fingers were shaking too 

much to grip her own module; I finally had to remove it for her.  I cased it up with mine, then I 

led her to the kitchen to find a bottle of wine. 

 “I don’t know much about these new organic chips like yours, Kel.  But it’s in a 

Department-issue chip case now.  We’re invisible.  There’s no tracking through cobalt.  Sooo, 

now, we’re gonna have a glass of wine, we’re gonna catch our breath for a few minutes, we’re 

going to talk a little bit if you want to… and otherwise, we’re going to think about anything but 

all the awful stuff that’s been happening today.  You want red, or white?” 
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Chapter 18. 
 

 A gorgeous, sunny Saturday morning found me on my back in my garage with the door 

open and some old rock n’ roll on the radio.  I had the car up on four jack stands, and I was 

underneath it on a creeper trying to change the newly-damaged muffler when I heard the inside 

door open and bare footsteps descend on the stairs.  Kelly was awake. 

 “Morning, Ron.  Car trouble?” 

 I finished working the last c-clamp loose and thumped and cajoled the muffler off the 

pipe.  Then I rolled myself out from under the car and showed her my prize. 

 “The autopark carriage downtown claimed another victim yesterday.  Looka that.  

Punched a hole right through it.  You want some breakfast?” 

 Kelly smiled and playfully kick-shoved the creeper behind my shoulder.  I rolled about 

halfway back under the car.  “I’m not eating that.” 

 “What?  No?  Well, gee, I figured you’re wired-up about like a recyclebot, so, y’know…” 

 Kelly gave the creeper another kick and sent me rolling the rest of the way under the car.   

 “I’m not half the robot you are, Mister!  Speaking of… do you think it’s safe to put our 

chips back in?” 

I came to a stop within easy reach of the shipping box with the new muffler in it, so I just 

stayed there and started unpacking it.   

“Breakfast.  Y’know, Kel, there might be something to eat in the ‘fridge if you’re hungry.  

On the chip thing… I don’t know.  I’ve got mine back in now.  But let’s leave yours in the case 

for the time being, hey?” 
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 She walked all the way around the car; I guessed she was looking inside.   

“I found some eggs and whatnot.  Made some omelets.  That’s why I came down to get 

you...  My, goodness, this is an old car.  Gas engine, right?  I’ve heard of Ferraris but I don’t 

think I’ve ever seen one in real life.  How long have you had it?  Is it a hand-me-down, like a 

family heirloom or something?” 

 I started fitting the new muffler to the pipe.  It went on easier than I expected.   

“Just about three years now.  I had an even older Corvette.  That was sort of an heirloom.  

It was my grandpop’s originally.  I traded it to a collector up in Portland for this.  A sad day it 

was, too.” 

 “Oh.  I’ve seen Corvettes before.  You like this one better?  What is it, faster or 

something?” 

 I started torqueing the first clamp bolts into place.  Thinking about trading my ‘vette 

away made me do that with a little too much emphasis.  The ratchet slipped and I barked a 

knuckle on something sharp up in the undercarriage.   

“Ouch!  Shit!  No.  Well, maybe.  I don’t know for sure.  It was sort of a compromise.  

My ex-wife and I decided to have kids.  I lost the fight, really.  So the deal was, I’d let go of the 

Corvette and get a four-seater, but I got to pick it out.  I don’t think Janie expected me to come 

home in one of the fastest ones ever built.  With a gasoline engine to boot.  Man, was she 

pissed.” 

 Kelly giggled.  “You would do something like that.  She should’ve known.” 

 I finished with the muffler, gathered up my wrenches and rolled myself out from under 

the car.  “Yeahhh, I guess so.  She – “ 
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  I saw motion from the corner of my eye, and I turned to look out toward the street.  The 

crew-cuts were on the sidewalk at the end of my short driveway.  They were carrying old 

cartridge-and-powder military assault rifles, with what looked to be silencers affixed to their 

muzzles.  I obviously couldn’t hijack those.  Kelly took a step towards the stairs to run back 

inside as I scrambled off the creeper to my feet.  Then we heard a “phfwutt-phfwutt” and saw 

two holes open up in the drywall behind the staircase.  She stopped in her tracks.  The shorter 

crew-cut redirected his rifle straight at Kelly and piped up first. 

 “Freeze, girlfriend!  You’re worth less dead but we get paid eeeither way.” 

 I blinked through to my home computer system and told it to run a comprehensive 

security scan, just like Rufus’ house did when I was there.  For half a second everything in the 

garage glowed orange.  Then I blinked through the ‘net to find the codes for the mercenaries’ 

communications gear and I spoke directly into their ears.  I even remembered to slow down so I 

didn’t sound like a chipmunk. 

 “No, you guys stop where you are.  My kill field stops about six feet out from the garage.  

You do not wanna take another step.”  I told the house to run security scans every half second, 

and the interior of the garage pulsed with an ominous orange luminescence. 

 It was a total bluff.  There was no such thing as a ‘kill field.’  I stood there hoping against 

hope that they didn’t know that, and that the orange light from the looping security scan would 

scare them stationary.  For the moment it was working.  The shorter crew-cut kept his rifle 

trained on Kelly and tried to intimidate me. 

 “We know who you are Bialik.  And you know you’re aiding and abetting a felon.  

Assisting a fugitive from the Department?  Right there’s obstruction, conspiracy, maybe treason.  

Allll kinds of charges piling up here.  We’d be within our rights to shoot you dead, smart guy.  
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Or we could take you in, too.  Once you get out of prison you’ll never work again.  No more 

fancy chips and wires for you afterwards, either.  Doesn’t have to go that way.  Turn off the kill 

field and let us take the girl.  Now.” 

 Everybody knew there was some merit in what he said.  If my agency wound up beating 

the Department in court, Kelly could walk scot free along with all the other ‘net pirates.  

Eventually.  Maybe.  And I couldn’t direct the legal battle from jail. 

  The taller crew-cut slung his rifle over his shoulder and pulled a hand-held device from 

his pocket.  My D chip detected a local signal when he turned it on and it tied-in to the ‘net.  The 

device had a top-level Department scramble on it.  I knew I couldn’t crack in and block its link to 

the ‘net.  Not fast enough, surely.  He was going to find out there was no such thing as a ‘kill 

field’ and he was going to find out soon.  It was decision time for me, if I wasn’t already too late. 

 I blinked to the roller skate.  It was still parked a block past Downrigger’s.  The window 

displays told me it was hemmed-in pretty tight.  A sedan sat ahead of it, and there were four big 

Harleys behind.  Easy choice.  I redlined the motor and backed it straight into the nearest bike.  

The chopper tipped over but it took an odd bounce off the next one in line.  There wouldn’t be 

room to drive the roller skate straight into the street.  I knew the little car didn’t have enough 

mass or distance or power to shove the downed bike any farther backwards. 

  The shorter crew-cut was losing patience with me.  “What’s it gonna be, slick?”  He 

fired another shot past Kelly into the garage wall.  “That field of yours don’t stop bullets.” 

 I blinked back to the roller skate, cut the front wheels full-on right and pegged the 

accelerator.  It worked.  The subcompact clipped the sedan’s rear fender, but it jounced up onto 

the sidewalk and took off like an angry hornet.  Its warning system started chiming to me about 

people in its path; I overrode the safeties and prayed it wouldn’t hit anybody. 
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 I knew I needed more time.  I yelled at the taller crew-cut.   

“What’cha got there in your hand, stretch?  You got a better taser this time?  ‘Cause you 

might wanna check with shorty there before you point another one of those at me.” 

 The taller one took the bait.  He stopped what he was doing and smugly held his device 

up so I could see it.  “Not this time wiseguy.  Just a hand-held.”  He pointed it at his partner’s 

rifle.  “Let’s see you brain-jack a good old-fashioned gun, huh?   Can you do that Bialik?  Hm?  

No.  I don’t think you can.  So just turn off your kill field and let us take your hot little pirate 

there.” 

 He turned his attention back to his device.  Up the street the roller skate found a gap in 

the parked cars and bounced back down off the sidewalk.  A proximity warning lit up in my head 

as the little car burned the stop sign at the corner and narrowly missed a passing truck.  I checked 

its speed and distance and did the math.  This was going to be close. 

 Kelly edged nearer to me and whispered.  “Ron.  Listen.  We need you on the outside.  

I’m going to go with them.”  She took a frightened step toward the crew-cuts.  I didn’t dare tell 

her to stop. 

 The shorter mercenary smiled, but he kept his rifle aimed at her chest.  “Ah.  Verrry 

good, sugar.  I knew you’d see reason.  Nice and slow now.  Hands where I can see.” 

 My eyes were on the crew-cuts but my attention was with the roller skate.  It was picking 

up speed past Downrigger’s.  It shot through a second stop sign unimpeded, but there was traffic 

in both directions ahead of it on the next block.  I had to brake a bit and weave it left and right 

around the cars, hoping the tires wouldn’t squeal.  If they did, none of us at my place heard it.  

But with that chicane move the car lost some momentum.  It didn’t have a lot of mass to begin 

with, and I needed it to deliver a wallop.  I didn’t know if it could gather enough velocity in time. 
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 Kelly took two more steps and reached the garage doorway.  I desperately wanted 

another half a second.  I chanced a distraction, and I spoke softly to her.  “Hey… Kelly?” 

 She stopped walking and turned to look back at me.  Out in the driveway the taller crew-

cut nudged his partner and showed him the screen on the hand-held.  “Check this out.  Says 

there’s no such…” 

 With a “thump” and just a tiny tire-squeak the speeding subcompact launched diagonally 

off the curb, caught some air over the sidewalk and my driveway, and slammed straight into the 

mercenaries from behind with a sickening, death-laden “crunch.”  The shorter one got his head 

almost half-turned before the impact, but that was it.  They never saw it coming. 

The little car bounced and skittered in the yard as I mentally stomped the brakes to try 

and keep it from smashing into the building.  The crew-cuts’ bodies tumbling off the hood and 

rolling underneath it helped to slow the mangled roller skate down; it came to rest a foot short of 

my front steps. 

 Kelly was thunderstruck.  “Holy shit!  Ron!  Are… are they…?” 

 I blinked off the security scanner in the garage and dashed to get a look at the 

mercenaries laying in the yard.  One’s skull had been half-crushed by the car’s now-shattered 

windshield.  The other one’s neck was obviously snapped.  Both men were very, very dead. 
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Chapter 19. 
 

 I blinked to the ‘net and checked for active local security cameras.  None for over a 

block, and those were pointed in other direction.  Then I checked for ‘net traffic to or from the 

taller crew-cut’s hand-held device.  The last thing it’d recorded was an incoming negative search 

result for “home security kill zone.”  Both of the mercenaries’ earpieces were inoperative, and 

their comm sets’ Neuralnet records showed no transmissions after the crash.  Other than my own 

‘net traffic to and from the car, there was nothing available to tie either Kelly or me to the bodies 

in my yard.  Nothing immediately available, anyhow.  An ambitious cop might’ve been able to 

pull the video footage from the night before at Downrigger’s if he knew enough to check there.  I 

figured I’d better do what I could to reduce the odds of that. 

 I blinked a message to the police with my own ‘net codes and home address displayed 

right up front.   

“Two guys just fell through the air and landed in front of my apartment building.  They 

hit the ground really hard.  Obviously dead on impact.  No pulses.  Compound skull fractures, 

other massive traumas.  Send a coroner.” 

 My report was technically 100% true, if 95% incomplete.  For a second I wondered at 

how I was being careful not to file a false police report, while a double homicide hadn’t started 

to bother me a bit.  Not yet, anyway.  Oddly, I didn’t really know if it ever would.  That 

uncertainty did bother me a bit.   

 The operator at the local substation took a full 30 seconds to answer.   
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“Thank you.  Report received.  We’re very busy.  Response time estimated at two hours.  

We’ll ping you if we need anything else.” 

 Mission accomplished.  From then on the cops would be assuming ‘suicide,’ about which 

they’d long been instructed not to make a fuss.  And they were way too tied-up with trying to 

carry out the Department’s new orders.  Nobody was going to dash over to my place and make 

like Sherlock Holmes.  My first kills were going to be clean ones. 

 Kelly was upset.  She didn’t know that I’d just taken care of the most important parts of 

the mess.  “Ron, what… what do we do now?  What about the police?” 

 I didn’t answer her.  I checked the crew-cuts’ pockets for identification first.  Not a scrap.  

Minimally, it was going to take the Department some time even to figure out whose bodies those 

were, and I knew that extra time wasn’t something the cops would have for quite a while.  Then I 

gave each corpse a visual once-over.  There wasn’t a visible shard of Plexiglas from the roller 

skate’s windshield or a speck of command-variable colorant from the hood on either of them.   

 I picked up the mercs’ guns and broken earpieces, and I found their smashed hand-held 

unit laying near the roller skate’s dented front rim.  Then I headed toward the garage with the 

items and gave Kelly directions as I went.   

“Kel, we’re outta here.  Gotta hurry.  Run upstairs and pack a bag.  Grab me a suit & 

shoes.  Get that chip case from the mantle, and pick up whatever else might help us get through 

about the next three days.” 

 She went off to do as I said.  I stowed the mercenaries’ stuff in my Ferrari, and then I 

dragged my floor jack around and set about getting the car down off the stands.  Kelly arrived in 

the garage with a suitcase and an armload of other stuff just before I fired up the engine and 

cracked open the hatchback. 
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 I got out and pointed at the hatch.  “Load up the stuff.  Hop in and back it out to the 

street.”  She got everything settled while I returned to the yard and did what I could to obscure 

any telltale tire marks.  There was one that wouldn’t withstand much scrutiny if a diligent cop 

ever imagined that two apparent jumpers might actually have been run over by a speeding 

subcompact hybrid.  But short of a re-sodding job, there wasn’t much to be done about it. 

 Ten seconds later I was behind the wheel of the Ferrari and Kelly and I were making a 

hasty getaway.  Part of my consciousness remained back with the roller skate.  Its ‘net control 

interface was sluggish and one of the front tires was rubbing on a stove-in fender.  But I was able 

to drive it around the bodies and close it in the garage.  As long as the little warrior hadn’t left a 

trail of blood or brains or something in its wake, it didn’t present an immediate problem. 

 Neither of us spoke until I’d navigated through the narrow streets of my neighborhood 

over to the Pacific Coast Highway.  At the intersection Kelly rolled down her window and said 

“head south - I need a few seconds.”  Inexplicably, she took time to put on lipstick.  Then she 

found my cobalt chip case, retrieved her own unit from inside and plugged it into her ear.  I 

drove and waited impatiently while she blinked.  I was anxious to get to a freeway and drop the 

hammer; I thought we needed to put some serious miles between us and the front yard I’d just 

turned into a crime scene.  Kelly had another idea. 

 “Newport Beach.  Stay on the 1, get off at Bayside.  We’re going to the yacht basin.  I’ll 

direct you.” 

 That made no sense to me.  “Honey, that’s not even ten miles.  We’re in a bright blue 

Ferrari.  Don’t you think we oughtta try to be a lot harder to find than that?” 

 She shook her head.  “Don’t worry.  We’re going to be impossible to find before you 

know it.  Just keep driving.” 
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 I wasn’t satisfied.  “It’s the Department.  Nobody in the country’s impossible for them to 

find.” 

  Kelly nodded impatiently.  “That’s why we’re leaving the country.” 

 I wasn’t having any of that.  “No.  Think, Kelly.  Chip or no chip, there’s no way I’d get 

past the facial-recognition cameras at any border crossing.  Cameras, hell – every damned border 

guard saw me all over the news yesterday.  I’m not wanted for anything now.  But if I split for 

Mexico with two fresh corpses in my front yard somebody will have a few questions.” 

 She didn’t argue with me.  We rode in silence for a few minutes.  The ramp I’d need for 

Bayside Drive was coming up; I decided to push the issue.  I clicked over to the fast lane and 

tromped on the gas. 

 “Ron!  No – listen.  Take the ramp!” 

 “Why?” 

 “Just… take it and I’ll tell you!” 

 The Ferrari was great for making use of impossibly-small gaps in traffic.  I took full 

advantage of what it could do, earned a bit of horn-coaching from the other drivers, and made the 

exit with about a foot to spare. 

 Kelly removed her chip and cased it up.  “Make a right, then another one toward the 

marina.  You’ll see where to park.  O.k.  Now… I wasn’t supposed to tell you this until we 

cleared Two Harbors.” 

 I was thick enough to interrupt the explanation I’d hounded her for.  “On Catalina?  Santa 

Catalina Island?” 

 She nodded.  “I live on a boat.  A sailboat.  Do you know how to sail?” 
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 I blinked through to the ‘net.  Then I nodded as I wheeled the car into a marina parking 

lot and found an inconspicuous space among a dozen other sports cars.  “I do now.” 

 I shut the car down, popped the hatchback and got ready to get out.  Kelly put her hand 

on mine when I went to pull the keys. 

 “Ron.  Listen.  We’re going to see Burke.  We need a boat to get there.” 

 I had to mentally tackle myself not to blurt out “Burke who?”  Then a fight broke out 

between my ears.  My hearing and my common sense and my memory were throwing down.  I’d 

heard her correctly.  I knew that name.  I thought she had to be talking about somebody else. 

 Kelly must’ve known I was considering starting the engine and heading for the freeway 

again.  I surely was.  She snatched the keys out of the ignition.   

“Burke said if you didn’t just listen to me, I should tell you that he told you so.  No.  

Wait.  That he ‘goddamned told you so.’  And if that didn’t work, I was supposed to call you a 

‘goddamned underachieving slacker.’” 

 I stone-cold froze where I was.  I stared out the windshield for a long moment, trying to 

decide what to do.  Then I realized I’d made my decision the second I’d backed my Department-

owned roller skate into that Harley.  I could only manage to say one thing: “skirt-chasing.” 

 I nodded and took the keys from Kelly, then I got out and started gathering up stuff from 

the car.  She followed suit. 

 “What?  Ron, what did you mean?” 

 I stopped for a moment and looked out at the forest of masts and the calm azure water, 

and across the bay to the Balboa Peninsula.   

“A goddamned underachieving skirt-chasing slacker.  That’s what Burke used to call 

me.” 
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 We made enough room in the suitcase for the mercenaries’ guns and almost everything 

else.  Then we locked up the car and headed toward the docks.  I pulled the bag along on its 

wheels; Kelly caught up and took my free arm in hers. 

 “I love sailing.  Love it.  This will be fun!  So… you know Burke?” 

 I nodded.  “Long time.  We did A-rank school together.  All of it.  He was best man at my 

wedding.  Tried to talk me out of it.  I really believed I’d never see him again.” 

 Kelly directed me to the correct dock, and we made our way out to the slip where a sleek, 

white, low-slung 35-footer was moored.  The yacht had to have been made in the mid-20th 

century.  As with most things old, I was instantly enamored of it. 

 “Why not, Ron?  Did you two have a falling-out or something?” 

 She hopped aboard.  I hefted the suitcase over the rail to the deck and followed her.   

“Yeah...  Well, yes and no.  It’s complicated.  But that’s not why.” 

 Kelly took the suitcase and started for the cabin.  “Well, if you don’t want to talk about 

it…” 

 I didn’t.  But I had to.  And it looked like I was going to have to do a lot more than that.   

“Honey… Burke?  My good friend, Solomon Berkowitz?  I was… actually, I, uh… I 

spoke at his funeral.  Burke’s dead.  He’s been gone about five years.” 
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Chapter 20. 
 

 Kelly and I had no trouble maneuvering the sailboat out of the bay and past the long 

breakwater.  Then we hoisted full sail in a decent breeze.  I took the wheel while she did this and 

that above and belowdecks, and the craft cut through the calm sea like it was eager to leave 

California behind.  For the first little while I didn’t care a damned bit where we were going.  I 

was alone on the ocean with a beautiful woman on a sunny day, and it seemed all the troubles on 

land were shrinking behind us by the second. 

 It wasn’t long, or long enough, before Santa Catalina Island grew more prominent on the 

horizon.  I figured I’d better find out where I was supposed to be steering. 

 “Got a course in mind, Skipper?” 

 Kelly finally ran out of ropes to pull and items to stow and whatnot.  She smiled back at 

me from the foredeck, made a big playful show out of installing her chip, and started stripping 

out of her clothes.  Then she shouted joyfully into the brilliant sunshine and the warm wind.  

“God, I love sailing!  270 and steady as she goes, Matey!” 

 I referred to the compass near the wheel and made a slight adjustment to set us on a 

heading due west.  I noticed that our course would take us north of Two Harbors on the island. 

 “Aye, aye, Cap’n.  But 270 won’t land us on Catalina, honey, and you’re gonna sunburn 

by the time we reach Japan.” 

 Kelly laid down on the deck and waived a dismissive hand back at me.  “You worry too 

much!  270 and tie it off!  Then get below and find me some wine, Swabby!  And step lively.  

Your captain is thirsty!  Arrrrr!” 
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 I did as I was ordered.  Without much rooting around down in the galley I found a bottle 

of wine and something for us to eat.  When I joined Kelly up on the foredeck I could see a pod of 

dolphins pacing us off the starboard bow. 

 “Kel… look there.” 

 She sat up and looked past the rail.  Her smile could’ve powered Los Angeles for a week.   

“Dolphins!  There must be ten of them!  Could this day get any better?” 

We watched the dolphins play, and we ate, and we drank, and we fairly reveled in the 

beauty of it all.  But once Catalina was off the stern my thoughts drifted back to my garage in 

Huntington Beach.  When Kelly got up to take the empty bottle and the lunch stuff belowdecks I 

blinked a message through to my assistant Susan’s personal cell phone. 

“Susan – Rufus sends his regards.  We talked a lot about your work on his behalf.  

He also believes the roller skate has some major mechanical issues.  I’m with him.  

Sunday morning, not before and not after, please have your friend go to my place in H.B. 

and fix the car.  It’s in the garage; my lock codes are attached to this message.  I’ll see 

you early Monday morning.” 

 

As homicide cover-ups go, I knew mine was pretty feeble.  I reasoned it didn’t have to be 

bulletproof.  Either the Department was eventually going to get everybody who’d been working 

against it, or it wouldn’t be able to get anybody.  I just didn’t want to make it too easy for them. 

 With that loose end hopefully tied I blinked through my inbox.  The weekend had slowed 

the spate of new messages somewhat, but I still found quite a stack of work to do.  I clicked off a 

couple dozen replies and caught up on the news.  Then I looked at ‘inbound message’ pile from 

Janie.  I didn’t read any of them.  Instead I pinged through to her personal communication 

channel.  She responded instantly. 

 “Ron!  Where are you?  I’ve been trying to reach you!” 

 “It’s the weekend, Doc.  I’m ‘weekending.’  You should be too.  What’s so important?” 
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 “Didn’t you read my messages?” 

 “Noooo, Janie, I didn’t, and I don’t plan to.  What’s going on?” 

 I knew she’d be perturbed at that.  She was.   

“What’s going on?  You tell me!  Your goddamned lawyers are behaving like lunatics!  

They’re clogging the whole system and the courts aren’t even in session!” 

 I was so proud of my people at that moment, I thought my heart might swell up and crack 

one of my ribs.   

“No, Doc, I did that.  You’ve read a copy of my admin order by now.” 

 “I have.” 

 “Well, I’m the Chief Public Defender.  You Department jackoffs are taking a machete to 

the Constitution.  What’d you expect me to do?  Come fill your decanter with expensive hooch 

and drink a toast to martial law in your office?” 

 I had a suspicion about what she was really asking.  I also knew she couldn’t decide 

whether I was being obtuse or three flavors of cagey.  I didn’t give her a hint either way.  I hoped 

she’d be mad enough, or arrogant enough, to pick the former.  Whichever one she was, she did. 

 “Ronald Bialik, I don’t think you see the big picture here.  These pirates are dangerous.  

They’re getting wired-up with gear they’re not qualified to use, and the worst things about them 

are coming to the fore.  They’re manipulating.  They’re stealing.  They’re convincing others to 

kill themselves!  Suicide!  Do you have any idea how big a problem we’re facing with that issue 

alone?” 

 I caught myself short.  Most of that sounded like she was on a garden-variety rant.  But 

the last sentence clearly must’ve been designed to help her learn whether I’d received a copy of 

the Department’s classified suicide data.  Or, maybe she knew I had the hot files, and she was 
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wondering whether I was inclined to do anything about what I’d learned.  She might even have 

decided I’d thrown in with Rufus and his bunch.  Whichever, that last question of hers spelled 

big trouble. 

I decided to let her keep on wondering about me.  I didn’t answer directly.  I thought I’d 

take a shot at distracting her instead. 

 “Doc, nobody knows better than I do that these suicides are getting to be a big deal.  I’m 

defending Jerome Hollings, remember?  I personally saw thirteen people join the legion 

yesterday.  But I dunno what the hell that has to do with ‘net pirates…” 

 She interrupted with vigor.  “I did not ping you to argue the causality question again!  

What I’m saying --” 

 Janie wasn’t the only one who could time an interruption effectively.   

“No, Janie!  You listen to what I’m saying.  I’m saying I have a job to do.  I’m saying 

mass arrests and privateer bounties and automatic no-bail weekend lockups and fairy-tale search 

warrants and all the rest of it are fundamentally un-American, Doctor Schneider.  And as the 

Chief Public Defender I’m gonna punch the Department right in its sanctimonious mush, over 

and over, until either it wises up and remembers which country’s paying its salary or my 

punching arm falls off!  You guys in the Department don’t like it?  I’ll meet you in court – if you 

can find a judge who hasn’t dropped over from goddamned exhaustion.” 

 It worked like a charm.  She didn’t respond for a long time.  734 milliseconds by my 

chip’s clock.  Between us, that was very, very telling.  As though she’d chiseled it in my head, I 

absolutely knew she wanted to believe, or at least she suspected, that there was some connection 

between the pilfered data and Rufus’ deal and me.  But I hadn’t given her so much as a whiff of 
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evidence yet, and she didn’t want to come right out and ask.  That left her stuck for what to do 

next.  She muddled forward. 

  “Let’s calm down here, Ron.  Listen.  I just pinged to try and see if we can find some 

middle ground.  The Department’s Executive Committee decided on these new orders.  Not me.” 

 I didn’t believe that for a microsecond.  She’d had ExCom buffaloed for years and 

everybody knew it.  I stayed quiet and let her continue. 

 “Ron… you used to be a reasonable guy.  I hope you still are.  How ‘bout… Look.  Why 

don’t we just drop it for today, leave it be over Sunday, and then you and I can talk.  We’re still 

on for lunch Monday, right?” 

 “Yeah, Janie.  As far as I know.  Sure.  But I’m not slowing my people down until the 

witch-hunt’s off.” 

 “Ron, the courts are gonna grind to a halt on Monday.  We – we all have to go back to 

working together on at least some…” 

 I cut her off again.  “If you Department folks want some semblance of a functioning 

justice system, then quit stuffing the jails full of people who didn’t do anything wrong!” 

 “Whoops,” I thought.  That was a bridge too far.  I might’ve just posted what I really 

believed in neon letters for her.  I kicked myself for my own stupidity, shut my yapper, and 

hoped really hard that she wouldn’t recognize that last phrase as anything but a sloppy thought. 

 She didn’t.  “Wrong?  Hey -- the law’s the law, sir.” 

 I scurried ahead to try and spackle up the damage.  “Illegal.  I meant illegal.  I’m just 

saying, nothing’s been proven against any of them so far.  Sorry.  My high-speed comm’s been 

imprecise since that Maytag wreck, Janie.  Gotta be PTSD.  I don’t have it fully 
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compartmentalized yet.  Might need a little therapy.  That’s what I’ve been trying to do this 

weekend, see, Doc – turn everything off and get my brain straightened out.  Capisce?” 

 She bought it.  Or at least she acted like she bought it.  Her reply came back immediately. 

“Know what?  I should’ve realized that when you weren’t answering my pings, Ron.  I 

just never thought.  I’m sorry too.  ‘K, well, then, you get some rest if you can.  Have some fun.  

We’ll talk Monday.” 

 I disconnected the link to Janie.  Then I read through the pile of encrypted messages and 

files from Rufus, found nothing pressing, and immediately blinked through to his house system 

with a text copy to Susan’s cell phone.   

“Rufus -- Susan’s going to swing through Reseda and pick you up.  She might not 

drive much faster than I was going when that crazy old lady said I almost hit her poodle 

up in the Hollywood hills last month.  I hope it’ll be a timely arrival.  Remember, we’ve 

got that thing out at the beach tonight, and I want to make sure you get there without 

getting lost.” 

 

 Besides Susan, only the probably-sane old lady and her dog knew my Department-issued 

roller skate was going 118 miles an hour when I’d earned her very loud complaint to my office.  

From Janie’s sub rosa query about the hot data files, I had to assume the surviving skydiver or 

somebody was giving people up to the Department.  They hadn’t arrested Rufus yet; he’d have 

warned me if there’d been cops at his door.  But it was only a matter of time before big guys with 

badges scooped him up.  If Susan didn’t drive like, well, like I usually did, then I knew they 

surely, surely would. 
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Chapter 21. 
 

 Kelly returned from belowdecks and snuggled up next to me in our spot on the foredeck.  

She was feeling amorous.  Immediately so. 

 “Your captain has a job for you, Cabin Boy.” 

Being frazzled from the high-stakes mental fencing with my ex-wife offered me the only 

conceivable reason to demur.  Well, there was that, plus I thought we had a bit of business to 

handle first. 

 “Hang on a moment, Kel.  Got an issue.  Rufus.  I don’t know for a fact but I’m pretty 

sure the Department has his number.  Or they will have.  Any minute.  I’m having him moved to 

H.B. right now.  We need to find a port and tie up so you can get word to whomever.” 

 Kelly persisted.  For the rest of my days, I will never forget how her lips felt on the nape 

of my neck at that moment.   

“Ron?  He knows who to contact.  Don’t worry.” 

 I couldn’t turn off my ‘worry,’ and I was still frazzled.  I shook my head and pulled away 

from her. 

 “Yeah, well… I want to know when he’s holed-up and safe.  Once he leaves his house I 

can’t make contact with him through the ‘net.  Look...  I don’t know how far we’re sailing, but 

Santa Barbara Island’s coming up.  Somebody will have a phone there.  Or maybe we could 

double-back to Catalina…” 

 She put a gentle finger on my lips to shush me.  “O.k.  I understand.  But we don’t have 

to stop sailing.  I can do it from here.  It’s been too windy though.  I need to get up for a second.” 
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 I knew she had a chip, but I’d never noticed any connection between it and the Neuralnet 

-- not even when the crew-cuts’ detector picked it up at Downrigger’s.  I didn’t get a chance to 

ask any questions before she rose and went to the very tip of the bow.  She waited until the boat 

splashed through a small wave and some of the spray reached her arms and torso.  Then she 

turned back to me, tilted her head slightly, and finally smiled. 

 “They say they’re expecting him and Susan. They’ll ping me the second either one 

arrives at Downrigger’s.” 

 I scanned the ‘net.  There were no active connections within ten miles of us.  Kelly 

returned from the bow and snuggled up next to me again. 

 “Cap’n Kelly, you know I’ve gotta ask.  How…” 

 She found the same spot on the nape of my neck and explained between kisses.  “Do you 

know why I love sailing?” 

 “Days like this one?” 

 She shook her head slowly and tickled my ear with her hair.  “No… I’ve nev-verr had a 

day like this one.  It’s the water.  There’s water everywhere, and I can feel it in the air… I’m 

alive here.  Finally, completely alive.” 

 Frazzled or not, I very much liked how she was telling me her story.  I was torn between 

wanting her to get to the point and wanting her to keep talking like that for weeks. 

 “Ron?  My name.  My last name.  It’s Bramwell.  Pull up my stratification file.” 

 I needed a hundredth of a second to do that.  There were three Kelly Bramwells listed.  

From their dates of birth, I knew only Kelly Theresa Bramwell’s body could’ve been pressed 

against mine there on the deck.  I started reading. 
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She was stratified in Puyallup, Washington – timely.  No connection with the Rolla 

refusal, no delays, no age-compensation math to monkey with; she was two years younger than 

Hollings in any event.  No surviving adult relatives, one brother.  The file had a cross-reference 

flag on him; I ignored it and stuck with her data.  She’d proved out of testing with a mid-level 

ego despite a minor spike in narcissism, very high empathy, even higher risk tolerance, nearly 

top-level curiosity, blah blah.  Graded out as a B-rank, administratively pathed out toward 

teaching. 

I was surprised.  I dropped out of my blink and returned to real time with a question.  

“You teach?” 

 She bit me a good one on the neck and thumped my chest playfully with her fist. 

 “No!  I hate goddamned teaching.  I never wanted to teach.  I thought you were supposed 

to be smart?” 

 I blinked back to the file and found what she wanted me to see.  Her IQ and synaptic 

speeds were abnormally high.  So I dug through the Department’s archives and found the scoring 

index for her stratification cohort.  Heartbreak city.  She’d missed out on an A ranking by a tenth 

of a point.  And that decimal had been rounded up.  -.0519 was the exact margin of the miss. 

 I stayed in my blink longer than I needed to.  I didn’t want her to see that I was torn.  

Kelly wouldn’t have been told what her exact scores were.  Nobody but East-pointers ever found 

out after the Rolla debacle; new legislation at the time made sure of that.  And there’d never been 

second-chance tests.  So once the Department quit reporting the precise numbers, no parent could 

maintain a lawsuit to challenge a child’s stratification.  Some tried.  All lost.  It was “one and 

done,” and that was that.  For everybody. 
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 On half a hunch, and probably more to stall off on deciding what to say to her, I blinked 

into Kelly’s parents’ files.  Both very high-Bs, both killed on vacation in a bush-plane crash in 

Alaska.  The date seemed familiar.  I cross-referenced back to her file.  Sure enough.  She was 

eight years old at the time.  They died two days before her strat exam. 

 I silently cursed the sonofabitch dumb enough not to keep the news from her until after 

testing day.  The cursing didn’t help me figure out what to say to her.  I finally dropped back out 

of my blink with nothing better than half a question. 

 “Kelly, do you…” 

 She frowned wistfully and shook her head.  “Rufus offered once.  When I met him.  I 

didn’t want to know.  I mean, I know.  I’ve always known.  Sort of.  Not precisely.  And not like 

I do now.  I mean… anyway, it’s why I love the water so much.  Since the implant.  That’s how 

it all works.  And when I’m connected… God, Ron, I feel like I know everything.  Like I can do 

anything.  For the first time in my life I see tomorrows coming and I want more.  Not ‘none.’  

Not ‘less than I’ve already slogged through.’  A million, million more.” 

 The second she’d said “connected” I felt like the caveman who’d discovered fire.  More 

accurately, I felt like the caveman who found some fire, didn’t know what it was and just stuck 

his hand in to try and figure it out.  She was revealing something utterly, completely amazing.  I 

knew I had a whole lot more to learn. 

 “Kelly… I’m getting it.  Fill in what I miss.  There’s a ‘net.  A network.  Another one.  

Not the Neuralnet.  Your chip connects you to it.” 

 She nodded and went back to kissing my neck. 

 “You don’t have wires in your brain like I do.  This network runs at your speed.  Not 

vice-versa.” 
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 “Mmm, nnnh.”  She’d hummed it into me more than she’d said it. 

 “No satellites.  No towers.  Nothing the Department can control… or find and destroy.” 

 She shifted position so that she was more squarely on top of me.  “You’re getting warrr-

merrr…” 

 True, that.  My mind was racing.  Upstairs I was jumping back and forth in time from my 

own stratification and A-school to the years I spent working for the Department’s Executive 

Committee: ExCom.  I started blinking in and out of the files Rufus had shoved at me, and then I 

went scouring all over the length and breadth of the Neuralnet.  I soaked up technical data and 

theoretical constructs and scholarly falderal as fast as I could parse it.  Memories.  Speculation 

old and new.  Drunken dorm-room bull sessions and all-night arguments and discussions about 

numbers nobody’d actually invented yet.  Particle physics.  Hydrology.  Microbiological 

nanotechnology.  It was all running into itself and going ‘mash-mash-mash’ in my head.  More 

blinks.  More real-time thoughts.  Twice I lost track of which were which.  My cerebellum was 

practically glowing on the inside with flashes of classified secrets and politics and fights and 

Janie and Rufus and Burke…  Burke.  Burke! 

 “Solomon Aharon fucking dead-man asshole Berkowitz!  He did it!” 

 I tried to sit up and make better sense of it all.  Kelly tackled me with a surprisingly stout 

heave.  I wanted to keep talking anyway.  I couldn’t.  I needed something.  Words.  I didn’t seem 

to know any words anymore.  I looked up and saw one solitary wisp of a cloud in the sky.  That’s 

where I discovered my vocabulary again. 

 “Holy shit!  It’s water.  Liquid, vapor… probably not ice?” 

 Kelly drew closer and rubbed the tip of her nose on mine.  “Nope.  Not ice.” 

 The freight train wasn’t stopping for me.  It wasn’t even slowing down.   
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“God, damn, Kel, we’re… we’re sailing on a ginormous network generator!  Data 

storage… transfer… transmission!  The salt in the seawater… wait – any.  Any impurities allow 

water to conduct…  Oh, Jesus.  Burke was right!  It can all be identified.  Thus found, thus 

measured, thus quantified and predicted… used.  Employed!  Manipulated!  Damn, holy, damn – 

and inside the human body that’d be, like, a thousand times easier!  Oh… oh, wait… it all has 

to… to…” 

 “Connect.”  Kelly shifted a thigh; she wasn’t slowing down either.  I was a fool for 

keeping her waiting.  I had every recorded concept from human history at my instant beck and 

call.  Only one, this one, this incredible new one, could’ve made me keep talking at that moment.  

It did a fine job of that.  It rushed at me, and through me, and out of me all at once as I caught on. 

 “Wow.  The ocean as a mainframe!  Every human body as a terminal, every hair and pore 

as an antenna, or, or as some kind of conduit… wait.  Shit.  Osmosis.  Pores, hell!  Cell 

membranes would do the trick!  Skin!  Fucking Burke, man!  That brilliant son of a… But… 

Hold it.  Direct contact with the water, though, I mean… it can’t… it has to stop sometime.  

We’re not dolphins…” 

Kelly found one of my hands and directed it straight to her hip.  It put me to mind of her 

moment at the bow waiting for a splash.  I remembered her smile after the water reached her, and 

the last outlines of Burke’s masterpiece came into sharp relief for me. 

“Ohhhh, no, wait – near the source, the ocean… humidity.  Salt air.  Water droplets in the 

air would get signals from A to B to C.  But farther inland, or in drier air… or if you lost 

moisture from your skin in the wind… you’d need some kind of better interface, or, uh… a 

booster.  Water.  Some liquid.  A gel, maybe…  Oh.  Whoa!  No, way!  Like a roll-on deodorant?  

Or, or, like…” 
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 She kissed me passionately, and I was done talking.  She had one more word to whisper. 

 “Lipstick.” 
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Chapter 22. 
 

 We sailed on and on through the afternoon, chasing the dazzling sun westward and 

laughing and talking about everything under it.  Off the northern tip of Santa Barbara Island, 

Kelly told me to adjust course to 230 and we re-rigged to steer southwest.  A blinked-up chart 

told me we were heading toward San Nicolas Island and its abandoned naval gunnery range. 

 The remnants of a captivating sunset inexorably blackmailed Kelly into going 

belowdecks and putting on some clothes against the evening breeze.  I turned on the running 

lights in the gathering dusk, and she brought a windbreaker up to the helm for me.  Donning the 

jacket set my mind to business. 

 “Kel, I can navigate in the dark with my satellite feed.  But we can’t make Hawaii on 

these stores.  San Nicolas is the end of North America.  Is that where we’re going?” 

 She went to the rail for an ocean-splash on the hand and returned to wrap her arms 

around me.  “I don’t want this trip to end.  Ever.” 

 I felt the same way.  Those words, though, I just couldn’t voice.  She sensed I was 

troubled.   

“What, Ron?  Tell me.” 

 “Well, I… I mean… You were assigned to get me into this fight or whatever Rufus has 

going.” 

 She nodded.  “Nobody’s really using a name for it.  I don’t know if there is one.  

Resistance, maybe?  Rebellion?” 
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 “The… yeah, this thing.  This fight against the Department.  I don’t…  See, I don’t know 

if your job was just to get me to say ‘yes’ to him, or if it was always to bring me all the way out 

here to meet Burke or what.  Doesn’t really matter now.  I suppose it’s been a long time coming.  

For me, getting in, I mean.  Helping out.  Fighting, or whatever.” 

 I felt that she could tell what I was driving at.  But I wanted to be able to articulate it.   

 “So, Kel, I’m saying… I mean, if I had my druthers too, we’d just keep on sailing.  And 

that’s a nice idea n’ all…” 

 Her gentle interruption was helpful.  Almost charitable.  “You want to know whether 

you’re just some kind of double-secret spy assignment to me?  Some mark or dupe I’ll forget all 

about when this sailboat stops?” 

 I nodded.  “Something like that.  Stupid question?” 

 Kelly reached up and gripped both sides of my windbreaker’s collar.  “No.  No, that’s not 

true, Mister, and, no, it’s not a stupid question.  Because you were supposed to be.  Sort of.” 

 I was feeling more vulnerable, more hopeful with every word after “no.”  Then she 

looked up.  Her eyes met mine.  And as scary as the notion was to me, from that second on I 

decided to believe every word Kelly Theresa Bramwell would ever say to me.   

She continued.  “Ron, promise me -- you’ll listen to all of this before you jump to any 

conclusions.  Yes?” 

I didn’t steel up against whatever was coming next.  All I did was nod, and resign myself 

to either winding up heartbroken or falling mutually, madly, irretrievably in love by the time she 

finished. 

She let go of my collar and started snapping up my jacket against the twilight.  After the 

third snap, she spoke. 
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“When I moved to L.A. from Washington, it was to… oh, some call it ‘joining the 

legion.’  To kill myself.  The move itself was… well, it wasn’t for that purpose.  I mean, it was, 

but not just that.   

With my snaps done, Kelly turned toward the bow and leaned back against me.  I 

stretched my arms around her and rested both hands on the wheel.  Her voice softened; I had to 

lean in close to hear past the wind. 

 “Ron, I couldn’t… I couldn’t do it anymore.  Teaching, waking up in the morning, any 

of it.  All the pretending to be something… someone I’d never wanted to be.  I just… I just got 

tired.  My whole life I’d felt like I should’ve been something else.  Something more.  I -- I mean, 

we had two A-ranks in town.  They were in the paper all the time for this and that, and I was 

jealous.  I got down on myself for a long time.  For not being good enough to be one of them.  

Annnnd, I… I took pills.  Lots of pills.  One time, I took a whole lot.  All at once.  Somebody 

found me.  I wound up in treatment.  And that was the right thing, I guess, what they did… 

saving my life… The school couldn’t have me teaching after that. 

“So being fired, it… it didn’t upset me.  God, I was sooo relieved.  At first.  And then it 

really sank in that I had nothing to do.  At all.  Allll day, every day.  I came to feel even less like 

my true self than I’d felt when I was teaching.  I basically sat there, for months, in bumblefuck 

Washington just… rotting inside.  I went back to pills.   

“But then my pill connection… friend, boyfriend, whatever… he disappeared.  One day 

he was simply gone.  The note he left said he was going to L.A.  To… to kill himself.  To do it as 

a protest against the Department and all its stratification bullshit. 

“And without the pills I sobered up, some… and I came to realize I was angry.  Mad.  

Mad at him, me, the Department, the testing, the pills… the whole sordid thing.  At life. 
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“Annnd, then, later, I got a letter in the mail from some people I didn’t know.  Indirectly, 

it was from my friend.  The letter said he’d wanted them to let me know that he was the first 

person ever to jump from the roof of Department headquarters.” 

I squeezed Kelly tighter between my arms and kissed her on the top of her head.   

“Honey.  I’m sorry about your friend.  I am.  I remember.  I was at work that day.  I 

didn’t see it.  I did watch the security video, like, a minute after.  The top people at the 

Department – the Executive Committee.  ExCom.  I used to work directly for those guys.  Some 

wanted to write your friend’s death up as though a car’d hit him in the street.  I don’t know if this 

helps, but he started one hell of a political fight up there on the top floor.  We got notes in the 

mail too, from those people who sent that letter to you.  Some of us did.  Couldn’t trace ‘em.  

Nothing to go on.” 

Kelly shrugged.  “There was some information in mine.  I wrote back.  They called me.  I 

took the vactrain straight to L.A.  I had two meetings, I waited a week, and then…” 

A wave of frustration and anger and disgust and I-didn’t-know-what-all rushed over me.  

I interrupted her.   

“And then somebody took you out to Reseda to meet an old guy named Rufus.” 

“Mmm-hm.  They didn’t tell me his name ‘til later.  But yes.  In Reseda.” 

“And he offered you some big, impassioned speech about how you had so much to live 

for, and how you should go home, and it was blah blah blah ‘please, oh, please, don’t sign up 

with us to do this awful thing.’  Right?” 

Kelly leaned her head back against my chest.  The moon and the first few evening stars 

were taking charge of the sky above us; she spoke as much to them as to me. 
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“Ron… sweetie, don’t be upset with him.  Or any of them.  I know you’re thinking they 

took advantage of me, or conned me, or weren’t really trying to dissuade me.” 

Yea and verily, I was mighty upset.  With Rufus and Susan and the lot of them, whoever 

they all were.   

“Damned right they hustled you!  What’d they, just happen to slip and put a return 

address on that note they mailed you?  They were recruiting, Kel!  Recruiting someone they 

knew would be grieving.  Someone vulnerable.  Someone…” 

Kelly stopped me with a halfhearted elbow to the gut.  “Shush, will you?  You promised.  

No conclusions until I’m finished, remember?” 

I had to bite my lip to do it, but I shut my mouth up tight. 

“Yes, it was in Reseda.  Yes, it was Rufus.  But, no, we didn’t talk about a protest 

suicide.  I wanted to.  I thought that’s why I was there.  Rufus sat down, we chatted for five 

minutes, and then he handed me a thick file of papers.  They were all about you, Ronald Jason 

Bialik.  Everything about you.  Lots of news articles.  Departmental records, super-secret memos 

you’d sent… God, there was so much stuff.  Rufus said they needed you.  His plan was to have 

some of us try to get close to you.  That’s what he said I could do for the cause.  Not suicide.  He 

said I couldn’t help them with my own suicide.  And then he left, and they brought me to this 

boat in Newport Beach.” 

I was struggling to keep my promise to listen.  I wanted to.  Nevertheless, I absolutely 

had to ask about something. 

“Wait, wait… Kel… you said ‘some of you?’” 

She reached up to me and encircled my neck with her arms.  It was a very nice way to 

avoid my question. 
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“Youuu, Mister…  It took me all day to read that file.  It was… I mean, I was… well… 

the truth is, I couldn’t stop turning pages.  When I… I mean, I was reading about the things you 

were doing.  Memos and news stories and such.  Ron, those arguments you had with some of 

those shitty ExCom people… wow.  And you were winning!  They kept having to give up, or 

totally change whatever new bullshit thing they were trying to do.  I swear, I’d be reading along 

and I would cheer out loud sometimes.   

“It… well, it all gave me… hope, I guess.  I felt like somebody was fighting for me.  But 

then toward the end of the papers it was like you went away, or got tired or whatever.  I felt like I 

knew you.  At the end I felt like I missed you.  I was ready to hop in a Maytag to Huntington 

Beach and find you for myself.” 

Hearing all of that was dragging up ragged-edged memories for me left and right.  I 

wanted to blink to something complicated out in the ‘net to get a breather.  I interjected instead. 

“That’s not what Rufus wanted, though.  So you didn’t.” 

Kelly nodded and smoothed her hands down my arms to the wheel.  “They put us all 

where you’d be sure to see us.  Downrigger’s.  We didn’t start at the same time of course.  

Meredith was first.  I told you she was arrested last night.” 

“Mmm-hm.”  I remembered.  I also remembered Meredith waiting on me a dozen times.  

I’d thought about it, but I never asked her out. 

Kelly quickly pointed to the sky off the port bow.  “Shooting star!  Look!  Oh, and you 

know Jeanne the bartender.  She was second.” 

That surprised me.  “I never thought Jeanne liked me very much?” 

Kelly shook her head and chuckled.  “She doesn’t.  But, listen, though.  We were all there 

for a purpose.  True.  God, I remember, I had to stay here on the boat and wait months to start 
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working there.  And all that time I hoped and hoped you wouldn’t like either of them.  I wanted 

to meet you.  I wanted you to pick me.  Not because anybody told me to.  And if you want, you 

can turn this boat around, stock it up, sail it anywhere on Earth, and I’ll go with you.”  

I patted her hands on the wheel and went forward to adjust the mainsail.  I thought about 

how the cute new waitress at the joint up the street should’ve worn a warning label instead of a 

pink nametag.  I had many, many heavier thoughts clamoring for attention at that moment too.  

Kelly’s ‘sail off and forget it all’ offer wasn’t making things any easier.  But one item from her 

story was really bugging me.  I finished with the sail and spoke up through the breeze. 

“Hey, Kelly?  In Reseda.  Did you say you saw Rufus sit down?  And then you saw him 

leave?” 

“Sure.  We got there first.  Then he came and sat down, and he left before we did.” 

 I was already composing another purple-lettered flamer of a message for the old codger 

when I asked my next question. 

 “Did he come by himself or did he bring somebody with him?” 

 Kelly gave me a quizzical look.  “No, he was alone.  We sat where we could see him 

walking up the block.  Why?” 

I was scowling so hard my grandma would’ve warned me about my face freezing that 

way.   

“You all didn’t meet at his loft above the warehouse, did you?” 

 She shook her head and shrugged.  “No.  It was some snobby coffee place.  We didn’t 

meet at a loft.  Ron?  Why do you ask?  What’s wrong?” 
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Chapter 23. 
  

Seven hours on the Pacific became eight, and the ninth was in the offing when I checked 

the Neuralnet and found we were approaching the northern point of San Nicolas.  Kelly was 

napping belowdecks.  I didn’t want to wake her, but I had to make a decision about landfall.  I 

went below to the darkened cabin and kissed her half-awake. 

“San Nic in ten, Cap’n.  East side, west side, where?” 

She didn’t open her eyes.  “Abeam the point, steer to 270.  Ten miles.  Then wake me.” 

 I blinked to double-check three different charts and a month-old satellite image; I knew I 

was right.  “Begging the Captain’s pardon, but there’s nothing out there.” 

 She nodded dreamily.  “Yesss there is.  The twelve-mile limit.” 

I should’ve remembered when she said “ten miles” that the important part of any nation’s 

jurisdiction ends where international waters begin: twelve miles out from its territory.  I also 

should not have insisted on more information.  Clod that I was, I did.   

“Yeah, but…” 

 Kelly half-opened her eyes and shushed me.  “Listen, Swabby.  If you’re a smart guy like 

Burke, and you’re supposed to be dead, how much time do you want to spend in the United 

States where the Department might scoop you up?” 

 Her point was obvious.  I felt like a chump for not thinking of it.   

“Not so much.” 
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 “Annnd let’s say you have something like the world’s largest cyber-engineering project 

to manage, but you don’t want it found.  Annnd, you need ready access to all the salt water there 

is…” 

 I shouldn’t have been impatient with her.  I was drifting that way though.  I suppose eight 

straight hours of sailing for the unknown will do that to a guy.  I’d utterly fallen and bounced for 

Kelly, but she had a way of stringing out explanations that was beginning to chafe me.   

I caught myself before I was short with her, quickly pinning my frustration on my own 

fatigue and the personality elements I’d read about in her strat file.  Definitely no natural teacher, 

this young lady.  The Department’s attempt to force her to be one must’ve taken a real toll on 

her.  I tried to get more information without waking her fully. 

 “O.k., Cap’n.  So, we’ll be looking for, like, a big ship, or a seagoing platform or 

something once we’re twelve miles west of San Nicolas?” 

 Kelly shook her head and closed her eyes again.  “No.  We won’t see anything.  They’ll 

see us.  They’ll signal, we’ll drop anchor.  Wake me ten miles west of San Nic, Swabby.” 

 I left her side and made my way back to the deck.  The rising moon was nearly full; there 

wasn’t a cloud in the sky.  I could see for miles.  San Nicolas loomed four miles to port.  I 

couldn’t make out Begg Rock against the horizon, but I knew it jutted from the water another 

four miles to starboard.  There was nothing around us but gently rolling, shining ocean.  I had 

nothing to do but steer back to 270, and adjust the sails, and struggle in the wind to light my fifth 

pensive cigarette of the voyage.  And think. 

 I wondered what was in the file on me that Rufus gave Kelly when they met.  Until my 

lateral move to take his former job, I hadn’t been any kind of public figure at all.  I’d only made 
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the papers for my strat scores.  So most of the file must’ve been ‘inside baseball’ Departmental 

work stuff.   

That realization brought me back to the years I spent with ExCom.  I started there straight 

out of A-school.  “Idealistic” didn’t begin to describe me as an eighteen-year-old, and seeing the 

inner workings of the highest echelon of the Department had been a real eye-opener.  Instead of 

the beehive of cutting-edge intellectual development and visionary sociological innovation I’d 

imagined, I quickly found ExCom to be a cesspool of political intrigue.  A shithouse basement, 

full-to-brimming with supplicants and glad-handers and back-stabbers and self-promoting 

braggarts.  If I’d had the option, I’d have quit.   

Battling through my workdays made for many long nights of drinking bourbon and 

waxing philosophical with Burke.  He was second in our A-school class to me overall, but his 

scientific abilities far outstripped mine.  So he was assigned to the ‘skunkworks,’ the 

Department’s top technological development team.  He dreamed up far-out, radical ideas for 

improving ‘net access and altering throughput speeds and realigning data delivery patterns, so 

more people could handle Neuralnet-interface gear.  Einstein might’ve been happy to fetch Sol 

Berkowitz’ lunch.  His ideas made for shocking breakthroughs, and, so, for bitter 

contemporaries.  Enemies, eventually.  ExCom voted to mothball every potential innovation 

Burke managed to muscle past his bosses, and there were precious few of those. 

If Burke and I hadn’t had each other, I don’t know how either of us could’ve survived in 

the Department.  After 4:56 p.m. we staved off stalking disillusionment and burnout by 

supporting each other’s staggers between countless dives and gin mills.  Together we burned our 

candles at both ends brightly, almost every night until sunrise deposed the neon.  We knew the 

world had to be changed.  Made better.  For everyone, not just the chosen few.  And we knew, or 
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we believed, that we were the actual guys who could do it.  To us it was just a matter of keeping 

our trigger fingers pulling until everybody else wised up or gave up or went ten-toes up… and, to 

that end, it was a matter of surviving long enough to be able to make a real difference. 

About 50 yards off the starboard stern I heard a splash and a whoosh, and I turned to see 

the back and tail of some variety of whale arcing back down beneath the waves.  It was a 

welcome distraction from what was becoming a wintry, meandering reverie.  I was at a loss.  

There I was, on my way to see Burke again, but until I parked my Ferrari back in Newport I’d 

believed he didn’t survive the Department after all.   

Lots more long-drowned memories started bobbing up at me, mostly about the months 

nearest the end of my friend’s life.  Through most of those, the handful before and after my 

wedding to Janie, I wasn’t shouldering my end of our common, chosen burden at work.  In the 

fewer bureaucratic scraps I picked, I began to either settle or capitulate more and more often.  

And I wasn’t there to lift Burke by the shoulders off enough barstools after work, either. 

Looking back, I realized he’d tried to take on my share of the fight too.  But at the time it 

seemed like what he took on was a darker turn.  Some mornings, Janie and I woke to find him 

miserably hung over on her sofa.  Other days, nobody could find him at all.   

Burke finally split from headquarters at noon on a Friday.  I raised the Department-wide 

alert when he didn’t show up on Janie’s sofa or at work by the following Wednesday morning.  

Some of us quickly tracked his car 130 miles east to Joshua Tree.  We went out and found his D 

chip on the dashboard, and then we searched that vast, rocky expanse of blazing desert like hell.  

Local cops, re-tasked satellites, bloodhounds, psychics, divining rods, we tried whatever we 

could dream up for ten unrelenting days and nights.   
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No luck.  I gave up searching last, a week after everybody else did.  A week after that, we 

got a call from a park ranger out there; some very upset hikers had turned in a half-chewed 

forearm.  The DNA matched Burke’s records.  So that’s what his parents and I wrapped in white 

linen and buried. 

I exited memory lane and lit another cigarette.  I didn’t want to think about what to say 

when I met up with Burke again.  It was all too complicated.  I figured it’d be easier to get 

myself up to speed on what several thousand lawyers were doing with my orders back on dry 

land.  I blinked to the ‘net and found my inbox piled high; most of it was stuff Analisa was 

already handling.   

I read the flagged items from her first.  She was kicking ass from her base at the Hyatt.  

Procedural motions, exotic affirmative defenses, skillfully-leaked updates to the press, common 

strategy coordination and task delegation among our branch offices – she was laying the 

groundwork for one earth-scorcher of a national jurisprudential battle against the Department.  

Half the judges were already pissed to purple; the other half were either laying low or all-but-

rooting for my crew.  So far, things were going better than I’d hoped. 

I blinked through 1105 news reports for some context.  The outlets were in a collective 

tizzy, even before some reporters wound up in jail and the president herself scheduled a speech 

for Monday night to address the situation.  The Department’s witch-hunt and the mass arrests 

were continuing apace, except in Baltimore where my gang got a judge to issue an injunction.  It 

all looked like sociopolitical mayhem back in America.  But Analisa De Los Santos, Esquire had 

our end of things well in hand. 
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183 responses to various messages departed my brain for the satellites and towers and 

chips and nanowires they’d soon traverse to reach other minds.  Then I wrapped up the stack 

with a brief ping to Analisa:   

“Brilliant work.  All of it.  But you’re from Topeka, and it’s Saturday night in 

L.A.  You’re officially suspended until Sunday at noon.  Now go relax.  I mean it.  Git.” 
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Chapter 24. 
 

With my inbox cleared I took a quick blink through charts and weather satellites.  Then I 

spent another hour re-rigging for the shifting winds, and thinking about Burke, and watching for 

more whales.  San Nic was almost ten miles astern when I saw something ahead that shouldn’t 

have been there: a thin but unmistakable and well-defined bank of fog. 

I struck sail with purpose and descended to the cabin. 

“Hey, Cap’n Kelly?  Roll it out, honey.  And where’d you put that suitcase?” 

She sat up right away, but it took her a yawn and a stretch to get her bearings.   

“What?” 

“The suitcase, Kel.  Where’d you stow it?” 

“Oh.  It’s…”  She turned on a light and pointed me toward a closet.  I retrieved the case 

and dumped it next to her on the bed, then I zipped it open hastily. 

“Just a precaution, Cap’n.  You know how to use one of these?”  I quickly checked the 

ammo clips for the mercenaries’ assault rifles and smacked each one back home.  Kelly found 

her lipstick, put some on and blinked. 

“I do now.”  She took one of the guns and racked a round into the chamber.  I readied the 

other weapon and headed topside with it. 

“Let’s go, Kel.  It might just be fog.  But I don’t like it.” 

I reached the helm first and got the craft’s diesel started.  When Kelly arrived I left her 

behind the wheel. 
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“Full ahead ‘til I tell you different, honey, and keep that weapon where you can reach it.  

Whatever you do, please do not shoot me.”  I started making my way forward.  She called after 

me. 

“I dunno, Swabby.  This sounds like some kind of mutiny to me.  I’d be within my rights 

to make you walk the plank.  Anyway I don’t see anything but fog, Ron.  What’s the problem?” 

I stood out on the pulpit and called back to her.  “Shouldn’t be here.  Weather report’s 

negative, and this water shouldn’t be warmer than the air.  Throttle up and look lively, now.” 

 The yacht’s diesel powered us smoothly through the ocean, and we both did our best to 

find something to see besides the fog.  It wasn’t heavy at first, but it persisted and grew thicker 

as we went.  We remained enshrouded until I saw three large, dark shapes looming a quarter mile 

ahead of us in the mist. 

 “All stop, Cap’n.  We’ve arrived.” 

 Kelly cut the engine back to idle and came forward to join me.  She saw the dark shapes 

where I pointed, and she drew closer to me. 

 “Ships?  Ron… those aren’t supposed to be here.  We’re near the right place.  Nothing’s 

supposed to be here.  Shouldn’t we turn off the running lights or something?” 

 I was surprised to hear that.  I thought quickly.  “No point now.  Ships that size all have 

radar.  They already know we’re here.  You don’t know who they could be?” 

 She shook her head and shifted her rifle.  “No.  What’s… uh, oh.  They look like 

battleships!” 

I blinked to the gear in my brain and increased my visual acuity.  After a moment’s wait 

for a thinner patch in the drifting fog, I could see well enough to capture images of each 

silhouette and blink them through the ‘net.  My mouth went dry when I got my answer. 
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“Destroyers, Kelly.  Two are; the smaller one’s a tender or a cargo ship or something.  No 

record of it on file.  Battleships are bigger.  Destroyers are plenty big enough, though.  If one of 

those didn’t want us here, we wouldn’t be here.” 

“Do you think we should radio them or something?  There’s a set down below…” 

I shook my head.  “Not unless you speak Chinese.  Those aren’t Americans out there 

Cap’n.  Whatever that smaller one is, it’s not one of ours either.” 

Fright was starting to catch up with Kelly.  “Maybe we’d better turn around?” 

Fog bank or no, I knew the U.S. Navy would never have tolerated Chinese warships 

twelve miles off San Nicolas without direct orders.  There had to have been an arrangement in 

place somewhere. 

“Cap’n, those destroyers could knock out a phone booth on San Nic from here.  They can 

outrun us easily, too.  No point in turning around.  Listen, though.  Don’t worry.  Somebody 

wants those ships here.  And those ships don’t care that we’re here.  Got your chip in?” 

She took a deep breath and nodded quickly.  I gave her a caress on the arm and took her 

assault rifle away, then I led her aft. 

“It’s going to be o.k., Cap’n.  Go ahead and signal your people.  Let’s see what they have 

to say.” 

Kelly blinked while we made our way aft to the helm.  I put her gun down when we 

reached the wheel; I kept mine handy over my shoulder.  It was no match for anything aboard the 

destroyers.  But I decided that if those Chinese sailors tried to take just one of us, they wouldn’t 

be getting either of us. 

 Kelly received some instructions and relayed them to me.  “Take us to the smallest ship, 

Ron.  We’re tying off there.” 
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 I tried to remember my own advice about calming down as I throttled up the inboard 

diesel and steered for the tender at what I hoped was a non-threatening speed.  A spotlight from 

the deck of the nearer destroyer trained on us about 300 yards out and tracked us all the way.  

When we came alongside the tender, a heavy line sailed down to us.  I could see a dozen armed 

sailors above us on deck silhouetted against the moonlight.  Kelly regarded them briefly and then 

retrieved the line and tied off our yacht. 

 Outnumbered or not, I wasn’t ready to give up my assault rifle.  I also didn’t want 

anybody to wonder about my intentions with it; I didn’t make any sudden moves.  Kelly blinked 

again and solved the matter for me. 

 “We’re supposed to stow the guns, Ron.  Those can’t go where we’re going.  Too 

dangerous.” 

 She set about doing that.  I just stood there confused.  I didn’t get her meaning until she 

was gone belowdecks, and I heard a disturbance in the water off our starboard rail.  At first 

glance I thought it was another whale.  Then more of it emerged into the glare of the spotlight, 

and I realized it was a black, unmarked miniature submarine.  And no ordinary sub, this.  It was a 

bit shorter than our 35-footer, and it looked like a tri-hulled powerboat built for racing on lakes 

and such.  The only visible difference was a rounded Plexiglas canopy running from just short of 

its pointed prow aft to what must’ve been twin engine compartments.  I’d have guessed 

“spaceship” before “submarine” if I hadn’t just watched it surface. 

 Kelly was impressed when she returned to the helm and saw.  “Wow.  That is… sexy.” 

 She was right.  There was no better word for it.  We were still marveling at its sleek lines 

when a section of its canopy unsealed with a ‘hiss’ and slid backwards.  The spotlight made it 

easy for us to see that the sub carried no crew.  For all I knew it could’ve been programmed to 
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take the two of us straight to Davy Jones’ Locker and drown us.  I didn’t much care.  Kelly 

didn’t either.  We were both eager to take a ride in that machine. 

 I hopped across to one of its decks and extended a courteous hand back to Kelly.  She 

didn’t need it; she skipped the gap right behind me and made straight for the hatch.  I grabbed 

her by the arm and stopped her. 

 “Hold it!  Kelly?  Listen.  And I mean this.” 

 She stopped and looked up into my eyes.  I gave her a searching, serious look. 

 “This submarine ride could be really dangerous.  We don’t know what happens next once 

we get inside.  So…  Dibs on being captain!  Me first, Swabby!”   

There was nothing gentlemanly about how I elbowed past her and dropped into the 

passenger compartment.  “You son of a bitch!” she giggled.  She climbed in and took the seat 

behind mine in front, and I got a well-deserved whop on the back of the head as we belted up. 

LED cabin lights came to life and glowed a soft, steady blue all around us.  The canopy 

whished closed and sealed itself above our heads.  Two seconds later the sub began a vertical 

descent, and we could see the hull of our sailboat above us.  The craft’s audio system crackled 

just a bit, and then a man’s voice came through clearly. 

“Ahoy, Sub One.  Sub One.  If you two are decent, Ron, reach ahead and click on the 

video link, will you?” 

 I knew that voice.  I found the correct button on the control panel in front of me, and a 

viewscreen illuminated.  There, before my eyes, was the face of a dead man. 

 “Ronnie!  Ronnie B!  Goddamned good to see you!  But, oy gevalt… you’re getting old! 
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Chapter 25. 
  

“Burke!  You owe me money, fucker!” 

 I knew it was a terrible thing to say to a best friend who’d just returned from the great 

beyond.  It was all I could manage without sobbing like a schoolgirl at the sight of him.  He 

looked much paler than I remembered, and already at 29 the odd strand of gray was sneaking 

into his curly brown hair here and there.  But that Roman nose and those bags under his eyes 

could’ve belonged to no one but Sol Berkowitz. 

 He smiled broadly and played along.  “Whaaaat?  What money?  Last thing I did in L.A. 

was settle your great big bar tab at the Troubadour!” 

 The sub planed nose-down to port, and a digital depth gauge to my left on the control 

panel told me we were descending past 75 feet in a hurry.  I tried to make it look like I was 

paying attention to that, and to all the other gizmos and readouts on the panel.  I knew I’d lose it 

and weep if I looked directly at Burke on the monitor. 

 “Yeah, well, Solly, for one thing, you drank up way more than half of that tab before you 

croaked.  And, hey, you got any idea what it costs to rent a helicopter?  After the cops decided 

we were all better off not finding you, I was flyin’ all over goddamned Joshua Tree for a week in 

one of those things.  On my dime!  Plus a tip for the old geezer pilot who scared me half to death, 

plus I hadda get my black suit cleaned for your funeral, plus gas money out to the goddamned 

cemetery.  The Jewish one.  An’ it was far.   

“And then what do I gotta go do?  I gotta bring your parents goddamned Chinese food for 

sitting shiva.  The good stuff, not some takeout crap in a box.  And those two, well, they can eat, 
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boy!  If I’d-a had any brains I woulda bombed the damned food on their house in Fontana from 

the helicopter that last trip, ‘stead of schlepping all the way back out there from L.A. again just 

to feed ‘em.  So you’re damned skippy you owe me money!  What’cha got for pay out here in the 

water, Captain Nemo?  Puka shells n’ crap?  Ambergris?  What?” 

 Burke was busted up laughing by the time I said ‘shiva.’  Neither of us wanted to do 

anything at that moment but forget all about his fraudulent death and all it must’ve caused.  We 

were glad for a chance just to be friends one more time, however brief it might turn out to be.  

He left off laughing and played the straight man again. 

 “Ron-niee!  You’re a reasonable guy.  Can’t we negotiate?  I’m good for it.  How much 

could it be?  Say, turn on the running lights.  You’ll see.  I got a nice place.  Good for collateral.” 

 The depth gauge passed 120 feet and showed no signs of slowing.  I scanned the control 

panel and found the exterior lights.  When I clicked them on, Kelly gasped at the incredible sight 

before us. 

 “My God, Ron!  It goes…  It has to be…” 

 Burke broke in sounding like an overzealous real-estate agent at the end of a skinny 

month.   

“Ohhhh, beautiful Kelly Bramwell, you clearly have quite the eye for oceanic real estate.  

If, maybe, not so much for men.  I’m just sayin’.  Now, this one-of-a-kind property has 

everything a handsome, young, ad-vennn-turous couple like yourselves could want.  It’s a full 

two miles long, it makes efficient use of a lovely corner lot three miles wide, and there are no 

nosy neighbors with prying eyes for at least 2300 miles.  And that’s a plus, because the roof and 

the walls for 360 degrees are transparent specially-formulated Plexiglas.  No messy leaks, no 
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pesky termites or rodents, and for you, Ronnie, no grass to mow and no inconvenient gutters to 

clean out in the fall.” 

 The submarine leveled off at 201 feet, and we sailed across the top of a translucent 

industrial complex that stretched away beyond our lights in every direction.  Most of what we 

could see through the Plexiglas below consisted of row upon row of massive, dark, rectangular 

monoliths.  It had to be the largest computer server farm ever imagined, let alone built. 

 I wanted to see all of it.  “O.k., Burke.  Let’s make a deal.  I’ll take, say, 50% off your 

debt if you’ll turn over the controls and let me pilot this tricked-out little U-boat for an hour.” 

 He frowned and shook his head.  “I’m sorry, Ronnie.  Can’t do that.  One good whack on 

my roof from that sub, and billions of people will never get to wise up and learn that pro 

wrestling’s fake.  And, plus, I’d probably die for real this time, and I’d take 200 other good 

scientists with me.  Nosir.  No can do.” 

 The sub banked to starboard and slowed, and we could see we were heading for the 

nearest edge of the roof.  The ride was coming to an end far too soon.  I had to ask again. 

 “Come on, Burke!  I’ll be careful!  Be a buddy.  Be a guy.  You see who’s with me up 

here.  What, I shouldn’t have a chance to impress a lady friend?  Lemme take it for a spin.  Half 

an hour.  75% off your debt, and I’ll bring your folks more Chinese food when I get home.” 

 Burke shook his head and made clicking noises with his tongue.  “Ronnie, you forget.  

The dashboard in your Corvette prob’ly still has my claw marks in it, last I rode with you.  It’s 

one good thing about being dead.  You can’t gimme a heart attack, way you drive.  No, seriously, 

Ron, I would love to.  But I can’t do it.  Even if I didn’t have the admiral here with me, the sub 

itself is programmed for autopilot only within half a mile of the complex.” 
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 We passed over the edge of the roof.  The sub came to a careful stop, rotated 90 degrees 

and descended vertically another 30 feet into a walled-in docking bay on the ocean floor.  I knew 

I’d be seeing Burke in person momentarily, but I didn’t want to stop joshing with him. 

 “Solly!  You kiddin’ me?  All that A-school they gave you, and you couldn’t hotwire this 

Beverly Hills jet ski if you wanted to?” 

 He laughed again.  “Whaddayou want from me?  It’s my ball-breaker insurance guy.  He 

won’t let me.  It’s outta my hands.  Listen, you two.  The bay doors are gonna shut over your 

heads, and we’re gonna pump the water outta the dock.  Don’t touch anything in the cabin that 

doesn’t have a pulse.  The hatch will open itself in about three minutes, so don’t get too carried 

away in there either.  I’ll meet you beyond the second airlock.” 

 The screen went dark when Burke disconnected the video feed.  The cabin’s blue LEDs 

faded out as well.  The only light inside the sub came from a few colored switches on the control 

panel.  I swiveled my seat around to face Kelly. 

 “I can’t believe it.  It’s really Burke.  And this place!  It’s…” 

 She undid her seat belt and hopped into my lap.  “Ssshh.  You heard the man, Mister.  We 

only have three minutes.” 
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Chapter 26. 
  

The sub’s hatch opened right on schedule and the interior of the docking bay lit up for us.  

Kelly climbed out first and crossed a short gangplank to the airlock door.  I lagged behind a bit 

and knelt to dip my fingers in the remaining seawater.  Kelly gave me a quizzical look. 

 “It’s warm, Kel.  They must be using the ocean to cool all those computer servers.  That’s 

where the fog comes from.  Damn.  Did he say two by three miles?  This place must have 

cost…” 

 I couldn’t think of a dollar figure large enough.  The opening airlock door saved me the 

trouble.  We stepped in and waited for the doors on either side of us to cycle closed and open, 

and then we did the same thing in a second lock.  As it pressurized I could feel the air becoming 

even more humid than the docking bay.  I thought that odd at first, but then it stood to reason.  In 

very moist air all of the 200 scientists Burke mentioned could enjoy uninterrupted connections 

through their skin to the network they were maintaining. 

 The interior airlock door opened and there was Burke, holding a fresh bottle of Jim Beam 

and standing next to an Indian man of significant rank in a khaki uniform.  I assumed that was 

the admiral he’d referenced.  Burke ignored me and made a beeline to give Kelly a big hug and a 

kiss on the cheek. 

 “Kelly Bram-wellll!  It’s so good to meet you in person!  My gracious, you’re even 

prettier than the images Rufus sent us.”  Then he took a curious, contemptuous look at me.   
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 “Kelly.  This schlemiel’s with you?  Oy.  Honey, trust me, you could do so much better.  

We should have coffee while you’re here.  We’ll chat.  There are dozens of scientists you should 

meet.  Brilliant.  And handsome.  In fact I’ve got just the one for you in mind.  He’s…” 

 It was a funny bit.  I played along and gave him a graceful stopping place.  

“Burke!  Hey!  You keep it up, buddy, and you better hope you’ve got a proctologist 

down here to get that bottle back for you.” 

 We each took a step and threw our arms around the other.  Words failed us for a long 

moment.  There wasn’t a dry eye in the vicinity; I could see that even the admiral was moved.  

He must’ve known some, or all, of Burke’s ‘death’ story. 

 I gave Burke a solid punch on the shoulder when we parted.  “Son of a bitch!  You 

could’ve said something!  Hell, I’d have quit and come with you.” 

 Burke shook his head and offered me the JB bottle with his right hand.  I snatched at it 

quickly; I was shocked when I missed.  I took a closer look at Burke’s fingers around its neck.  

They didn’t seem quite right.  Out of habit I blinked to increase my visual acuity.  Nothing 

happened.  I couldn’t see any better at all. 

 In the course of two seconds I’d found two new reasons to be confused.  I didn’t like that 

one bit. 

 “What the fuck, Burke?” 

 Burke knew why I was struggling.  “My hand?  Or your eyes?” 

 “Start with the hand.” 

 “Ronnie, remember I used to say how I’d give my right arm to bring the Neuralnet to 

everybody in the world?  Well, that’s what happened.  And you almost had to quit and come with 
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me whether you liked it or not.  I was worried that you’d take it as a clue when only that 

particular arm of mine was found.  Better you didn’t.” 

I mentally kicked myself with both feet.  I’d never thought to wonder which chewed-up 

forearm of Burke’s those hikers found out at Joshua Tree. 

“Anyway.  Ronnie.  I’m sayin’.  This one’s a replacement.  A really good one.  Faster.  

Stronger.  Only downside is, I’ve got different fingerprints on that hand now.  But that’s how 

secret this whole thing had to be – a cloned arm or leg or whatever might not’ve passed muster.  

Not that I didn’t trust you.  But, y’know, what with you married to Janie and working for ExCom 

and all, we just couldn’t risk it.  I’m sorry, Ron.  I am.  For all of it.” 

My friend knew I was lousy at accepting apologies.  He smiled and continued happily. 

“Much as I’ve missed you, I can’t imagine what it must’ve been like for you to miss me.  

You poor devil.  But, say, uh, you didn’t happen to bring my parents along on that yacht, did 

you?  Oyyyy, the guilt!” 

Burke handed me the bourbon.  I took it and pointed it at my eye. 

“Oh, right.  Right.  Sorry, Ronnie.  Your eyes, your nose, your hearing, all of it.  Here’s 

the thing.  Your headgear won’t connect below the 100-foot level, so --” 

I was pretty tired, and I’d been tossed upside-down emotionally plenty much for my 

tastes by then.  I lost my patience and interrupted. 

“Hold it Burke.  You know those are on-board systems.  Not chip-dependent.  It’s slower, 

but with the chip unplugged I can still --” 

“No.  Ronnie.  You can’t.  Not down here.  This is what I’m trying to tell you.  You think 

those enhanced capabilities are all yours.  I mean, with the help from the implants, right?  That’s 
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what they told you.  That’s how you’ve experienced it.  The super-hearing and the whatnot 

works for you with the chip out too.” 

Burke turned to Kelly and glanced back toward me.  “Kelly, you should know.  The 

amazing things this guy can feel if he turns up his touch receptors a few clicks.  Oyyy, it’s spec-

tacular.  He can tell your exact blood pressure and whether you had spicy food for lunch just by  

--” 

“Burke!  My systems?” 

He smiled mischievously at me and continued.  “What?  You didn’t tell her?  Oooooh, 

smart thinking, Ronnie.  If a B or a C-rank woman ever found out what she feels like through an 

East-pointer’s touch receptors, she’d be wearing the pants in that household in no time flat.  Or 

never again.  Whichever.” 

“God dammit, Sol!  Get to --” 

“You never disconnect, Ronnie.  Your souped-up input systems aren’t self-contained 

anymore.  The critical software components have been offloaded.  Relocated, from every A-

ranker’s noggin up to the ‘net.  Listen.  You think you’re totally disconnected from the Neuralnet 

when you unplug that chip.  Yeah?  Well you’re not, putz!  Tell me.  When was the last time you 

chipped-out someplace a Departmental signal couldn’t reach you?  Hm?  I’ll tell you when.  

Never.  The rest of that physical gear in your head alllways stays in place.  If there’s a signal in 

the air, that wiring’s hot, D chip or no D chip.  It seeks and retrieves the ability keys from the 

‘net and you don’t even know it.  But down here?  There’s no signal to that socket and that 

nanotube-composite wiring in your melon.  So for you, there’s no more hearing the mice walk, 

no more smelling pheromones, and no reading my fingerprints from four feet away.  You haven’t 

owned those super-skills for years, Ronnie.  Now?  You rent.” 
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The implications of what he was saying started falling on me like bags of rocks.  “Shit, 

Burke.  Shit… O.k., what can the Department do?  Can they --” 

“Can the Department control the thoughts or movements of every A-rank with a set of 

wires?  No.  We don’t think so.  Not yet.  Can they pull images straight from optic nerves?  

Maybe.  The basic concept’s there, Ronnie.  That’s why they shifted all the super-stuff to their 

control and didn’t tell a soul.  Passive, involuntary connection works.  The rest, the leap from 

there to command and control, is all just gonna be engineering, refinement and roll-out.  They’ll 

get it soon enough.  That’s one reason the admiral’s here.” 

Burke turned back to his companion.  “Gosh, I’m sorry, Ranjit.  Where are my manners?  

Admiral Ranjit Bharadvaj, may I present Miss Kelly Bramwell and Schlimazel Ronald Bialik.  

Kelly, Ron?  Admiral Bharadvaj.” 

The admiral stepped forward and shook our hands.  “Call me Ranjit, please.  Welcome to 

our little project.” 

I looked at the medals and insignia on his uniform and tried to blink the images through 

the ‘net.  Burke was correct.  Not so much as a spark from the Neuralnet.  I couldn’t find out 

which navy Ranjit was in, much less anything about him. 

Kelly began giggling.  Burke and Ranjit were smiling, and then all three looked at me and 

laughed like I’d just said something hilarious.  I didn’t get it. 

“O.k., what?” 

Burke recovered first.  “Ohhh, I’m sorry Ronnie.  God, for all my blathering about your 

head I forgot you’re not connected at all down here.  I was just telling these two about that night 

we were at the Roxy and you got on stage.  That shiksa with the hat was pissed…” 
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 Being the guy on the outside looking in was not something I felt like trying to process.  

Not in the least.  I didn’t like it, and I didn’t want to get used to it.  I stepped around Burke and 

started walking. 

 “O.k.  Let’s go.  I don’t know where, so Solly, either direct me someplace or I’m gonna 

wander these six square miles like your forefathers in the wilderness until I find a shot glass and 

a soft chair.” 
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Chapter 27. 

 
 Burke and the others caught up to me quickly. 

 “Right turn at the first corridor Ronnie.  I’ve got dinner ready in the mess.”  

Kelly and I had arrived well after normal working hours, so the four of us were alone in 

the facility’s big dining room.  Burke blinked on the lights and directed the admiral and me to 

slide a couple of four-top tables together while he went to the kitchen.  He soon emerged 

carrying oversized platters loaded with the biggest cooked lobsters I’d ever seen. 

 “Fresh-caught west of Begg Rock this afternoon, kids.  Poached out of season and 

bootlegged from inside the twelve-mile limit, so they’ll taste that much better.  Kelly, there’s a 

lot more food back there.  Be a doll and help me carry it out here, will you?” 

 The two went to bring us the rest of what smelled like quite a feast while the admiral and 

I took seats.  I distributed glasses, opened the bourbon and poured it around, half expecting him 

to waive me off.  He didn’t. 

 “Admiral, I…” 

 “Call me Ranjit.  Please.  Without ships and below the waves, I am Ranjit.” 

 “Exactly where I was going, Ranjit.  Those ships.  I don’t think your uniform’s Chinese, 

but I know those destroyers are.” 

 He offered a silent toast and we took our first sip of bourbon together.   

“I hoped the destroyers would not dissuade you from coming down to visit us.  Only the 

third ship and its cargo are Indian.  But the group is under my command until we pass Hawaii on 
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our return.  I assure you, my own flagship back in Mumbai is very much larger.  Our Chinese 

partners insist on providing security for these voyages.  I cannot say that is unreasonable.” 

 Kelly and Burke delivered enough food to feed about eight people.  We all settled in to 

eat.  Burke helped himself to one of the bigger lobsters and started shelling the tail.  Kelly 

couldn’t help raising an eyebrow his way; since he rarely took his eyes off her, Burke noticed 

immediately. 

 “What, with the look?  If I were observant I wouldn’t be working on the Sabbath in the 

first place.  And lemme tell you.  Lobsters like this?  If God thinks he can get a lightning bolt 

through all that Plexiglas, for these, I’ll take my chances.” 

 Ranjit poured himself more bourbon and addressed me directly.  “I am very, very sorry to 

discuss business over dinner.  You both must be very hungry after your voyage.” 

 I nodded.  “And tired.” 

 Burke chimed in.  “You can sleep later Ronnie.  And you an’ I gotta catch up.  We do.  

But we don’t have any time now.  Things topside are really moving.” 

 I was sure I had more questions than anybody had time to answer.  My first thought was 

of Kelly. 

 “Fine, guys, but we can wait ‘til Kelly’s finished eating at least.  You’re not going to 

want her here for this.” 

 Burke shook his head like I’d just proposed streaking through a police station.  “Ohhh, 

no.  This pretty lady stays where I can see her!” 

 Ranjit poured drawn butter on his lobster tail and agreed.  “It does not matter if she 

remains with us to listen now.” 
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 I must’ve been worn out.  It took me a beat to gather his meaning.  “Oh.  Wait.  She’s… 

she’s not going back to the mainland?” 

 Kelly nodded.  “It’s o.k., Ron.  I knew it was a one-way trip when we sailed from 

Newport Beach.”   

I felt stupid for not realizing it before.  With the Department’s witch-hunt in full swing 

she could’ve been picked up at any moment and forced to talk about the facility.  Logical or not, 

I hadn’t been prepared for that news.  I wasn’t happy about it.  My disappointment caused me 

trouble with cracking a lobster claw; Kelly reached over and did it for me.   

“Honey, don’t worry.  You’ll go back to L.A., you’ll fix everything, and you’ll come get 

me.  And you’d better hurry, Mister!” 

 Burke raised a salacious eyebrow.  “Damned right, you’d better.” 

 For a moment I just sat and thought and buttered my lobster and chewed.  The weighty 

reality of the past days’ events wrapped itself around me and tightened like a straitjacket.  Like it 

or not, I’d been drafted into leading some kind of ill-defined battle I didn’t start, didn’t know if I 

wanted, and had no plan for prosecuting.  I poured myself a hefty slug of bourbon.  With nothing 

I particularly wanted to toast, I drank it straight.  And alone. 

 “Burke if I’m gonna run this deal, here’s order number one.  You keep your paws to 

yourself when it comes to Miss Bramwell here.  Otherwise I’ll rent that helicopter again and 

come depth-charge the joint with you in it.  Capisce?” 

 Burke nodded with a relieved smile.  I could tell he’d been worried about whether his old 

friend would answer the bell.  Tired or not, chipped-out or not, and regardless of whether Burke 

and Ranjit ever would’ve let me leave the complex if I’d declined, I didn’t want to let him down 

again.  Or Rufus, or Kelly, or those skydivers, or anyone. 
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 I was still really hungry.  I kept eating as I pointed a Burke.  “Gimme a screen with the 

last 48 hours’ news.  Let’s see what everybody else knows so far.” 

 Burke blinked a viewscreen up at his end of the table.  He’d always preferred round ones.  

This one was. 

 “Double the size Solly.  I’m not chipped, remember?” 

 He made the screen twice as large, repositioned it to hover above his head and began 

making it display page after page of background memos and news-report transcripts.  Kelly and 

Ranjit quit trying to follow along after the first few. 

 “Come on Burke.  Rev it.  Chop chop!” 

 The feed rate increased until the pages were almost blurring past.  I had to concentrate, 

but I could hang. 

 “Let’s go, boy!  Gimme!” 

 Burke shook his head.  “This ain’t the Neuralnet, chazzer.  Best it does.  Just relax and 

read.  Domestic’s almost finished.” 

 The presentation continued for another full minute.  When the screen went dark I snapped 

another order.  “International, from the Rolla refusal forward to today.”  The viewscreen flashed 

for another 42 seconds.  Once the last frame faded and Burke blinked the screen away, I knew 

more than anyone on the planet about how the world had been reacting to America’s exclusive 

use of the Neuralnet, and its stratification policy, and, most recently, the Department’s brand-

new special orders. 

 I looked to Burke and circled a finger up at the ceiling.  “I’ll need comprehensive 

technical specs for the whole thing.” 
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 He hesitated.  “Begging our new General’s pardon, but it doesn’t interface with the 

Neuralnet.  Even at your reading speed I’d need three days to deliver the specs optically.  There’s 

no time.” 

 Ranjit tried to be helpful.  “This system is not based on microwaves like the Neuralnet.  It 

relies on contiguous water or vapor, wherever found.” 

 Burke had never been able to stop himself from talking shop about technology.   

“Today it operates using water.  The impurities, more precisely.  And we don’t need to 

screw around pushing electrons from A to B and worry about zapping the birds.  Once you know 

exactly where every molecule’s structural weak points are, you can knock around some bosons 

and fermions and use ‘em to live-stream porno or call Aunt Sally or whatever.  Drop a transducer 

in the creek downtown and pass out chips at a town meeting?  Boom.  All of Mayberry’s set to 

boot up.  Whoever wants to sit and blink for a week straight can become the functional 

equivalent an East-pointer too!  Shit, Ronnie, you convince the backer nations to gimme another 

year, and we’ll knit humanity together using the pollution in the air.  Everybody who can 

breathe will be able to know everything there is!” 

 For a naval officer, Ranjit was obviously no slouch at theoretical electrobiological 

computational physics himself.  He shook his head and turned to Burke.   

“No.  My friend, you, yourself, recognize that we have not yet found an effective solution 

for atmospheric distribution.  Solar flares, variable alveolicular gas exchange rates among and 

between ethnic and geographical polities – it’s all too remote today.  And I have already stated 

my government’s position.  I speak for our partners as well.  We will not proceed to the next 

phase now.  Mr. Bialik will have no influence on that decision.  Let us spend our limited time on 

what the present holds.” 
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 I nodded in agreement with Ranjit.  “We’ve got a ‘today’ problem, Solly.  Gotta be why 

the Department’s moving so hard and fast now.  If they don’t kill this thing in the crib, 

everybody’s going to get these new chips of yours.  They don’t want that.” 

 Kelly had been listening and blinking and following closely.  She voiced a good question. 

 “Ranjit, if your country paid for this --” 

 Burke interjected as politely as he could, though for him that wasn’t easy.  “Mostly 

China’s money, ma’am.  India built the original technological pieces once I drew the pictures.” 

 She continued.  “Well, same question.  Why put it next to the U.S. where it has to be a 

secret?  Why ship everything here instead of building one back home?” 

 Burke shrugged and offered to defer to me.  I just lifted a palm and let him answer. 

 “Kelly, did your great-grandmother ever tell you about the very first cell phones?” 

 She nodded.  “They were terrible.  Clunky, expensive, bad reception… it was better to 

use the old-old phones with the wires.  But what… I mean, how does…” 

 I’d fully understood the play since Burke confirmed my suspicions about the backers.  

Just like I used to do when my friend and I chatted up girls in Hollywood bars, I hopped in with a 

clearer explication.   

“You’re basically a test pilot, Kel.  Everybody today who’s using this connection 

technology is too.  This facility?  It’s a great big prototype.  India and China want to work out the 

system’s bugs on Americans before they let their own people boot up.” 

 Burke knocked back his bourbon and wagged a finger at me.  “The smooth one.  Always 

with us, this guy, he was the smooth one.  See, now, me?  I’d-a said ‘guinea pig.’” 
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Chapter 28. 

 
Ranjit smiled diplomatically.  “We prefer the term ‘early adopter,’ Kelly.  But perhaps 

you will be comforted to know that our countries’ reasoning goes far beyond the system’s 

functionality.  We know than new technologies often change societies in unpredictable ways.  

Inventions alter civilizations.  Consider the printing press for example.” 

 Burke picked up the bottle and topped off everyone’s drinks.  “Well, yeah, Ranjit, but I 

still think we shoulda built this first one off Mumbai.  You guys gotta move on this!  Gunpowder 

beat the hell outta spears in 19th-century Africa, and 200 years later everybody but the Africans 

still carts off most of their resources.” 

 Ranjit spoke with assurance; after all, we were having dinner inside proof that the debate 

was long over.  But he couldn’t let Burke’s point go unanswered.   

“Burke.  My friend.  Who understands the ravages of technologically-enabled 

colonialism better than the people of India?  For that matter, what nation but China has ever 

introduced so many of its people to modern technology over so short a time?  Our leaders 

understand.  Their decision to wait is well-taken.” 

 Kelly looked to me again for clarity.  I obliged. 

 “China and India have been watching the U.S. struggle with the advent of the Neuralnet, 

Kel.  Everybody has.  Technologically speaking, the larger nations could all do it tomorrow.  

Build their own similar systems, whatever.  Obviously.  Look at this one.” 
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 Ranjit shrugged.  “I do not know that we could do it again, however.  Very, very 

expensive, even for China.” 

 I nodded and continued.  “But we’ve just-about lost fifteen states and some of our 

individual rights over this stratification business so far.  We’ve implemented it like elitist snobs.  

Like idiots.  In practical terms, think of what happened to your friend from Puyallup, and to you, 

and why.  Now multiply that by three billion people between China and India.  Their leaders 

aren’t willing to put their nations through those growing pains -- let alone what else could 

happen with this new water-based network.  They won’t do what we did.  At least, not until they 

see how we finally sort it all out over here, they won’t.” 

 Ranjit nodded.  Kelly was soaking everything up like a sponge, especially for someone 

brand-new to ExCom-level discussions.  Her next question was right in the channel. 

 “Well if the Department doesn’t want people like me to… I mean, can’t they just come 

out here and bomb it or something?” 

 Burke winked at her.  “Don’t you worry, gorgeous.  I’ve got ‘em scared off.” 

 Ranjit leaned forward on his elbows.  “Yes.  And no.  Legally, Kelly, this Department of 

yours reports to the President of the United States.” 

 I made a face and sipped my liquor.  “Not much, it doesn’t.” 

 Ranjit acknowledged my point with a nod and continued.  “President Vandenbrink 

commands your military as well.  The army, the navy.  Theoretically she could order this facility 

destroyed at any moment.  Today we have only her private and unofficial assurance that she will 

not.” 

 Kelly pondered that.  She looked to me again.  “The president knows?” 
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 I nodded.  “Nobody copied any memos to me and I doubt she’s stopped by for a visit.  

But that must be true.  No offense, Ranjit – were it otherwise, Kel, those destroyers up there 

would have to skedaddle.  It wouldn’t matter if Ranjit parked China’s and India’s whole navies 

up there in the fog.  Twelve-mile limit or no, if the president wanted our Pacific fleet to clear 

these waters, it’d be no contest.  It’s her call, though.  Not the Department’s.” 

 Kelly sat back.  Her eyes widened a bit.  Then she looked at Burke.  “But the 

Department’s arresting people for using it, and she’s not stopping them.  She… so… so that 

means the president doesn’t know what to do, right?  Wow.  Some ‘leader’ we’ve got.” 

 Burke raised his hands in mock innocence.  “Don’t blame me!  Dead men can’t vote.” 

 Ranjit frowned and worked on his lobster.  “In fairness to your president, it must be a 

difficult political question.” 

 I nodded and rubbed my eyes.  “No kidding.  Lemme tell you how difficult some time.” 

 Kelly didn’t ask what I meant.  She was obviously curious.  Burke didn’t want to miss a 

chance to try to impress her, and he’d never been one to let a good conflict end.  He didn’t even 

finish chewing before he picked up right where things stood when he left for Joshua Tree. 

 “See, Kelly, this… all these questions.  This was the whole megillah.  When Ronnie and I 

joined the Department – and we were straight outta A-school and green as grass -- it was like 

parachuting into a war zone.  I’ll spare you the details until we have more time…” 

 She caught on instantly.  “Oh!  The file!  From Rufus!  This was --” 

 Burke nodded so quickly I thought his bite of mashed potatoes might escape.   

“Mmm-hm.  We saw the whole thing.  The big picture.  What the Neuralnet could do 

for… for the species.  We knew stratification had to end.  Everybody should’ve had a chance to 

be wired-up if they wanted.  I mean, think what we’re missing!  What if… what if Michelangelo 
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had been barred by law from painting?  What if Martin Luther King hadn’t had writing skills in 

that jail cell in Birmingham?  And so there’s Ronnie, and there’s me, and we go to work in the 

morning like a couple-a schmucks, and we’re looking at this amazing world-changing thing, and 

whaddo we run into?  A bunch of scared, selfish assholes who wanna keep this amazing world-

changing thing all to themselves?  Hell, yes, we fought those bastards!  I may be dead but I 

remember it well.” 

 He was looking at me for about the last half of his tirade; his words cut straight into some 

fragile scars.  I should’ve kept my mouth shut.  I didn’t. 

 “We fuckin’ lost, Lazarus.  You remember that part?” 

 Burke shot his bourbon and banged his glass down on the table.  “No, you fuckin’ quit!  

We had ’em on the run!  They were scared to death of you.  Your strat scores alone had ‘em 

quaking in their goddamned jackboots from the day we arrived, Ronnie!  We were turning the 

tide, you an’ me.  And then you took up with that shiksa, and you took off…” 

 I blasted back my own JB and chucked the glass at the farthest wall.  I should’ve been 

embarrassed or something when it didn’t quite get there, but I was too mad.  Mostly because he 

was right.  That fact didn’t shut me up. 

 “Hey!  At least I didn’t take off to the great beyond!” 

 Ranjit wanted us to simmer down.  “Gentlemen.  Please…” 

 Burke always simmered down last.  “Goddamned skirt-chasing slacker…” 

 Ranjit was a skilled commander of men, and he drew on what he knew best.   

“Stop!  Both of you.  The two most-populous countries on Earth have let their people go 

hungry and they have mortgaged their very futures to build this!  Within 48 hours both facilities 

could be gone!  You can squabble like washerwomen next week.  Not now.” 
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 I stood up and paced until I gathered myself.  It wasn’t easy.  Then I turned back to 

Ranjit. 

 “What’s our timetable?” 

 He pointedly put the cap back on the bourbon bottle and looked from Burke to me. 

 “Your president has scheduled a speech for Monday night.  Prime time.  9:00 pm Eastern.  

We do not know what she will say.  The Chinese believe she will address this new crisis over the 

Department’s special orders.  That is all their people have said.” 

 No help.  I’d learned all that from the news back on the sailboat.   

I looked at Burke.  “Is that all we got?” 

 He nodded.  “Maybe you better go to D.C., Ronnie.  One of the ambassadors can get you 

in to see the president.” 

  I glared at him.  “Shit!  That cannot be the best plan you guys have!  Seriously?” 

 Nobody spoke for a long moment.  I figured the least I could do for Burke and Ranjit was 

to think out loud and break the awful silence.  I looked to the walls for a clock.  There weren’t 

any.  I’d have realized they were superfluous down there if I hadn’t been two-thirds tired and 

one-third drunk.  I paced as I spoke. 

 “I’m not chipped.  Time now?” 

Burke answered up.  “Coming up on 11:00 p.m. Pacific.” 

I glanced at Ranjit.  “You said ‘both facilities.’  Where’s the other one?  East coast?  Off 

D.C.?” 

He nodded.  “It is smaller.  It has a very good signal.  It connects throughout Washington 

on a humid day.” 
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I looked at the ceiling and thought out loud.  “K.  Los Angeles to D.C.’s 2700 miles.  

Three hours by Maytag.” 

 Kelly wanted to be helpful, and she knew I didn’t want to get back into a vactrain capsule 

if I didn’t have to.  “You could take a boomer and save, what, 90 minutes?” 

 Ranjit shook his head.  “Flying is risky if the Department perceives Ron to be a threat.” 

 I didn’t want to think about that.  I stuck to calculating backwards in time.   

“I’ll need some time with the president, and her people will need to get her speech 

together before that address starts at 9:00; so by 7:30 Eastern on Monday, someone’s hash will 

be resolved.  Meeting starts no later than 7:15 Eastern.  So I leave L.A for D.C. no later than 1:00 

p.m. Pacific on Monday, whatever else happens.” 

 Burke had a thought.  “That’s only if you’ve still got your job and you can commandeer 

the tubes, Ronnie.  And say – what happens if the Department pulls your ticket?  Shuts down 

your goddamned Neuralnet access?” 

 He didn’t have to say “or worse.”  I thought back to Roxanne Dane, who at that moment 

was practically catatonic in some jail cell in L.A.  Burke was right to be concerned.  I didn’t want 

Kelly worried too. 

“Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, Solly.  That fancy submarine of yours.  It’s faster on 

the surface, right?” 

 Burke nodded.  “Makes 40 knots in calm waters.  35 in the waves but it’ll beat you up.  

Fifteen knots max submerged, and you should approach that way from Catalina east.  Let’s say 

you’re on the dock in Newport two and a half hours from the airlock here.  Maybe less.  But, 

Ronnie?  You’re gonna have to arrive in the dark.  Sunrise in L.A. is at 6:03.  3:15, 3:20 a.m. 

max, you should be locking your seatbelt out in the docking bay.” 
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I paced some more.  I calculated.  Finally I pointed at Burke, then back across the room 

not far from where my glass had landed. 

 “Gimme a screen over there in the corner.  Flash everything you have on ExCom’s 

technology-committee decisions, starting the day before I resigned to take over as Chief Public 

Defender.” 

 I walked the few steps to the spot where Burke’s new viewscreen materialized so I could 

concentrate on a high-speed trainload of complicated material.  I wasn’t far enough away to miss 

Kelly’s final question. 

 “Burke… what’s Ron supposed to do about all this?” 

 He took a beat to answer.   

“We dunno yet, honey.  But it’s the same goddamned thing he started doing five years 

ago.  That schlemiel of yours is the only guy in the world smart enough to sort it all out.” 
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Chapter 29. 

 
 I flashed through Burke’s briefing presentation and then two more like it while the others 

chatted and finished eating.  I didn’t come up with a plan of attack.  But I did know there wasn’t 

much time before some historic decisions would have to be made, and I knew there was 

something I would have to do before I left the facility.   

 When the last pages of the third briefing faded and Burke’s viewscreen disappeared, I 

kept staring at the corner where it’d been.   

“Burke.  You said this network doesn’t connect to the Neuralnet.  You didn’t say it 

can’t.” 

 His reply was measured.  “The technologies aren’t compatible.” 

 I didn’t face him to follow up.  I could tell he knew what I was driving at.  “You’re also 

not saying that an interface is impossible.” 

 Without the Neuralnet I couldn’t hear it, but I imagined Burke would’ve been drumming 

his fingers on the table.  He took a full three seconds to respond.   

“It’ll work.  Sort of.  Today?  There are problems.  I don’t know when, or even for sure if 

we’ll be able…” 

That was all I needed to hear.  I faced the table.  “Let’s go someplace and do a thing, 

Solly.  You and me.” 

 Burke blinked, I turned to leave the mess hall, and then he and the others caught up with 

me in the adjoining corridor.  Soon two electric golf carts rolled up silently and parked nearby. 
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 Ranjit might’ve had an idea about where Burke and I were going, but he didn’t let on to 

Kelly as he courteously directed her to a seat in the second cart. 

 “Miss Bramwell.  Please allow me to show you to the private quarters we have prepared.” 

 Burke clambered into the driver’s seat of the first cart.  Neither of us was very happy with 

the other at that moment.  He didn’t let it stop him from cracking wise. 

 “No way I let you drive, Ronnie.  I still got PTSD from that night in Malibu.” 

 I sat down next to Burke and spoke only to him.  “How long’s this gonna take?” 

 He shrugged.  “I dunno.  If it goes two hours we’ve got bigger problems.” 

 I turned back to Kelly in the second cart.  “Kel, I’ll come find you in a couple hours.  Get 

some sleep if you can.”  I barely had time to send her what I hoped looked like a confident wink 

before Burke hit the accelerator and started us off.  Whatever I might’ve been feeling, it certainly 

wasn’t confidence.  I tried hard not to pay attention to what it was. 

 The second cart turned off not far from the mess hall.  Burke and I continued through a 

set of automatic doors leading to the wide-open main part of the vast facility.  The air grew even 

more humid as we drove past row after row of towering racks filled with the very latest and 

fastest industrial computer servers.  Each one could’ve maintained a fair-sized city and all the 

people and devices in it.  I counted 120 servers per three-story rack.  I couldn’t see to the other 

end of any individual row; the rows themselves stretched ahead of us for miles. 

 “Not bad for a prototype,” I mumbled. 

 Burke nodded.  “This isn’t the first one.  I put a little demo version in one of the lakes at 

the Zhongnanhai complex in Beijing.  Chipped up a few dozen party leaders.  Two days later 

they couldn’t get the first check cut fast enough.  Well, I say ‘check.’  The money’s way too big 

for any single actual bank to process.  I dunno know how they really do it.  I just know the cargo 
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ships keep coming.  The bills are definitely squeezing the world’s two most populous sovereign 

states.  My last trip to China?  The goddamned airports were empty.  Kaput.  Jets were all parked 

– conventional, boomers, everything.  China never bets this big.  India?  Shit.  They’re paying a 

lot less of the overall nut but they’re all-in too.  This thing goes south, India for sure ain’t comin’ 

back from it.” 

 We passed a very few Chinese and Indian technicians in carts and afoot along the way.  

They all waived or smiled at Burke and tried to camouflage curious glances at me.  After a few 

hundred yards we made a right turn at a junction of larger aisles, and the racks of servers soon 

gave way to similar racks of glass trays filled with some kind of brownish liquid. 

 Burke saved me the question.  “Chip farms,” he said proudly.  “The organic housings 

anyway.  You take one sip of that nutrient fluid in those trays and your useful parts’ll grow like 

Jack’s beanstalk.  And no, I do not keep a spritzer under my pillow.  But maybe you should?  

Girl like that Kelly, you keep her happy, putz.  We’ll negotiate later maybe.  Anyway it’s 50 

chips a tray; we keep probably 40 a batch and recycle the rest.  Goddamned things mutate 

sometimes.  Tell you what, the dolphins who received some of the later test models hung around 

the cargo airlock for weeks.  Two of our guys swear the dolphins have pinged directly to them.  

In Hindi.  Oy, vey, what we’ve created out there in the ocean, I don’t wanna know.  So anyway.  

Here’s this.  We do the nanorobotics and the other microscopic shit about a mile back that way.  

I’ll show you some other time.” 

 We pulled up and stopped not far from one of the facility’s outermost Plexiglas walls.  A 

series of open-cubicle offices and laboratory work areas stretched away in the distance.  Burke 

got out of the cart and nodded for me to do the same. 
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 “These meshugenah engineers.  Everybody’s gotta have an office with a window.  Six 

square miles.  They could work anywhere.  But no.  It’s “I want a window, I want to see the fish, 

and kvetch, kvetch, kvetch.”   

He blinked, and the lights in two of the nearer cubicles brightened.  A Chinese engineer 

emerged from one, nodded to Burke and walked to a nearby lab space.  Burke nudged my elbow 

and followed him.  I wasn’t sure that any of this was a great idea; my feet didn’t move right 

away. 

 My friend stopped and looked back expectantly.  “Come on, Ronnie.  Let’s get you set 

up.  That’s Zhang Wei ahead of us there.  He’s our top implant guy.  His wife Li Na will be 

along shortly.  She’s no slouch either.  How’s your Mandarin these days?” 

 I started walking.  “Not so good without my chip.” 

 We reached the well-equipped open lab space in silence.  Zhang Wei came to greet us 

and shook my hand.  Burke spoke first. 

 “Wei, let’s use speech.  English, please.  Ronnie’s gotta be worried enough already.” 

 Wei smiled and bowed slightly when he addressed me.  “I apologize, Mr. Bialik.  I 

should have realized when I didn’t sense your chip in the system.  Burke?  What are we doing 

this evening?” 

 Burke walked over to a reclining chair in the center of the space and gave it a pat. 

 “Butt right here, Ronnie.  Wei, I’ve got a one-off for you.  Na’s bringing a 560, right?” 

 Wei blinked and nodded.  “She went to racks for a fresh one.  550.  I don’t like how 

nanites track through 560.” 

 Burke scowled.  “Whaaaa?  The new ones?  I thought we solved that.” 

 Wei nodded again.  “We did in 550.  560 outfit?  Not yet.  New ones still beta testing.” 
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 Burke shook his head.  “Wei.  Please have Na bring a 560 and a matching shot of the hot-

rod nanites.  Make it three chips.  I’ll pick the one I want.” 

 Wei blinked, and looked at me, and hesitated.  “I’m sorry, Burke.  We have enough new 

nanites for two 560s.  Not three.” 

 He shrugged and nodded and held up two fingers toward Wei.  Then he looked at me and 

patted the chair again.  “Let’s go Ronnie.  I have to show Wei what’s going on in this melon of 

yours.” 

 I took a seat and tilted back, and I turned my head to the right.  Burke and Wei gathered 

behind my left ear.  Wei sounded concerned. 

 “Burke… Department-issue hardware.  How you think it’s gonna work?” 

 I heard a clunk and a slosh somewhere behind us.  It sounded like someone dropped a 

fishbowl on a countertop.  Wei lit off with what sounded like a few choice words in Mandarin.  

He got a shrill female-sounding earful in return. 

 Burke patted me on the shoulder.  “No worries, Ronnie.  Na’s here with the chip, is all.  

Nothing broke.” 

 Seconds later small, slightly damp fingers were moving my ear for a better view of my 

chip and socket.  “Ooooh, Burke.  Yah.  560.  Only with new bugs.  Only chance.” 

 Wei still didn’t sound convinced.  “Burke.  Listen.  He’s still got nanotube wires.  When 

nanites reach his medulla oblongata they gonna interact –“ 

 Na interrupted him.  “Amygdala and hippocampus first.  Could be big problem if --” 

 Burke cut them both off.  “I’ll tell him.  I’ll tell him.  Go get prepped.”  Their steps 

receded, and he circled to the front of the chair to face me. 

 “Hoh-kayyy, cowboy.  Here’s the deal.  This hasn’t been done in a human yet.” 
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 That surprised me.  “What?  You’ve got an organic chip.  Yours works.” 

 Burke nodded.  “And it’s fine.  But we took my wiring out first.  Same thing with Rufus, 

and his works too.” 

 I sat up.  “Yeah, we gotta talk about that Rufus deal.  ‘Crippled’ my ass.  How long has 

he had his directional sense back?” 

 Burke gave me a gentle push back down into the chair.  “Ask him when you see him.  

Hell, ask him when we’re done here in an hour or so.  If it works, you’ll be connected.  You can 

talk to those goddamned chipped-up Hindi-speaking dolphins out there if you want.  Mazel tov.  

Knock yourself out.” 

 I had nothing for that but a suspicious look.  He continued. 

 “Here’s the thing.  The nanites.  Inside you, these bacteria-sized robots with --” 

 I could tell he had something he didn’t want to say.  It was the only thing I didn’t want to 

hear, but it wasn’t getting better with age.   

“I know what nanites are.  Get to it Solly.” 

 “We -- we don’t know for sure how they’re gonna interact with your Departmental 

wiring.  Especially not once your regular chip connects to the Neuralnet and your brain lights up 

like Christmas in suburbia.” 

 “Worst case?” 

 He scowled again and shrugged.  “I dunno.  Listen.  I’ve got a fix in the works.  These 

prototype nanites were developed off that project.  We’ve been on it night and day since your 

Maytag wreck and the Department’s freak-out.  I’ll level with you.  It ain’t ready yet.  Might be a 

week to the fix, prob’ly less…” 

 “Burke!  Worst case?” 
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 He closed his eyes and spoke softly.  “The nanites will definitely react with your 

headgear and your mid-brain structures immediately.  There’ll be side effects.  Those could fade, 

could increase.  Worst case?  The nanites reach your brain stem.  They spark off against your 

wiring.  You lose digestion, breathing, heartbeat.  Or, your goddamned autonomic functions all 

ramp way, way up.  Either way, you die.  You feel it coming the whole time, you know what’s 

happening, and you can’t stop it.” 

 I gazed up at the Plexiglas ceiling three stories off and racked my brain for options.  None 

came to me.  I looked at Burke again and asked one more question. 

 “How long?” 

  He opened his eyes and shrugged.  “Best guess?  With your synaptic speeds?  Three, four 

days...  You won’t wake up on day five unless we’ve found a fix and we can get it into you.” 

 Wei and Na returned to the chair.  He carried a tray with two organic chips; she had two 

hypodermic needles and a swab.  They looked to Burke.  He took his time selecting one of the 

chips and then turned to me.   

“That sailboat’s still up there, Ronnie.” 

 I didn’t dare reconsider.  I just turned my head to the left and extended an arm to Na. 

 She found a vein quickly and administered the gentlest injection she could.   

“Mr. Bialik, when you wake up you gonna be dizzy.  And you gonna be very, very 

horny.” 
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Chapter 30. 

 
 Burke’s voice echoed up to me from the bottom of a dark, rocky pit.  Or a chasm.  More 

like a chasm.  An impossibly deep one.  The kind you toss a rock into and then you never hear it 

hit bottom.  I stared down into infinity and saw only blackness.  Then the chasm turned sideways 

somehow, and it was a tunnel, and I was in the middle of it.  On the roof.  Either the gravity 

inverted or the tunnel turned over somehow and I fell.  But I didn’t crash-land; I floated down 

some, and then I floated to the farthest end away from Burke’s voice.  And then the tunnel 

shrank, and shrank, and changed, and suddenly it was a gigantic funnel jammed all the way into 

my right ear.  Burke’s distorted voice boomed at me and vibrated the funnel until my ear canal 

hurt like all get-out.  Then my ear absorbed the funnel, or it melted, or something, and I came to 

remember the difference between my head and the world.  Burke’s voice soon sounded more like 

a speaking tone and cleared up enough that I understood individual words. 

 “Ron!  Ronnie!  You back with us?  Listen.  I gotta tell you something.  Before you were 

married?  I used to bang Janie.  Every goddamned day.  All day long and twice on Sundays.  I 

couldn’t believe you never caught us.” 

 I woke with a start and willed one of my eyes to focus on Burke’s face.  “You what?” 

 He laughed and slapped me on the shoulder.  “Ah haaa!  There you are.  No worries 

buddy.  Just yankin’ your chain.  Listen.  Don’t try to get…” 
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 I sat up and swung my legs down from the chair.  Then I tried to stand.  I went down as  

though my legs had been stolen.  The floor spun away from my grasp, and I could’ve sworn the 

chair was trying to run me over. 

 “Ronnie!  Whoa, whoa.  Easy, cowboy.  Between the drugs and the nanites your brain’s 

basically Mulligan stew right now.  The chip needs another moment to customize itself to your 

individual chemistry.  No sudden moves.” 

 My right ear canal throbbed like a klaxon was going off inside, but I couldn’t actually 

hear the sound.  That pain quickly subsided.  My head spun one last wild cartwheel, and then it 

settled itself as well.  My eyes began working in tandem again.  I sat up on the floor and leaned 

back against the chair. 

 “Wow.  Solly.  You get the number of that truck?” 

 He laughed and came to take a seat on the floor next to me.  “It was a bus.  Driver said he 

owed you payback from Long Beach back in the day.  You remember that dancer?” 

 After a beat I nodded.  “Danielle.  Damn, she smelled great.  I still can’t believe she got 

out of the car with you.” 

 Burke shrugged.  “What?  She was three miles on my lap in your Corvette.  Must’ve been 

impressed.  You still got that antique?” 

 I shook my head.  “Nah.  Janie wanted kids.  Traded it for a four-seater.” 

 Burke chuckled slyly.  “What’d you get?” 

 I thought for a moment.  “Oh.  Yeah.  2013 Ferrari FF.” 

 He laughed triumphantly.  “That’s-a my boychik!  Is it fast?” 

 “Screamer.  Twelve cylinders.  Garage fucked up the muffler on Friday.” 

 “Color?” 
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 “Blue.” 

 “Where is it now?” 

 “Newport Beach.  At the marina where we got on the boat.” 

 Na walked over with some kind of scientific instrument in her hands, and she crouched 

down before me.  Burke tried to waive her off. 

 “He’s o.k., Na.” 

 Na clicked on the instrument anyway and pointed it at each of my pupils.  I suddenly 

found her extremely attractive, in a married-middle-aged-unkempt-Chinese-scientist kind of 

way.  I had to say something to her. 

 “Na!  Oh, myyyy, Naaa.  Has Burke here ever told you what beautiful hands you have?” 

 She nodded and smiled and took the instrument away.  “Nanites working.  He gonna be 

fine.” 

 Burke nudged my elbow.  “Try to blink.  Search for me and ping me something.” 

 I shifted my consciousness back up into my wiring in my brain.  Out of habit I looked for 

my inbox behind my eyes.  There was nothing there except a ‘no signal’ advisory from my 

Department chip.  Then I tried to feel downward, and to the right.  Somewhere near my right ear 

I knew there was a place, or a sensation.  I couldn’t tell which.  I thought about Burke and I 

spoke into it mentally, and the words drifted or washed more than they marched to the portal. 

 “Janie only married me because of what I can do.  I was too stupid to listen when 

you tried to warn me.  Then I was too ashamed to admit it when I saw it, and I was so 

stubborn I tried to make it work anyway.  And fuck you for dying, Solly.” 

 

Burke laughed out loud and pinged back to me.  His words seeped into my consciousness 

somewhere on my right side near the hinge of my jaw. 
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 “I’ve been amazed at what you can do ever since A-school.  And, so, I pushed a 

young guy too hard to do too much on his own.  And I’m sorry.  Shitty deal, but now I’ve 

gotta do it again.  Only you can sort all this stuff out, Ronnie.  I know you can.  Ready?” 

 

I nodded and stood up with some difficulty.  Burke blinked, and the cart wheeled into the 

lab area to meet us.  He offered to help me in, but my faculties were rushing back in what felt 

like an avalanche.  I found I could manage for myself. 

Burke nodded at Na and Wei, climbed into the cart and grabbed the seat for support.  

“You’re driving, Ronnie.  Use the system.  No hands.” 

 I had to blink more ‘through’ to the cart than ‘at’ it.  When I felt I had command I started 

us off and hooked the cart backwards into the lab’s workbench.  Wei jumped out of the way just 

in time and yelled at us. 

 “Burke!  Not gonna work!  Let me try the 550!” 

 I joggled my head and oriented myself and wheeled the cart back the way we’d arrived.  

Practical thoughts pushed and shoved for more of my attention as I required less concentration to 

drive. 

 “What time is it, Solly?” 

 “You’ve got the system.  Find out for yourself.” 

 I did.  1:40 a.m.  I almost asked where Kelly was, but then I checked the facility’s records 

and I knew.  Burke’s system wasn’t nearly as fast as the Neuralnet.  I felt as though I had to 

search for a connection and tug and tease to get data.  I could feel myself getting faster at that.  

Soon I could also feel the system’s absolute upper performance limits. 

 “It’s slow, Burke.” 

 He finally unclenched his hands from the seat and patted me on the knee. 
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 “You’re a freak, Ronnie.  Whaddayou want from me?  999 out of a thousand people 

could never max it out now.  And it’s a prototype.  And, also, kvetcher, think was has to happen.  

This thing has to identify and track all those molecules.  Not just the water – the dirt inside.  

Then it’s gotta know how to pick out a sub-sub-atomic particle, knock it loose, vibrate it, and 

bank that eight-ball into the exact next pocket so the chain continues.  Times a kajillion-kajillion, 

from the water through the air, just so you can order a pizza.  Slow?  Oy, gevalt.  Never satisfied, 

some people.” 

 The moist air soaked into our clothes as we drove.  I didn’t mind at all.  I could feel 

myself interfacing better with the system as more water remained on my skin.  I calculated that at 

the cart’s top speed, we’d reach Kelly’s quarters in less than a minute.  I couldn’t make it go fast 

enough. 

 “Hey, Burke?  This big thing of yours needs a name.” 

 He shrugged.  “We ran a contest already.  All the entries stunk.  Oy.  Scientists… I mean, 

37 of ‘em picked ‘Aquanet’ for chrissakes.  These propeller-heads, I swear…  They can tell you 

how to break into a sodium chloride molecule and snatch the bosons out, but half of ‘em don’t 

remember to comb their hair on a given day.  They didn’t know ‘Aquanet’ was already a 

hairspray.”   

 I piloted the cart past a long line of dorm-style doors and stopped in front of number 46. 

 “Come get me in 100 minutes Solly.  If it’s 99 I’m-a sock you one.” 

 Burke smiled as I left the cart and went to the door.  “Hey.  Ronnie.  Wiseguy.  I know 

you already got it.  What’s the name gonna be, General, sir?” 

 I turned back as I opened the door.  “You up on your Roman history?” 

 Sol blinked.  “I am now.” 
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 “Full disclosure: I stole this from Rufus.  Appius.  Your fancy-schmancy prototype water-

net’s name is now Appius.  Now, scram.  I’ll see you in 100 minutes.” 
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Chapter 31. 
 

 At 3:30 a.m. I was in the facility’s docking bay buckling my seat belt as the submarine’s 

canopy sealed itself above my head.  I blinked into Appius and learned to pilot the craft in case I 

had to.  Then I scanned the control panel to make sure everything necessary was working.  It 

was.   

Burke pinged to me through my new right-side organic chip.  “We’re ready to flood the 

bay.  You good to go, Ronnie?” 

 “Yes sir.  Hey, Burke?  Gimme ‘til 100 feet and then shoot me the comprehensive 

technical specs for Appius.” 

 He took a moment to respond.  “That’s a big data dump sir.  You might wanna let those 

nanites settle in some more first.” 

 I dialed up the humidity in the cabin until it felt like New Orleans in August.  “No.  Let 

‘er rip right at 100 feet.  I want to see what happens with my D chip going full-blast on reconnect 

and Appius pipelining me at capacity too.  If my kernel’s gonna pop?  Better it happens out 

here.” 

 “Will do.” 

 The docking bay flooded quickly and the doors above my head opened with a rush of 

bubbles.  The computer smartly piloted the sub straight up and out of the dock, and then banked 

it eastward at a gentle angle toward the surface.  I watched the depth gauge as the digits dropped.  

160… 140… 120.  At smack-on 100 feet the Appius data from Burke started flowing.  Time 

slowed down for me as I fully attended to processing the feed.  My brain started to whine about 
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having something like a cramp, but I had the massive input reasonably well-managed until my D 

chip connected with the satellite signals at 98 feet. 

 Stars fell.  Volcanoes erupted.  Hurricanes howled and tsunamis crashed inside my skull.  

I felt as though I was being overwhelmed and swept away to nowhere and buffeted from all sides 

at once.  I mentally ran for my blank as fast as I could, trying desperately to envision nothing but 

a solid green wall.  Through a keening, thundering maelstrom I barely envisioned a tiny sliver of 

green.  I clung to the image for all I was worth.  It grew larger, soon large enough to hold, and 

finally large enough for me to crawl inside and hide.   

My consciousness remained there in my blank for a long time; in the temporal world, 

almost a full second.  Another half-second later I experimented, and I discovered some tricks for 

managing both streams of data input at once.  My motor functions returned.  My speech centers 

were mine to use again.  I reached forward and clicked open the sub’s video comm link to the 

Appius facility.  Just to pull a wheelie, I pinged through Appius and spoke to Burke 

simultaneously in real time. 

“Appius base, Sub One.  Damned 560 setup works, Solly.  You’re not fired yet.” 

Burke smiled and pumped a fist in the air.  “Congratulations, Ronnie!  You are the first 

person ever simultaneously connected to the Neuralnet and to Appius.  200 scientists are gonna 

analyze your every fart from here on out.  Gimme a little signpost, Chuck Yeager.” 

I flashed around inside my brain and took some inventory.  I felt like I could give each 

individual crystal of salt in the Pacific its own nickname and remember it.  Picking just one thing 

to say to Burke about my new capabilities wasn’t easy. 

“The Appius master clock lags, Solly.  Sixteen milliseconds’ worth of slop in it.  What?  

This thing can’t tell time?” 
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Burke nodded and smiled again.  “Yeah.  It’s tidal.  With the ocean.  The goddamned 

moon wobbles.  So sue me already.  You go steady the moon, smart guy, and I’ll get the Appius 

master clock tightened up to the General’s standards.” 

The sub completed its ascent to the surface.  The canopy broke through the waves into a 

calm, starry moonlit night.  I heard servomotors in the engine compartment behind me rigging 

for surface travel, and I checked my position.  I was a mile and a half from the sailboat, just east 

of the leading edge of the fog bank. 

Burke’s nose loomed on the viewscreen ahead of me again.  “I gotta go get to work on 

that nanite problem, Ronnie.  Sub control’s yours if you want it.  Say, though, there’s a volunteer 

yenta pilot here next to me who might not smash you into San Nic at 40 knots.  She’s too pretty 

to turn down.  You should do whatever she says.” 

Burke adjusted the camera on his end.  Kelly’s smiling face came into view.  “I think you 

should try to get some sleep, Ron.  Besides.  Isn’t it my turn to drive that cute little thing?” 

Appius would’ve been perfectly capable of landing me next to any given pebble on 

Newport Beach.  I could’ve blinked and done it blindfolded.  But I liked the idea of letting Kelly 

pilot the craft while I slept, and I desperately wanted a break. 

“Cap’n Kelly, you have the bridge.  Submerge a mile west of Catalina and wake me at 

the breakwater, right?  And do mind the whales, honey.” 

She nodded and smiled again and blew me a kiss.  “Sleep tight.”  The video feed closed.  

I felt powerful twin impellers spinning up and digging into the water somewhere under the stern, 

and the acceleration began to push me deeper into my seat.  When the craft topped out at 41.3 

knots I tilted the front seat back and looked up through the canopy at the stars. 
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I must’ve dropped straight off to a dead sleep.  The next thing I knew, an alarm in the 

dark cabin sounded and I felt a gentle scrape on the port tri-hull beneath me.  I blinked through 

Appius to Kelly. 

“Cap’n?” 

She responded quickly.  “Sorry about that Ron.  Just nicked the bottom.  I wasn’t 

thinking about the currents there in the harbor.  Anyway, you’re inside the breakwater.  I’m 

going to keep you submerged as long as possible.  How far do you feel like walking?” 

I tilted my seat up and took stock of the various instruments and gauges.  “I’m lazy.  

Let’s see if you can put it back in the slip.” 

 “Aye, Swabby.  Watch this.  I’m gonna shiver yer timbers.  Arrr…” 

 Kelly kept the sub under water until it bumped gently into the pilings beneath the same 

dock we’d left in the marina.  I undid my belt as the canopy broke the surface.  Out of curiosity I 

blinked through my D chip for the exact depth of the water in the slip while I waited for the 

hatch to open.  Then I reached out to Kelly again through Appius. 

 “Seven inches to spare on the bottom, Cap’n.  Nicely done.  But you’re not leaving this 

spaceship here, right?  I mean, who wouldn’t try and steal it?” 

 She blinked back to me as I climbed out and disembarked.   

“The computer’s going to bring it back out here.  I’m going to sleep.  I want you to go 

straight to your place and do the same, Mister.  Your last message had some drag in it.  You’re 

worn out.” 

 I checked my synaptic speeds against the Appius clock.  She was right.   
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“Will do, Kel.”  I rang off and made my way up the docks to the parking lot.  The first 

rays of the sun hadn’t yet broken the horizon, but the coming dawn was just beginning to soften 

the night to shades of gray when I reached my Ferrari. 

 I dug into my pockets, found nothing, and swore at myself with an embarrassed 

vengeance.  “Stupid son of a bitch!”  I’d left my car keys back on the yacht.  It took me a 

defeated moment of pondering what a broken window and new ignition wiring might cost before 

I remembered I had a magnetic key safe stashed under one of the wheel wells.  I retrieved it, 

patted myself on the back and found my way out to the Pacific Coast Highway with nobody else 

the wiser about how dumb I really was sometimes. 

 With no traffic at that hour I didn’t have much to think about as I drove.  I was glad for it.  

Keeping the car between the lines was plenty for my worn-out mind to manage, so a flash of 

lightning in the distant sky ahead didn’t attract much of my attention.  A second flash did.  

Something wasn’t right about it.  The color was stuck in my memory.  Was it red?  A third flash, 

and I blinked for a weather report.  No local cloud cover at all; no rain due in for days.   

After two more flashes in quick succession a knot gathered deep in my stomach.  I reset 

my D chip to awake/alert mode and found a priority Departmental warning.  The satellite-

mounted defense system protecting the headquarters building downtown was active.  Its lasers 

were knocking down multiple inbound airborne targets.  I checked the logs; 31 successful single-

shot interceptions over the course of an hour.  Whatever the targets were, they weren’t very fast 

and they weren’t very durable. 

A sky show like that in downtown Los Angeles was too big for the Department to hide.  I 

blinked for news coverage.  As I waited the microseconds for the feed to connect, I realized what 

the targets must’ve been: more skydivers in wingsuits.   
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Six different news anchors talked on feeds inside my skull while my tired mind sputtered 

and tried to gather itself.  The mass suicide was being reported as a terrorist attack.  However 

characterized, I wanted it stopped.  I turned off the feeds and scanned the downtown area with 

my D chip, finding dozens of signals.  My brief flicker of optimism was snuffed when I 

reminded myself to parse out Departmental employees and search for chips moving at altitude.  

There weren’t any.   

Then my urgent scrabbling for some way to help struck another spark of hope: I finally 

remembered my Appius chip.  I blinked in and scanned the downtown skies again.  The signals 

were sketchy that far inland, but I discerned two chips moving at altitude.  Both men.  

Considering their vectors and speed and distance from HQ, I knew I’d only have a chance to stop 

the second one.   

I sifted through all the technical specs Burke sent me about Appius.  Compared to 

searching Neuralnet files, the effort felt like spooning through molasses to me.  Entire 

deciseconds burned away as I scrambled.  There were no override keys, no second-party hacks at 

all.  I found no way to take direct command of the chipped skydivers’ motor functions. 

I was running out of time.  I saw a red flash in the sky and I knew the first skydiver of the 

pair was dead.  All I could do was blink a hail-Mary of a message directly to the second one.   

“TURN OUT.  THE REVOLUTION’S COMING NOW.  WE’RE FIGHTING.  STAY 

ALIVE.” 

 

There was no response, but his altitude and vector changed immediately, down and away 

from HQ.  I checked back through my D chip to the satellite for the exact boundaries of the 

defense perimeter.  I did the math.  Given his momentum, I knew he’d need a solid gust of wind 

or a rogue thermal cross-draft to avoid triggering the guns. 
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He didn’t get one.  I watched a laser blast pierce down from near-Earth orbit.  The 

skydiver’s Appius signal went dark.  My heart sank. 

I spent the rest of the short drive back to my apartment in Huntington Beach alternately 

pounding the steering wheel and composing draft after draft of a blistering message to Rufus.  As 

I parked in my driveway and shut the car down, I finally settled on the comparatively mild ping I 

sent him. 

“I’m ordering ‘the legion’ closed to new members now.  If there’s so much as one 

more applicant before I come meet you for lunch at 1:00, I’m stopping the whole show.” 
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Chapter 32. 

 
I set my alarm clock for noon, removed both chips and crashed out.  That setting proved 

to be overly optimistic.  At 10:00 a.m. I was awakened by a polite but insistent knock at my front 

door.  I didn’t want to answer it, so I reached for my chips and booted both up.  My home-

security system fed me an image of the doorstep; I saw Susan, her friend Ray the car guy, and 

Rufus Cobbs himself.  Susan’s hands were full of what looked like take-out breakfast and coffee. 

I wasn’t happy.  I’d told Rufus 1:00.  Then I remembered the bashed-up Departmental 

subcompact hiding in my garage, and I knew it was at least partly my own fault for telling Susan 

to have the car guy come over Sunday morning.  With my eyes barely half-open I went and let 

everybody in. 

 Ray spoke first.  “Yeah, Ron, I did a remote diagnostic on yer car this morning.  Got all-a 

parts out-n m’truck.  You wouldn’t happ’n to have a beer, wouldja?” 

 Susan half-snorted like he’d asked the silliest question ever.  I pointed to the kitchen. 

 “In the fridge, Ray.  Mi casa su casa.  Say, keep the garage door closed, though, will 

you?” 

 Ray nodded and went off to stock up on brews and get going on the car.  I turned to 

Susan and Rufus. 

 “You two… we gotta talk.  But I’m mostly asleep.  Can’t this wait a couple hours?” 

 Rufus should his head.  “We need a plannnn, Ron.  Your ‘do nothing’ preference isnnn’t 

going to cut it.” 
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Susan shooed us to the living room and began parceling out breakfast on the coffee table.  

She handed me a cup of coffee as she spoke. 

“Yesterday was bad, boss.  Analisa did a really good job on two of the Sunday talk shows 

this morning though.” 

I looked at Rufus.  “How much does Susan know about what’s in the ocean?” 

He smiled.  “You arrre half-asleep, aren’t you?  Check your new chip.” 

I did.  Susan was connected to Appius.  Ray and Rufus were too.  I started in on the 

coffee and resigned myself to waking up for good. 

“First thing, Rufus.  Both of you.  And whoever else.  No more of these crazy mass-

suicide stunts.  The Department’s already using the headline-grabbers to make people afraid of 

getting themselves connected without years of A-school and its stamp of approval.  We don’t 

need enemies.  We need warm bodies, all chipped-up and ready to help do whatever.  Got it?” 

Rufus shifted uncomfortably next to me on the sofa.  “It’s beennnn an effective tool so 

far.  People are –“ 

I cut him off cold.  “This ain’t a democracy, Rufus.  I didn’t call for a vote.  Besides, you 

were the guy who got me all hopped-up about all this in the first place.” 

He persisted.  “Ron.  Every war has casualties.  I know you have a lot of emmpathy for 

these people –“ 

I had to cut him off again.  Whether it was this issue or the next one, I needed the old guy 

to know I wasn’t going to brook any carping from back-seat drivers. 

“What, I should put you on a boat and send you out to Burke to fix your hearing?  No 

more.  None we can prevent.  And we’d better get one thing straight right now, my friend.  Your 

way of doing things got us here.  We’ve got a hopeless population, a country that’s all-but-had a 
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civil war, a monstrous suicide rate, and a rogue Department covering up the deaths it can and 

making political hay off the ones it can’t.  We’re changing tactics.  I say so.  And that’s it.” 

It wasn’t fair to blame Rufus for the Department’s rise, or the federal realignment, or, 

really, any of it.  I regretted those words as soon as they came out.  He took his own cheap shot 

and evened the score. 

“Yeahhh, wellll, at least Iiiiii didn’t quit when it could’ve been stopped!” 

Susan knew she had to step in.   

“Gentlemen?  Please.  We have to have a plan.  Rufus?  Ron’s here because we need him.  

And not just for projects or little things.  We need a leader.  So.  Ron.  What’s the plan?” 

I didn’t have one.  I stated some obvious things to stall for time while I thought. 

“O.k., let’s think big-picture.  The Department’s new orders are meant to be a watershed.  

They want the big decisions made.  Resolved their way.  Must be, they know about Appius, and 

they fear what’ll happen if it catches on and ramps up.” 

Rufus nodded.  “It has to be whyyy they’re making such fast, radical moves.  They 

probably believe their position willll only get worse.” 

Susan finished a bite of Danish and agreed.  “The administrative staffers worked all day 

yesterday.  Lots of overtime, end of this past week.  ExCom stayed in session for three hours 

Thursday afternoon.  They never do that.” 

I took a sip of my coffee.  “The cops picked up Jerome Hollings Wednesday morning.  

The press went crazy with the story all day and into Thursday.  Janie gave me a hard-sell about 

how dangerous he is Thursday morning.  Thursday night, she fed me some stuff on his 

stepmother Roxanne Dane.  Friday morning, she called me, offering Hollings the Department’s 
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deal of the century.  Their plan was to pin it all on Roxanne, maybe on his father too.  But, see, I 

don’t think Hollings actually did what he believes he did.” 

Rufus shook his head.  “He didn’t.  One of these latest twooo girls Hollings supposedly 

talked into joining the legion?  She found her way to our people a feeewww weeks ago.  The 

other was a friend of herrrs.” 

I had to make an effort to bite back my outrage.  I was only partly successful. 

“You set up my client?” 

Rufus shrugged.  “He wasn’t your client then.  He waaasss, however, a high-profile 

violent sociopathic egomaniac with unauthorized Neuralnet gear.  He truly did want to talk 

attractive young womennnn into killing themselves.  So?  He was useful.  All we really did was 

let him think he haaaadd that ability, wire up the girls and set up two ‘net meetings.” 

I stood up and paced the room.  “Jesus, Rufus.  That’s backwards.  The Department’s 

been using these media-circus thought-crime cases to scare people off from using the ‘net for 

years.  It’s what ExCom wanted!  How ‘bout his other charges in ’41, and earlier this year?  You 

set those up too?” 

He frowned and nodded.  “The thinking wasn’t backwarrrds.  The Department’s making 

political lemonade frommm lemons.  True.  But some of us wanted a serious national 

conversaaation about thought-crime, and, so, about stratification and Neuralnet aaaaccess.  We 

couldn’t imagine the federal government would keeeep increasing the Department’s authority.” 

I wasn’t having any of that.  “Yeah, it was backwards.  It was backwards, it was stupid, 

and obviously it didn’t work like you – wait.  Hold it.  Rufus.  Did you say ‘two’ girls?  He’s 

being charged now with the deaths of three.  I’ve got three names on the documents and three 

death certificates in Hollings’ file.” 
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Rufus scowled.  “Hmm.  Perhaps we werrrren’t the only ones who wanted the issue to 

come to a head?” 

I sat down again, and rubbed my eyes, and thought.  The last thing I needed from Rufus 

and Susan was more potential political angles to suss out.  The stuff Burke told me about 

Departmental headgear never fully disconnecting sprinted through my mind like it was running 

from a heist.  I couldn’t catch it.  I was at a loss.  I grabbed at what seemed like a loose end in the 

Hollings case, hoping I’d find some miraculous key for unlocking the whole sordid mess. 

“O.k., let’s go back to Janie’s put-up job.  Hollings’ stepmother.  Roxanne Dane.  She’s a 

high-functioning vegetable now.  You know how that happened?” 

Rufus finished a strip of bacon and nodded.  “She’s been with the movement since the 

litigation over his reclassification.  But sinnnce I left the Department’s employ and you… well, 

wherever you’ve been, it hasn’t been with us… our people in the Department couldn’t fully 

protect her anymorrre.  Jane Schneider and ExCom really, seriously want to get something out of 

Roxanne.  She knows… well, she knewww, a lot.  We found out about the arrest warrrrant.  All 

we had time to do was warn her.  Roxanne popped her own circuits beforrre the Department 

could bring herrrr to L.A. and interrogate her, Ron.” 

We finished eating in silence.  We weren’t any closer to a decent plan, and I didn’t know 

how to process what Rufus was telling me.  It seemed as though there wasn’t a ‘good’ side or a 

‘bad’ side at all anymore.  Or that there never really had been.  None of it made sense to me. 

Ray came back upstairs from the garage and passed through the living room on his way 

to the kitchen. 

 “Car’s done.  The new fender might not change color ‘xactly perfect.  Black looks o.k.  

The red tone sucks.  Still ain’t got no speed gov’ner.  Did hop up the motor a little bit.  Bigger 
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transformer.  Anyhow I got the broken stuff in m’ truck – I can shit-can it at th’ Department 

garage tomorrow.  Say, Ron?  You mind if I take a couple crowd-pleasers f’ th’ road?” 

 “Should be a dozen in there.  Take ‘em all, Ray.  And thanks, buddy.” 

 Ray stopped on his way to the front door with an armload of beers.  “Guys I just wanna 

say… my, uh… my sister, she… she ain’t with us no more.  This morning, I heard it was.  

Downtown, y’know.  Anyhow, it‘s a lot of us who’s with you.  Lotta people.  Whatever we can 

do, you call.  I’m-a get goin’.” 

 I watched Ray leave.  I turned back to the others to see Rufus regarding me with a 

weighty stare.  When I spoke, I pointed as much at my own second thoughts as I pointed at him. 

 “Rufus?  Don’t even look at me like that.  Not another fuckin’ word, old man.” 
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Chapter 33. 

 
 I needed sleep, I needed a shower, and I needed to think.  I arranged dinner with Susan 

and Rufus for 6:00 in the back room at Downrigger’s, and I hustled them out of my apartment as 

quickly as decency would allow.  Then I blinked a message to Analisa asking her to meet me in 

the bar at the Hyatt downtown at 4:00, I set my alarm for 3:00, and I crashed back into bed. 

 At 2:08 I awoke with a start.  I checked both my chips.  No urgent alerts on either side, 

nothing from my home-security system.  I soon realized why I was awake: my heart rate was 

elevated as though I’d been working out.  A self-scan using my D chip came back negative 

otherwise; it had to be the Appius nanites beginning to find their way to my autonomic centers.  I 

was still breathing o.k., so after a few deep huffs I was able to wrangle my heartbeat back down 

to normal. 

 By that time I was fully awake and there wasn’t anything to be done about it.  I spent 

some of a hot shower getting up to speed on news coverage and checking in with Kelly and 

Burke.  Then I got dressed and went and fired up my old Ferrari, and I pointed it at the 

northbound 405.  I thought about taking the roller skate out for a post-repair shakedown ride, but 

I didn’t know whether a Departmental car would’ve been well-received in the city after some 36 

hours of mass arrests and protest suicides and general civil unrest. 

 I was right to leave the subcompact in the garage.  Things weren’t too bad on the streets 

in my corner of Orange County.  But by the time I passed Signal Hill, I could see some signs of a 

pissed-off population and a completely-overtaxed police force.  The river was full of water; 
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somebody must’ve opened some gates or maybe damaged one of the dams, because it should’ve 

been bone dry.  Smoke from a couple of good-sized street bonfires fires marred the sky over 

Torrance and seeped in to me through the car’s vents.  Advisories posted over the freeway and in 

my head warned that LAX was closed until further notice.  I saw a string of Departmental cop 

cars exiting the freeway code-three at Florence Avenue and streaming full-tilt into Inglewood. 

 My Appius signal was getting a little fuzzy and there wasn’t a cop on traffic duty in sight, 

so I matted the gas and took a high-speed detour down the Marina Freeway toward the beach.  At 

least, it started out as a high-speed detour.  Near the Centinela overpass two burning pickup 

trucks and a crumpled cop car formed a macabre traffic chicane; I had to slow down and pick my 

way through.  Traffic and travel advisories popped up left and right.  At Marina del Rey at least 

half the boat slips were empty.  Several yachts were burning.  Venice looked like a war zone, 

complete with improvised barricades and tire fires blocking several of the bigger streets.   

By the time I diverted and dodged my way through a deserted Santa Monica and 

navigated a partly-blocked ramp up to I-10, I’d seen more than enough to understand two things.  

The Department had really screwed up this time.  And the Bs and Cs were willing to fight to 

keep whatever unauthorized Neuralnet or Appius access they’d managed to get for themselves. 

 Between the road closures and the protesters, reaching downtown L.A. was no easy feat.  

Four blocks from HQ and the jail I had to flash my Departmental ID to get through a checkpoint.  

Valet parking at the nearby Hyatt wasn’t staffed, so I exercised a little ‘antique hot-rod’ privilege 

and just left the car near the entrance.  Analisa met me in the lobby with a worried look. 

 “Getting a little dangerous around here, jefe.  I’m glad you made it in one piece.” 

 I greeted her and nodded past the front desk toward the bar.  “Tough sledding out there.  

Let’s get a drink.  Had any trouble?” 
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 She shrugged and preceded me to a corner table.   

“Not too much.  Friday night wasn’t terrible.  I went out for a little while last night, but I 

couldn’t get through dinner without armed cabrones coming up to me and demanding my 

Neuralnet number.  After that I just came back here and holed up and watched the news.  I slept 

some.  The TV network crews got here o.k. for the interviews this morning.  But the air-defense 

system started going off at the crack of dawn, Ron.  Dios mio.  You should’ve seen it.  I’m up on 

the 26th floor.  Some of those shots lit up my whole suite.  It was crazy.” 

 I went and got us some drinks.  I couldn’t help noticing when I returned that Analisa was 

extremely attractive in a Sunday-afternoon-far-from-home kind of way.  I spent half a second 

devising some artifice to get her to invite me upstairs before I caught myself: Burke’s nanites 

must’ve been holding their own Mardi Gras around my amygdala.  With no small effort I was 

able to stick to business. 

 “Susan told me you did well on the shows.  Thanks for doing those.  I didn’t even get 

back to town until the laser fire started.” 

 Analisa may have known where I’d been.  I could tell she was curious about something, 

possibly my sailing trip, but she didn’t ask directly.   

“Yes, Ron, Susan called me afterward and had far too many nice things to say.  She and 

Rufus were on their way to bring you some breakfast.  How’d that go?” 

 I leaned forward on my elbows.  That was a mistake.  More of Analisa’s perfume reached 

me across the table, and suddenly it was all I wanted to breathe ever again.  I sat back upright 

and struggled to concentrate. 

 “One thing, Ana.  For the foreseeable future I’m going to need you to cut off contact with 

Rufus.  I don’t know what’s going to happen.  Work with Susan if you have to, but only if it’s 
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something I can’t do.  100% straight-arrow Department stuff.  Also, and I apologize to you and 

your family in Topeka for this –“ 

She interrupted politely.  “Don’t worry.  There’s nobody special back home for me 

nowadays.” 

I charged ahead as fast as I could to stave off the effect of the nanites.  “… But I’m going 

to need you to stay here a few more days and parcel out my personal caseload.  Do the 

substitution documents, explain it to the clients, all the formalities.  You’re going to be in charge 

of the L.A. office ‘til I get some things sorted.” 

 I blinked an administrative order about her new responsibilities out across the country.  

Analisa nodded and didn’t ask any questions.  I sucked up about half of my drink and continued. 

 “Now.  On this Hollings case.  I’ll go see him tomorrow morning and let him know I’m 

getting out.  Also, he’ll need contract counsel instead one of our people, assuming there’s 

anybody left south of Santa Cruz we haven’t hired.” 

 She smiled and shrugged.  “I know Jeff’s been doing interviews and adding lawyers like 

there’s no tomorrow.  The court shouldn’t have a hard time placing Hollings, though.  Mucho 

press on that case.  Somebody would pay to get it.  Why are we letting it go?” 

 “Same reason I want you to tell your crew in Kansas to drop the Roxanne Dane matter.  

With the stuff I’m getting into these next couple days, either that whole file’s going away or I’m 

going to end up as a witness.  Regardless of what he thinks, Hollings didn’t cause anybody to 

commit suicide.  I know some of what happened.  We’re all conflicted out.” 

 Analisa blinked a message to her subordinates in Kansas with the substance of my 

instructions while I drained my glass.   
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“Done, jefe.  One more interesting thing has come up.  Right before I came downstairs I 

got a call on the comm channel in my room.  It was from the Governor of Illinois.” 

 I left off stabbing at my ice cubes with my straw and paid close attention.  “And?” 

 “Annnnd, he said he’s been talking with the governors of the other fourteen realigned 

states.  They all decided he should be the one to talk to you.” 

 I blinked to the Neuralnet and learned everything there was to know about Governor 

Andrew Sarkisian.  A Chicago native and former mayor there, of Armenian extraction, recently 

married to his second wife after being divorced and remarried three times and finally widowered 

by the first one.  Like most politicians he was stratified as a high Bravo; smart enough to win, 

but not quite enough to be wired-up and scare the voters.  I asked Analisa the obvious question. 

 “Didn’t happen to say what he wanted, did he?” 

 She shook her head and finished her drink.  “Just that you should call him right away.  Or 

go see him if you can manage it.  Sounded important.  I’ll blink you the number he left.  By the 

by…  Susan tells me she hears you’ve got a pretty new friend?” 

 I nodded and fished for my car keys in my pocket.  The conversation was taking a turn I 

hadn’t anticipated.  Only an A-rank would’ve recognized Analisa’s ultra-subtle tone as 

conspiratorial, but I surely did.  I worked like the dickens to keep from blushing.   

“Mmm hm.  Kelly.  Nice girl.” 

 Analisa looked away toward the lobby, as though she were trying to separate herself from 

what she was saying.  “You know, we should all get together for drinks while I’m in town.” 

 I felt like Burke’s nanites all had little hammers and they were pounding my 

hippocampus full of testosterone.  It was time for me to go.  All things considered, I did a 

reasonable job of wrapping things up with Analisa and getting the hell out of there without 
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saying or doing anything irrevocable.  Well, a passable job, maybe.  As I left the bar and crossed 

the lobby, I did turn to look back at her.  Technically, I did catch her eye.  And, yes, truth be told 

and God save me, I did return her wink. 
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Chapter 34. 

 
 Getting out of downtown and finding an open freeway for the drive back to Huntington 

Beach had me using the brakes more than the gas pedal.  I had plenty of time to surf the 

Neuralnet and survey the news.  There were hundreds of stories about suspected non-

Departmental ‘net users being jailed pell-mell across the 35 states where federal criminal law 

was still being observed.  The Department wasn’t publishing official arrest figures.  So I pulled 

the raw booking info from thousands of jails.  In southern California and on the mid-Atlantic 

coast, the numbers were exponentially higher than they were for the rest of the aligned states.  

Clearly, India and China and Burke had been getting lots of people chipped-up and connected to 

their Appius demos. 

 I-5 and the 710 weren’t in very bad shape.  I guessed I wouldn’t have to go terribly fast to 

make it to dinner with Susan and Rufus by 6:00, so I set the cruise control to a somewhat-lawful 

speed and blinked a ‘net call to the number Governor Sarkisian left with Analisa.  He picked up 

on the first ring. 

 “Mr. Bialik.  Glad to hear from you.  How are things out there in Los Angeles?” 

 I took a voice-print from his greeting and blinked it against the Department’s database.  

That was the real Andrew Sarkisian, all right. 

 “Call me Ron, Governor.  Things are kinda rough out here right now.  Those new 

Departmental orders aren’t going over too well.  What can I do for you?” 

 “Ron… are you o.k.?  Your voice is… I mean…” 
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I’d forgotten to slow my thoughts down for the voice-translation software.  I cut back on 

my throughput rate and tried again.  “Sorry, Governor.  If I call from the ‘net and I don’t 

remember to --” 

He interrupted brusquely; I got the distinct impression that he didn’t much like talking 

through the Neuralnet.  “Ron I think we’ve got some mutual friends.  East of here.” 

 He had to be referring to India and China.  I blinked farther out into the ‘net and quickly 

found several news stories about a trip he’d taken to Beijing a year prior.  It was reported to be a 

mission to improve trade relations, but his short stay indicated another purpose. 

 “Could be, Governor.  We both know a lot of people.” 

 “Listen.  I’d like you to pay me a visit.  Soon as possible.  Can you come to Springfield 

t’morrow?” 

 Scheduling issues aside, I didn’t think it was such a good idea for me to be traveling into 

the realigned states.  Minimally, my D chip wouldn’t work there.  But I still had no plan at all for 

fixing the Department’s wagon, and I hoped Sarkisian would have something useful to say.  I 

decided I could go as far as the Kansas/Missouri border. 

“Governor, I do have an office in Kansas City I’ve been meaning to visit.  There’s some 

early stuff happening here in L.A. tomorrow.  But I can shift one thing to a teleconference and 

handle it from Kansas.  So how ‘bout if I take an early vactrain and we get together at 10:30 

Central time?  There’s a coffee shop in the West Bottoms that’s right near the state line.” 

He put me on hold for two seconds, returned with a terse “done” and rang off.  Not a 

second too soon.  As the call disconnected my breath became shallower and faster on its own.  

My heartbeat sped up to match.  Soon I was panting like the winning greyhound after a hard 

race.  It was all making me dizzy.  I couldn’t get control of my own lungs.  I changed lanes to 
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pull the car over to the shoulder.  Full-on panic was staring through the windshield at me as I 

finally tricked my respiratory system by shutting my mouth tight and pinching my nose closed.  

After a few spasms, it worked.  My breathing slowed. 

I blinked a quick Appius message to Burke.  “Four days, hell.  Your nanites are going to 

town on me.  Work fast, buddy.” 

 The rest of the drive was uneventful, and an indifferent sunset was a ways off yet when I 

rolled into Huntington Beach at 5:50.  I left the Ferrari in my driveway and spent the two-block 

walk to Downrigger’s wondering whether I should’ve been meeting Rufus and Susan somewhere 

else.  I didn’t think my apartment was a good idea.  I also didn’t think of a better one before I 

arrived.  And I was hungry.  So I went inside, stopped to get a drink from Jeanne at the bar, and 

wended my way to the back room. 

 My friends were already seated.  We had the room to ourselves.  Susan was kind enough 

to speak first. 

 “Three minutes early?  Who are you, and what’ve you done with Ron Bialik?” 

 Genial greetings gave way to sympathetic small talk about the protests and the disruption 

I’d seen on my drive around the metro.  Rufus wanted to get to business. 

 “Ronnn, your lunch date with Jane tomorrrrrow has been rescheduled as a full ExCom 

meeting.” 

 I blinked through my inbox; there was no word of it.   

“News to me, sir.  It’d be a wise move on their part.  Probably just a minority faction who 

demanded it, though.  If anybody had the votes to rescind these special orders they’d have called 

an emergency meeting and done it by now.” 
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Rufus nodded.  “It could a channnnce to sway one or two minds.  Slimmmm, granted, but 

a chance.  What news otherwise?” 

“I’ve got a meeting with Andrew Sarkisian tomorrow morning.  Kansas state line.” 

Rufus nodded again.  “Heeee and some others put out sommme feelers after Analisa’s 

appearance on the Sunday talk showwws.  Nobody top-level reached out to ouuuurr people.” 

I took a big sip of my JB & Coke and blinked an order back to the kitchen.  “Got some 

food coming, folks.  No, Sarkisian left me a direct number.  Where do we stand today with the 

realigned states?  Who’s where?” 

Susan had a list.  She was always very good at keeping track of stuff like that.   

“Illinois, 100%.  Sarkisian lobbied quietly on his Beijing trip for an Appius demo in Lake 

Michigan.  But Burke couldn’t say when smaller units could be ready for local groundwater 

sources, so politically the governor’s had to slow-walk it at home.  He couldn’t just do it for 

Chicago.” 

I interjected quickly.  “Probably just as well.  India and China don’t have the money to 

build another big one.” 

Susan was accustomed to my butting-in.  She continued smoothly.  “Almost all the other 

realigned states will follow Illinois’ lead.  Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, 

Alabama, Georgia, both Carolinas.  Tennessee and West Virginia are sort of working together; 

they’re on the fence and mostly keeping mum.  Kentucky and Indiana won’t help directly unless 

the next demo’s in the Ohio River.  They want units for local water supplies first too.  But Ohio’s 

still very firm on continuing to observe federal criminal law, so Burke’s skittish about that ‘river’ 

idea.” 
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Rufus nodded and completed Susan’s list.  “Ohio’s also one big reason whyyy 

Michigan’s not helping, even though it was with the first batch of reeealigning states.  Odd duck, 

that Michigan.”   

His eyes darted left and right; I guessed he was getting some disturbing news through his 

Appius chip.  He stood up from the table.  “Say.  Ron.  Lemme bummm a smoke outside, will 

you?” 

Rufus didn’t smoke.  Something was up, and he didn’t want Susan to know.  I stood to 

follow him, fishing for my cigarettes as we went.  We reached the sidewalk out front just as three 

tough-looking Departmental police officers got out of a marked van across the street. 

Rufus pulled his chip discreetly and snuck it to me.  “This one’s got some unique 

features.  Maybe one day you’ll have Burke modify it to fit you?” 

I stowed the chip in my pocket and took a low-percentage shot at controlling the situation 

as the police crossed the street toward us.  “Anything we can do for the Department this evening, 

officers?” 

The lead cop, a sergeant, stopped a few feet in front of us on the sidewalk.  The other two 

circled around behind us.  Rufus and I weren’t going anywhere they didn’t want us to go. 

 The sergeant spoke up.  “Detecting some ‘net signals here, gents.  You guys got ID 

numbers?” 

 I smiled and volunteered mine.  “Sure.  Ronald Bialik.  2034-000001.  This is my friend 

Rufus Cobbs.”  I pointed at the sergeant’s hand-held device.  “Check your records.  He’s a 

former Department employee and a registered A-rank.  His number won’t do you any good.  

You’ll see his wiring was removed for medical reasons a while back.” 
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 One of the cops behind us sneered enough that it carried into his voice.  “We already 

know it’s Rufus Cobbs, smart guy.” 

 The sergeant barely suppressed a scowl.  He hadn’t wanted us to know why they’d come 

to Downrigger’s yet.  That told me he’d been hoping to cast his net wider than Rufus.  The 

surviving skydiver must’ve been giving the Department information.   

I blinked an Appius message to Susan.  “Chip-out and go home.  Out the back door.  

Now.” 

 The sergeant took on an officious tone.  “Mr. Cobbs.  We have a warrant for your arrest.  

I don’t think we’ll need to handcuff you if you’ll just join us in our vehicle over there.” 

I thought through my options.  The roller skate was in my garage up the street but the 

Ferrari was parked behind it.  No dice, whether or not taking out three armed cops was a smart 

move.  I checked the ‘net for signals and glanced around at the officers’ holsters.  The cops were 

all non-connected Bravos or Charlies and carried both projection tasers and old-style pistols; I 

couldn’t put them to sleep or disable half their weapons.  Another blink into the ‘net told me 

there was a surveillance drone far above our heads with an active camera.  These guys had come 

prepared.  I didn’t see any way out. 

 Rufus didn’t either.  With one look at me he produced another chip from his pocket.  He 

turned back to the sergeant and smiled as he chipped-up. 

 “Ron heeerrre didn’t know about my newww organic chip, officers.  It doesn’t connect to 

the Neurrralnet.  Amazing system.  You all can uuuse it.  Ask around.  And thank you forrrr 

being so polite.  But I think you definitely should hannnndcuff me.” 
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 The sergeant shrugged and nodded to his men.  They brushed past me and maneuvered 

Rufus’ arms behind his back.  With a slight tilt of his head Rufus suddenly went limp and 

slumped to the sidewalk; the police barely broke his fall. 

 I knew instantly what he’d done.  But I had to make it look good.   

“Fuckers!  What’d you do to him?  He wasn’t resisting!” 

 The sergeant’s eyes widened.  He quickly knelt to roll Rufus on his back and check his 

pulse.  The other cops were bewildered.  The one with the sneer was half-panicked.  “We didn’t 

do nothin’!  He musta passed out or somethin’!” 

 Rufus’ eyelids were wide open.  I recognized his thousand-mile stare.  It was the same 

vacancy I’d seen in Roxanne Dane’s eyes when I boarded the vactrain capsule in Barstow.  My 

old friend wasn’t dead.  But if the Department hoped to take custody of anything more than his 

body, it was going to be sorely disappointed. 
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Chapter 35. 
  

 I don’t remember any specifics about the high-volume haranguing I gave the police as 

they took Rufus away.  It was plenty to keep them from asking any questions and not quite 

enough to get me hauled off too, and that was the point.  I also don’t remember much about my 

walk home.  Just that I was utterly lost in thought.  Grief, as well.  Lots of that.  For Rufus, for 

the torn city and country around me, for all of it.  I still didn’t have a serious plan for fixing 

anything, and I figured somehow I’d been on the job, or not on the job, long enough to make the 

whole mess my fault. 

 By the time I reached my place I’d regained enough composure to recognize my self-pity 

for what it was.  I went to the kitchen and knocked open a bottle of red wine Rufus-style, and I’d 

just flopped down on the couch with it when my security system told me I had a visitor.  By the 

time I heard a demure knock, the cameras and my D chip told me who it was: Dr. Jane Schneider 

herself. 

 Dozens of reasons to ignore the door or tell her directly to bugger off lined up for a 

chance at me.  Another dozen reasons to let her in shouted them down.  I went and opened the 

door. 

 “Ron, I’m sorry to drop by like this.  I just heard about Rufus.  Can… can I…?” 

 Upset or not, I’d have recognized the bit about Rufus as a lead-pipe lie a mile off.  The 

dozen ‘tell Janie to pound sand’ reasons in my mind grew more persuasive.  But she was wearing 

a smart black pencil skirt I’d bought her in Las Vegas, and the patent stilettos we used to call her 
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‘bar-fight heels’ because that’s exactly what they’d started at Caesar’s Palace.  Burke’s nanites 

joined the fray.  My ‘let her in’ reasons won again.  I did that and headed for the kitchen. 

 “Have a seat, Doc.  I’ll get you a glass.  Just opened that red.  You want some white 

instead?” 

 Janie didn’t say anything, so I brought her an appropriate glass for the red and returned to 

find her sitting near one end of the sofa.  I sat in the center and poured tall ones for each of us. 

 She offered a half-hearted silent toast.  I shook my head and just drank. 

 “I don’t see anything to drink to, J.  What brings you out to the beach?” 

 She put her glass down and cleared her throat.  “Our lunch tomorrow.  It’s different now.  

ExCom wants to have a full meeting.  They want you there.  I thought you and I should talk first.  

Informally.” 

 She’d almost purred that last word.  I frowned and shrugged.   

“Whatever.  You know my job, and you know where I’m at on this whole thing.  Your 

ExCom lackeys are fucking things up in a big, big way.  I ain’t rolling over for it, and my gang’s 

gonna get the courts to agree with us.  Only question is, how many people’s lives do you wanna 

screw up with your unconstitutional witch-hunt in the meantime?” 

 She put her hand on my thigh and squeezed.  “Come on, Ron.  Don’t be like that.  And 

they’re not my ‘lackeys.’  I’m just the Chief Psychologist.  One vote among equals.” 

 I drained my glass and shook my head.  “Ohhhh, no.  Who do you think you’re talkin’ to?  

You don’t hold sway over ExCom?  Sell it up the street, Janie.  I’m not buying.” 

 She leaned forward across my lap for the bottle on the coffee table.  Then she looked into 

my eyes as she straightened to fill my glass.  “Well… o.k., then… maybe I think I’m talking to 

my husband?” 
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 I tried to sound more amenable than I felt.  “Ex-husband.”   

 Janie shrugged and put the bottle back.  “Comme si, comme sa.  Here’s the… well… 

Here it is.  I think we’re the people who can fix things.  All of it.  The two of us.” 

 That, I had to hear.  I had a sense of where she was going, but I wanted as much 

information as I could get.  I decided to chance a non-denial denial about my own involvement 

with the Appius project. 

 “’Us?’  How’s that, Janie?  I’m just the Chief Public Defender.  The Department files 

charges, my people defend.  The president appointed me, the Department’s budget pays me, 

nobody bosses me around, and I don’t vote on what ExCom does.  How’m I supposed to help fix 

anything?” 

 I shrugged innocently and sipped my wine.  She took the bait.  At least I thought she did. 

 “Mmm-hm.  Sure.  And two Departmental security contractors just happened to end up 

dead on your front lawn yesterday?” 

 I blithely shook my head sipped my wine again.  “If you’ve seen the reports you know I 

called it in.  Whoever they were, it looked to me like they joined the legion.  Lot of that going 

around these days.  Maybe you’ve heard?” 

 I kicked myself mentally.  That last bit, I hadn’t had to say.  I clamped my poker face 

down tighter and promised myself I’d do better if I hadn’t already botched things. 

 I hadn’t.  Janie scooted closer to me on the sofa and crossed her legs.  It was no accident 

when her left shoe brushed my shin.  Burke’s nanites didn’t care whether it was an accident or 

not; for the next few seconds her foot had more of my attention than her words did.  

 “What I’ve heard, Ron, is that your roller skate’s telemetry logs say some very strange 

things happened to it yesterday morning.  Something about remote driving?  On the sidewalk?” 
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 I nodded nonchalantly.  “Well, yeah.  I hoped maybe I could use it to get those two guys 

to the hospital.  The ‘family car’ was up on jack stands.” 

 She smiled at my reference to the Ferrari.  “Yeah.  I saw the car outside.  Thought you 

might’ve gone and bought your Corvette back by now?” 

 I indulged her with a smile of my own.  “Whaaat?  You won that fight fair & square.  

And, hey, I’m not too old for kids, maybe.  I don’t know.  But the damned parking garage 

wrecked another muffler Friday afternoon.  I had the hot rod all torn apart.  Anyway, by the time 

I took a good look those guys were obviously way too dead for the hospital.  I wound up just 

calling the cops.  What’s your point?” 

 Janie drew closer to my left ear and tugged on my collar.  She tried to sound playfully 

jealous, but it didn’t quite come off right.   

“Must’ve been some sailing trip with your waitress friend.  She’s very pretty.  Talking 

about children already, are you?” 

 I ducked for my wine to gain a little space.  I didn’t know what to make of that, or who 

was baiting whom by then.  I played for time until I could figure out how to react.   

“Hey, now, Doc.  That’s not your business anymore.  What’s with the spying?” 

Janie decided to show me more of her cards, and no small amount of cleavage as she 

moved even closer to me and whispered.   

“Verrrry interesting place for your chip to go offline yesterday.  Waaayy, waaayy out 

there in the ocean.  I was sooo worried that you’d drowned.” 

She was telling me she knew about Appius.  And she knew where the facility was.  I 

almost let those facts bother me.  Then I remembered what Burke and Susan said at 

Downrigger’s about the realignment states.  If fifteen governors and the president and a boatload 
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of staffers and two foreign navies all knew, Appius couldn’t have been much of a secret for some 

time.  I let my concern go.  Then Janie kicked off her shoes and arranged herself squarely on my 

lap, and I had the effects of Burke’s nanites to bother me instead.  She went straight to her point. 

“Lissssten, Ron.  We were good together.  I miss that.  I miss us.  You see what all this 

could mean, don’t you?  We.  You, and I.  We could run the entire country.  We can put 

everything right, the way things ought to be.” 

Everything about her pitch was perfectly, wonderfully seductive.  Expensive stockings 

and perfume notwithstanding, and nanites or no, the toughest thing for me to resist was the fact 

that she was correct.  We both knew it.  If Dr. Jane Schneider and I were to start working 

together, the United States, and, perhaps, the world, could well have been ours for the taking.   

I have to admit that for a sultry, bewildering moment, I was lost.  She took my wine glass 

away and drank the rest, tossed the glass over her shoulder and started kissing the right side of 

my neck.  I heard the glass break somewhere behind her, and I felt her kisses inching closer to 

my chin.  I remembered how Rufus had thrown his wine glass at his loft, and how I’d thrown a 

glass at the Appius facility in the ocean, and how Janie’s voice sounded when she’d whispered 

‘waaayyy, waaayyy out there in the ocean,’ and then I quit remembering.  I only wanted her to 

hurry up and get to my ear.  My right ear.  But, then, somewhere, just out of my reach, there was 

something… some odd fact… tugging at me about that ear. 

 A single clear, rational thought ripped down through my hazy consciousness like one of 

the laser blasts from the Department’s defense satellites.  She was just trying to look for my 

Appius chip!  I pulled my neck away from her lips and mentally ran for my trusty green blank as 

fast as I could. 
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 “Whoa.  Hang on, there, Doc.  It’s a lovely idea.  And a lot of days, I’ve missed us too.  

But this isn’t smart.” 

 Dr. Schneider wasn’t giving up.  She wasn’t getting off my lap.  And she was still using 

her bedroom voice.  “Hush.  It’s brilliant, and you know it.” 

 There was no graceful way for me to move her aside and get up from the sofa.  I did the 

best I could and half-lurched to my feet.   

“No.  It’s not, J.  Listen.  This whole thing.  With stratification.  It’s not working out.  It’s 

killing people.  It’s divided a whole country.” 

 I knew the expression that darkened her features.  It was the same one from the day I did 

the car transaction up in Portland and she got her first look at the Ferrari.  Janie saw that she 

wasn’t getting everything she wanted, and she didn’t much like that.  The intervening three years 

hadn’t softened her one bit.  They hadn’t brought the word ‘surrender’ into her lexicon, either. 

 “Oh, Jesus, Christ, Ron.  Blink up the reports from when the Department first wired-up 

the B-ranks.  Let alone the damned Charlies.  They can’t fucking do it, okay?  We tried remedial 

schooling.  Tutors.  Coaches.  Hell, we tried six different meth variants on ‘em.  They can’t use 

the Neuralnet!  And who needs them to?” 

 I knew she wouldn’t change her mind.  But I didn’t want to miss one more chance to try. 

 “That’s just it, Janie!  They need it!  They need something.  They need… I mean, they 

need to aspire, to try and be whatever.  They don’t need orders.  They don’t need career-pathing.  

They need dreams!  Hope!  I mean… shit…  Look at what’s going on out there, will you?  It’s 

upheaval! 

 She picked up the wine bottle and took a slug directly.  “We’re gonna have all their 

wagons fixed in a week.  It’s a bump in the road.  Have some perspective.  We’re advancing the 
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species Ron!  Think what’s possible in three more generations.  Two!  You wanna make an 

omelette?  You’re gonna have to break a few eggs, Mister.  I get that.  You never did.  But, see, 

you don’t have to.  I can handle the Machiavellian stuff.  That’s why we’re so good together.  

That’s why it has to be us.” 

 I sat down next to her and took my own pull from the wine bottle.  I tried to sound as nice 

as I could when I spoke. 

 “I get what you’re saying, Doc.  I know you mean well.  Honestly.  But technology’s 

catching up now.  There’s a way for everybody to do the amazing things you and I can do.  

Maybe not at our speed.  Maybe they’ll do different things, in different ways.  Maybe some of 

‘em won’t even want to boot up.  But why don’t you and I work on giving them the choice?” 

 Janie shook her head dismissively and stood up.   

“Why not?  Because gunpowder.  Because Rutherford split the atom and look what 

Oppenheimer fucking did with that!”  She picked up her shoes and pointed one at me.  “How 

about that big drunken jerk at Caesar’s Palace with his hands on my ass?  Ohhh, yeahhhh, let’s 

go back and chip that guy up so he can think at even half your speed.  How’s that bar fight gonna 

go?  Or the next fifteen he starts?  No.  They’re stupid, Ron.  They’re dangerous.  We don’t dare 

wire them up.  Charlies, Bravos, none of ‘em.  No fucking way.” 

She stormed to the front door and threw it open with a bang.  Then she stopped and 

looked back at me, and tossed her stilettos toward the couch. 

“Do some thinking tonight.  I’ll see you tomorrow at noon.  Don’t be late.” 
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Chapter 36. 

 
 5:40 Monday morning found me behind the wheel of my Ferrari heading for the 

Huntington Beach vactrain station.  I was halfway punchy from a largely-sleepless night; 

Burke’s nanites had been playing hell and havoc with my autonomic systems.  Two times, my D 

chip woke me out of a deep sleep because my heartbeat and respiration numbers were indicating 

that I was dead.  A third time, I had to get up and vomit because my digestive system was going 

haywire.  On the road to the station two drivers flashed their headlights at me; I’d forgotten to 

turn mine on.  I was a zombie. 

 I lucked into a parking space right near the station’s entrance, and I blinked to order up a 

special two-seater Departmental capsule while I locked the car.  Clearing security and buying a 

couple of bottles of something heavily caffeinated took just as long as I’d expected.  So by the 

time I crossed the platform and reached the tracks, my Maytag was whooshing in from the tunnel 

and stopping at my feet.  If being sleep-deprived had a silver lining it was that I was too whipped 

to be worried about another 900-mile-an-hour vactrain wreck.  I climbed aboard and strapped 

myself in without an apprehensive thought. 

I blinked a heads-up to my Kansas City office and instructed them to set up for a national 

conference call at 10:00 their time.  Then I blinked orders to the capsule.  “Kansas City Kansas.  

Courthouse station.  Direct.  No stops.  Shortest route using intermodal express tubes.  Maximum 

velocity.  Delay or redirect all conflicting traffic.  Department priority one.  Emergency 

messages only.  Five-minute arrival notification.  Dim the lights.  Proceed.” 
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 Less than two unconscious hours later I was 1600 miles from metro Los Angeles and 

waking to the sound of an alert in the cabin.  “Destination.  Kansas City Kansas.  Courthouse 

station.  Warning.  Courthouse station is within one mile of a state now out of compliance with 

federal law.  Travelers are advised not to enter non-compliant states.” 

 The Maytag reached the station under the federal courthouse and jail complex without 

incident.  I ascended to street level with the idea of taking a wake-up walk around the block, but 

it was chilly, windy and pissing-down rain outside.  Instead I just found an empty bench in the 

expansive marble lobby and chugged down the bottled iced coffees I’d bought back in H.B.   

My nicotine jones soon convinced me that things didn’t look too terribly wet under the 

portico, so I stepped outside for a quick smoke.  Four drags along I saw Dominic Rizzo, chief of 

the Kansas City office, with a box in one hand and a newspaper held over his head in the other, 

zig-zagging around puddles in the street toward the front entrance and me. 

 “Dom!  What do I give you a federal car for if you’re gonna run around in the rain?” 

 Dominic smiled and stopped when he reached me.  “Morning, Ron.  Good to see you.  I 

dunno.  Electric motor, built by the low bidder, deep puddles – doesn’t seem all’at safe to me.  

Just a, ah, doughnut run anyway.  My turn today.  Fair’s fair, an’ I won’t melt.  Thought I might 

run into you on the way up anyhow.  Hey, so, ah, you’re really gonna like some of the ideas 

we’ve worked up over the weekend.  We’re, ah, all set in the conference room up on six 

whenever you’re ready.” 

 I canned my cig and blinked the front door open for him.  “Let’s go get to it.  And dibs on 

a cruller.  Your roller skate’s here, though, Dom.  Right?” 
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 Dominic nodded and smiled to various people as we crossed the lobby to the elevator 

bank.  “Yessir, boss-man.  Garage’s downstairs.  You, ah, need a driver?  I got more interns’n I 

know what to do with.” 

 We found places in a somewhat-crowded elevator and I blinked for the sixth floor.  “No, 

no, thanks, Dom.  That’s o.k.  I am gonna have to duck out by 10:20.  Gotta do a thing.  Roll the 

car out front for me then, will you?” 

 We reached six quickly, and Dom smiled and led the way down the hall to the conference 

room.  “It’ll be under the portico at 10:19.  Way, ah, I hear you drive, though, I might need you 

to blink me a waiver or something.  I don’t want nothin’ comin’ back on me.” 

 After a few minutes of finding seats and munching on doughnuts and testing the video 

link and making small talk, Dom and his assistant and I watched as banks of viewscreens 

appeared all around the four walls of the conference room.  Counting Analisa in the main office 

in L.A. and her top deputy in Topeka, plus Dom and myself, there were 120 top-notch defense 

lawyers participating from the offices they managed across 35 states.  It was time for me to do 

some actual work. 

 “Good morning everybody, and thank you all for doing a hell of a job this past weekend.  

I know you’re all up to speed on events from the issuance of the Department’s new orders 

forward.  We’ll take updates on this morning’s first court hearings from the eastern offices in just 

a moment.  But I’ll tell you what.  We’ve already got ‘em on the run.  Last night, ExCom asked 

me to come and sit in on an emergency meeting.  That’s at noon Pacific today.  I gather the topic 

will not be the weekend’s football scores.” 

 It wasn’t much as jokes go.  But office humor isn’t supposed to be any good, and the 

wisecrack served its purpose.  I waited out a few polite laughs and continued. 
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 “That’s also 1600 miles from where I’m seated.  So I apologize in advance, but I’ll be 

leaving the call eighteen minutes from now.  Couple quick announcements.  First off, you all 

received the memo on Analisa De Los Santos taking over the L.A. office for a few days.  She’ll 

continue quarterbacking our overall litigation strategy until we get the Department’s new orders 

nullified or, possibly even rescinded -- depending on the quality of the doughnuts I bring ExCom 

at noon.” 

 Another polite laugh.  I didn’t have to wait long to speak again. 

 “Second, in the most-likely event that the Department doesn’t just waive a white flag and 

rescind its new orders, I’m going to have to hustle to D.C. for a meeting with President 

Vandenbrink late this afternoon.  It’s still being arranged.  She’s scheduled to address the nation 

at 9:00 Eastern, so we may – I say, may -- have more information by the end of that speech.” 

 That line got a much better laugh.  Dorothy Vandenbrink was infamous for talking more 

and saying less than any president in American history.  Out of 120 lawyers on the call she 

couldn’t have earned five votes in her last campaign.   

I didn’t feel any need to point out that I hadn’t yet actually told Burke to have Ranjit call 

either India’s delegation or China’s and get me into the Oval Office.  I knew ExCom would be 

keeping the president looped-in on something as important as stopped-up courts anyway, so if no 

deal was struck at the noon meeting I figured her people were probably going to be summoning 

me to the mount one way or another.  I tried to wrap up my bit for the office chiefs with a little 

fire and brimstone.   

“So that’s that.  You all know the stakes here.  Let me earn my paycheck for once and 

remind you anyway.  Our country, our union, has been hanging by a thread ever since Illinois 
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and Missouri and thirteen other states decided they weren’t o.k. anymore with making criminal 

justice the exclusive province of the federal government.  We can’t solve that rift today.   

“What we shall do… in fact, what only we can do… is preserve, protect, and defend the 

Constitution of the United States, besieged though it surely is, so that one day soon the people of 

all 50 states will have a unified country that’s truly worth living in.   

“So.  Let’s start with news from the front lines, and then we’ll move on to those whiz-

bang ideas I know you’ve been working on this weekend.  Lower Manhattan.  Denise Gillman.  

What’s happening in court so far this morning, killer?” 

 After fifteen minutes of status reports on motions and rulings from jam-packed 

courthouses, I turned the meeting over to Analisa and excused myself from the room.  

Downstairs I found Dominic’s Department-issue subcompact waiting under the portico.  Once 

I’d blinked it unlocked and turned off the sappy country music he liked, I quickly steered the 

little car out into the downpour. 

 From Seventh Street down to Central and then east toward the Missouri line I didn’t see 

many outward signs of civil unrest.  There was some graffiti here and there bearing the odd 

clenched fist or crossed-out swastika.  On the viaduct bridge over the Kansas River one 

reasonably-artful spray-painted mural depicted a big black jackboot stepping on people; it was 

new enough that some of the paint ran from the rain.  Up on the bluff across the West Bottoms I 

could see some of downtown Kansas City Missouri through the rain.  Things appeared peaceful.  

Ominous skies or no, the sight offered me a bit of hope. 

 Dom’s roller skate issued an alert as it rolled down from the viaduct to a stop sign amid 

the old warehouses and truck terminals and pallet yards of the bottoms. 
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“Warning.  Missouri is now out of compliance with federal law.  Department vehicles 

will not operate in noncompliant states.” 

 I blinked to double-check the GPS and confirm what I knew: the parking lot for Geraci’s, 

the little diner where I’d be meeting Governor Sarkisian, was 65 feet within Kansas at Ninth and 

State Line Road.  I hoped the motor wouldn’t cut out anyway as I drove there and found a space.  

It didn’t.  The radio kept working too, so I listened to a few minutes of dour, troubled Kansas 

City talk radio behind the dreary, steady drumming of the raindrops while I waited for the second 

most powerful man in the United States to arrive. 
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Chapter 37. 

 
 A three-car caravan of new black SUVs pulled up in front of Geraci’s at 10:32.  I 

assumed the occupants wouldn’t be connected, but I blinked to the Neuralnet to check for signals 

anyway.  None for half a mile, and then only on the Kansas side.   

One of the governor’s aides got out of the second SUV and held an umbrella for him.  

Two serious-looking younger guys I took to be bodyguards hopped out of the other two cars, and 

the four men went straight inside the diner.  I waited a moment to let them pick a table and then I 

dashed through the rain for the front door. 

 Either Geraci’s was the best-smelling greasy spoon in the Midwest or Burke’s nanites 

were hard at work on my digestive system again.  Whichever it was, as I entered I found that I 

was suddenly extremely hungry.  I tried to blink an order to the kitchen directly on my walk to 

the isolated corner booth where the governor was just getting settled in.  It didn’t work.  I 

scanned the ‘net for the reason, and confirmed that the hundred-year-old joint had no 

interconnection technology at all.   

Sarkisian stood up again and extended a hand as I arrived.  “Ron.  Good to meet you.  

Helluva day f’r this.  Cats n’ dogs out there.” 

 We sat down and thanked a passing waitress for stopping to pour us hot cups of coffee.  

His guys stood nearby and paid attention to cell-phone conversations and the other patrons.  I 

placed an order with the server and nodded toward the SUVs out front as she left. 

 “Governor you didn’t drive from Springfield, did you?” 
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 He shook his balding, graying head with a smile.  “Nah.  Realigned states are real good 

about courtesies these days.  The guys flew in with me.  The wheels are Missouri’s.  Met us right 

at the jet.  We do the same for them too.  You’re hungry, huh?”  

 I nodded.  “Starving.  I’m sorry, I should’ve asked.  You want some time with the menu?  

I could have ‘em hold my order back there for a minute.” 

 The governor shook his head and smiled again.  “Nah, nah, I got a couple rest’rants I 

gotta go up an’ eat at on the way back.  Rock Island, Moline, ‘round there.  Damned campaign 

never ends.  So.  That chip of yours.  Must be somethin’, havin’ that.” 

 He clearly wanted to get to business.  That suited me fine.  I shrugged and frowned.   

“I don’t know sometimes.  Maybe it’s not worth all this bullshit.  But that cat’s out of the 

bag.  Here.  I’ll chip-out.  What we say here stays here.” 

I pulled my D chip out from behind my left ear and put it on the table between us.  Then I 

removed my Appius chip and showed it to him. 

“Seen one of these in real life, Governor?” 

I was surprised when he nodded quickly.  “China.  Last year.  They snuck me a peek.  I 

thought it hadda be one or the other?  You got both?  Shit.  How’s it work?” 

I took a sip of coffee and shook my head.  “It doesn’t really work yet, having both.  I’m 

the only one fool enough to try it.  I mean, they both function properly.  But because of my 

wiring the side effects from the Appius chip – that’s what we call the water-based ‘net system – 

see, those are pretty bad at this stage of development.  Fatal, if the technicians don’t come up 

with a fix or I don’t get my ass back out in the Pacific to receive it by, like, tomorrow.” 

The governor stirred some sugar into his coffee and took a sip.  “This thing ready for 

prime time?  This Appius deal?” 
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I nodded.  “Not as good as the Neuralnet.  Anybody can use it though.  No training.  It’s 

autodidactic.  Runs at people’s own normal thought speeds if they want it to.  No head wires.  So 

for Cousin Timmy in Decatur it’ll be ‘pick one up at the drug store and plug-and-play.’” 

He thought for a moment and sipped his coffee again.  “Politically it’s a bitch.  Where’s 

this Appius at, far as landlocked towns go?” 

The waitress arrived with my ham and cheese omelet and hash browns.  My mouth 

started watering so much I could barely manage it.  I swallowed as fast as I could and waited to 

answer him until she’d gone. 

“Appius will work now using creeks and reservoirs and such.  Contiguous water and 

vapor.  Over time it’ll roll out to the polity like the first automobiles or cable TV.  There’ll have 

to be some initial public infrastructure built and the technology will keep getting better, so the 

early adopters may wind up spending more than what the later ones do, if they want to stay right-

up current.  Moline might opt in immediately, Rock Island might want to wait, but it’ll all scale 

up compatibly.  Nobody gets burned later for picking one option over another now, or waiting to 

decide.” 

Sarkisian seemed very satisfied with that answer.  “Real good.  Now.  Bigger picture.  I 

already tol’ President Vandenbrink.  An’ you gotta make sure your United States Department of 

Governmental and Sociological Affairs an’ Kickin’ People’s Asses understands this.” 

He leaned forward and raised a chubby thumb and forefinger about a centimeter apart.   

“We’re about this fuckin’ close to civil war.  With guns.  An’ that’s no shit.  Time we got 

goddamned Texas tryin’ to keep the peace?  It’s bad.  They gotta understand, that Department of 

yours.  ExCom.  The top dogs.  You gotta make ‘em see.  The redneck states already wanna 

finish breakin’ away.  It’s only me and those Michigan prima donnas slowin’ ‘em down.” 
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My blood ran cold.  It wasn’t from the nanites.  I couldn’t fathom another shooting war 

between the states that would kill millions across the U.S. and upset any number of tenuous 

balances globally.  It was inconceivable.  But Sarkisian was serious.  He wasn’t bluffing.  I had 

no reason to doubt him. 

“How do we stop it, Governor?  Vandenbrink and President Carona before her already 

decided not to use the military to enforce federal law.  It’s been a crap deal, but…” 

“Ron.  Listen.  I’ve put the states off secession by usin’ the money issue.  Currency, trade 

deals, banking, whatever.  That bought a few months.  Told ‘em we hadda figure out the 

economic angles.  What with China, India, and this news I just got from Canada on border 

arrangements, that’s all done now.  We know how it’d work.  But, see, I also know the day after 

the fifteen states stop cuttin’ federal tax checks to the IRS, Vandenbrink won’t have a choice.  

An’ we’re not stupid.  We know we’d lose.  To these states?  Doesn’t matter.” 

My voracious appetite was suddenly gone.  I left my silverware on my plate and pressed 

him for an answer to my previous question.   

“I’m not saying I don’t believe you Governor.  I’m saying, what prevents it?  What do the 

realigned states need to see, or believe, or get or whatever?  What’s the key deal point?” 

Sarkisian tapped his finger on the table next to my Departmental chip.  “We gotta have 

this.  Everybody has to be able to get one -- not just a few grade-schoolers the feds pick out an’ 

brainwash.  No offense, Ron.”  

“None taken.”  My appetite returned with such a vengeance that I could barely listen 

when he continued. 

“The coalition states’ve been years, decades, watchin’ this stratification.  People know 

they’re fallin’ farther and farther behind.  It’s a damned caste system now.  Their own kids got 
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no chance.  And then it’s their tax dollars what’s buryin’ ‘em?  Hah?  They don’t wanna vote for 

that.  You see what they do wanna vote for.  They’ll back whoever makes ‘em feel like they 

count too.” 

It was a bulletproof political analysis, much of it straight out of his campaign speeches 

I’d studied on the Neuralnet.  He’d never lost a race.  I started eating again and let him talk. 

“An’ they remember how Dave Carona didn’t crack down on realignment.  An’ then they 

see five years of Dotty Vandenbrink not crackin’ down neither.  Then this dipshit in California 

sounds off.  An’ now here comes the Department upsettin’ its own applecart with these new 

orders?  All those jails they just hadda run all by themselves?  Full up now.  Most of the aligned 

35 got riots.  Martial law.  Upheaval.  Ron -- our perspective?  Our voters’ perspectives?  The 

federal government’s kimono is open.  They’re fuckin’ bumbling.  They’re weak.  The realigned 

states think there’ll never be a better time to break away completely.  Hard to argue with –“ 

I had to interrupt him.  “Hold up, Governor.  Which dipshit in California?  Who said 

what?” 

He pointed off into the air someplace vaguely west.  “Connors!  Connors, with the hair!  

Says at some bar or someplace ‘ohhh, wellll, let Mississippi go, who needs ‘em, we’re the 

world’s eighth-largest economy all by ourselves, why should our guys fight just so’s we can sent 

money to Alabama, California’s got the most A-ranks, blah blah.’  Shit like that.  Got himself 

recorded an’ didn’t know it.  Didn’t play well in Nashville and Indianapolis, I’ll tell ya that.  

Governors with me?  They think California wouldn’t even help the feds.  Rumor is, the 

Department might even just take the state over an’ set up shop for itself.” 

I knew California Governor Robin Connors.  He’d worked with Janie in the Department’s 

Bureau of Psychology before he resigned to run for office.  The two were famous friends.  I 
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hadn’t heard that rumor, but the rest of it definitely sounded like stuff Connors would’ve said 

after a few glasses of wine.   

I kept mum and thought for a moment.  I thought hard.  I wanted to chip-in and search the 

Neuralnet for answers so badly I could taste it past the cheddar in my omelet.  In the end, I saw 

only one way to go.  One feasible idea.  For lack of anything better, I pitched it to Sarkisian. 

“We can’t let this happen, Governor.  On one hand?  I agree with you.  You guys cut off 

a third of the federal government’s total tax revenue, and Vandenbrink will be boxed-in.  She’ll 

have to use the military before she runs out of lunch money for the troops.  And I understand.  

Stratification’s failed, for lots of reasons.  But I’m telling you.  Departmental-type wiring for 

everybody?  It’s a non-starter.  Doesn’t work.  Most people just can’t do it.” 

He shifted uncomfortably in his seat.  I kept rolling. 

“And I’ve gotta tell you this.  Even if Cousin Timmy in Decatur could work a set of wires 

and a Neuralnet chip.  The way it’s going?  You don’t want it in everybody.  I found out 

Saturday that the D chip itself isn’t necessary for a passive connection.  The gear – the socket 

and the wiring – can be reached from the outside now, chip-in or not.  How long before the 

Department can push a button and control people like robots, or drones?  Make ‘em vote?  You 

don’t want to have to be doing your campaigning at Department HQ.  Trust me on that.” 

That last bit was heavy-handed, but it definitely held his attention.  I drove home my 

point. 

“What about a deal like this.  The realigned states don’t fully declare independence.  Tax 

revenue keeps flowing.  If the feds don’t get squeezed?  No civil war.  But the fifteen states get 

Appius first.  Lake Michigan, the Ohio River, you pick the start-up locations however you do.  
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Meanwhile the feds also don’t intercede with development, they stay out of your deals with 

Canada and whomever, and we leave the criminal-law question for later.” 

The governor’s brow furrowed.  “Assume the others’ll settle for this Appius thing.  It’s 

expensive.  Who’s gonna pay?” 

I had no idea.  India and China were tapped-out, and selling my Ferrari wouldn’t pay for 

an airlock.  But ‘I don’t know’ wasn’t going to cut it as an answer.  I made one up on the fly. 

“Well… what say… maybe the feds agree to let the fifteen states skim off a percentage of 

federal tax revenue and dedicate it to Appius’ development and implementation?  They settle for 

most of a loaf instead of none and a fight.  Then the fifteen states issue bonds for the whole 

build-out and dedicate the skimmed-off tax revenue to the bond payments only, so the other 35 

states won’t see it as successful blackmail and cook up their own secession ideas to get sundry 

other tax breaks.  And, hey?  You go pull in a landfill-sized pile of investment dollars like that?  

Your bond-buyers living in the ‘aligned’ states suddenly find themselves with a real interest in 

keeping you ‘realigned’ guys solvent and artillery-free.” 

He finished his coffee and sent one of his guys to pick up the check.  Our meeting was 

ending.  I didn’t know the outcome yet.   

“Ron.  What if the next president just decides to blow the sonofabitch up anyway?  Or if 

Vandenbrink does once we get it built?  Shit, what if she wipes the demos out now?” 

All I could do was shrug.  “Then I guess that president gets a civil war.  But by that time, 

y’know… I mean, you want to see some motivated citizens?  Come tour L.A. before it gets 

cleaned up.  Appius can’t have ten percent of the population chipped, and people are at the 

damned barricades trying to keep their access to it.  Once distribution reaches 30, 40% buy-in?  

No.  No president’s taking that away.  Especially if California plays its own secession card in the 
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meantime and won’t pay for federal bullets.  And, hey.  Whoever brings Appius to Cousin 

Timmy in Decatur?  That’s who the next president’s gonna be.” 

The governor nodded and stood to leave.  He gave me a heavy pat on the shoulder as he 

passed. 

“You get the feds on board.  I’ll line up fifteen states.  We’ll get this whole damned 

nation connected.” 
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Chapter 38. 

 
 By 11:30 Central time I was westbound in a two-seater Maytag going 969 miles an hour.  

Analisa’s summary of the conference call pinged into my inbox.  I blinked through it eagerly.  

The initial reports from the east coast were excellent.  One federal judge in New York ordered 

every defendant charged with unauthorized Neuralnet access released without bail, though they 

all had to leave their black-market chips behind.  Another court in eastern Maryland decided that 

Appius chips didn’t connect to the ‘net and, so, weren’t illegal at all; he dismissed all those cases 

outright.  Similar rulings were tumbling into my inbox hot off the gavels.  It was shaping up to 

be a red-letter morning for the Federal Public Defender’s Office. 

 Analisa’s memo on stock legal arguments for the office’s lawyers to make was 

encouraging, too.  Points based on the First Amendment, the Interstate Commerce Clause, the 

Due Process Clause, and the constitutional kitchen sink were all being woven together into what 

looked like jurisprudential bulletproof vests for all of our defense clients.  Judges across 35 states 

would have to decide whether the Department’s new orders were dead-nuts illegal for a baker’s 

dozen reasons, or my people were a bunch of idiots.  I felt good about our chances. 

 I stored check-in pings for Kelly and Burke in my Appius chip to send the second it 

connected again on the west coast.  I scanned the Neuralnet for all the news I felt like absorbing; 

a lot of it consisted of political rumor stories about one realigned-state politician or another 

cracking off about secession.  Then I forced myself to forget I was in a Maytag and take a nap. 
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 Burke’s nanites must’ve been on a collective break during the return trip.  I woke up 

refreshed and ready to go as the capsule reached the courthouse station in downtown Los 

Angeles.  Halfway up the escalator to the street I felt my Appius chip connecting, and I belatedly 

remembered something important: I wasn’t supposed to have it.  I couldn’t go to my office with 

that chip anywhere on my person.  Department HQ’s security scanners across the street from me 

were definitely good enough to detect it, and even a winning legal argument later wouldn’t 

prevent me from being arrested at the front door.   

I kicked myself for leaving my cobalt chip case out on the sailboat with my car keys.  I 

kicked myself again for not driving downtown to catch the vactrain that morning; at least I’d 

have had a car handy where I could stash my Appius chip.  Then I left the station, fired up a 

cigarette on the sidewalk, pocketed my Appius chip and tried to figure out what to do.  As I 

puffed, I looked up and down the block at the signs of a police state under siege; barricades, 

check points, squads of armed cops in riot gear, boarded-up windows, echoes of chanting from 

what must’ve been a large and motivated mob somewhere, the whole nine yards. 

The sight of two officers trying to subdue a combative suspect outside the jail reminded 

me of my intake-room tangle with the wired-up inmate.  HQ’s security setup was state-of-the-art.  

But the Graybar Hotel’s wasn’t.  I tossed my cig and made for the jail’s front entrance. 

The security portal inside was as chaotic as I’d expected it to be.  I flashed my badge near 

the scanners, and the harried guards basically rushed me past with a cursory waive of a hand-

held metal detector.  Once I’d dodged and two-stepped my way around various scuffles to the 

intake room I found the same sergeant at the desk from Thursday.  He looked up from his work 

and recognized me immediately. 

“Counselor!  Hey – you read that advisory yet?” 
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I hadn’t.  I blinked to my inbox to do that.  A brand-new bulletin from the Department 

warned that the stuffed-full downtown Los Angeles jail’s shock-cuff system was overtaxed; 

automatic cuff sparking wasn’t so reliable anymore.  In-person attorney visits were being limited 

to East-pointers with active Neuralnet connections, so they could activate their clients’ cuffs and 

protect themselves if the need arose.   

That left me stumped.  I’d been hoping to stow my Appius chip instead of my D chip in 

one of the cobalt cases behind the booking counter.  Then I caught a lucky card.  The sergeant 

needed a bathroom break, and he called for a replacement at his post.  Rick, one of the guards I’d 

helped on Thursday, came to spell him. 

I stepped up and spoke to Rick directly as the sergeant was leaving.  “How’s the schnoz, 

Joe Frazier?” 

He smiled past the bandage on his nose and tapped away at a viewscreen above the desk.   

“Hurts.  Ain’t nobody takin’ sick time, though.  So I’m here.  Who you need-a see?” 

“Hollings.  Jerome.  Sorry to do it now but it’s important.  And toss me a chip case, there, 

Rick, will you?” 

He turned to get one and flipped it to me without a second thought.  I discreetly ducked 

behind some cops and suspects, and I cased-up my Appius chip while Rick called upstairs to 

have Hollings brought to a conference room. 

“Room six is unlocked, sir.  They’re bringin’ him down.  We don’t have any civilian 

escorts right now.  Can you find it?” 

I nodded and handed him the chip case.  “No problem.  Thanks.” 
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Rick buzzed me through the Plexiglas door to the interior of the jail, and I found my way 

to conference room six.  I didn’t have to wait long before another guard brought Hollings and 

locked him inside with me. 

We both took seats at the stainless-steel conference table.  I activated the old-style 

physical viewscreen in the tabletop by hand.  Hollings spoke first; his rumbling, malevolent 

voice gave me a familiar chill. 

“Well.  Ron Bialik.  Brave man, coming in here now.  They tell you about the cuff 

system?” 

He smiled coldly and feigned a slow-motion grab at me with his cuffed hands.  I blinked 

to the Neuralnet and gave him a just-short-of-friendly zap on his wrists.  Then I warmed his 

ankles a touch for good measure. 

“All it means is I’d have to do it myself, Jerome.  I don’t think we’ll have any need for 

that.  Do you?” 

Other than lowering his hands to his lap, he didn’t react at all.  I knew I had to stay a few 

minutes to cover for stashing my Appius chip out front.  So I thought I’d poke around for some 

useful information. 

“Been digging into your case, Jerome.  Came up with a few questions.  Tell me.  Who got 

your internal wiring replaced?  Your stepmom, Roxanne?  I mean, the Department must’ve taken 

your first set out at some point, right?” 

Hollings shook his massive bald head and glowered at me.  “That’s none of your 

business.  Doesn’t matter.  Next question.” 
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“Yeah, well, see, the Department’s offered you a deal.  You tell them where you got the 

‘net gear and the codes, they put you in treatment, and all the charges eventually go away.  It’s a 

good offer.  You might want to consider it.” 

An urgent ‘net alert came piercing through my chip into my brain.  “Warning.  Neuralnet 

access has been suspended.  Connection terminating in five… four… three… two… one…”   

My D chip went dark.  That didn’t seem to bother Burke’s nanites.  I suddenly felt my 

lungs straining to accelerate my respiration for no good reason.  I knew if Hollings got so much 

as a hint that I was nervous, he’d take it as fear -- of him.  I could find myself in a world of hurt.  

I split my attention between hiding behind my trusty green mental blank and wrestling myself for 

control of my lungs.  Fortunately for me, it was his turn to speak. 

“A deal, Ron?  Word inside is, you public defenders aren’t making any deals at all now.” 

I nodded coolly.  “True.  There’s a big political fight happening.  It’ll get resolved before 

your case will.  Besides, my job’s to communicate the offer.  I’m not saying I recommend it.  

Anyway, you’ve probably got a good defense on the facts.  Tell me something.  When you were 

communicating with those girls you say you killed.  Now, at the moment they joined the legion.  

Died.  Those last heartbeats.  The pain.  Did you feel any of it yourself?  Or… do you even know 

exactly how they killed themselves?” 

That was one of the only times I ever saw Hollings blink his eyes.  He was confused.  He 

did his best not to let me see it, but his best wasn’t good enough.  Odds were, he knew that. 

“No, Ron.  I don’t use those Department brain-hacks.  That’d be cheating.  Vulgar.  I 

used skill.  Simple, purely-intellectual persuasion.  Much more… elegant.” 
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My lungs were twitching; conversation was becoming more difficult by the second.  I 

pretended to be nonplussed, and I touched the viewscreen to call for a guard.  The screen showed 

me no estimated time of arrival.  I had to keep talking. 

“Hmm… see, now, that’s odd, Jerome.  I’ve checked through the ‘net records.  Not just 

for these three B-rank girls.  All nine.  And, yes, true enough, you did have extended ‘net 

conversations with each of them.  But the thing is, in all nine cases there were substantial gaps in 

time between your last conversations with them and their suicides.  We’re talking days, here.  

Weeks, with some of them.” 

Hollings struggled to keep from appearing flustered.  He found he couldn’t manage it; 

then he just quit trying.  He snarled and put his massive fists on the table between us.  His icy, 

black-brown eyes flashed as he spoke. 

“You trying to tell me I didn’t snuff those Bravos, counselor?  You saying I couldn’t do 

it?  Make no mistake, Ron.  I did it.  I’ve had all the training every other East-pointer gets.  I 

have all the tools.  I can do it all.  You even hint at raising that defense – or try and suggest again 

that I can’t get over on a Bravo -- and I’ll be very happy to kill you where you sit.” 

My heartbeat sped up.  I couldn’t keep my lungs in check anymore.  I was about to start 

panting furiously.  Hollings surely would see it as panic.  If that happened, he was going to 

strike, and I was going to wind up either very damaged, or dead, or both.   

There was no guard in sight.  I had one option: start yelling.  I leaned in close enough to 

heat up his chin when I cut loose. 

“You so much as try to twitch and I’m gonna burn those cuffs right through your joints!  

If you survive cardiac arrest they’re gonna call you ‘Stumpy’ upstairs on the cell block.  So?  Get 

on to it, Jerry!  Make your move!  I’ll feel the command leaving your brain and you’ll barbecue 
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before a single muscle receives one nerve signal and contracts.  Did you make through A-school 

to the day ‘we all’ learned that trick, sir?  Hmm?” 

There was no such trick.  Even when my D chip functioned I couldn’t feel others’ nerve 

impulses.  My neck, positioned almost directly over his fists on the table, was probably within 

his allowed range of motion anyway.  And without Neuralnet access I couldn’t have sparked 

Hollings’ cuffs again if I’d tried.  All I could do was let my nanite-accelerated breathing and 

heartbeat run free and hope they’d help sell the bluff.   

We sat there nose-to-nose and toughed out each other’s bad breath for what seemed like 

half a day.  Finally I heard footsteps outside.  The conference-room door buzzed open.  I didn’t 

care what I looked like, or to whom.  I stood up toot-sweet and booked for the hills. 
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Chapter 39. 

 
 Across the street at Department HQ I flashed my badge at security and breezed for the 

elevator up to my office suite before the guards had time to wonder why I hadn’t just blinked my 

code directly to the entry system.  Upstairs on six, nothing appeared amiss as I hurried through 

the bustling suite to my corner office.  But then I saw that Susan wasn’t at her desk outside my 

door; that was a bad sign.  I found Analisa inside, pacing in front of the floor-to-ceiling windows. 

 “Ana!  What the hell happened to my chip?  And where’s Susan?” 

 She stopped pacing.  “Susan said she needed some personal time today.  She left around 

10:00.  As for your chip, I just got a memo about it.  Something about an ‘administrative 

suspension pending investigation’ and ‘national security.’  ExCom’s deactivated your D chip.  

But aren’t you a presidential appointee?  I don’t think they –“ 

 “They can’t.  But they did.  Listen.  Get somebody to run across the street and file for an 

emergency injunction.  I need court-ordered Neuralnet access within the hour.” 

 Analisa shrugged.  “I’ll try.  But the judges’ dockets are still all jammed up, jefe.  Half 

the Monday-morning hearings are being kicked off ‘til Wednesday afternoon as it is.” 

 I thought for two full seconds.  “K.  Ana.  Here’s what we do.  Have Trinity Karsten file 

an ex parte petition with Judge Croft specifically.  He likes her.  A lot.  Tell her to run upstairs 

and let the judge know we’ll deal or waive or otherwise move a hundred cases in his division 

today if this item’s docketed for an immediate hearing.  And I mean immediate.  What time is it 

now?” 
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 Analisa blinked.  “11:58.” 

 “Get me direct contact from Susan.  First possible second.”  I turned on my heel to 

double-time back to the elevator bank, and I called over my shoulder to Analisa as I went.  “I’m 

with ExCom upstairs.  Tell Trin: Croft signs an order by 12:15 or she’s unemployed.  If you 

can’t ping to me directly by 12:45?  Phone upstairs and get me outta that meeting.  And charter 

me a priority Maytag to D.C. for one o’clock.” 

 The elevator was mercifully empty when it stopped for my call on the sixth floor.  I 

stepped inside and thumbed the button for 39, and a wave of dizziness broke over me as though 

the elevator button had released it.  My ribs hit the floor before the doors closed. 

 The car’s quick ascent only made things worse.  Its polished-aluminum walls offered me 

nothing to grab; I couldn’t pull myself to my feet.  Through and amid and against the vertigo I 

scrambled for a solution as the elevator climbed.  I knew if I arrived on 39 in that condition, 

somebody would call medical.  Any greenhorn EMT might discover the Appius marks in my ear.   

I silently cursed Burke and each of his damned nanites.  If the little bastards had reacted 

with anything but the most primal parts of my brain, I’d have had a chance to influence them.  

But they were shorting out the wires in my fundamental structures and screwing up the basics.  

Respiration.  Reproduction.  Digestion.  Pain.   

The elevator passed the 30th floor.  I pulled the e-brake on my train of thought at ‘pain.’  

The nanites weren’t hurting me directly.  But pain was a primal function too.  It gave me an idea 

worth a try.  I struggled to sit up with my back against the elevator wall, and as the floor counter 

topped 35 I wound up and boxed my right ear smartly with a cupped palm. 

That hurt.  A lot.  I’d given myself a good whack.  My ear rang like a church bell.  But 

the nanite-induced vertigo ended immediately and I knew ‘up’ from ‘down’ again.  With one 
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floor to spare I horsed myself to my feet and slapped on a friendly bureaucratic smile.  The doors 

opened, and ExCom’s receptionist greeted me politely. 

“Mr. Bialik.  Good to see you again.  The others are in the conference room.  You can go 

on back.” 

I quickly found that I could walk o.k., and I strode confidently to the far end of a long, 

richly-carpeted corridor without any trouble.  I was just reaching the doorway when it filled up 

completely with the squat, corpulent frame of Reid Post, ExCom’s General Counsel. 

 Reid hated me because it’d taken him two full years of internecine backstabbing and 

relentless political snakery to oust me and take over my job.  He won the fight, largely by default 

toward the end, but politically speaking it’d left him viewed as damaged goods by half of the 

Department’s top executives.  I hated him because he was an amoral, obsequious fop who 

wouldn’t know the truth if it delivered him yet another pizza. 

 He was too fat for me to squeeze past and too heavy for me to move out of the doorway 

unaided.  That limited my options to knocking him out, or waiting for him to speak his peace.  

Reluctantly I chose the latter, and I found myself listening to the familiar, loathsome sound of an 

inconvenienced shoat. 

 “Long time, Ron.  How’s life in the minor leagues these days?  Negotiate any real good 

deals for shoplifters lately?” 

 Twelve of the Department’s top officials sat around the oversized elliptical glass table 

beyond his shoulder, watching us and waiting to begin.  I should’ve kept my mouth shut.  But I 

just couldn’t keep to the high road when it came to tolerating crap from Reid Post. 

 “Why, no, Reid.  As it happens I was able to get 118 counts of prostitution reduced to 

disorderly conduct for one drunken old barfly.  She was really happy.  Oh, and she asked me to 
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tell you that she and your father are very proud of you.  Sorry to hear about his passing, though, 

hey?  I guess they don’t treat their show donkeys as well as they should down there in Tijuana.” 

 Janie scolded me from the far end of the table.  “Ron!  Could we get started please?” 

 Reid’s sweaty forehead turned red.  His nostrils flared.  I looked him over as though I 

were picking a target for a haymaker.  He didn’t move, so I responded to Janie. 

 “Love to, Doc.  Soon as you call maintenance and have ‘em widen this doorway some.  

Mr. Post here ‘pears to be stuck.” 

 Reid finally made some sort of airy, contemptuous noise and waddled ahead of me into 

the conference room.  The lights dimmed by a third and viewscreens appeared in front of the 

other executives as I took the hot seat near the center of the table.  I addressed Sandra Clark to 

my immediate left; she was Burke’s boss’ boss in the Technology Division before he departed. 

 “Sandy?  You wanna tell me why my gear’s offline and we have to do this in real time?  

We could’ve been done already.” 

 Reid strained the chair directly across from me and answered for her.  “There have been 

allegations made that you’ve engaged in criminal activity while on Departmental business.  To 

wit: treason, and unlawful interconnection utilization.  ExCom protocol requires an immediate 

administrative Neuralnet suspension pending investigation.  That investigation is item number 

one this afternoon.” 

 It was an ambush.  I didn’t have any big rocks for cover, and I didn’t know what ExCom 

knew, much less what it could prove.  Susan’s absence from her desk clawed at me.  Without my 

D chip I couldn’t find out if they’d picked her up for interrogation, or whether they’d maybe 

arrested Ray the car guy, or both. 
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I didn’t even think about begging off of the hearing or requesting counsel.  Prevaricating 

my way out of it was off the table too; lying in an ExCom meeting constituted a life felony.  I 

also couldn’t demand all my rights and wait for a full formal hearing, much less a trial.  I’d have 

been long dead by the time either one started.   My only option was to go along with Reid’s dog-

and-pony show and buy some time -- at least enough to get reconnected to the ‘net and learn 

more.  I decided to play offense. 

 “I demand a bill of particulars.  ‘To wit,’ what the hell’s this about, Reid?” 

 He mopped his brow with a soggy handkerchief.  “Count one.  It is alleged that today you 

met with, and conspired to foment an insurrection with, Illinois Governor Andrew Sarkisian.” 

 I slapped the table.  “Bullshit.  Of course I met with him.  Perfectly legal.  He’s still an 

American citizen too, y’know.  I wore my chip and took a fully-traceable Departmental car to the 

meeting.  Geraci’s.  Ninth and State Line, Kansas City Kansas.  Pull the phone records.  He 

called Analisa De Los Santos to reach out to me yesterday.  But what I did there, was, see, I 

worked with him on avoiding an ‘insurrection.’  Pull up the footage from the restaurant.  Play the 

damned recordings.” 

 I knew Geraci’s didn’t have active Neuralnet monitoring.  Everybody in the room 

must’ve known it too, or their viewscreens would’ve been full of me showing the governor my 

Appius chip already.  Janie sounded frustrated when she interjected. 

 “There are no records available from that restaurant, Ron.  You must know that.” 

 I turned to her and shrugged.  “Without my chip?  How am I supposed to know what’s up 

with some old diner in Kansas?  Like I say -- activate my headgear and this’ll go a lot faster.”   
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I looked around the room with an exaggerated gaze.  “I don’t see Governor Sarkisian 

here.  I don’t see any written or recorded statements from him, or from anybody else.  And I’ve 

already called ‘bullshit.’  So we’re done with ‘count one,’ right?” 

 Samir Nasri, the Department’s Director of Public Safety, spoke up to my right.  He 

disliked Reid half as much as I did.  That was still quite a bit. 

“This count does sound like bullshit Mr. Post.  Play us a recording with some plotting on 

it, or produce a witness, or let’s move along.” 

 Reid mopped his brow again.  “Count two.  It is alleged that you have been utilizing an 

illegal interconnection device.  To wit: an organic Neuralnet chip.” 

 I flashed Janie a look she hadn’t seen from me since divorce court.  She returned one I 

hadn’t seen from her since I fessed-up to screwing around behind her back.  I thanked my lucky 

stars that Reid was either too shitty an attorney to draft an allegation properly, or too ill-informed 

to know that the only place Appius chips got near the Neuralnet was between my own ears. 

 I slapped the table again.  “Denied!  Security system -- command ID -- Ronald Bialik -- 

2034-000001.  Begin comprehensive scan for network connections and connective devices.” 

 The room glowed orange for a half second.  Report data blinked up on the executives’ 

viewscreens.  There were only thirteen active ‘net connections and one non-functioning D chip 

in the room.  I leaned forward on my elbows and stared Reid down. 

 “Mr. Post I just finished walking through a state-of-the-art security scanner downstairs.  

Pull the records.  Watch the video.  That was directly after meeting with a client inside the jail 

across the street, where I had to pass through another scan to get in.  Pull that video too.  

Where’s this black-market organic Neuralnet chip I’m supposed to be using?” 
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 I wanted to sit and watch Reid squirm for a few seconds.  I couldn’t.  At that moment my 

D chip booted up and connected to the ‘net.  The newest messages in my inbox were a court 

order signed by Judge Croft and a time-coded reconnection receipt from somebody far down the 

food chain in Departmental IT.  If Sandy Clark sitting next to me knew about my ‘net connection 

coming to life again, she wasn’t volunteering anything. 

 I blinked discreetly and left the other executives sitting in real time.  In a tenth of a 

second I downloaded and organized everything I might need to mount an air-tight defense for 

myself.  Once I couldn’t find any more potential loose ends to trip me up, I pinged Analisa.  She 

forwarded me a comprehensive update from the day’s court proceedings around the country.  

Then I received a text message from Susan’s cell phone. 

“I’m fine.  Gone sailing.  The person with the beer has had a problem at work since 

9:43.” 

 I instantly knew that when I left my blink and returned to real time, I’d be feeling my 

heart high-jump into my throat.  Susan was telling me the Department had arrested Ray on the 

job.  He wouldn’t have gone to work at the Department’s garage with his Appius chip installed.  

So he lacked the means to avoid interrogation by taking Rufus’ way out.  Sooner or later, the 

Department was going to know why Ray drove out to Huntington Beach on a Sunday to fix its 

smashed-up little car. 
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Chapter 40. 

 
 I didn’t tell the Department bureau chiefs at the table about my restored Neuralnet access.  

Their rules said they couldn’t have a ‘net-only discussion without me if I was the subject and I 

wasn’t chipped-in.  It’d have been faster to admit I was reconnected, and time was not my friend.  

But if we all used the ‘net to communicate I knew it’d be thirteen-on-one at roughly equal speed; 

I also knew I could think faster than anybody but Janie in real time.  So I just dropped back out 

of my blink and started in on Reid again. 

 “Reid.  Considering my specific denial of your ‘count two,’ the results of the security 

scan, and your lack of any evidence to present to the contrary, what say we get on with the 

substance of this meeting?” 

 That moment was Janie’s chance to speak up and swear she’d personally seen my Appius 

chip when she was at my apartment.  The lie ultimately would’ve held if she had the votes on the 

committee to order a physical exam, because the connection tracks deep inside my right ear canal 

would’ve borne out her story.  But either she didn’t have the guts to risk a life sentence by 

fibbing, or she still wasn’t completely certain I had one.  Whichever it was, she kept mum.   

Samir Nasri jumped at the opportunity to slice off another piece of Reid’s political hide.  

He addressed the group. 

 “It seems as though Mr. Post is unable to supply any legitimate grounds to support Mr. 

Bialik’s continued administrative suspension.  Absent objection, I recommend that we consider 

the emergency suspension rescinded and proceed with the meeting as planned.” 
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He looked at each of the other executives.  Nobody said a word.  Apparently nobody 

thought to issue a ‘reconnect’ order for my D chip, either.  Samir turned to me. 

“Now, then.  Mr. Bialik.  Thank you for coming in today, and on behalf of the Executive 

Committee I apologize for the inconvenience.  Essentially, we’re all here to try to reach some 

accommodation with your office.  The federal criminal-justice system cannot function without a 

level of reasonable cooperation between the government and the defense bar.  You and your 

subordinates represent well over ninety percent of all accused persons, and so the present 

situation resulting from your most recent administrative directives is intolerable.” 

I nodded.  “It is.” 

Samir waited for me to say something else.  I wasn’t giving him an inch.  He continued 

quickly. 

“Optimally, we’d like to be able to report to the president that the justice system will 

return to normal in the very near future without the necessity of substantial additional 

governmental investments or, possibly, other emergency measures.” 

I nodded again.  “I hope to join in such a report.”   

I didn’t ask what he meant by “other emergency measures.”  Whatever he was 

threatening, as a matter of sheer logic I had no reason to sweat it.  We would make a deal, or they 

would do their damnedest to keep cracking down on the population regardless.  I didn’t so much 

as twitch; my purposeful silence hung in the air like a stench.   

Samir understood my play.  In any negotiation, the first guy to use a number or make an 

offer tends to be at a disadvantage.  I didn’t have to be ‘that guy.’  The Department had come to 

me for help, and ExCom didn’t yet understand how fast the clock was grinding against me.  Or 
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why.  For his part, Samir didn’t want ExCom to be ‘that guy’ either; that’s why he’d just made 

that veiled threat, his one available move, to avoid it.   

Janie obviously was just fine with basically shit-canning the Constitution in order to keep 

Bs and Cs out of the Neuralnet.  The Department’s new orders, with all the resultant disorder on 

the street, must’ve been her doing.  So she didn’t care if we made a deal to get the courts moving 

or not.  Nobody else at the table gave anything away.  Only Reid Post was self-interested enough 

to want to be seen as some kind of hero, and stupid enough to tip the Department’s hand.  He 

clodded his way back into the conversation. 

“Ron if we don’t come up with some kind of deal, the president’s going to swing the axe.  

Heads will roll.  You’re going to wind up on the street, too.  We have to work together.” 

Reid had no idea how little time I already expected to have left in my job.  But his ham-

handed grandstanding told me something critical: they were all afraid for their own positions as 

never before.  The president must’ve lit into them.  She wanted a deal.  So I had leverage.  I put it 

to work. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, the government has been getting its ass kicked out in the streets 

all weekend and in court all morning.  Your new orders are worse than unpopular and unwise.  

They are unlawful.  I’m paid to stand against that.” 

Reid couldn’t help butting in.  “They’re not necessarily unlawful.  Not all the courts have 

agreed with your office’s arguments so far.  We’re weeks away from the first hearings on the 

substance of any dispositive motions, let alone trials, let alone appeals.  The courts will say 

what’s ‘lawful.’” 

 I stood to leave.  “Hey, Reid?  If you’ve got the weeks and months and years and jail 

cells to let the formal legal process play out to the bitter end, you can use ‘em.  But seriously?  
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Are you telling me the president believes she’s got that much time before her administration’s 

done for?  She says that, does she?” 

His face turned even redder.  He left it to Samir to show me I was right about how much 

leverage I had. 

“Ron, please.  Have a seat.  Let’s talk about this.” 

By that time it was basically my meeting to run.  I sat down and did it. 

 “Let’s get to brass tacks, shall we?  These new orders are widely seen as a scheme for 

preserving the Neuralnet as the exclusive province of the privileged few.” 

 Janie couldn’t let that pitch go by.  She swung at it.  “’Privileged few?’  No.  ‘Competent 

few?’  Yes.  There’s no debating it, Ron.  Bs and Cs cannot handle using the Neuralnet.” 

 I looked at her for a long moment.  Then I nodded.  “Agreed.  Public perception aside -- 

and I have conveyed that perception accurately, judging by all the mid-street bonfires and filled-

up jails -- it’s perfectly true that few people have, or can develop, the capacity to use the ‘net.” 

 My concession cut the tension in the room by half.  I didn’t know whether it was Reid or 

Janie or whoever, but it was clear to me that someone had stoked up most of ExCom to believe 

that I’d become a crusader.  A bomb-thrower.  Demonstrating that I wasn’t bought me the real 

estate to continue.  I occupied it. 

 “Folks.  Logically speaking, now.  One way to resolve this crisis would be to rescind the 

orders, change the law, wire every citizen up, and let chaos reign.  You all don’t think that’s very 

wise.” 

 Thirteen heads nodded around the table.  I kept rolling. 
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 “Another option would be to build more jails, appoint more judges, hire more cops, and 

lock up more alleged unauthorized ‘net users ‘til kingdom come -- Constitution and common 

sense be damned.  As I’ve said, I think that would be unpopular, unwise, and unlawful.” 

 I could pick out the hardliners who sided with Janie from their non-reactions to the ‘build 

a better police state’ proposition.  To his credit in my book, Samir, the top cop, wasn’t among 

them.  I continued. 

 “As you consider those alternatives, please understand the following.  Governor Sarkisian 

came to meet me in Kansas bearing bad news.  He asked me to explain this clearly to all of you; I 

promised to do so.  Thirteen of the fifteen realigned states are ready, right now, to declare formal 

independence from the United States and cease remitting tax revenue to the federal government.  

You all know what a declaration like that that would do, to the budget and so much more.  And 

you know, better than I, how President Vandenbrink would have to respond.  Tanks would roll.  

Americans would kill Americans. 

“Only Illinois and Michigan are left opposing open secession, and the justifications 

heretofore relied on by those states have now disappeared.  This crisis of ours has caused more 

than civil unrest and judicial gridlock in the 35 compliant states.  It has stacked the final straw on 

the camel’s back from the standpoint of the realigned states.  Those states’ leaders now believe 

they can, indeed they feel they must, use their money to go and form a better country.  If 

something doesn’t change, and fast, they’re going to do it.  And they do not believe the United 

States government is ‘competent’ to stop them.” 

 I expected somebody to react, somehow, to a bombshell like that.  Nobody did.  At least 

not outwardly.  And I knew the next thing I had to say might wind up getting me jailed, and, 

thus, killed by my own insides -- unless Burke could come back from the supposedly-dead 
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himself and make a timely house call to fix me across the street in the hoosegow.  I took a 

nanite-shortened breath and plunged ahead. 

 “Fortunately, there is a third option now.  A genuine opportunity.  Some of you probably 

know something about it.  It’s an interconnection and data-storage system based on contiguous 

water, instead of microwave towers and satellites and hard-wired circuits.  It’s the reason for 

many, albeit not all, of the organic non-Departmental chips some of you have been encountering.  

The chips I’m talking about do not connect to the Neuralnet.  They connect to a similar but 

wholly-independent system called Appius.  Any sentient human can use Appius.  Not just a few 

of us.  And no wiring or formal training is necessary. 

“After consulting with Governor Sarkisian I believe that the only way to solve this crisis, 

and hopefully, over time, to heal some of the country’s larger divisions, is to make the Appius 

system available to the general population beginning with the realignment states.  For that -- and 

only in exchange for that -- they will remain in the union. 

“So.  That’s my proposal to ExCom.  You rescind the special orders.  You agree not to 

oppose the Appius roll-out.  I make the justice system start flowing again like I added a bottle of 

Drano.  And, in so doing, we head off an imminent civil war.” 

 Reactions around the table ranged from soup to nuts.  Everybody but Sandy Clark, Samir, 

and Janie started talking at once; Appius must’ve been no surprise to those three.  The hard-

liners made faces like I’d just passed noxious gas.  The progressives couldn’t blurt their 

questions out fast enough.  Reid’s squealy wail of a voice cut through the din. 

 “Mister Bialik!  Mister Bialik.  How can you recommend widespread implementation of 

a system you have not used yourself?” 
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 The room quieted.  Everybody not named ‘Ron’ wanted that question answered for one 

reason or another.  I couldn’t chance ducking it.  Appius was a brand-new concept to most of 

them.  There were skeptics.  Undecideds, too.  The deal might come down to a vote or two; one 

tiny bit of reassurance might make all the difference.  I risked my life to oblige. 

 “I have used it.  I’m the only person ever to be outfitted with both Departmental hardware 

and a functioning, connected Appius chip.” 

 The hard-liners saw an opening.  Sam Carruthers, the Director of Medical Affairs, 

pointed at Reid and shook his finger in a rage. 

 “You heard it, Reid!  We all heard it.  Bialik issued a flat denial before.  Now he’s 

admitting that was a lie.  In a duly-convened ExCom session?  That’s a felony.  Call security!” 

 Reid smiled and looked at me like it was Christmas morning just for him.  “I surely will, 

Sam.  You need your own lawyer now, Ron.  I’d advise you not to say anything further.” 

 I looked at Samir.  He knew what to do. 

 “One moment Mr. Post.  You originally accused Mr. Bialik of using, ‘to wit,’ an organic 

Neuralnet chip.  The federal police are aware of two types of organic interconnection devices.  

One type connects to the Neuralnet illegally.  The other type, as Mr. Bialik states, does not.  

We’re still trying to figure out exactly how the Appius version works, but you can’t get into the 

‘net with it.” 

 Technology questions were in Sandy Clarke’s wheelhouse.  She timidly chimed in.   

“We – we, ah, we’ve known about the, uh, water, water-based system.  It was… well, it 

was theoretical then… but, you see, the, ah, the concept was… was invented here.  Samir is – is 

correct.  The… the water ones, you see, do not connect to the Neuralnet at all.” 
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 I picked up where she left off.  “Reid.  You’ve got a chip.  Blink up.  Scan the ‘net.  

Neuralprints don’t change, whatever the access platform.  Show the committee one of my prints 

that doesn’t coincide perfectly with activity time-codes from my D chip, and I’ll turn myself in 

to jail.  Appius chips cannot affect the Neuralnet.  As a matter of black-letter law, they’re legal.” 

 The sonofabitch tried.  Hard.  He blinked for nearly a full real-time second.  Carruthers 

and some others did too.  Reid finally opened his eyes and pursed his lips in skeptical defeat. 

 “I haven’t found any yet.  I reserve the right to continue that investigation in the future.” 

 A new twinge of vertigo from the nanites coincided with my relief at dodging another 

bullet.  I sat back in my chair with a sigh and allowed myself a brief moment to relax.  I’d 

revealed my Appius connection without getting arrested and held until a trial I could’ve won but 

wouldn’t have lived to see.  From that point, all I had to do was negotiate a complex deal with 

ExCom, sell it to a world leader, and get my butt 72 miles out into the Pacific for an as-yet-

undiscovered cure before I was arrested for homicide or I dropped dead in my tracks. 
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Chapter 41. 

 
 The Department’s top executives fell to knives over my proposal like a backwater village 

council debating its first liquor-license application.  The hardliners wanted nothing to do with it; 

Janie led the effort to freeze out the Bs and Cs and the realigned states based on sundry pretexts.  

Two execs at the table came right out and said the country would be better off with the realigned 

states gone.  Sandy maintained that ExCom should get out in front of the technology and manage 

it because it was already in use.  Samir said his cops were stretched thin; they needed a break.  

And if there was a way to bring federal law back to the fifteen realigned states, he wanted it 

done.  They caviled.  They bickered.  The group was going nowhere fast. 

I answered several technical questions, but mostly I stayed out of the discussion because I 

didn’t have a vote on ExCom anymore.  Far too soon, I also didn’t have time anymore.  I 

watched impatiently for an opening and waded in to the fray. 

“Folks the president has a speech to prepare.  She needs a recommendation.” 

Reid wrinkled his nose, blinked away his viewscreen and did the one thing he could’ve 

done to screw me but good.   

“It’s her decision anyway.  The law’s the law.  I don’t really care what happens one way 

or another.  I’m out of here.”  With that he heaved himself out of his chair and waddled off for 

parts unknown. 

At first I didn’t know why, but Janie appeared to take Reid’s departure as some kind of 

momentous occurrence.  She immediately called the question to a vote.  To me it was a head-
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scratcher of a procedural move; I didn’t think her side had the math.  Twelve viewscreens 

changed color.  Six green, six red. 

I couldn’t believe it.  Facing one of the biggest questions in the nation’s history, ExCom 

was effectively punting.  To President Dorothy Vandenbrink of all people.  A roomful of East-

pointers, experts in their fields, and they were going to let some 68-year-old loquacious Bravo 

make the decision unadvised?  It made no sense at all. 

Until it did.  The executives’ viewscreens disappeared in favor of one large one at Janie’s 

end of the room.  A direct feed from the White House linked through, and the president’s Chief 

of Staff Tom Mullinex appeared on the screen. 

“What news, Madame Chairman?” 

 Janie turned around and straightened herself in her chair.  I sank into mine and silently 

implored Burke’s nanites to finish me off.  I’d never thought to wonder who was formally in 

charge of ExCom’s meetings after my move to the PD’s office.  I didn’t report to the executives; 

I never had to care who gaveled their meetings open and closed.  At that moment, I thought 

about several million living, breathing reasons to care very much. 

 Janie cleared her throat and began smoothly.  “Tom, we’ve received and discussed a 

proposal.  I’ll blink you a message with our recorded minutes attached.  The upshot is that the 

Executive Committee is evenly divided.  The president has some critical decisions to make.  I 

think it’s best if I come to Washington and present all the sides of the various arguments to her, 

fairly and impartially.” 

 I couldn’t even move before Mullinex snapped “7:00 Eastern, in the Oval.” and 

terminated the call.  I blinked to the ‘net in a panic and pinged to his office to try and get him 

back on the line.  I had no luck on his direct phone or e-mail, and I didn’t even receive a ring 
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acknowledgement from the president’s main office line.  Neither one was an A-rank, so my 

headgear was useless for reaching them that way.  I lit up the White House directory with 

messages.  All I got back was silence.   

Somebody, somewhere obviously had politically colored me ‘radioactive.’  I had a pretty 

good idea who it must’ve been: the Chief Psychologist for the United States Department of 

Governmental and Sociological Affairs.  And she was already standing up to split for D.C., the 

better to sway the president in person.  I worried beyond sweat that my incredibly-brilliant ex-

wife was going to be able to pull Vandenbrink’s strings like a marionette and kill the whole deal 

if I didn’t stop her.  I took a swing at it from my chair. 

“Janie!  Hold up!  We gotta talk.” 

 She didn’t even glance my way as she left the conference room.  I blinked and checked 

the time: 12:40 Pacific, 3:40 Eastern.  I pinged the airport to reserve the Department’s boomer 

for myself and tell the staff to fuel it up, hoping I could effectively call ‘dibs on the hypersonic 

jet’ and beat her to Washington by an hour.  The reply was quick and terse: “LAX closed until 

further notice due to civil unrest.”  That meant Janie would be left with the vactrain.  We both 

would. 

 I stood up and started for the hallway on the double and promptly staggered headlong 

into the doorframe.  My head floated in circles as my body dropped straight to the floor.  Samir 

rushed over to check on me.  I don’t know how many times he actually said my name; I only saw 

two and heard one. 

 “Ron!  Are you o.k.?” 

 I managed to give myself another box on the ear.  The pain cut through the nanite sparks 

and chased off the vertigo for me.  Samir helped me to my feet.  He didn’t know that his 
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assistance had given me an idea.  I spoke to him quietly enough to keep the others from 

understanding, but loudly enough for them to know I wasn’t using the ‘net. 

 “Samir, Janie’s gonna try to slick Vandenbrink and cashier the whole deal.  I gotta get to 

D.C. fast.  Can your cops open a runway for me at LAX?” 

 He shook his head and replied softly.  “Not fast enough.  It’s really bad out that way, 

Ron.  Governor Connors has the National Guard mobilizing but it’ll be closed another four, five 

hours.  Probably more.” 

I racked my brain for another solution.  All I found was a bad one.  “O.k., then let’s cork 

the vactrain.  Keep Janie here in Los Angeles and I’ll get on her conference call with the 

president somehow.  Shit, let’s lock the elevators.  We gotta do something.” 

Samir shook his head again.  “That’s all Transportation’s bailiwick.  I can’t do it without 

a court order or a much-bigger riot.  What if I talk to Renee?” 

Renee DuPage was the Department’s Chief of Transportation Services.  She was still 

seated at the table behind us.  Samir and I had just spent half an hour watching her singing 

backup for Janie and the ‘no’ side in the discussion.  His idea was a non-starter. 

 “No, Sammy.  And do not tell her I’m traveling.  Or anybody.  Also, don’t tell ‘em my 

Neuralnet connection’s back on.  I gotta run.” 

 Samir gave me a dubious look.  “You tried that once.  I’d better go with you.” 

 I blinked to call for an elevator, and we made best inconspicuous speed in that direction.  

I got all the way through the doors under my own steam without falling down.  Samir didn’t 

board the car. 

“If Jane’s still in the building, maybe I can think of a reason to stall her for a few 

minutes.  Good luck, Ron.”  He leaned inside the elevator and gave it some commands. 
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 “First floor.  No stops.  Emergency express mode.” 

 He drew his head back just before the doors closed.  The floor fell away from my feet in a 

rush.  I boxed my ear as fast as I could and was surprised to avoid much of the vertigo I’d 

expected.  So I still had enough of my wits about me to ping to Samir through the ‘net. 

 “I need a chip case from the booking room across the street.  Blue.  Cobalt.  It’s on top of 

the pistol locker.  Have somebody bring it to me on the Maytag platform.  Hurry.” 

 The rest of the dizziness cleared, and I blinked a command to the vactrain system.  

“Advance my 1:00 p.m. courthouse station Departmental capsule departure to 12:50 p.m.”  Then 

a priority message arrived in my inbox from Trinity Karsten.   

“Ron – Reid Post just filed a pleading with Judge Croft.  ExCom wants the court to lift 

the injunction I got for you.  They’re trying to get your Neuralnet access completely revoked.  

Something about a homicide investigation.  Orders?” 

I cursed the stars and replied with a copy to Analisa.  “Stall.  Fight.  File on behalf of the 

office as an interested third party.  Call my personal lawyer Nan Grady and get her into it for me.  

I have to get to Washington D.C. like, yesterday, and I need my chip to work.” 

The elevator stopped at the first floor.  I ran crookedly through the lobby and prayed I 

wouldn’t fall down before I made it out of Department HQ.  A loud voice from the security 

portal chased me out the front doors to the street.  I didn’t quite make out the words, but they 

didn’t sound good for me.  I didn’t stop running until I reached the vactrain station where a 

crowded escalator down to the platform slowed me considerably. 

As I descended I watched a special two-seater Departmental capsule whoosh in from the 

tunnel and come to rest near a waiting uniformed officer from the jail.  The capsule’s hatch 
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opened.  I dialed up my visual acuity and looked at the guard.  He had a bandage on his nose and 

a blue chip case in his hand.  It had to be Rick from booking.   

Then I noticed somebody moving briskly through the crowd with a very familiar walk.  It 

was Dr. Jane Schneider.  And she was heading straight for my Maytag. 

I elbowed past a few people on the escalator as politely as I could and ran across the 

platform.  I was making up distance on Janie, but not fast enough.  I whistled to get Rick’s 

attention and pointed frantically at her back as the vertigo returned and I struggled to keep some 

semblance of balance and forward momentum. 

“Officer!  Rick!  That woman’s wired!  Get her ID number!” 

I boxed my right ear and sprinted to make up the last five yards on Janie as Rick held up 

a palm to stop her for questioning.  I raised an eyebrow and a hand toward him, and he tossed me 

the cobalt case; I caught it, opened it, and plugged in my Appius chip without breaking stride.  

The first thing I did when it connected was ping directly to Burke. 

“Janie’s meeting President Vandenbrink -- alone -- at 7:00 Eastern.  Have an ambassador 

from China, India, or Hades get me a seat in that meeting.  Or call Sarkisian or pick-a-governor 

from the other fourteen.  Whatever it takes, whoever can get me face-time.  Break some 

kneecaps.  Top priority and no shit.  Drop my fix and do this.  You, Ranjit, whoever.” 

With three more steps I climbed into the capsule and blinked the hatch closed.  I sent 

commands as fast as I could. 

“Washington D.C.  Metro Center station.  Direct.  No stops.  Shortest route using 

intermodal express tubes only.  Maximum velocity.  Delay or redirect all conflicting traffic.  

Departmental priority one.  Proceed.” 
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Janie managed to pound a fist on the window next to me before the Maytag swished away 

into the tunnel.  I couldn’t hear her yelling through the Plexiglas, but by my lip-reading her 

words didn’t seem suitable for minors or the clergy.   

I kicked back the seat and dimmed the interior lights.  My hopes of getting a little sleep 

on the three-hour ride were soon dashed when an alarm sounded inside the cabin.  Some 

Department official or other was attempting to re-route my capsule.  I blinked to the system and 

pulled rank to override the order.  Another one popped up.  I knocked it down the same way.  

And so it went, every two seconds, for the ensuing 2638 miles. 
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Chapter 42. 

 
 When the Maytag slowed to subsonic speed for its approach to D.C. I blinked a change 

order to the system, swapping McPherson Square for Metro Center as my destination.  A tenth of 

a second from the final ‘commit’ point for the McPherson tube, I blinked out another change and 

directed the capsule to stop at the Farragut West station.   

It wasn’t much of an evasive maneuver.  I figured it both couldn’t be, and didn’t have to 

be.  If Samir’s entire federal police force seriously wanted to pick me up I’d have been stopped 

short of the Rockies.  But if Janie or somebody had, say, a few trusted D.C.-based mercenaries 

on the lookout for me at Metro Center station, there might’ve been some small benefit in at least 

making them run a few blocks. 

 I was out of the vactrain station and casing up my D chip on the sidewalk by 6:38 p.m. 

Eastern time.  A stiff, steady westerly breeze blew straight at me down I Street, bringing a whiff 

of acrid tire-fire smoke and a couple of lost protest placards with it.  That ill wind, and the 

ravenous nanite-driven hunger I suddenly felt, motivated me to start off east toward Connecticut 

Avenue in search of a restaurant.  The north security portal at the White House complex was just 

a few blocks away.  But no word on the meeting had arrived through Appius yet, and I didn’t 

want to spend any more time on the volatile, arid street than I had to.  Two minutes later I found 

a swanky place at Connecticut and H, and I ordered two $44 cheeseburgers and a pitcher of 

water from the first waitress I saw. 
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 The clock ticked away as I waited and fretted and ate the uber-gourmet burgers and drank 

as much water as I could.  6:45.  6:50.  I tried not to embarrass myself too much when I used a 

fine linen napkin to transfer some water into my shirt.  The dry westerly wind scouring through 

the city attenuated the Appius signal originating twelve miles off the coast of Ocean City, 

Maryland.  To keep my organic chip connected, I needed all the moisture on my skin I could get.  

Finally at 6:54 I received a message deep under my right ear from a sender I didn’t recognize.   

 “Chinese embassy confirms meeting at 7:00.  紫 气 东 来.”  Appius translated the 

Hanyu Pinyin for me as ‘may lucky air come to your house from the East.’  I smiled at the 

sentiment.  Then I uncased my D chip and booted it up to pay my bill through the ‘net. 

 At least I tried to boot up.  Nothing happened when I plugged my chip in behind my ear.  

Fiddling with the socket didn’t do any good.  I didn’t know what’d happened back in California, 

but I knew it wasn’t good news for me.  I was definitely off the Neuralnet.  Possibly for keeps. 

 I had just enough cash on me to settle my tab and get out to the street without putting the 

local cops on my tail for dining and dashing.  I didn’t like what I saw outside any better than I’d 

liked seeing the bottom of my wallet inside.  Across H Street in Lafayette Square a long, ragged 

column of very pissed-off marchers was arriving from someplace to the west and gathering to do 

some anti-Department rabble-rousing in the park.  Nobody in the mob appeared to be very happy 

with A-ranks like myself at the moment.   

I knew I didn’t have time to take the long way around to the White House.  One glance to 

my left, back up Connecticut Avenue, sealed the deal for me.  Two of the most ordinary-looking 

guys you ever saw were putting their hands under their jackets and walking briskly in my 

direction.  Undercover cops with projection tasers, mercenaries with old-style pistols, I didn’t 

care who they were or what they carried.  My only smart move was to keep them more than 
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thirteen feet behind me.  So I stepped off the curb and waded into the marchers, chanting along 

with their rabid anti-Department street cheer and hoping nobody could see behind my left ear. 

Two minutes of picking my way through the growing crowd and keeping one eye on the 

guys with the jackets brought me to the Pennsylvania Avenue pedestrian mall and the north gate 

of the White House compound.  I went straight to the two guards out front and handed one my 

ID and my badge. 

“’Evening, gentlemen.  I’m meeting with President Vandenbrink at 7:00.  Ron Bialik.  

Departmental number 2034-000001.” 

Neither said a word to me.  The one with my ID made a radio call.  A few seconds later 

he and his partner drew their projection tasers and pointed them at me.  The partner yelled loud 

enough to be heard easily over the protests behind me. 

“Show us your hands!  Get on the ground now, sir!” 

Getting on the ground posed no problem.  The rush of adrenalin I got from seeing the 

guards drawing down on me must’ve stirred up Burke’s nanites near my brain stem.  I was 

instantly awash in waves of nausea and dizziness; I hit the pavement like a sack of hammers.  

One of the White House guards apparently decided I was resisting something other than 

vomiting.  He dropped his full weight on me, aiming a kneecap directly onto the back of my neck 

in the process.  Self-satisfaction oozed from his words when he spoke. 

“There’s a federal murder warrant out for you, buddy!  You’re not going anyplace!” 

That cheap-shot to my neck really caused some pain.  And I was even madder than I was 

hurt.  It took me a beat to realize the guard had also given the nanites what-for.  I could think 

clearly again.  So I did. 
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I blinked an Appius reply to the Chinese message I’d received earlier.  “Denied entry at 

White House.  Convey special-envoy status and communicate same immediately.”   

Other than the second guard coming to over-twist my arms into shock-cuffs, nothing 

happened for a few moments.  Then as soon as the guards hauled me to my feet by nearly 

wrenching my shoulders out of joint, I received a response from the embassy. 

“Diplomatic status confirmed.  Entry assured.  Please advise for any additional 

assistance.” 

The guards frog-marched me nearly all the way inside the gate before they stopped and 

listened to their earpieces.  One of them nervously fumbled the cuffs back off my wrists as fast 

as he could, while the other started dusting me off with his palms and returning my ID and 

apologizing. 

“Sir, we are very, very sorry.  There’s been a mix-up.  We were misinformed about who 

you are.  Please accept our sincerest, humblest apologies.  Are you injured?  Is there anything we 

can do for you?” 

I turned and gave the guy with the sadistic knee technique a withering look.   

“Depends.  Which can you get for me quicker?  Your names and badge numbers?  Or a 

fast ride to the front door and a cold bottle of water?” 

They picked the second option and set to work.  Inside of a minute I was getting out of a 

golf cart at the north portico.  Chief of Staff Tom Mullinex himself arrived to greet me.  He 

must’ve run all the way from his office. 

“Jesus, Ron!  I’m sorry about that.  The president apologizes as well.  Please convey our 

deepest regrets to Ambassador Zhao, won’t you?” 
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I tried to smile when I shook his hand.  It almost worked.  “I’ll do that when I see him 

Tom.  What the hell’s going on?” 

He escorted me through security and led the way into the West Wing.   

“Oh.  Right.  You must’ve been en route from L.A.  Listen.  I don’t know all the 

particulars.  None of this is the president’s doing, and she wants me to tell you that the criminal 

thing is not her fight.  Either side.  However it goes or doesn’t go, she’s out.  Mmm-kay?” 

I nodded as we reached his office and sat down.  Tom offered me some really nice-

looking Scotch.  I declined.  He poured two fingers’ worth for himself in a rocks glass and 

continued. 

“M’kayy, what I know is, is… See -- three things happened.  First we got lots of heavy 

diplomatic and political pressure to let you in to every minute, specifically ‘every minute,’ of this 

meeting between the president and Jane Schneider.  Rained down from all over.  China.  India.  

Canada – shit, even goddamned Arkansas called me.  I dunno who you’re turning out to be, but 

obviously we agreed to accommodate all those requests. 

“Then the Department notified us that it’s charging you with open murder.  Some 

Southern California thing.  Huntington Beach?  I don’t know.  M’kay?  So, then, we got a notice 

from ExCom’s General Counsel saying that the Department was revoking your Neuralnet access; 

that’s the only reason you weren’t required to leave your chip at the door.  It doesn’t work.  And 

Reid Post says it’s not going to work for the foreseeable future.   

“So that’s that.  Now.  Your ex-wife’s waiting outside the Oval.  She’s telling me ExCom 

wants my boss to fire you, Ron.  Like, now, mmm-kay?  Annnd, she says, they want the 

president to appoint somebody else to run the Federal Public Defender’s Office immediately.” 
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 My neck was throbbing pretty hard from the guard’s knee-drop.  The nanites were docile.  

I thought I could chance a quick drink, and I definitely wanted one after hearing all that.  I 

nodded to Tom and glanced at the crystal decanter on his desk.  He poured me a stiff one 

straightaway and passed it over as he spoke. 

 “Anyhow, Ron, the Secret Service got word of the murder warrant from the Department.  

The Secretary of State’s staff fucked up by not getting your diplomatic status real clear from the 

get-go, so the guards out front didn’t know about it.  Don’t ask us to be too hard on them, mmm-

kay?  Really wasn’t their fault.” 

 I conquered about half of my Scotch and relaxed for a brief moment.  It was, indeed, very 

nice hooch; I was glad the nanites were behaving themselves and letting me enjoy it.  I chased it 

down with a swig from my water bottle and queried Tom. 

 “Tom.  So… what?  Is this a pre-meeting or something?  You need some background 

information?  Sense of where I’m at on this?  Where the other countries are, maybe?” 

 He shook his head and stood up.  “No.  Thanks.  I will sit in with the president, though, 

mmm-kay?  We don’t have a lot of time for warm-ups or romance.  I just wanted to catch you up 

to speed and get a drink in you before we did this thing in the Oval.  Oh.  And just a word of 

advice, same as I told Doctor Schneider.  The president’s a whole lot smarter than people think 

she is.  Bear that in mind.  Now.  You ready?” 

 I did my best to avoid thinking about my neck, and the nanites, and the two mercenaries 

I’d most definitely killed on my front lawn, and my ex-wife, and the incredibly-high stakes 

riding on the meeting I was about to have with the leader of the free world.  My best didn’t work.  

I thought about all that stuff for three solid heartbeats.  Once I finally got it all pushed back in 

my mind I blinked an Appius response to my Chinese benefactors: 
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 “Please arrange a hypersonic jet.  Destination: Southern California.  Immediate post-

meeting departure.  Also fastest transportation from White House to airport.  Thank you.” 

Then I polished off my Scotch and I stood. 

 “I’m ready now, Tom.  Let’s do this.” 
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Chapter 43. 

 
 Tom’s office had a side door connecting it with the Oval Office directly, but we walked 

the long way around so Janie and I would meet President Vandenbrink simultaneously.  She was 

waiting near the secretary’s desk when we arrived.  He left us with a mild wisecrack before 

going in to spend a moment alone with president. 

 “Doctor Jane Schneider, Chief Psychologist for and Executive Committee Chairman of 

the United States Department of Governmental and Sociological Affairs?  I presume you’ve met 

Ronald Bialik Esquire, Chief Public Defender for the United States Department of Governmental 

and Sociological Affairs and, now, Special Diplomatic Envoy to the United States on behalf of 

the People’s Republic of China, the Republic of India, and the Dominion of Canada.  Dear, God, 

I hope we’re not paying either of you by the numbers of words in your titles.  I’ll be right back.” 

 We were alone in the reception area for an interminable 30 seconds before Janie spoke. 

 “Just how the fuck did you all of a sudden get to be some kind of shirt-tail diplomat?” 

 I smiled and shrugged and broke the world record for smugness.  She must’ve felt it like 

a gunshot in the gall bladder. 

“Well I dunno, Doc.  Maybe I know some people?” 

 “You have no fucking idea what those people will do if they all get chips, Ron.” 

 The phrase ‘those people’ came out of her mouth like an uglier curse than her f-bombs.  

They bothered me.  But I just shrugged again and looked away when I spoke. 

“Damned skippy I don’t.  Neither do you.  That’s the whole point, Doc.” 
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She wasn’t finished.  “Yeah?  Well here’s what you don’t know.  What if your new 

patrons are just trying to screw us?  Hm?  What if their whole plan is to push the United States 

into disarray?  Chaos?  You think China isn’t better off the more we fight amongst ourselves?” 

 No question -- Janie surely knew how to sow seeds of doubt when she wanted to.  I had 

no choice but to roll her point around in my mind while we waited. 

 Tom returned and showed us in to the Oval Office.  President Dorothy Vandenbrink was 

seated behind the intricately-carved Resolute desk.  She signed three documents and came to 

greet us in the sitting area. 

 “Thank you both for traveling so far to meet with me.  Mr. Bialik I’ve just signed my 

acceptance of your letters of credence.  Mr. Mullinex will have the staff deliver your diplomatic 

credentials and identification documents and so forth momentarily.  You’ll forgive me if we 

forego formal acceptance ceremonies, won’t you?  I mean, legally speaking you’re entitled to 

them, but we don’t have very much time together and I don’t believe the official photographer is 

on duty after hours.  Or, perhaps he’s on vacation this week.  Come to think of it, I believe he 

said he was taking a trip to –“ 

 Tom was highly experienced in bringing his chattering boss back to the subject at hand.  

He joined her sentence smoothly.  “… Jamaica, Madame President.  Mr. Bialik indicated to me 

outside that he’ll waive the ceremonies.  He and Dr. Schneider also indicated that they’re 

prepared to advise you on some of these important decisions we’ve discussed.” 

 The president directed us to sit with her.  She started with Janie first, and she didn’t spare 

the mustard. 

 “Jane?  Tom and I spent half an hour today watching the video record of that clown show 

you call an ExCom meeting.  I’ve heard all the arguments, including yours, and I am not, im, 
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pressed.  Especially with these darned-fool new special orders.  No bail?  Not even for first 

offenders?  Contractors?  Bounties?  My word, woman!  Half of these chips you’re locking 

people up for using aren’t even illegal.  Isn’t that right Tom?” 

 He nodded.  “That’s what the White House Counsel’s Office says, ma’am.  That’s one of 

the arguments Mr. Bialik’s office is raising in court as well.  The great majority of the judges 

already appear to be leaning that way with respect to non-Neuralnet chips.” 

 I glanced at Janie.  I could tell she still really believed she was slick enough to turn 

Dorothy Vandenbrink her way if she could get a word in edgewise.  I thought it must’ve been 

blind hubris on the good doctor’s part; it was immediately clear to me that this old lady really 

knew the score.  Janie barely tried to hide how badly she wanted to start arguing.  The president 

could see it brewing.  And she wasn’t having it.  Old Mrs. Vandenbrink barreled ahead. 

 “Jane, this country has eaten more than its share of political manure sandwiches since it 

decided on this stratification policy to deal with Neuralnet access.  And I’ll be the first to admit, I 

won this office in large part because I never once stood up and argued for any changes.  And, 

yes, I’ll also admit that I might see things differently if I had been born a bit later and if I had 

been raised in the Department’s system.  But I wasn’t.  And I don’t have to worry about running 

for office ever again.  Goodness, Tom, isn’t that a heavy burden we’ve shed?  Isn’t it just… 

liberating?” 

 Tom nodded and smiled.  “It is, ma’am.  But speaking of liberating…” 

 She took his hint.  “Oh, yes.  The Department’s special orders.  Jane.  I want those orders 

cancelled as soon as we finish here.  I’m announcing it in my speech at 9:00.  That’s final.  If you 

won’t do it yourself you may resign, or I’ll fire you, and you should know that I’m prepared to 

can half of Los Angeles until I get to someone willing extinguish this dumpster fire you’ve 
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started.  If you stay on, the White House Counsel’s Office will work with you on how I want the 

Department to approach these matters going forward.  Let Tom know what you choose to do.” 

 I could feel the heat from Janie’s forehead all the way across the coffee table between us.  

I knew she wouldn’t quit, though; she’d just dig herself in deeper at the Department and wait for 

the day when she could get another shot at doing things her way.   

Then the president turned to me. 

 “As for you, Ronald.  Speaking of manure sandwiches, I have absolutely had my fill of 

India and China and their projects and their meddling in our internal affairs.  I can’t say what 

Dave Carona was thinking when he allowed them to build those infernal things off our 

coastlines.  Some days I have half a mind to take Air Force One over to his new compound in the 

south of France, seize the whole thing and drag him back to the United States by his earlobe to 

face corruption charges.  It’s lovely, though, France.  Especially in the autumn.  My husband, 

rest his soul, he used to take me there every two or three years.  Have you been, Ronald?” 

 Tom fielded the question for me.  “France may be the one nation Mr. Bialik doesn’t 

represent today, ma’am.” 

 Three of us smiled at that.  Janie looked like she’d never smile again.  The president 

continued. 

 “Oh, yes.  Nations.  I inherited these absurdities among many others from President 

Carona, Ronald.  And I was appalled when they were revealed to me.  The American people, 

used as laboratory rats?  So that India and China might get themselves a leg up on the Russians 

one day?  It’s an abomination.  Worse -- it’s an insult.  We’re not even being compensated for 

our contributions!  If Tom calls over to the Patent Office for me right this second and asks 

whether the United States of America is listed as having any beneficial ownership interest what, 
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so, ever, in a massive water-based data-storage and interconnection system, what do you believe 

they’ll tell him?  What do you think the royalty checks from India and China say on the front?  

That’s a trick question, Mister ‘Special Envoy.’  There aren’t any, and there aren’t going to be 

any.   

“And I’ll tell you, here’s what really frosts the cake for me – those protests out there in 

Lafayette Park and metropolitan Los Angeles and countless points in between.  And everything 

they signify.  Who’s paying for that?  The money, yes, certainly, but what about the human 

costs?  The sociological costs?  The political costs?  What, pray tell, Ronald, do you suppose this 

willy-nilly botched-up hodgepodge of an underhanded half-assed introduction of history-altering 

technology is going to do to your clients’ criminal records and job prospects, or to the very fabric 

of American society, or to my legacy?  My, goodness, Ronald!  What kind of… of asshole, goes 

out and discovers an isolated tribe in the Amazon rainforest, marches in, buys off the chief, 

distributes a box of loaded pistols and starts up a video camera?” 

The president was definitely long-winded.  But we were all hanging on her every stormy 

word; even Janie was swept up in the gale.  Tom knew better than to interrupt her when she was 

reaching her point on her own.  She soon did. 

 “Ronald, I do sincerely wish that President Carter hadn’t sold the Sequoia in 1977.  

Because I would love to outfit a presidential yacht with depth charges on a sunny Sunday 

morning, sail it myself twelve miles off Maryland and blast India and China’s troublemaking 

whatchamacallit into fish food.  And the other one out west too.  Now.  Tell me.  Why should I 

not march downstairs to the Situation Room and order the mightiest navy the world has ever 

known to remove those thorns from my paw by doing exactly that?” 
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Chapter 44. 

 
 Burke’s nanites picked the worst possible moment to go back to screwing up my 

digestive system.  My insides went into overdrive and absorbed that double-shot of Scotch into 

my bloodstream all at once.  By the time the president reached ‘thorn in my paw’ I couldn’t 

decide whether to wander back to Tom’s office for the decanter or stay in the Oval and find an 

antique lampshade to put on my head.   

Then the nanites got really ambitious, and I suddenly found Dorothy Vandenbrink 

extremely attractive, albeit in a powerful-and-long-winded-old-lady-professor kind of way.  

Somewhere far out in my mind, I realized I was in big, big trouble at a bad, bad time.   

I clenched my toes in my shoes, took a big sip of water from the bottle I still carried, and 

willed myself to focus on collecting my thoughts and answering her question.  I didn’t want to 

box my own ear in the Oval Office and look like a nutter.  So I did the best I could with a 

discreet two-finger pinch to my own thigh and a camouflaged squeeze to the bruise on my neck.   

The squeeze helped.  Some.  Enough, I suppose.  My thoughts cleared.  I began by 

removing my D chip from behind my ear and placing it on the coffee table. 

 “This is ‘why not,’ ma’am.  The D chip, and all that comes with it.  You and Tom never 

got a chance to have one.  I’m giving you mine now.  Sort of a memento, maybe.  I don’t want to 

see it again.” 

She and Tom nodded sympathetically.  Janie stared at my chip and didn’t move a muscle.  

Tom quietly acknowledged what I was telling them. 
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“I’m sorry, Ron.  I did ask our staff.  There really isn’t any legal way for a registered 

foreign diplomat to maintain Neuralnet capability.” 

He was reluctant to rub any salt in my wounds.  I saved him the trouble of asking the next 

obvious question. 

“Madame President, I’ll make my resignation from the Public Defender’s Office and the 

Department effective any time it’s most convenient for you.  Tom and I can work it out.” 

 I could tell that the president and Tom really did feel badly.  She wanted to do what she 

could to soften what they both understood to be two heavy blows to me. 

“Ronald, would you like to… I mean, is there anyone…” 

 I nodded and did my best to smile.  “Analisa De Los Santos, ma’am.  I already put her in 

charge of my Los Angeles office on an interim basis.  You may have seen her on the talk shows 

over the weekend.  She’d make one hell of a Chief Public Defender for you.” 

 The president nodded solemnly.  “Consider it done.  And thank you.”  She turned to Tom.  

“Let’s call her tonight.  And do keep Mr. Bialik’s chip where we can find it, Tom.”   

 I cleared most of the uninvited mist from my eyes and brought the conversation back to 

her question. 

“So.  Not just mine.  The Neuralnet access chip itself, and what it represents, is the very 

reason you must not destroy the Appius system demonstration facilities.  Now, you know Dr. 

Schneider has a D chip; hers is in a box near the front entrance.  It’s not behind her ear now 

because she could theoretically do things with it that the Secret Service couldn’t prevent.  We – 

or, I guess, they, now – all can.  Take Saturday morning, for instance.  Two gunmen showed up 

in my driveway and shot at me and my friend in my garage.  I used a car from three blocks up 

the street to stop them.  They never even saw it coming.”   
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I flashed a glance a Janie.  “You can bill me for the roller skate, Doc.  And let Ray go 

already, will you?  All he did was fix the car at my direction.” 

Janie’s expression turned positively malevolent.  “Bill you?  I’m gonna incarcerate you!” 

 I shook my head.  “No.  You won’t.” 

 She opened her mouth and pointed at me incredulously.  “You just confessed to a double 

homicide!  Those men were Departmental contractors!  I’ll have you wearing stripes before 

sundown!” 

 Tom leaned forward from his chair and picked my chip up from the table.  He pocketed it 

as he spoke. 

 “Doctor Schneider, Special Envoy Bialik now enjoys full diplomatic immunity from 

prosecution.  Even if the president were to ask all three of his credentialing nations to waive that 

immunity -- and she won’t be asking -- I very much doubt that even one of them would do so.” 

 To her credit, Janie kept quiet at that.  She did turn vaguely purple, though.  I hurried 

back to my argument. 

 “Ma’am, I’m not saying Neuralnet access chips make people ‘better,’ per se.  What a D 

chip does is, it… it enables people to be more.  Of whatever they already are.  They still tend to 

make decisions and behave as their individual characters dictate.  But once they’re chipped-in, 

they do things faster.  More efficiently.  Orders of magnitude more effectively.  Fundamentally 

speaking, that substantial edge the D chip gives to A-ranks, that ‘ability gap’ if you will, is the 

most-benign reason of several why the Neuralnet and its users scare the general public so much.  

And, so, it’s the root of why the stratification system was implemented in the first place.  And, 

so, it’s basically why so much raw political power was stripped from most of the states and 

transferred to the federal government -- to the Department.   
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“Ma’am, I think you’ll agree: many people basically fear what can happen now that A-

ranks have such greater abilities… so many more powers, than they themselves do.  And it’s a 

very effective political tool, that basic fear.  You’ve seen this.  An apprehensive electorate will 

vote for safety, and for whomever promises them the most of it. 

 “So.  No offense intended Madame President, but politicians enjoy being elected and re-

elected.  And in the name of promising the masses safety from this relatively-new Neuralnet 

technology, over time America’s leaders have made policy decisions designed to play on the 

very fears their own campaign promises have fueled.   

“Those leaders, thus motivated, have taken us off the right path.  We’ve lost our way as a 

country.  Voters chose.  Government acted.  Neuralnet access was restricted.  People with certain 

natural abilities were uncompromisingly screened and selected and trained from young ages, and 

then they alone received these incredible technological advantages over their peers.  And, 

subsequently, they, alone, became empowered to decide who else might be granted those 

advantages. 

 “But as I say, the chips don’t make people better.  The chosen few, the A-ranks, retained 

their own fears and self-interests, too.  These last couple of decades, they haven’t tried to expand 

Neuralnet access beyond their own circle.  Some of them have worked pretty hard to stifle the 

development of technology that could help almost everybody else become ‘more,’ too.  The 

scientific breakthroughs underpinning the Appius system?  Those were made by Departmental 

scientists.  But they were shelved.  Mothballed.  One scientist in particular, my friend Solomon 

Berkowitz, designed and built the two demonstration projects sitting just outside our eastern and 

western twelve-mile limits now.  By the by, ma’am, the U.S. may yet have some legal claim if 
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Appius ever turns a profit.  I don’t know.  Doctor Berkowitz was on our damned payroll when he 

came up with the idea, so…” 

 As I’d half-expected, Janie positively went on ‘tilt’ when I mentioned Burke.   

“What?  Wait.  Hold it!  Burke?  Burke’s alive?  Goddamned Burke did all this?”  She 

palmed her forehead and sat back against the sofa, and then she directed a sardonic chuckle at the 

ceiling.   

“You have got to be… I mean… Jesus.  Well… of course.  Offff course.  You wash up in 

the White House as a murderous diplomat, and your drinking buddy Burke rises from the dead to 

pose the single biggest threat this country faces.  This all makes sooo much sense…” 

 I picked up on part of what she said.  “Madame President.  We just heard the key to the 

entire problem.  ‘Threat.’  That’s exactly how ExCom, how most of the Department, has come to 

see the Appius system specifically and broad-based ‘net access generally.  But they’re looking 

into the wrong end of the telescope.  It’s exactly, perfectly the opposite way ‘round.   

“Consider this: when Americans elected leaders who vowed to protect us from the 

computer-enhanced, scarier aspects of human advancement, what did they really get?  

Policymakers who did too much to maintain the status quo.  People went from being counted ‘in’ 

or ‘out’ for ‘net access, to being tested and strictly ranked.  Stratified.  As, Bs, and Cs.  Millions 

of Bs and Cs were, thereby, restricted.  Limited.  They were first told what they could not be, 

and, soon enough, their government began to tell everyone what they had to be.   

“Some of the best parts of themselves, of their humanity, were frustrated.  Taken away 

from them, really.  Their aspirations.  Their creativity.  Even the freedom to reach too high and 

fail miserably under their own steam -- all lost, in the name of maintaining societal order and, 

hence, safety.  From stratification’s introduction a C-rank could never go to night school or 
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whatever to become a B.  Bs and Cs had to watch us East-pointers doing more and more amazing 

things every day, knowing all the while that they could never access the tools and the training 

necessary to do such things.  By adopting stratification, America traded Horatio Alger’s ‘luck 

and pluck’ for Darwin’s natural selection.  Lock, stock, and barrel.  Ambition became 

superfluous.  And, so, people stopped dreaming.  They lost hope.” 

We all knew the clock was ticking.  While I was speaking, aides began bustling in and 

out of the Oval Office with bits of the president’s upcoming speech for Tom to approve or, more 

often, reject.  To hold my audience until I finished, I had to set off some fireworks.  I lit fuses. 

“And that abstract concept might not seem very important in isolation.  But look at 

what’s actually happening in the country now.  Ma’am?  Tom?  How many people do you think 

commit suicide in the United States every day?” 

Tom took a guess.  “I don’t know.  200?  300?  500?” 

“No.”  I glared over at Janie.  “Give ‘em the real numbers, Doc.  And, yeah, I’ve seen 

them.” 

She shifted uncomfortably and shrugged.  “It’s actually several thousand.  For reasons 

relating to the psychological well-being of the public, the Department doesn’t generally report –“ 

I broke in with an extra ration of attitude.  “Come on, Janie!  The number!  Use your 

projections for yesterday.” 

“It’s over 10,000.” 

I raised an eyebrow at her and took a breath.  Janie gave me another angry look and 

amended her answer before I could yell at her. 

“Sixteen.  16,000 a day.” 
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President Vandenbrink put one hand on her heart and sank in her armchair.  She looked 

like she’d been sucker-punched.  “My… my God… Tom?  Isn’t that more… or, higher --” 

Tom closed his eyes and nodded and murmured.  “It’s higher than the birth rate, ma’am.”   

I had my listeners back.  I kept talking. 

“Madame President, you may want to ask Dr. Schneider later for the Department’s real, 

top-secret numbers on alcohol abuse.  Drug abuse.  Child abuse and neglect.  I have to warn you 

– they might make you ill.  Your people are giving up.  En masse!  They can’t be fully-realized 

and self-actualized individuals, so, more of them every day aren’t finding reasons to live.   

“You’ve seen the news reports.  Department HQ’s automated defense system burned 33 

skydivers to a crisp yesterday in Los Angeles.  In mid-air.  But that was no ‘terrorist attack’ like 

the media outlets said.  It was a protest.  Please.  Ma’am.  Hear me.  The American people are 

desperate.  For generations now they’ve known they don’t have a real chance to be anything 

more or different than what someone else, with myriad unfair advantages over them, tells them 

they can be.  That’s not living.  It’s just existing.  People have become, for lack of a better word, 

hopeless.   

“And if India and China decided that it’s wisest for them to let us lead the way with the 

Appius system?  To learn from how we work it all out for our population before they try it 

themselves?  Then with all due respect, ma’am, and considering what this system could do… the 

hope it could restore… for us, and for all of humanity, it… well, it seems to me that it’s not only 

in our best interests as a country for you to allow Appius to continue.  As a world leader, rolling 

this system out nation-wide ought to be your proud duty.” 
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Chapter 45. 

  

The president stood and walked back toward her desk.  She was deep in thought.  A long 

moment passed.  I didn’t have many more long moments left, but I let that one play out.  I 

needed her to formulate and ask questions on her own.  To make an intellectual investment.  To 

bite down on the hook, really.  She soon turned back to us and spoke. 

 “Ronald.  I was listening just now.  I heard you.  And I do agree that we have to take 

some action.  But I can’t support implementing Appius.  Jane?  In addition to rescinding those 

dreadful orders and administratively clarifying what is, and is not, a Department-regulated 

connection chip, I want your people to make a concerted effort to take on this suicide problem.  

Education.  Intervention.  Treatment.  Cultural development programs.  Every bright idea you 

can muster to stop the bleeding.  Get the money from your law-enforcement budget.  Do you 

understand?” 

Janie stood up and nodded like a teenager released from a grounding two days early.  She 

assumed Appius was going to get the ax.  From my seat, it looked like she had good reason.  But 

the president wasn’t finished.  I clung to a sliver of hope as she addressed me directly. 

“From the recorded ExCom discussion today and the reports I’ve received previously, I 

understand the basics of the Appius system.  I further understand how Governor Sarkisian 

proposes to expand it.  Now, then.  Ronald.  I need you to understand something very clearly, 

and to convey it to the governor in so many words when you see him.  You can make an optic 

recording with your Appius chip, can you not?” 
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 I nodded and took a sip of my water.  My signal felt fuzzy, so I let a few drops dribble 

out onto my cheek and wiped it with the back of my hand.  The extra moisture on my skin helped 

some. 

 Another aide arrived.  The president paused while he whispered to Tom and retreated.  

Tom spoke to me as he stood up. 

 “We’ve got transportation on the way for you, Ron.  Should be here in less than a 

minute.” 

 I was getting closer to death with every passing second, and I still had a continent to cross 

before I could do anything about it.  But I didn’t give a tinker’s damn about a ride to the airport.  

I only cared about Vandenbrink’s decision. 

 She gave me a stern look and continued.  “Please begin recording, Ron.”  I blinked. 

“Now.  First off.  I am not the least bit intimidated by Andrew Sarkisian.  I’ve known 

him since he was a two-bit campaign door-knocker in the saddest wards in Chicago, and as far as 

I’m concerned that was the last honest work he ever did.  Nor does the august Arkansas 

Legislature haunt my dreams at night.  This nascent rump rebellion of theirs is nothing more than 

a minor distraction to the United States of America, and the faster those fifteen states remove 

their heads from their behinds and remember what happened to Jefferson Davis’ gang of self-

important touts, the better off they’ll be.   

“If I want Chicago to go dark, I’ll push one button.  If I want to knock down every bridge 

and overpass in Georgia, I’ll push two buttons.  The only federal military personnel I’d have to 

endanger in so doing would be the men and women in the drone-control bunkers in Utah.  They 

might get blisters or carpal-tunnel syndrome from all the trigger-pulling.  And the Purple Hearts 

I’d pin on their chests for those injuries would cost more than we ever net in tax revenue from 
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Mississippi.  Temporary realignment is the best those states will ever do with respect to starting 

their own American Legion post or whatever they say they want.  You tell them that from me.” 

 My heart sank into my shoes.  I racked my brain.  I tried to inhale to say something to 

change her mind, even though I had no idea what that might turn out to be.  Burke’s nanites 

shortened my breath like I was having a mild asthma attack.  I angrily realized that I might fail 

miserably and die badly right in front of my ex-wife.  No way was I going to let that happen all 

at once.  I silently damned decorum and boxed my right ear soundly.  It worked. 

 Beyond the Resolute desk and the windows, out on the South Lawn, we could see the 

president’s 14-passenger jet helicopter, Marine One, descending through a stiff westerly breeze 

and making a pinpoint landing.  President Vandenbrink gave me an even sterner look and 

continued speaking.   

“Mr. Bialik, please also inform Governor Sarkisian that the United States military and I 

have many more important things to worry about than whatever does or does not happen at the 

bottom of Lake Michigan or in a mill pond west of Skokie or, for that matter, beneath the high 

seas.  So long as the American people have clean water to drink and the nation’s navigable trade 

routes remain unobstructed, the rocks and the fish are up to him, just as they are to all the other 

49 governors.   

“Moreover.  If Illinois, or any state, elects to take the position that some portion of its 

current lawful federal tax remittances ought not be transmitted to the Internal Revenue Service 

timely and in full, those states had better lawyer themselves up, because I’ll have them in federal 

court before the statute of limitations expires.   

“Mr. Bialik, I want all the matters we’ve discussed to reach Governor Sarkisian’s ear 

personally, and I shall expect periodic reports from him as and when I request them.” 
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I never fought so hard to keep from jumping and yelling in my life.  She was telling 

Sarkisian that she wouldn’t intercede with his implementation of Appius, and that she’d wait 

years and rely on the courts instead of troops to collect if he had to slow-walk some federal tax 

payments to build it.  All he had to do was connect himself, too, and tell her how that went.  If I 

hadn’t been so dehydrated from the nanites and travel and the wind, I’d have cried tears of joy on 

the spot.  But I had to keep recording; the president wasn’t finished. 

“Finally, and most importantly, Mr. Bialik, please convey my warmest greetings and best 

wishes to the leaders of China, India, and Canada, who graciously and wisely asked you to come 

on their behalf and lend me your counsel this evening.  I look forward to speaking with each of 

them personally very soon, and I also look forward to expanding our important diplomatic and 

trade relationships at the earliest mutually-convenient opportunity.” 

 The president nodded slightly.  I ended the recording.  Tom was at my elbow in a second. 

 “Marine One will take you to Dulles.  The Chinese Embassy says they have a boomer 

fueled and ready to go.  The tower’s holding all traffic now.  Whatever your rush is, I hope you 

get there on time.” 

 I stepped lively to follow him toward the door and the South Lawn beyond.  The 

president caught my eye as I passed.  She smiled and spoke softly so that Janie might, or might 

not, hear. 

 “God speed, Ronald.  Go bring us some hope.” 
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Chapter 46. 

 
 Two Marine pilots and I had the presidential chopper to ourselves.  I climbed in and took 

one of the first seats.  On the seat next to me I saw an expensive-looking leather portfolio.  I 

didn’t have a chance to look inside; the second I clicked my seat belt closed, the pilot redlined 

the throttle and the helicopter climbed straight up at spleen-wringing speed. 

 Nanite-driven vertigo attacked my world with an abandoned desperation.  I wanted to 

pass out just to be able to find the headrest behind me.  I tried to box my right ear and missed, 

whacking the tip of my nose instead.  That sufficed.  My pain centers lit up and the aircraft’s 

cabin stopped spinning around me.  My head rang, but I was able to think about the trip ahead. 

I wondered whether or not the California National Guard would have the extended 

boomer runway at LAX open again by the time my next flight landed.  Then sudden, rending 

pangs of hunger in the pit of my stomach made me realize the runway was irrelevant.  

Transportation to Newport Beach and an exotic speed-boat ride 72 miles out in the Pacific to the 

Appius facility, let alone a sailboat trip, was going to be out of the question.  However much 

time all that might take, I was pretty sure I wouldn’t have it. 

I blinked a message to the Chinese embassy: “Please stock my flight with a parachute.  

Extremely urgent.”  The message compiled somewhere behind my right ear, but it didn’t send.  I 

tried again.  At 500 feet aloft under a whirring rotor, I couldn’t get a signal.  I saw that there was 

one last gulp of water in my bottle, so I unscrewed the cap and dumped it all out on top of my 
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head.  That worked.  I established a blurry, intermittent connection to Appius.  It took me two 

more tries, but the message finally left my brain. 

With its twin jet engines on full afterburners Marine One covered the 22 miles out to 

Dulles International Airport in less than four minutes.  The pilot didn’t climb or circle around or 

otherwise alter our flight path in any way.  We screamed in very low over the tower and the 

terminal and the commercial taxiways, heading straight for a gigantic 1800-passenger Air China 

boomer sitting at the nearest end of the four-mile hypersonic runway.  There wasn’t much 

slowing down involved as we approached the massive, swept-wing jetliner.  Just I was sure we 

were going to shear off the top of its tail structure, the pilot wrestled the chopper’s nose and tail 

around in a precise corkscrew maneuver and completed a heart-stopper of a combat landing. 

That is, for the experienced crew, the landing wasn’t a heart-stopper.  But for me in the 

seat behind them, it literally was.  The three-G spin and the nanites caused me to go into cardiac 

arrest.  I was well on the way to blacking out.  All I could remember from my A-school medical 

class was that a stout thump on the rib cage could sometimes re-start a heart.  I balled-up two 

fists and used all my strength to inflict a couple solid blows.  I can’t say mechanically whether it 

was the physical jolt to my ticker or the pain disturbing the nanites; I just know that I managed to 

get my own blood pumping again, unbuckle my belt, grab up my new portfolio and stumble out 

of the helicopter to the tarmac. 

Without a terminal or a jetway handy I had to board via a cargo ramp at the rear of the 

plane.  An Air China flight attendant met me in the hold.  She was the most attractive woman I’d 

ever seen, in a rumpled-polyester-working-back-to-back-flights-on-short-notice kind of way.  

With the nanites pranking their way in and out of my old-brain functions, I wanted nothing more 
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than to 86 the flight and undress her right there on the spot.  Closing my eyes tightly and thinking 

angry thoughts was the only way I could weather the storm. 

“Mr. Bialik.  We must wait.” 

I opened my eyes.  The attendant was pointing out across the airfield to a baggage tractor 

about a quarter-mile away, racing flat-out on the taxiway and then bumping straight through the 

grass toward us.  Our 20-second wait for its arrival felt like two weeks in January.  The courier 

made up what time he could by driving up the cargo ramp and heaving a nylon backpack the rest 

of the way in to the attendant.  She caught it on the fly and we sprinted for the access ladder at 

the front end of the hold. 

 Up on the main deck I went directly to the open cockpit door and spoke to the pilot in the 

left seat. 

 “Full throttle to Los Angeles, please, Captain.  Light it up.” 

 He turned to face me and shook his head.  “We’re not cleared for takeoff yet, Mr. Bialik.  

Some kind of problem going on in the tower.” 

 I didn’t know what was up, but I guessed it had to be the work of Janie’s ExCom ally 

Renee DuPage.  Her Transportation Services Bureau managed the airports.  I somewhat-politely 

appropriated the navigator’s headset and nodded to the co-pilot for an open link to the tower.  

My resignation from the Department wasn’t official yet; I thought I’d use my perks one last time. 

 “Dulles tower this is Air China hypersonic flight.  Request immediate clearance for 

takeoff.  Departmental priority one.  Ronald Bialik, Departmental ID 2034-000001.” 

 The tower took a full ten seconds to respond.  Somebody up there must’ve been in a hell 

of an argument. 
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 “Air China, negative on clearance at this time per TSB direct instructions.  Chief DuPage 

recommends you contact ExCom Chairman.  Very sorry about that.” 

 I had no idea why she was trying to hold me up, but I wasn’t about to call Jane Schneider 

and beg for permission to fly to L.A.  The last I knew she and Dorothy Vandenbrink were alone 

in the Oval Office.  Anything could’ve happened.  I gave the air-traffic controllers another try. 

 “Dulles tower, I repeat.  Departmental priority one.  Didn’t anybody up there just watch 

the president’s helicopter delay all your traffic and zip across your busy airport, sir?” 

 The captain and his co-pilot smiled to each other at my wisecrack.  Another five seconds 

of silence passed.  Then a female voice came through our headsets. 

 “Air China hypersonic this is TSB Chief DuPage.  You are not cleared for takeoff.  

Please contact ExCom Chairman Schneider for further instructions.” 

 I returned the navigator’s headset and opened my leather portfolio.  My Chinese 

diplomatic documents were at the top of the stack inside.  I showed the fanciest-looking one to 

the pilot. 

 “Captain I hate to do this.  But you can either explain this delay to you ambassador here 

in Washington, wait ‘til you land in Beijing and tell the Party Chairman in person, or push your 

throttles up to the stops this second.  Let’s go.” 

 With one brief glance at the gilt-edged paper in my hand the pilot reached over and spun 

up the turbine engines.  I barely had time to drop into the jump-seat behind his before he released 

the brakes.  The nearly-empty jetliner lunged forward into the stiff west wind; it needed only a 

two-mile rollout to take off.  Soon we were climbing rapidly. 

 A cockpit alarm sounded when we reached 20,000 feet.  The pilot issued an order to the 

others in Mandarin and spoke to me in English. 
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 “The Air Force has scrambled fighters, Mr. Bialik.  What do you want us to do?” 

 I borrowed the navigator’s headset again and listened.  I didn’t have long to wait. 

 “Air China hypersonic.  Change course to heading 090, descend 10,000.  Return to 

Dulles, runway 270-H.  Do not.  Repeat.  Do not increase your airspeed.” 

 We watched through the cockpit’s windows as fully-armed combat jets appeared on 

either side of us.  I told the captain to finish preparing to go transonic, and then I clicked my mic 

open to reply. 

 “This is Air China hypersonic.  Ronald Bialik, Departmental ID 2034-000001.  With 

whom would I be speaking, sir?” 

 Despite being on an emergency scramble, the pilot who replied sounded surprisingly 

friendly.  “Ahh, this would be Colonel Faircloth.  Major Cooper and I each have a full rack of 

hot missiles soon to be locked on your six, Mr. Bialik.  And, ahh, we’re told there’s an 

unauthorized boomer flying within 100 miles of the Capitol up here someplace.  We suspect it’s 

the one you’re in.  Please throttle back and, ahh, turn back to 090 until we sort things out, sir.” 

 The crew with me was still tapping screens and clicking switches to prepare for 

hypersonic flight.  Once we boomed, even on afterburners the fighters wouldn’t be able to keep 

up for long enough to shoot us down.  I guessed I needed about ten more seconds. 

 “Colonel I believe you need authorization from President Vandenbrink before you fire on 

a domestic flight.  What say you ask your commander to double-check on that missile lock, sir?  

Weather’s pretty cold in Antarctica these days.” 

 The fighters peeled off.  I didn’t think they were going away.  The navigator quickly 

confirmed my suspicion in Mandarin and English. 

 “They’re right behind us.  If they shoot, we’re dead.” 
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 The co-pilot clicked one last switch.  A small red viewscreen appeared over the pilot’s 

controls.  “All set, Captain.” 

 The pilot didn’t wait to ask me.  He touched the viewscreen and four outboard rocket 

boosters ignited under our wings.  The fuselage rumbled almost immediately as we shattered the 

sound barrier.  Mach 2 and 40,000 feet blurred past on the readouts, and in less than seven 

seconds we were chasing the sunset at 80,000 feet and 2118 miles an hour. 
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Chapter 47. 

 
I returned the navigator’s headset and tried to recline in the jump-seat to get some sleep.  

No chance; the seat didn’t do that.  I considered a first-class spot in the empty passenger cabin, 

but the idea of being alone with a stocked bar and the flight attendant and Burke’s nanites 

seemed pretty dangerous to me.   

I must’ve dozed off anyway.  The next thing I knew, the navigator was slapping me in the 

face. 

“You quit snoring!” 

My brain was completely fogged-in.  All I could think to do was apologize. 

“Sorry.  Sorry ‘bout that.  I’ll try…” 

He grabbed me by the collar and shook me.  “No!  Your breathing stopped!  You were 

dead, Mr. Bialik.” 

That got my full attention.  Mostly because it wasn’t supposed to be possible.  My D chip 

would’ve jump-started my heart through my autonomic system and issued an alarm to wake me 

up.  Then I remembered: for the first time since I was twelve, I didn’t have it anymore.  Reality 

started to sink in.  My life, if Burke had an effective fix for me at the Appius facility, was going 

to be a whole lot different. 

 The captain returned to the cockpit and offered me one of two cups of hot coffee in his 

hands.  I took it and started getting it into me as quickly as possible.  The pain from the heat 

helped me fend the nanites off a bit.  The co-pilot said something in good-natured Mandarin and 
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went to get another cup; apparently, I’d been given his.  The navigator returned to his own seat 

and spoke to me. 

 “Las Vegas, Mr. Bialik.  Los Angeles in about eight minutes.  LAX is completely closed.  

We have fuel to circle for an hour if you want to wait and see if they get it open.” 

 My heartbeat was spending more and more time alternating between jackrabbit and 

tortoise paces.  An hour could’ve been the rest of my life. 

 “Can’t wait, sir.  What else in the L.A. metro can handle this big bird?” 

 He shook his head and frowned.  “We need a two-and-a-half-mile strip to land, even if 

we stall it in and stand on the brakes.  John Wayne in Santa Ana’s a no-go for us.  San Diego, 

maybe, if we ever want to take off again.” 

 I’d had one solution in mind since I left the South Lawn back at the White House.  But I 

wanted a saner one.  “Doesn’t the Air Force have a base in Los Angeles?  El Segundo, right?” 

 The navigator smiled.  “A base?  Yes.  An airfield?  No.  They use LAX.  There’s 

Edwards, though.  It’s way out in the desert but it’ll handle a boomer easily.  That’s assuming the 

Air Force isn’t too mad at us.” 

 The pilot had a question.  “What about March Air Reserve south of Riverside?  They’ve 

got 15,000 feet of concrete.” 

 Riverside was 40 miles inland from Newport Beach as the crow flies, about a month 

away through L.A. traffic, and 112 total miles from the Appius facility.  My breathing was 

getting shorter, even in between full-on nanite attacks.  I didn’t have much time.  I also didn’t 

have another helicopter, or, without my D chip, access to my bank account to charter one.  Air 

China’s finest intercontinental boomer was so big it would’ve just bounced off the 3000-foot 
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runway on Santa Catalina Island.  The Navy’s airstrip on San Nicolas had been gone for decades.  

That left me with my own question for the pilot. 

 “Did they ever train you guys about how to ditch one of these in the ocean?” 

 The pilot’s eyes widened.  All three men turned to me, white as sheets. 

 “Mr. Bialik… sir… hypersonic rocket planes don’t ditch.  It’s the fuel.  Boomers explode 

on impact no matter what they hit.  That’s where the nickname came from.  Early pilot training, 

not breaking the sound barrier.” 

 I was mad at myself for asking, and for scaring the crew like that.  I should’ve known.  

Then I remembered that with my D chip, I’d always been able to just access anything I ever 

wanted to learn.  I quit castigating myself and thought.  There was no other solution.  I was going 

to have to jump.  And I was going to have to ask another question. 

 “Captain?  What’s this aircraft’s stall speed?” 

 The pilot must’ve been looped-in on my gear request back at Dulles in D.C.  He instantly 

understood why I’d asked, and he looked at me like I was crazy.   

“With these swept wings?  About 180 knots.  Mr. Bialik, you can’t jump out of a plane 

going 200 miles an hour.” 

 I couldn’t blink to learn whether he was right.  But I did know what would happen to me 

if I didn’t reach Burke, and I didn’t want to endanger the flight crew. 

 “Maybe not, Captain.  We’ll find out for sure in a few minutes.  Please set a course for 

twelve miles due west of San Nicolas Island.  You should see a couple of your country’s 

warships and a sailboat.  That’s where I’m going.” 
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 I grabbed my portfolio, unbuckled my belt and stood up.  Then I sat right back down 

again.  The vertigo was becoming less predictable and getting much, much worse.  The pilot 

gave the navigator some orders in English. 

 “Help him downstairs.  Grab his backpack from Ai on your way.  Call me when you 

reach the ramp.  We’ll approach at 1000 feet and 180 knots.” 

 My trip with the navigator back down the ladder and through the empty cargo hold 

reminded me of the nights I used to spend bar-hopping with Burke.  I could walk after a fashion 

if I leaned on the navigator, but my friend Solly on one of those pub crawls could’ve beaten me 

in a footrace.  We were halfway to the ramp when the plane slowed dramatically and began a 

rapid descent from 80,000 feet; our going got tougher as we had to make our way uphill. 

 Once we arrived I sat down heavily and opened up the backpack.  There was a helmet on 

top.  I hadn’t asked for one, but I supposed it made sense.  I put it on first.  Then the folded nylon 

bundle underneath didn’t look right to me.  I pulled it out and unfolded it.  The navigator stated 

the obvious. 

 “That’s not a parachute, Mr. Bialik.” 

 I cursed a blue streak and made myself dizzier.  My Appius message from Marine One 

must’ve started out garbled; translation into Mandarin obviously hadn’t helped matters.  Instead 

of a parachute, my Chinese benefactors had brought me a wingsuit like the ones I’d seen the 

skydivers wearing over the Hollywood hills. 

 The navigator radioed to the cockpit in Mandarin, obviously explaining the mix-up.  He 

listened for a moment and turned to me. 

 “The captain says he doesn’t see warships.  Only a sail boat.  What do you want to do?” 
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 I shook my head, wished for ‘lucky air to enter my house’ and struggled to don the 

wingsuit.  Second and third thoughts dogged me as I stuffed my fancy White House diplomatic 

portfolio inside next to my chest, zipped up the last zipper and buckled my helmet up tight.  Then 

I reflected one last time, looked up at the navigator and made my decision. 

 “Tell him to drop the ramp.” 
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Chapter 48. 

 
 It felt like the boomer was moving at a crawl when the cargo ramp began to drop open in 

front of us.  Salt air from outside the plane rushed into the hold.  My Appius chip was able to 

make a crystal-clear connection again.  Dizzy and sick and about to jump into a 200-mile-an-

hour tempest 1000 feet over the open ocean to my likely death or not, I felt like a million bucks. 

 The navigator helped me stand up with a concerned look on his face.  “Do you know how 

to use one of these suits?” 

I blinked as fast as I could and learned everything on file about wingsuit flying, and about 

landing on water without a parachute.  Then I nodded to the worried navigator. 

“I do now.”  I blinked a message to Burke.  “Taxi!  And step on it, or your damned 

nanites are gonna drown!” 

 With the ramp fully extended the navigator grasped a thick safety strap with one hand 

and patted me on the back with the other. 

 “Captain says we’re coming up on the sailboat.  Good luck.” 

 Two crooked steps later I entered bedlam.  I didn’t much like it.  I’d hoped to jump 

upwards, but the jetliner’s slipstream ripped my legs from under me too soon and slammed me 

down on the long cargo ramp before I reached the open air.  I bounced off and tumbled through 

the sky like a ragdoll.  The suit’s nylon wings mostly offered the wind more leverage to thrash 

me harder with my own arms and legs.  Somewhere along the way my supposedly-buckled 

helmet was stripped off my head.  My first wingsuit jump was not starting out well at all. 
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 Pick-a-blunt-force-trauma had served to clear the nanite cobwebs away from my mind, 

though.  Soon I was able to focus and to think systematically.  From that point, job one was 

gathering my arms and legs until I was doing the world’s first 1000-foot cannonball.  I fell much 

faster, but the move stabilized my descent and allowed me to orient myself.   

Everything seemed easier once I could tell which way ‘up’ was.  I maneuvered to face the 

Pacific rushing at me.  Then I got my arms and legs positioned correctly, the suit’s wing panels 

snapped full, and suddenly wingsuit flying felt like the most natural thing in the world.   

I quickly found I could rotate and make banked turns and influence my velocity like an 

expert.  I took a full second to enjoy the best part of a brilliant cloud-streaked sunset, and to 

marvel at what I thought was a slate-calm ocean stretching away to the horizon in every 

direction.   

I enjoyed myself.  I got cocky.  I had what I thought was a cool idea, and I rotated in the 

sky until I could center my eyes on the sailboat anchored below, I blinked to Appius to gauge my 

exact speed and direction and to do some advanced calculus.  It was no Neuralnet, but I felt so 

good thinking at that rate and level again that I didn’t care one bit. 

I leaned to my left and carved a wide arc through the sky, so that I was aimed right for 

the yacht’s bow at my estimate of the wingsuit’s version of a stall speed: 52 miles an hour.  My 

idea was to glide low across the water, and then lean back and drag my feet to scrub off just the 

right amount of momentum and skitter to a somewhat-gentle stop near the anchor line.  A fancy 

little plan, that.  And it was working out fine.  Until either a gust blew me down, or a rogue wave 

popped up, or both, and I was snatched out of the air too soon. 

I smacked and skipped and tumbled across the surface like a fallen water skier too dumb 

to let go of the rope.  I was bouncing ass-over-teacup straight at the boat, roughly head-first, and 
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I couldn’t do any more to slow myself than a struck bowling pin could.  I remember my shoulder 

glancing off the anchor line at the bow.  I remember an ugly thudding sound.  And that’s all I can 

swear to until I regained consciousness, flat on my back in the cabin of the Appius facility’s 

high-tech mini submarine. 

I knew there were sounds before I could see anything.  Words.  Burke’s words.  He was 

yelling at me. 

 “Come on, Ronnie.  Rise and shine.  You stupid, stupid son of a bitch!  One thing on the 

ocean for at least twelve goddamned miles, and you just gotta hit it with your nugget.  I mean, 

seriously?  You couldn’t just fall in the water someplace safe and maybe swim a little bit?  Hah?  

Open those eyes, buddy.  Let us know you’re in there.” 

 My head was pounding and clanging like a keg of railroad spikes had been poured into it.  

Beyond the pain I could feel two cool, soft hands on my face.  Those hands did not match 

Burke’s voice.  I was scared to try out my stinging right eye, but I managed to drag the left one 

open.  Kelly’s face swam into soft focus for me.  I was immediately convinced that she was the 

most desirable woman in the world, in a blonde-neighborhood-bar-waitress-and-oughtta-be-

California-bikini-model kind of way.  As badly as I was hurting, that couldn’t have been the 

nanites’ work.  She turned to Burke somewhere behind her and called to him. 

 “Burke!  He’s awake!” 

 My friend left the pilot’s seat and made his way aft to get a look at me.  “No sudden 

moves, Ronnie.  You’re probably gonna be –“ 

 I started coughing violently and produced enough water to fill Pearl Harbor. 

 “… a little waterlogged.  You’ve got at least a concussion.  Gimme a milepost here, 

buddy.  Who’s on first?” 
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 I didn’t have any trouble remembering the take-off on an old Abbott and Costello bit we 

used to do to make too few girls laugh in too many bars.  I knew my line.  “True.” 

 “What’s on second?” 

 I gave my right eye a try.  It was blurry, but it worked.  “That’s right.” 

 “Ronnie.  How can we do the bit if you agree with me?” 

 “How?” 

 “Yeah, schmuck.  How?” 

 “How’s not in the lineup today.” 

 Burke shifted gears.  “What’s today?” 

 I had to think about that.  “Uh… Monday.” 

 He smiled and returned to his seat.  “He’s gonna be o.k., Kelly.  Ronnie?  We’re at the 

facility.  We’re just waiting on the docking bay to pump out now.  An’ we got some really nice 

painkillers and a warm bed for you inside.” 

 That wasn’t what I wanted to hear.  “Solly.  The nanites.  The fix.” 

 He paused.  I didn’t like that one bit. 

 “Ronnie, lemme tell you, these drugs we got for you?  You’re not gonna care about 

nanites or chips or anything.  In fact, you’re only gettin’ half.  I’m gonna split ‘em with you.  

We’ll trip together.  Remember that time up in Monterrey when we –“ 

 I yelled as loudly as my shortened breath would allow.  “Burke!” 

 “O.k., o.k.  Listen.  I got something.  I don’t know if it’s gonna work.  Short of pulling 

your Departmental circuits there’s nothin’ else to try.  Now, we can pull that socket and those 

nanowires outta your brain here at the facility.  But it’ll take about six hours.  Tell me this.  Your 

sense of it.  You got six hours left in you?” 
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 I coughed up the rest of the seawater in my lungs.  “No chance.  Had one heart attack 

today.  Why I didn’t just take a chopper out here.  No time.” 

 The sub’s canopy opened above us.  A pair of technicians came in and lifted me out to a 

gurney on the gangplank.  Burke and Kelly followed as I was wheeled toward the first airlock. 

 Burke spoke again when the airlock door closed behind us.  “Here’s the play then, buddy.  

First thing, we pull your D chip.  Keep the souped-up brain activity to a minimum.  Even though 

it doesn’t connect at this depth, that may help a bit.  Buy a little time, maybe.” 

 The second airlock door opened in front of us, and the technicians wheeled me through. 

 “D chip’s gone now Burke.  No more Neuralnet for me.” 

 He closed the second door and we waited for the air pressure to equalize.   

“Oy.  I’m sorry to hear that Ronnie.  I mean, I was dead, and it was pretty tough for me 

when the connection went away.  Anyhow.  The premise is, we got these new nanites.  

Individually addressable.  Different electrochemical properties.  They shouldn’t spark on your 

nanowiring.  And we’re gonna change out your Appius chip for one that works with the new 

bugs.” 

The third door opened, and the familiar humid air of the facility’s interior enveloped us.  

Burke kept talking.   

“But here’s the hook.  Today?  We can’t get the old nanites out.  I have no idea how the 

old ones and the new ones will interact with one another.  It could be the Jets and the Sharks 

going on inside you.  There’s been no testing.  Now my hope is, with the old chip out and the 

new one installed you’ll be able to direct the new nanites to go kill the old ones.” 
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The technicians wheeled me past the command center and the dining hall to a clean, well-

lit sick bay.  Burke came around to my right side and donned a pair of surgical gloves as one 

technician started an IV line in my left arm. 

“Give it,” he said.  I pulled my Appius chip out of my ear canal and offered it up.  A 

technician took it.  Burke produced another chip from a tray behind him.   

“You wanna plug it in, Ronnie?  Or shall I?” 

I did it myself, expecting goodness-knows-what kind of new malady to join the pounding 

in my head.  Nothing bad happened immediately.  The new chip booted up and connected me to 

Appius faster than the old one did. 

“This one’s better, Solly.”  I looked for a hypodermic needle; neither he nor the 

technician had one.  “How ‘bout the nanites now?  They in that IV?” 

Burke took my old chip from the technician and tossed it in a nearby trash can. 

“Nah.  That’s just fluids.  The bugs are already loaded in the new chip.  No more needles.  

It’s a nice byproduct of my work on this fix for you.  Now, then, slacker.  You connected up?” 

I nodded. 

“Feel anything weird?” 

“No.  Shouldn’t I?” 

“How the hell should I know?  I’m askin’ you.   You’re the first human ever to get a 

second batch of bugs.  I can’t believe you’re not all jacked-up like the first time.” 

 We both reflected for a beat.  Burke shrugged.  “It’s a mitzvah.  Now.  How ‘bout we 

take the edge off that pain for you?  We got a buffet – God bless the twelve-mile limit.  

Fentanyl?  Dilaudid?  Ketorolac tromethamine?” 
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 “Something that won’t knock me out or goof me up, Burke.  I gotta tell you what 

happened on my trip.” 

 Burke smiled.  “Oh.  Yeah.  That.  In a moment.  Right now, I got just the thing for you.” 

 He stepped to a cabinet and returned to my left side with a loaded hypodermic.  He 

injected it into my IV line and nodded. 

 “You’re gonna like this stuff, Ronnie.  Let me know when –“ 

 When the pain killers reached my veins I went straight into cardiac arrest again.  I 

distinctly felt my heart stop.  I couldn’t breathe.  For the second time that day, or maybe the third 

for all I knew, I was dead. 
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Chapter 49. 

 
 ‘Dead’ was the technically-correct term for me.  But maybe a bit of an overstatement.  I 

could still see, and I understood what I was looking at.  That told me I still had brain activity.  

And I could still hear and comprehend.  So I had some tools to work with.  Burke saw what was 

happening and started yelling at me.  He whipped the soggy leather portfolio out of my wingsuit 

and began pushing on my ribcage to keep my blood moving. 

 “Blink, Ronnie!  Blink!  Get your brain into the system!” 

 At first I thought he meant something like a memory transfer.  I didn’t know how to do 

that, so I blinked to Appius to learn.  When I shifted my conscious attention over to the system I 

found an urgent message from Burke. 

 “What have you learned?  How can we help you?” 

 I replied within microseconds.  “It’s what you told me.  The old-brain functions.  When 

the nanites spark against my brain-wires the reaction affects my autonomic centers.  Respiration, 

digestion, stuff like that.  Intense pain signals disturb the bugs and stave off the interference.  I 

need a good dose of pain.” 

 Burke pinged me an immediate reply.  “Not gonna happen.  You won’t feel pain for a day 

or so after what I just juiced you up with.  What else?” 

 I shot back.  “I don’t know, Burke!  You’re the engineer.  Hurry up and think of 

something!  I’m layin’ dead here!” 
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 He took an extra few microseconds to reply.  “Relax, buddy.  We’re in the blink, 

remember?  Speed of pure thought.  Yours is really fast.  We’ve got all the time in the world if 

we keep your consciousness running in microseconds, and I’m right here with you.  Listen.  I got 

an idea.  Can you feel those new nanites in you?” 

 I took stock.  “Yeah.  I just about know where they are and where they’re not.” 

 Burke sent me a small file with his next message.   

“Here’s what you’re gonna do.  Find every individual new nanite inside you.  Assign 

each one a name, or a code word, or a serial number, or whatever system makes sense to you.  

Communicate that label to it, move to the next one, repeat.  That little file I sent you has a 

template to get you started with the first few.  Go by it, ignore it and do it your way, whatever.   

“When you’re done, use the labels to organize the nanites into groups and subgroups.  

Think about this like the allied troops loading up to invade Normandy.  Before they embarked, 

some officer someplace knew who each and every soldier was, where he was supposed to be, and 

what he was supposed to go accomplish.  So a single order to the top officers could start the 

whole assault: ‘ship out.’  The rest was just details and adjustments in varying degrees of 

granularity.  First label your nanite soldiers, then organize them, then command them.  Get it?” 

I got it.  It seemed like an immeasurable job.  “How many of these little buggers do I 

have to label and coordinate?” 

Burke must’ve known.  I assumed he didn’t want to tell me the real number.  “Less than 

you think.  Let me know when you get to ten billion.” 

“Ten billion?” 

He put things into perspective for me.  “What else you got to do, cowboy?  You’re 

goddamned dead.  Remember?  Now shake a leg.” 
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I concentrated on using Burke’s template and I found the first few nanites he’d named.  

Assigning them numbers took almost no real-world time at all -- the Appius clock couldn’t 

measure down that far.  I worked through about 1200 individuals myself before I tried something 

smarter.  I cobbled together an algorithm for numbering and grouping nanites and then I sent it to 

100 of them with orders to take over that job.  My list of 1200 organized numbers instantly grew 

to 11,200, then 21,200, and up from there in blocks of 10,000. 

Once I saw the trick working I tweaked the orders to turn every hundredth newly-

numbered nanite into a maker of namers: an officer, so to speak.  That did it.  The flood gates 

opened.  Numbering and organization became exponential instead of linear.  My master list blew 

past ten billion in less than a tenth of a real-world second.  I felt like a like a proud new father 

when I blinked to Burke. 

“Whoa, Solly!  They take delegation!  Amazing.  They’re organized.  It’s like an army.” 

“Nice work Ronnie.  Now get ‘em in the fight against the old ones.” 

“Do they do that?” 

“Shit, I dunno.  I only just built ‘em yesterday.  Let’s find out.  Formulate objectives and 

send ‘em to your generals.” 

I told the nanite-officers to find my autonomic systems and drive out any bug without a 

number, and to draft others to help.  Then I dropped my consciousness back out of my blink to 

find out if I would come back to life. 

Burke was still pushing on my chest.  One compression.  Two.  Three.  By the fourth one 

I could breathe just fine on my own.  My heartbeat was as strong and steady as it ever was.  And 

I could speak. 

“Solly.  Solly, I’m good.” 
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Burke stopped pushing on my ribs and jumped up and down in a little circle. 

“I am so goddamed awesome!  I am the shit, boy!  Who’s your microbiological 

computational electrochemical engineering goddamned dad-daayy?” 

I sat straight up on the gurney immediately, only to be bowled over on my back again.  

Kelly rushed across the room and half-tackled me with a joyful scolding.   

“You don’t get to die anymore, Mister!”   

 That torso-slam from her should’ve hurt me after my skydiving mishaps.  It didn’t.  

Neither of us noticed that the IV had been pulled out of my arm when she pounced to hug me 

and rolled the gurney a few feet.  I finally saw my arm bleeding, and I realized that whatever 

Burke had given me for the pain was in full-swing.  I wouldn’t have felt a third-degree burn. 

 We didn’t have long to celebrate my resurrection.  Burke stopped hopping about and 

blinked to Appius.  He returned to us in real time with some news. 

 “Uh, oh.  Two big helicopters passing Santa Cruz Island and heading south-southwest 

toward San Nicolas.  They don’t have an appointment.  Who’d you tell about this place, 

Ronnie?” 

 I shook my head.  “Wasn’t me.  Seemed like half the damned elected officials back on 

dry land already knew.  Those choppers reaching out on the radio?” 

 Burke started on his way out of the sick bay.  “No communication.  And we’re damned-

sure not hailing them first.  I don’t like this.” 

 I stripped off my damp wingsuit quickly and followed him. 

 “Shouldn’t be a problem, Solly.  Vandenbrink’s keeping the military out of it.  Oh.  Wait.  

Right.  You don’t know.  I made a deal, Burke!  It’s all set.” 

 He kept walking.  We were heading for the facility’s command center near the airlock. 
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 “Yeah, yeah.  Ranjit got word from India.  He told me before he left with the convoy an 

hour ago.  So then who’s up there in those helicopters?” 

 The facility had no surface cameras and no live satellite video that didn’t come from 

newsfeeds based on the mainland.  When we reached the command center we couldn’t exactly 

see pictures of the two aircraft on the viewscreens.  But Appius could detect and reproduce 

shapes within its signal; that’s what it reported to us.  I blinked the shapes into the system to 

determine what they were. 

 “Burke.  They’re Sikorsky Sea Kings.  No outboard guns or missiles; they’re not attack 

helicopters.  Not strictly cargo, either.  Used for more like rescues and such.  They can carry, 

like, 30 people each.” 

 He snorted and shrugged.  “I wouldn’t care if they had guns.  We’re 200 feet down.  

Bullets can’t reach us.  Missiles?  Not from up there.  Maybe a torpedo from a sub.  The 

Department’s satellite laser gear can’t penetrate this far; all’s we’d get is a goddamned suntan.  

They can’t shoot us, and we don’t need to be rescued.  What the hell are they doing?” 

 I had an easier question.  “How long will they take to get here?” 

 He calculated a bit faster than I did.  “Present speed, nine minutes.  Wait.  We’re getting 

transponder signals.  American.  Older type, though.  That’s all Appius has on file about ‘em.” 

 A very bad feeling came over me.  “O.k., who in the United States still uses big old 

Sikorsky helicopters?” 

 Burke blinked.  “They were expensive when they were new.  The U.S. Coast Guard still 

has two.  But those’re stationed in Maine and New York.  Texas has one in Galveston.  Oh.  

Duh.  There I see it.  California.  146th Airlift Wing.  Based out of Oxnard.  California Air 
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National Guard.  Those are the governor’s helicopters.  What’s his name, Connors.  Used to be 

Janie’s buddy, right?” 

 I ran for the airlock. 
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Chapter 50. 

 
 After a combined seven minutes of waiting for the doors to cycle and the docking bay to 

flood, I was strapped in the front seat of the mini sub and ascending rapidly.  Buke pinged to me 

through Appius. 

 “I got confirmation from the convoy.  Ranjit’s turning the ships around.  But it’ll be 

almost two hours before they get here.  We’ve got nothin’ to shoot those choppers with.” 

 I knew the destroyers would never be able to return in time.  Hearing it from Burke didn’t 

help my mood.  “Well, then, I guess you’re gonna have to override that autopilot and let me 

drive this sub myself, Solly.” 

 I told Appius to pipe its image display through to a viewscreen above my control panel.  I 

saw that the helicopters were about two miles out and flying right toward the facility.  Old habits 

die hard; I tried twice to take direct command of the Sikorskies with my D chip before I 

remembered I didn’t have it anymore.  I spent a fraction of a second kicking myself, and then I 

blinked around in Appius for the radio frequency the pilots were using.  I found it and broke in 

on the channel. 

 “146th ANG flight group, I mark you ten miles west of San Nicolas Island.  What are 

your orders?” 

 One of the pilots, I hoped the commander, took a long moment to reply.   

“This is the 146th.  Major Jeffries here.  Who’s asking, sir?  This is a restricted military 

frequency.” 
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 I figured I had zip to lose by trying.  “Departmental ID 2034-000001.  Ronald Bialik.” 

 Another moment passed.  “The system’s showing that as an invalid ID, sir.  And we don’t 

report to the Department.” 

 Strike one.  I tried a different tack.   

“Major by now you should be seeing a 35-foot yacht anchored two miles ahead of you.  I 

brought that vessel out here, and I can assure you.  No one needs a rescue.  Thank you very 

much, though.” 

 He replied right away.  “We see it.  Sir you might want to consider moving your boat, 

recommended heading 350.  We have orders to drop some ordinance about two miles due south 

of it.  It’ll probably be all right, but you might decide you’re better off moving.  Your call.” 

 That was strike two.  Two miles south of the yacht wasn’t far from the center of the 

Appius facility.  They must’ve had orders to drop depth charges.  I couldn’t tell whether the 

major knew what they’d be bombing or not.  I swung the sub southward and navigated for the 

center of the complex at a depth of 50 feet.  I wasn’t sure it was a great idea, but at least I could 

be there before they arrived.  I took one more cut at stopping them the easy way. 

 “Thank you Major, I, er, I appreciate that.  It’s my wife, though, see?  The reason we’re 

sailing all the way out here.  It’s her nerves, don’tcha know.  Gets very stressed at work.  I’m 

taking some time off, myself, to care for her.  She’s trying out some newfangled natural healing 

program or some such now, and I just got her calmed down for the evening, and… and I’m afraid 

if she sees helicopters and hears big explosions, well, it’s not going to be the kind of night I’m 

hoping it’ll be.  Is there any chance I could persuade you, Major, to drop those bombs of yours 

eight or ten miles the other direction?  How about off San Nicolas?  That used to be a gunnery 

range anyway, didn’t it?” 
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 When he came back on the line I could tell Major Jeffries was amused.  For the first few 

words, I held out hope. 

 “I understand, sir.  My wife’s, ah, the same way, sometimes.  Unfortunately this is a 

training mission.  My crew’s being evaluated on the coordinates we’re at when we set these 

charges off.  I’d like to oblige.  But we can’t just drop this ordinance anyplace out here.  Orders.” 

  Strike three.  I blinked to Burke.   

“Either tell me why this Major Jeffries can’t know there are 200 scientists living where 

he’s going to be dropping depth charges, or start clearing the joint out Solly.” 

 He got back to me instantly.   

“Oh, what the hell.  Tell him.  People are gonna find out eventually anyway.  Ronnie, I 

swear, I told that Ranjit, an’ I told him, an’ I told him.  Leave me one goddamned destroyer.  But 

could he do it?  Ohhhh, no.  The man never listens to me.” 

 I reached the middle of six square miles of Plexiglas and surfaced the sub 208 feet above 

it.  Then I radioed Major Jeffries again. 

 “O.k., Major.  I’ll level with you.  There’s a top-secret, very large undersea research 

facility located exactly where you’re going to drop those charges.  Over 200 scientists live and 

work inside.  If you bomb it, they’ll all drown.  Look down.  You see that cool-looking black 

miniature submarine on the water?  The tri-hull, with the long canopy?  I’m in it.  It goes with 

the facility.  That’s how the people get in and out.” 

 Major Jeffries sounded a lot less amused when he replied.  “I thought you told me you 

were on the yacht, sir?” 

 That’s exactly what I would’ve said in his shoes.  I did my best to pull the fat out of the 

fire.   
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“Well, gee, Major, I’m sorry about fibbing before.  But I wasn’t supposed to tell you.  It’s 

top-secret, remember?  You don’t have clearance.” 

 It sounded like horseshit.  The major thought so too.   

“I do see a neat little boat.  That’s well within binocular range of your yacht.  I’d guess 

you’re up on deck to the north of us there, watching right now, to see if we carry out our orders.  

So good try, whoever you are.  One for the books.  I’ll let the colonel know you almost had me.  

Lieutenant Siegel, target right next to that tri-hull craft and deploy depth charges when ready.  

Arm fuses and set for 200 feet.” 

 I put the sub into a steep dive for 50 feet and pinged to Burke for another idea. 

 “Thoughts?” 

 He replied instantly.  “I’m giving an evacuation order and casing up the racks.  Get clear 

Ronnie.  Appius West goes dark real soon one way or another.” 

 I wasn’t ready to give up.  I blinked to the system and searched for local signals.  My 

hopes were buoyed when I found one in each helicopter.  The viewscreen showed me the second 

aircraft passing the leader and advancing toward the target coordinates.  I pinged to whoever 

inside it was plugged-in to Appius. 

 “You’re using an unauthorized access device, friend.  Answer what I ask and do what I 

say or I’ll let your commander and the Department know you’re connected while on duty.  

What’s your job on that chopper?” 

 I waited a long four seconds for his one-word reply: “Pilot.”  I’d finally caught a break.  

It had to be Lieutenant Siegel. 
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 “Lieutenant Siegel.  That chip you’re using.  You’ve seen people getting arrested these 

past few days just for having those.  You must like yours a lot to risk wearing it out here.  Gives 

you a little help on the job, does it?  An edge?” 

 That answer arrived faster.  “Yes.” 

 “Well, it works using a signal.  That signal comes from the thing you’re about to destroy.  

If you drop those charges here, you lose your edge.  Everybody loses.  And then I call in to shore 

tonight and sic the Department on your ass anyway.  Turn that chopper around right now and go, 

Lieutenant.” 

 On my viewscreen in the sub I watched the helicopter’s image like a hawk.  It didn’t slow 

down.  I’d begun drafting another message to Siegel when I saw the image clouding underneath.  

Then the radio channel came to life. 

 “146th ANG leader, 146th ANG leader.  We’ve got a problem.  We are bingo fuel.  

Repeat.  We are bingo fuel.  Fuel is out.  Has to be a bad dump valve.  Aborting drop.  Turning to 

088.  We’ll try for San Nicolas.” 

 I watched the chopper’s image retreat.  Then I pinged a message to Burke.   

“How you like that shit, boyeee?” 

Burke could be a tough audience.  “Not that I don’t trust you Ronnie but you’ve got one 

bird left up there.  We’re buttoning up and evacuating regardless.  You’ll lose Appius in seven 

minutes.  Start your clock.” 

 I still had a connected user in the other Sikorsky to try.  I pinged out a similar message. 

“You’re using an unauthorized access device, friend.  Answer what I ask and do what I 

say or I’ll let your commander and the Department know you’re connected while on duty.  

What’s your job on that aircraft?” 
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 The reply was immediate.  “Airman.”  I learned nothing useful. 

 “What’s your function airman?  What are you supposed to be doing?” 

 Another immediate reply.  “I’m supposed to set one of these two depth charges for 200 

feet and push it out the door.” 

 I fine-tuned a previous message to Siegel and sent it to the airman. 

“Airman.  That chip you’re using.  You’ve seen people getting arrested all this past 

weekend just for having one of those.  You must like yours a lot to risk wearing it out here.  

Gives you an edge on the job, yes?” 

 Another fast answer.  “I just like it.  It’s cool.  So?” 

 I hoped like hell ‘cool’ would be enough to get this guy’s help.  I pinged him again. 

 “I’ll tell you something.  It works using a signal.  That signal comes from the thing 

you’re about to destroy.  If you drop those charges here, you lose your ‘cool’ chip.  All your 

friends lose theirs too.  And then I place a call to shore and sic the Department on your ass 

anyway.  They’ll arrest you in Oxnard.  Do not drop that depth charge, Airman.” 

 Three seconds passed.  Five.  The big copter was approaching its target zone.  The airman 

must’ve been thinking hard.  I was getting ready to turn the sub around and run for my life.  At 

my exact decision point, I received a message. 

 “If I don’t do it the guy next to me will just push mine out too anyway.  And if I don’t set 

the fuse I’ll get in trouble.  What if I was to put the dial on, like, 20 feet and say it misfired?” 

 I figured I could make that work.  “Airman, you set it for 20 but shove yours out first.  

Way early.  Soon as possible.  Thank you very much.” 

 I banked the sub to starboard and dove fast, keeping both eyes glued on the chopper 

image’s position and trajectory.  Appius showed me a barrel-sized object falling from the 
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helicopter.  I put as much straight-line distance between the coming first blast and my own 

backside as I could.  I was down to about fifteen feet above the facility’s roof when the charge 

exploded well above and far behind me. 
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Chapter 51. 

 
Even from that distance a series of shock waves battered the small craft.  I could hear 

parts of the structures around me creaking and cracking from the strain.  Two different kinds of 

alarms sounded in the cabin.  But the sub remained mostly watertight and the engines kept 

running.   

I blinked to override the alarms and banked hard about again in a steep full-throttle 

ascent, steering for my guess at where the next depth charge might enter the water.  Appius 

displayed another keg-sized falling image on the viewscreen.  I gauged its vector.  I did some 

calculus.  My heading was close but my projected depth wasn’t.  If I were to keep ascending I’d 

climb right past the falling bomb.   

I leveled the sub a mere 70 feet above the facility’s roof and activated its exterior lights.  

Then I cut the throttle and drifted forward on momentum.  My eyes darted from the viewscreen 

to the clear canopy and back, searching for a possible third way to die in one day.  It might’ve 

been a fourth; I’d lost count. 

 I waited.  I watched.  I decided that Appius’ image translator had been wrong, possibly 

distorted somehow by the moon or the water or whatever like its master clock.  I thought I’d 

missed the depth charge.  As I reached for the throttle to scram I took one last glance straight up, 

and I caught a glimpse of a dull-grey reflection in the lights.  My heart pounded.  For good 

reason this time.  A 200-pound metallic cask of high explosives was dropping straight down at 

my head. 
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 The throttle lever bent when I slammed it forward into the stops.  Another alarm blared 

from the control panel as I pitched the sub down into a starboard crash dive toward the vast 

expanse of Plexiglas below.  Then I hauled backward and to port on the steering yoke, and I 

reversed the engines so fast I could hear ugly grinding noises coming from their twin 

compartments behind me.  The canopy made sounds it wasn’t supposed to make and the cabin 

started to smell like the street fires I’d seen in Torrance.  One of the sub’s impeller housings 

astern whacked the facility’s roof at the end of my frantic spin-dive.  But I managed to get 

Burke’s fancy hot-rod submarine repositioned correctly and leveled-off at 188 feet. 

 The control-panel alarm was bugging me; I blinked and overrode it.  Through the canopy 

I found the depth charge again and watched it sink through the water.  I locked my eyes on it and 

feathered the sluggish throttle forward and back, nudging the yoke left and right until I had the 

narrow deck to my left in just the perfect place.  When the heavy bomb made contact the sub 

sank a few feet and yawed to port, but I made the catch and quickly stabilized the craft.  The 

digital depth gauge read 193. 

 I rotated my seat left so I could keep two eyes on my deadly cargo every second.  Then I 

blinked to reposition the viewscreen where I could see it too.  Facing sideways, I reached back 

for the controls and steered for the nearest edge of the facility’s roof a mile to the east. 

 It was slow going.  The starboard engine functioned intermittently.  The little sub was 

unbalanced.  The only forces keeping the depth charge on the deck were gravity and some 

friction, and between the metal casing and the fiberglass deck there wasn’t much of the latter.   

 Once I had a sense of how everything might behave I began planing the sub gradually 

upward toward the surface.  The steepest climb I dared produced about nine inches of rise for 
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every 50 feet of forward travel.  Halfway to the edge of the roof I was still only 44 feet above 

explosion depth. 

 The high-stakes navigation kept much of my attention, but under the circumstances it was 

going smoothly.  I found some time to think.  I blinked into Appius and measured all the relevant 

variables.  Then I came up with an algorithm for piloting the sub and managing the load 

mentally, believing I could react and make corrections faster if I didn’t have to wait for my arms 

and the manual controls.  It worked.  I was even able to increase the sub’s speed and rate of 

ascent slightly.  I kept both eyes on the bomb, but I relaxed in my seat a bit.  I patted myself on 

the back for a job well done.  Truth be told, I was cocky.  And, therefore, I was stupid.  Again. 

 About ten feet from the edge of the facility at 115 feet of depth, I believed I was home 

free.  Then I got the shock of my life.  The viewscreen blinked off.  I lost my connection to the 

sub’s computers.  All the cabin alarms I’d overridden sounded again at once.  Appius had been 

deactivated, just as Burke warned me it would be.  I was on my own. 

 Without constant split-second inputs and adjustments the unbalanced sub quickly lost 

proper attitude in the water.  I made a grab for the controls.  I could say a cross-current from 

beyond the building’s wall or a big fish or something must’ve pushed on the depth charge.  The 

honest fact is, though, in my near-panic and with both eyes on my 200-pound passenger, I hit 

both the steering yoke and the throttle lever too hard with my hands when I reached for them.  

The sub lurched downward and away to starboard.   

I lost the bomb. 

I rammed the throttle full-forward and crash-dove past the building.  Then I spun hard 

about and full-stopped to train the exterior lights up at the scene.  The depth charge was sinking 

fast.  I saw that it had a bit of forward momentum, and at first I estimated it’d clear the corner by 
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a foot or two.  Then I remembered it would never clear the corner.  At 200 feet it would just 

detonate. 

Had I been smart enough to start out in reverse, I might’ve been left with enough space 

and depth and time to line up and catch the depth charge again.  Had I been better at 

trigonometry without my D chip, I might’ve derived the correct angles for circumventing the 

building and repositioning the sub starting from where I was.  Had I been any kind of hero or 

whatever, I might’ve driven straight up at the bomb and attempted to knock it away using brute 

force.  I was none of those things.  If there was some way for me to save the facility at that point, 

I just wasn’t able to see it. 

 I maxed-out the engines and got the hell out of Dodge, racing northwest and upward and 

hoping the building might shield the sub from some fraction of the impending blast.  With no 

chips to rely on I couldn’t guess when the charge would detonate.  I switched off all the cabin 

alarms manually and clicked open a radio link to Burke in the command center. 

 “Burke!  I fucked up!  Big depth charge about to mash the east wa--” 

 The first crushing shock wave flipped the sub’s stern past my head and shut me up quick.  

My ribs mashed against the seat harness like they were trying to break out of jail.  The sub 

tumbled and spun, completely out of my control.  The canopy cracked in countless places; jets of 

high-pressure seawater blasted in at me from every seam.  An instant later a secondary shock 

wave buffeted the port tri-hull and swatted the sub into a series of frenetic barrel-rolls.  All I 

could think to do was zero-out the throttle and wait for something different to happen. 

 It soon did.  The starboard tri-hull slammed down on the facility’s roof and stopped the 

rolling, leaving the sub to bounce and skid along the Plexiglas surface on its three keels.  I felt 
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the impact momentarily compress all the discs in my spine.  But for the pain killers Burke had 

given me, I surely would’ve been screaming after that molar-rattling slam. 

 Water was pouring faster into the cabin from the spider-webbed canopy as the sub 

scratched to a stop.  I scanned the control panel.  Almost half of it still functioned; a third of it 

was spitting angry sparks my way to compete with the seawater.  I tested the radio.  No dice.  I 

drew a hopeful breath and tried the propulsion system.  The starboard engine sounded like a 

blender chewing up a box of chalk, but it moved the craft vaguely forward.  The port engine was 

out to lunch.  The control yoke was so bent it would only steer to starboard.  With the one engine 

still able to do anything mounted on that side, I hoped it’d be good enough.  I cajoled the throttle 

forward and set off. 

 ‘Set off to where?’ became my next riddle.  Pulling back on the yoke only elevated one 

front corner of the beaten craft, and then not far.  I’d never reach the surface under power.  For 

no good reason I looked up over my head into the thickening spray.  The waves were 200 feet 

above, and I didn’t have any scuba gear with me.  I knew of one option: the docking bay. 

 The sub’s compass still had numbers on it.  ‘089.’  Almost due east.  It might’ve been 

wrong, but I lacked a better choice.  I coaxed the sub through a wide, halting, staggering turn 

until the digits read ‘350.’  Then the compass popped off in a shower of sparks, and I only had 

the trusses of the facility’s roof structure under the craft’s lone remaining exterior light to guide 

my way. 

 Half a mile of thumping and skidding and listening to that angry blender sound brought 

me to the facility’s northern wall.  From my seat in the waterlogged cabin I couldn’t tell what 

was, or wasn’t, beyond the edge of the roof.  So I dead-reckoned where the docking bay ought to 

have been and committed the sub to its final dive toward the sea floor.   
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My guess was pretty close.  Once over the edge I could see that the bay doors were open.  

But if I didn’t do something fast, the sinking craft was going to overshoot and fall beyond the 

walls.  I pulled the throttle back to ‘reverse’ and twisted the steering yoke as far as it would go.  

The sub bobbled.  It lurched.  I knew it was still drifting too far and too fast.  I shook the throttle 

up and down in reverse, looking for a spot in the RPMs where the motor wouldn’t grind and 

catch so much.  Finally the tri-hull rotated just enough.  The nose pointed down at a steep but 

acceptable angle, and I was able to throttle forward and rattle it home off the dock’s walls like a 

sloppy eight-ball into a corner pocket. 

Somebody inside must’ve watched my arrival.  The bay doors closed above the sub and 

sealed, barely clearing the stern propped up at an angle against one wall.  Then the canopy gave 

way and the cabin flooded in a rush, so I couldn’t wait for the pumps to empty the dock.  I had to 

unbuckle myself and swim for the growing air pocket beneath the overhead doors. 

 With the dock a quarter drained, the water level in the bay stopped falling.  I assumed the 

worst: the pumps had failed.  I treaded water and looked around desperately.  I didn’t see any 

way out of that fix.   

But then the water level began sinking a whole lot faster.  I soon saw why.  All three of 

the airlock doors had been opened at once.  I was sucked out of the bay and through the 

connecting passageway by a rushing torrent of seawater.  The maelstrom bounced me off and 

between the walls and scraped my chin against the concrete floor.  Finally I sloshed to a stop 

near the facility’s command center, as the water from the dock flowed to join another nine 

inches’ worth covering the entire floor. 

 Burke and Kelly were there to greet me, carrying two big watertight cases each.  He 

offered a few kind words. 
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 “Goddamned skirt-chasing slacker.  Took you long enough!  Off your ass and on your 

feet, cowboy.  We gotta go.” 
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Chapter 52. 

 
 After a short slog through a foot of rapidly-rising seawater the three of us climbed into a 

small, bubble-shaped emergency-escape pod adjoining the facility’s north wall.  Burke’s four 

watertight cases took up more than a person’s worth of space.  We arranged ourselves around 

them inside the reinforced Plexiglas sphere as best we could. 

 Burke double-checked the door seal and pushed two buttons.  The pod detached and 

floated up and away from the facility.  The ocean was dark, but we could see interior lights from 

about four dozen other bubbles bobbing far above us on the surface.  Burke counted them all. 

 “Looks like we make 53 pods.  Everybody’s out.  Hey.  Got something for you, Ronnie.” 

 Kelly and I helped him rearrange the top two cases so he could open the one he wanted.  

He produced a new bottle of bourbon and handed it over to me. 

 I needed several drinks and half a pack of smokes in the worst possible way.  But I didn’t 

open the bottle.  Burke noticed. 

 “What?  It’s Jimmy Beam.  That’s your brand.  Whaddayou, need some ice?  You want a 

little umbrella, princess?” 

 I shook my head.  “I dunno, Solly.  I lost that bomb.  I had it made, too.  Smooth sailing 

ahead, and I ballsed it all up.  I mean, look at this mess.  The project’s dead, all that the money’s 

gone… I guess I just don’t feel much like celebrating.” 

 Burke rolled his eyes.  “Oy, gevalt, would you get a load of this guy, Kelly?  Some 

people, I’ll tell you.  Listen, smart guy.  Two of those charges would’ve caved-in the whole roof 
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all at once.  Your shenanigans out there bought us plenty of time to button everything up tight 

and get everybody out safely.  So quit your kvetching and have a goddamned drink already!  

Besides.  I want some.  Crack it.” 

 I still hesitated.  Burke grabbed the bottle out of my hands, twisted off the top and took a 

big slug.  Probably a little too big.  He coughed for a moment before he could speak. 

 “Ronnie.  Buck up!  I’m tellin’ you.  It’s gonna be fine.  Whaddayou, think I’d build an 

underwater computer-server farm without planning for leaks?  What am I, a putz?  I pushed one 

button.  Cased-up all the racks good n’ tight.  We ran around and checked ‘em, but the 

evacuation plan worked perfectly.” 

 He drank a toast to his own ingenuity and continued. 

“Anyway.  Here’s the thing.  Nobody but you got hurt, schmuck.  Ranjit’s got the convoy 

on the way back here now.  They’ll scoop up all the bubbles and cook everybody a little nosh.  

The destroyers will stay on station until I meet with the countries and decide what to do.  Slow as 

the water came in, I imagine we can just duct-tape this one and pump it out.  Maybe they’ll 

wanna build new?  Who knows?  But everything important and expensive down there is safe 

right where it sits for 50, 60 years.   

“Or.  Let’s say we decide to move it.  It’s all modular.   Plug-and-play, wherever.  We 

bring a few more cargo ships, some Chinese or Indian guys go diving to hook on some cables or 

whatever, and voila!  Every rack is ready to transport.  Or half of ‘em.  Or one.  Doesn’t matter.  

Hell, a third of those servers, we weren’t even using ‘em yet.  Now don’t tell China that.  I think 

they had to mortgage Macau to get the scratch to pay for those.  Bud-dyyy.  Don’t worry.  We 

can have metro Los Angeles reconnected inside of ten days.” 
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 I wasn’t sure I believed him.  But I had to admit, I felt a little better hearing that.  I 

nodded for the bottle.  Burke passed it with a smile. 

 “Atta boy.  What you did today?  These last few days?  I was you, I’d get gooood and 

fuckin’ drunk, pal.  So mazel tov.  Bottoms up!” 

The three of us passed the bottle around and chatted for a while.  Before long the pod 

broke the surface, and we were bobbing with the others on gentle swells under a peaceful late-

twilight sky.  Burke spotted the sailboat about 200 yards off, and he piloted the pod in that 

direction. 

 Kelly had a thought.  “Ron?  Without your chip… that means you’re unemployed, right?” 

 I nodded and took a satisfying pull from the bottle.  “Yes ma’am.  I don’t know what it 

pays to be whatever kind of diplomatic special envoy I’m supposed to be, but no.  I definitely do 

not have to go to work tomorrow.” 

 She shrugged.  “So, what’s to keep us from, say, just going sailing for a few weeks?  Or 

forever?”  She looked up to find the moon and then pointed over my shoulder.  “Hawaii’s that 

way.  Or Mexico?  Let’s take the boat and go someplace.” 

 She looked over at Burke.  Burke just shrugged.  “Didn’t it get lost in the bombing?  

Maybe it drifted off or something?  I dunno.  I wasn’t watching it.” 

 The pain killers Burke had given me were managing all of my sundry bruises and scrapes 

plenty fine.  I hit the JB again just in case the drugs fell behind.  Then I had a thought of my own. 

 “Hey.  You kids know what time it is?” 

 With Appius down, nobody did.  I guessed it wasn’t quite 8:00 p.m. Pacific.  I’d missed 

the president’s speech by two hours.  Neuralnet junkie in withdrawal that I surely was, I wanted 

to try and find some coverage or commentary or something. 
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 “Solly.  This bubble got a radio?” 

 He nodded and rooted through two different cases until he came up with a small receiver. 

 “Might not get anything out this far, Ronnie.  It’s got short-wave though.  Try it and see 

what’s what?” 

 I pocketed the radio because the pod had reached our sailboat.  Kelly hopped over and 

tossed a line back to us to tie off.  Burke and I transferred the cases and boarded the yacht.  

Everybody went belowdecks to forage in the galley for one thing or another to eat and drink, and 

then we all went back up on deck to relax and munch and get sauced and await Ranjit’s convoy 

in the warm, still evening.  Kelly and I snuggled in our spot on the foredeck.  Burke took a bottle 

of wine to the bow and reclined on the pulpit to stare up at the stars. 

 Kelly noticed something about my face.   

“Ron?  Am I crazy, or did you wash up at my feet down there with a big gash on your 

chin?” 

 I thought for a moment and remembered one of the knocks I took when Burke flushed me 

out of the docking bay.  “Uh… I know I scraped it.  Prob’ly got a little road rash.” 

 She propped herself up on one elbow and examined me more closely. 

 “No.  You were bleeding, Mister!  I know you were.  But… I can’t see anything at all on 

your chin now.” 

 I rubbed my chin.  She was right.  It had healed completely. 
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Chapter 53. 

 
 I called to Burke.  “Hey!  Solly!  You see my chin right after you gimme that Liquid 

Plumber treatment?” 

 He was already almost half in the bag.  “Yeahhhh, I seen it.  That knobby thing connected 

to that turkey neck of yours.  Wadn’t that it?” 

 I sat up.  “Burke.  I was bleeding.” 

 He still didn’t see any reason to pay attention.  “Truuue, true.  I forgive you.  I think the 

cleaning lady won’t mind too very much.” 

 I found a half-eaten apple next to me on the deck and threw it at him.  It conked him 

squarely on the forehead.  He sat up with a start. 

 “Ow!  Hey, that really hurt, asshole!  What’d I do to you?” 

 “Solly!  The sub.  The throttle handle.  What’s it made of?” 

 He took a slug of wine and gave me a confused look.  “Whaaat, with the chin, and the 

sub, and the –”  He stopped cold and focused on my chin.  “Oy.  Ronnie…  Wow…  That next 

thing.  What’d you say?” 

 “The throttle in that fancy mini-sub I wrecked.  The handle.  What’s it made of?” 

 Burke knew the craft’s specifications down to the bolts.  “Heat-treated chrome-moly 

steel.  4130.  Solid.  Strong shit.  Why?” 

 I picked up a fresh apple and whipped it at the wine bottle in his hand.  The apple 

shattered it like a gunshot and retained enough velocity to skip twice off the Pacific beyond. 
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 “Because I bent that handle with my bare hand.  What the fuck did you do to me with 

those nanites?”   

 His eyes widened.  He dropped the bottleneck into the water and hurried to sit with us. 

 “What else happened Ronnie?  With the sub?” 

 I thought back.  “From what I could’ve touched?  The steering yoke --” 

 He interrupted with more technical specs.  “7075 T-651 tempered aluminum alloy.  

Aer’space-grade stuff.” 

 “Whatever.  It bent so far I couldn’t steer on the way in.  I think one of my legs hit it 

when I got blown up.” 

 He mooched the last sip from my bourbon bottle and tossed it overboard. 

 “Lemme see that leg.” 

 I hiked up my right pant leg above the knee.  There wasn’t a scratch or a bruise anywhere 

on it.  

 Nobody knew what to say.  Burke eventually thought of something. 

 “Oof.  Well.  Not quite what I ‘spected.  But I already got a hypothss... a theory cookin’.  

‘Member when you taught the nanites how to gang up ‘n do things?” 

 I nodded.  “To fight off the old ones, yeah.  But that was it.  Wasn’t it?” 

 Burke shrugged.  “Maybe not.  Listen, boychik.  They’re not gonna hurt you.  An’ all my 

gear’s packed up, and I’m half-crocked.  What say I go down an’ get more booze, we finish 

gettin’ lit tonight an’ we don’t worry about it ‘til tomorrow?”  

 That was good enough for me.  Burke tried to stand up to go, but a passing wave rolled 

the deck and got the better of him; he thumped back down where he was.  Kelly waived a hand at 

him and left to get more wine. 
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 Then I remembered the radio.  I turned it on and scanned the bands until I found a station.  

There was nothing but enthusiastic applause at first.  I figured that might be good, so I stopped 

tuning and put it down on the deck between us.  I was disappointed when I heard a man’s voice 

sounding like a preacher or something, and I moved to find another station. 

 Burke’s ears perked up.  “Hey.  Keep ‘er there a second.  That’s Janie’s friend.  

Connors.” 

 I listened again.  Indeed it was.  I couldn’t stand Robin Connors. 

 “How’d that fuckin’ gasbag get to be the Governor of California, Solly?” 

 “Ssshhh!  This might be ‘portant.  That gasbag jus’ bombed us, ‘member?” 

 Burke had a point.  I quit talking and turned up the volume.  The governor paused for 

more applause and continued. 

 “These past days have been very trying for the people of our great state.  But no 

more trying than decade after decade of living in well-justified fear of the criminal 

element.  The conspirators.  The connivers.  The manipulators.  The predators.  Indeed 

the murderers, whether their hands or their minds have been the instruments bringing 

misery and death to so many thousands of innocent victims and their loved ones.  We 

have suffered much.  All of us.  Each one of us.  Every Californian’s life has been 

touched, and damaged, and too often ruined or stolen, not only by those who would take 

illegitimate profit or sick pleasure from victimizing and brutalizing others, but by a 

federal government utterly lacking the wisdom, or the means, or – as we heard earlier this 

evening – even so much as the will to stand up to those criminals and murderers and to 

say, once and for all, that enough is enough.   

 

The crowd applauded.  Burke whistled.  “Pretty dark stuff.  Who the fuck’s he talkin’ 

about, Ronnie?  The crooks or the feds?” 

 I knew.  “The Department’s actual suicide statistics are gonna come out.  The real ones.  

Vandenbrink’s orders.  Part of the deal I brokered.  They might be public already.  Connors is 

gonna try and blame the whole mess on the feds, supposedly for letting too many Bravos and 

Charlies get chipped-up and cause it.” 
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 Burke scowled.  “Cause what?” 

 “Cause whatever.  Mass suicides, child abuse, parking in front of hydrants -- doesn’t 

matter.  He just needs crimes and villains so he can sell somebody something.  Appius users are 

gonna be his story’s gang of hoodlums.  Vandenbrink’s gonna be Al Capone.  Or maybe you get 

to be Capone.  I dunno yet.  Listen.” 

 The applause receded.  Connors continued. 

“Honorable ladies and gentlemen of the legislature.  This is exactly why, as your 

governor, it is both my honor and my duty to call you together and to speak to you 

tonight.  It is because I know we Californians do have the wisdom.  And we do have the 

determination.  And we do have the courage to stand up for ourselves, even if no one else 

will.  And I say to you.  I swear to you.  That starting right here, and as of right now, we 

shall begin to do just that.  Because enough is ENOUGH!”   

 

 The audience clapped cheered wildly.  Burke gave me a confused look. 

 “What the hell is this?” 

 I didn’t have nearly enough facts at hand to be able to prove anything.  But just like when 

I was talking with Rufus at his loft, I knew, in the pit of my stomach, exactly what it was. 

 “It’s Janie.” 

 Burke squinted at me and shook his head like I’d just spoken to him in Hindi like his 

Appius-connected dolphins.  Connors rolled on. 

 “And not only do we have the wisdom, and the will, to stand up for ourselves.  I 

am proud to announce to you tonight that California now has the means available to stop 

this madness.  The very expertise and capabilities and advanced technologies that the 

federal government itself has had at its disposal for decades, and has too often failed, too 

often refused to utilize.   

“In consultation with the dedicated public servants and top officials at the United 

States Department of Governmental and Sociological Affairs, it has been decided.  

Effective immediately upon your adoption and passage of the resolutions and the 

legislation being proposed for your consideration this very night, operational control of 

the most important and necessary functions of the Department and the full panoply of its 

technological assets will assigned to the chief executive of the Republic of California.   
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“If, as we learned from her own words just hours ago, President Vandenbrink will 

not stand up for the people of California, then rest assured, ladies and gentlemen, that I, 

as your governor, and together we, the people of California, will stand up for ourselves!” 

  

 The crowd went wild.  Burke’s mouth had fallen open when Connors said ‘technological 

assets.’  He finally remembered to use it. 

 “Ronnie… shit… is he… is he stealin’ the Neuralnet from the D’partment?” 

 I really wanted Kelly to hurry back with that booze.  I spat over the rail in disgust and 

glared at the radio like it’d soiled a new carpet.   

“Not exactly, Solly.  Here’s what’s really happening: Janie’s stealing the eighth-largest 

economy in the world from the United States.  She’s hitching her wagon to Robin Connors, and 

she’s bringing him the Neuralnet and all those cops and mercenaries as a dowry.  But who do 

you suppose is gonna wear the pants in that family?” 

 Burke was incredulous.  “He can’t… she...  Ronnie!  Iss goddamned treason!  It’s… iss a 

r’bellion!” 

 I shook my head.  “Worse.  It’s a coup.  Think ahead, Solly.  She’s going for all the 

marbles.  She hopes all the other states will follow California.” 

 He slapped his palms to his cheeks and swayed back and forth in disbelief.  Then he 

reached down and swatted the radio off the deck.  It landed in the ocean with a tiny splash. 

 Kelly returned with uncorked bottles of wine for each of us.  She could see that we were 

upset. 

 “Ron?  Hey.  You guys o.k.?” 

 Burke took a bottle of pinot grigio and swayed a bit as he pointed it at me.  “Y’know we 

got -- gotta stopper.” 
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 Kelly handed me a bottle of Shiraz.  I nodded and clinked it against Burke’s.  She spoke 

up as we drank. 

 “So… we’ve got this nice sailboat and nowhere to be.  Ron, honey?  Where shall we go?  

Tahiti?  Australia?” 

 Burke and I had the same thought. 

 “Chicago.” 

# 


